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Summary
Low-speed streaks are known to be a contributing factor in bypass transition of laminar boundary
layers, yet they can interact with Tollmien-Schlichting waves to delay transition. Recent progress
has been reported in the literature concerning theoretical stability characteristics of steady streaks.
These streaks have either been generated computationally using the model of an Optimum streak or
experimentally using roughness elements. However, questions remain concerning the characteristics
of boundary layer streaks which originate from the free-stream. The research presented in this
thesis aims to provide insight into the origin of steady vortical free-stream disturbances, the streaks
created, and their influence on boundary layer transition.
Firstly, computational results are presented which co-validate the experimental observations of
Watmu↵ [2006] where steady streaks in the boundary layer are deliberately generated by the steady
wake of a wire placed upstream. The largest streak occurs when the wake is generated from a
wire placed upstream of the wind tunnel contraction. Here, the flow through the contraction leads
to the creation of streamwise vorticity in the test-section via tilting and stretching of the normal
vorticity entering. The computational results allow the original experiment to be reinterpreted as a
receptivity experiment that demonstrates the boundary layer is more receptive to steady streamwise
vorticity than normal vorticity, confirming the recent computations of Schrader et al. [2010]. The
sensitivity of normal vorticity receptivity to the leading edge attachment position and the relative
insensitivity of streamwise vorticity is also shown.
More than 30 years ago, Morkovin [1979] highlighted issues of spanwise variation in wind tunnel
experiments (streaks) and called for the link to wind tunnel settling chamber screens be established.
To the author’s knowledge, the work in this thesis is the first detailed, computational attempt to
link spanwise variation of the laminar boundary layer (streaks) to wind tunnel settling chamber
screens. This has been achieved by only considering steady laminar flows and modelling the screen
as a zither of wires. The e↵ects of zither open-area ratio and zither imperfection on the test-section
boundary layer are examined. Experimentalists have long noted that spanwise variation of the
test-section boundary layer is related to screen open-area ratio and quality. The current results
mirror these observations with zithers of decreasing open-area ratio and greater imperfections
creating stronger streaks in the test-section layer. A zither with an open-area ratio of 50% and a
standard deviation of imperfection of 38 µm (15% of the zither wire diameter) created streaks that
modified the test-section boundary layer displacement thickness by 80%. The standard deviation of
the flow angle in the free-stream approaching the leading edge is only 0.1 . The streaks are shown
to have the same attributes as experimentally observed Klebano↵ streaks except they are steady. A
PSE-3D analysis suggests the streaks from the zither are stabilising Tollmien-Schlichting waves and
that transition would be significantly delayed.
Large spanwise variation of the test-section layer has been attributed in the literature to an
“instability” downstream of a screen that leads to the “coalescence of jets”. The current results
demonstrate the large spanwise variation of the test-section layer but attributes it to increasing
drag variation across the zither. The coalescence of jets is considered an apparent symptom. The
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drag variation across the zither modifies the wake decay rate, leading to an increased wake strength
far downstream. The increased wake strength into the contraction becomes increased streamwise
vorticity exiting into the test-section which then generates streaks in the test-section layer. The
analysis of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] that predicts the zither wake strength and wavelength
is applied, tested and extended. A new zither wake decay rate based on drag variation across
the zither is derived. It is hypothesised that this decay rate would dominate with decreasing
zither open-area ratio and increasing imperfections. However, the computational data reveals a
much smaller modification of the wake strength. This modification is still attributable to the drag
variation across the zither.
Finally, large amplitude streaks are computationally generated near the leading edge in an adverse
pressure gradient via either normal or streamwise vorticity in the free-stream. BiGlobal stability
analysis shows that these two streak generation mechanisms alter the linear stability characteristics
of the early boundary layer di↵erently. Normal vorticity streaks are found to favour the growth of
high frequency disturbances while the streaks generated by streamwise vorticity favour the growth
of lower frequency disturbances. The streaks are found to stabilise the boundary layer further
downstream of the leading edge. A simple model of the streaks using only the spanwise mean and
the first Fourier mode (the mode with the appearance of a Klebano↵ streak) is used to investigate
the e↵ect on the layer linear stability. Streaks can both destabilise and stabilise depending on: the
wall-normal profile of the mean-flow modification induced by the streak; the streak width relative
to the boundary layer thickness; and the relative amplitude of the mean-flow modification due to
the streak. These characteristics are dependent on the free-stream source that created the streak
and the non-linear growth of the streak.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction
“The present set of observations on the occurrence and behaviour of steady or quasi-
steady streamwise vortices in boundary layers distills lessons learned by the author from
a study of much boundary-layer literature. Often these vortices were not the intended
target of the papers and their appearance interfered with the original objectives. As such
their study has been seldom su ciently systematic to yield a body of knowledge that
could be called definite. Very few generic or positive statements could be gleaned from
these studies. Therefore, instead of citing the individual papers with comments on their
deficiencies, these observations, after brief descriptions, focus on what could be done to
remove much of the uncertainty.”
“(1) When nominally two-dimensional laminar or turbulent boundary layers at higher
Reynolds numbers are probed in the spanwise direction z, invariably variations of their
properties at fixed normal distance y0 from the wall are found”. . .
“(2) For laminar shear layers the major practical consequence is an earlier transition to
turbulence”. . .
“(3) In view of (2) and the absence of awareness of the phenomena in texts and class
rooms, it is suggested that at least limited spanwise traversing be generally encouraged”. . .
“(4) Whatever the cause of the vorticity, its observed persistence in x over distances of
100  and more in turbulent boundary layers goes counter engineering concepts of high
turbulent di↵usivity and randomness. Also, these concepts would allow for randomised
streamwise vorticity but not for its preferential spanwise locations persistent in
time”. . .
“(7) It is recommended therefore that systematic numerical studies be undertaken for
laminar boundary layers”. . .“A concerted e↵ort to establish an adequate theoretical-
numerical basis for the description of streamwise vortical behaviour in boundary layers
would then be the next important step. Since understanding of laminar boundary layers
often aids in interpretation of turbulent layers, the availability of reliable numerical
solutions for several classes of problems with streamwise vorticity would be of general
utility”. . .
“(10) One of the shortcomings of the published studies lies in insu cient or
completely absent characterisation of the causative condition”. . .“especially
the free-stream conditions and the three-dimensional transition character-
istics. Since there is evidence of sensitivity of the magnitude of the subject
streamwise vorticity to the nature of the last screen or grid (including seems
in the screen which seem innocuous) little progress will be made unless: (a)
this very di cult characterisation is made”. . .
Morkovin [1979]
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Many of the succinct observations of Morkovin [1979] made more than 30 years ago are still
relevant today. Experiments on nominally two-dimensional flows in wind tunnels cannot be assumed
two-dimensional. Streamwise vorticity in the laminar layer generates spanwise variation (streaks)
that can significantly alter the layer properties and stability characteristics. Conversely, spanwise
variation in the layer may be interpreted as the presence of streamwise vorticity. While spanwise
variation may be noted, it is rarely the primary focus of the research and its cause is not fully
investigated. The generation of the spanwise variation is generally considered a flow quality issue to
be avoided. The free-stream is usually characterised by only the free-stream turbulence (FST) and
the mean flow is assumed (near) uniform. At elevated FST levels, the streaks present are called
Klebano↵ streaks and transition to turbulence is often via a bypass mechanism. However, even at
low FST levels significant spanwise variation can be observed in some experiments. The generation
of disturbances in the layer is not directly attributed to any particular measure or structure of
the free-stream although it is suspected that streamwise vorticity present in the free-stream is
primarily linked to spanwise variation in the layer. Perhaps most importantly, experimental results
in di↵erent wind tunnels do not quantitatively agree, and sometimes qualitatively disagree, with
results obtained in the intended operating environment (e.g. flight), frustrating the engineer and
adding uncertainty.
1.2 Spanwise Variation (Streaks) in Wind Tunnel Boundary
Layers
The disturbances in a free-stream can be classified as either acoustic, vortical or entropy variations.
All can a↵ect the result of an experiment, but the current work will focus on the seemingly innocuous
e↵ects of vortical disturbances that lead to streamwise vorticity and spanwise variation in the
boundary layer. Ascribing the spanwise variation observed in a boundary layer to the free-stream
disturbance environment can be di cult. Typically, the only measure provided by an experimentalist
is the free-stream turbulence intensity (Tu), may be some length-scale of the FST, and perhaps
a frequency spectra. Often these measurements are recorded for only one location, or along a
streamwise line, with the implicit assumption the flow is homogeneous. As such, directly ascribing
phenomena related to spanwise variation in the layer and disturbances in the free-stream has met
with limited success.
Knowledge of the causes and e↵ects of spanwise variation is important for both engineering
applications and fundamental understanding. The presence of streamwise vorticity can, or is
suspected to, a↵ect the results of sensitive experiments. The spanwise spacing and growth of
Go¨rtler vortices is often linked to the free-stream (Swearingen & Blackwelder [1987]). The transition
location on a body, defined by an N -factor, is often significantly di↵erent between di↵erent wind
tunnels, and between wind tunnels and flight. A summary of reported N -factors can be found in
Malik [1990] where considerable variations can be found for similar experiments in di↵erent wind
tunnels. A recent study by Stock [2006] calculated two di↵erent N -factors for a prolate spheroid
when the same model was placed in di↵ering wind tunnels. This is just one of many examples
where transition varies between wind tunnels. It is possible that streamwise vorticity and streaks
contribute to the di↵ering results.
Early studies by Klebano↵ et al. [1961] noted significant spanwise variation in the transition region
of the boundary layer. Recent theoretical advances have shown this to be a secondary instability of
the Tollmien-Schlichting wave (Herbert [1988]). However, the presence of weak streaks in the layer
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can a↵ect the spanwise scale and growth rate of this secondary instability and delay or promote
transition (Liu et al. [2008b]). A clear graphical demonstration of this can be seen in the LES
simulations of Schlatter et al. [2011] (see their figure 14).
Elevated free-stream turbulence levels are associated with unsteady, low-frequency streaks in the
laminar boundary layer (Klebano↵ [1971], Kendall [1985], Westin et al. [1994], Kendall [1998],
Watmu↵ [1998], Matsubara & Alfredsson [2001], Fransson et al. [2005b], Nolan & Walsh [2012]).
Often called Klebano↵ modes, a more appropriate term in modern use is Klebano↵ streaks. While
free-stream disturbances are the cause of Klebano↵ streaks, a direct connection between Klebano↵
streaks and the free-stream in a given wind tunnel is still tenuous. Despite the low frequency
and sometimes spanwise invariant location, research has focused on FST as the cause. Figure 1.1
provides a visualisation of Klebano↵ streaks with breakdown to turbulent spots.
The presence of the Klebano↵ streaks can significantly alter the location and mechanism of transition
(Boiko et al. [1994], Watmu↵ [1998], Fransson et al. [2005b], Nolan & Walsh [2012]). Strong Klebano↵
streaks often result in transition by processes described as bypass transition (Morkovin [1985])
although the term bypass is not synonymous with a well-defined transition process. More recent
work has described how a steady streak in the Blasius layer may develop a secondary instability and
undergo transition, a form of bypass transition (see Andersson et al. [2001], Brandt & Henningson
[2002], Asai et al. [2002], Schlatter et al. [2008]).
Figure 1.1: Flow visualisation of Klebano↵ streaks due to FST. Localised breakdown to turbulence is
visible. Sinuous wiggles can be observed on some streaks. Matsubara & Alfredsson [2001], their figure 4b
reproduced.
The turbulent boundary layer can also be a↵ected by spanwise variation. Bell & Mehta [1990]
observed spanwise variation in both the tripped and non-tripped turbulent layers used to generate a
mixing flow. Dengel & Fernholz [1989] found spanwise variation in the turbulent layer and showed
direct linkage to the settling chamber screens by rotating them. Spanwise variation was considerably
reduced by replacing the existing screen with a perforated metal screen. More recent examples
include the unexplained spanwise variation in boundary layers growing over rough walls (Reynolds
et al. [2006]), and unexplained spanwise asymmetry when conducting experiments on riblet-type
surface roughness (Nugroho et al. [2013]) which the authors speculate may be due to weak spanwise
variation in the mean flow resulting from screens upstream of the wind-tunnel contraction.
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Transition is the process by which a laminar flow becomes turbulent. Transition does not occur
immediately or at a single location. It occurs via processes over a finite distance and time. Theoretical
and practical advances have been made by the understanding that very small disturbances can
grow to “create” turbulence. The realisation that very small disturbances can grow suggests than
linear equations can be found to describe the initial growth of the disturbances. This leads to the
concept of a base-flow and perturbation.
The base-flow is the undisturbed laminar flow. The perturbation is added to the base-flow and its
propagation (growth/decay) analysed. If the perturbation is infinitesimally small, then exact linear
equations can be derived to describe its growth on the base-flow. Practically, the linear equations
will be accurate for a finite amplitude perturbation with small amplitude relative to the base-flow.
A modal basis can be found as the equations are linear and each mode studied individually. This
methodology has been the main method of studying transition. The growth/decay of these primary
modes is exponential. When a primary mode grows to su cient amplitude, the linear equations are
no longer valid and non-linear equations must be used. The base-flow is e↵ectively changed by the
addition of the primary mode.
Linearisation can be performed on the new e↵ective base-flow and the modes of this linearisation
studied. These new modes are called secondary instabilities (modes) as they are dependent on the
primary mode to modify the base-flow.
The summation of decaying primary modes may also create a transient disturbance that initially
grows. This growth is slower than exponential and is called algebraic. The growth of streaks in
the boundary layer can be described by this process, at least for linear amplitudes (Ellingsen &
Palm [1975], Hultgren & Gustavsson [1981], Butler & Farrell [1992], Reddy [1994]). The majority
of transition research has focused on the growth on unstable primary modes. Only more recently
has the role of algebraically growing disturbances been a focus of transition research.
Changes in body geometry, surface condition and free-stream environment will all a↵ect the base-flow
and the disturbances present in the base-flow. This in turn will a↵ect the process and location of
transition. The sensitivity of transition to the free-stream environment makes the extrapolation of
wind tunnel results to operating conditions di cult.
Saric et al. [2002] provides a summary of possible paths to transition in a boundary layer, and how
the paths relate to changes in the free-stream environment. The documented paths are discussed in
greater detail by Reshotko [2008]. The paths to transition in a boundary layer generally include the
stages: receptivity, linear growth, non-linear growth, and final breakdown.
• Receptivity is the stage when disturbances in the free-stream enter the boundary layer.
Receptivity predominately occurs in the leading edge region, or where there are rapid changes
of the base-flow such as protrusions or roughness on the body surface.
• Linear growth is the stage when disturbances in the layer grow and/or decay but their
magnitude is small enough that linear equations, derived from the Navier-Stokes equations
with appropriate assumptions, can accurately calculate their behaviour.
• The non-linear growth stage occurs prior to breakdown. The disturbance magnitude is such
that linear equations no longer accurately calculate the growth.
• The final breakdown to turbulence involves the non-linear interaction of many disturbance
frequencies that in turn produce new disturbance frequencies. During the final non-linear
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stages the skin friction will rise rapidly from its laminar value, possibly overshoot the turbulent
value, before recovering to the turbulent value. Intermittency, a statistical measure of the
time a region of fluid is laminar compared to turbulent, will rise from 0 in the laminar region
to 1 in the final turbulent region.
The most well understood transition process is the growth of Tollmien-Schlichting waves (TS)
in a two-dimensional layer. However, a boundary layer with streaks present might not undergo
transition due to TS wave growth, i.e. bypass transition. There may be a streak secondary instability
(bypass transition) or the streaks may interact with TS waves (TS/Streak interaction) among
other identified transition scenarios (e.g streak/streak interaction considered by Brandt & de Lange
[2008]). It is not currently possible to predict exactly what transition scenario will dominate in a
given wind tunnel experiment and where transition will occur.
The prediction of transition is hampered by a lack of knowledge of the free-stream disturbance
environment. The inability to predict the transition Reynolds number, even for flat-plate flows [Saric
et al., 2002], significantly reduces the confidence an engineer can place in any calculations or wind
tunnel representation of a given free-stream environment (e.g. flight). Understanding, controlling,
allowing for, or eliminating streaks will aid in increasing transition prediction confidence.
1.4 Aim & Assumptions
There is a need for improved transition prediction, and improved agreement between transition
in wind tunnels and transition in various operating environments (e.g. flight). This will require
a fundamental understanding of how wind tunnel settling chamber screens are linked to streaks
in the test-section boundary layer, and how the streaks a↵ect transition. The literature review
(Chapter 2) will document previous studies of streaks in the laminar boundary layer, their creation,
models, and known role in transition. Despite recent advances, it will be shown that there are still
unexplained observations involving streaks generated from free-stream disturbances and a lack of
analysis as to why some wind tunnels have stronger streaks (greater spanwise variation).
The aim of this thesis is to explore how streaks (spanwise variation) are generated by wind tunnel
screens and assess the e↵ects on the boundary layer linear stability. As noted by Morkovin [1979],
streamwise vorticity is suspected to influence many experimental results. To further knowledge of
streaks and their e↵ects requires understanding:
• The e↵ects of free-stream vorticity in the layer (spanwise variation, transition).
• The process by which vorticity enters the layer (receptivity).
• The process by which vorticity gets to the layer (flow upstream of the test-section, contractions).
• The process by which vorticity is generated in the free-stream (settling chamber screens).
General questions to be addressed include:
• Can streaks in the test-section layer be simply related to wind tunnel settling chamber screens?
• How does screen open-area ratio and screen quality a↵ect the test-section layer so dramatically?
Is it the coalescence of jets?
• Do all streaks in the laminar boundary layer created by free-stream disturbances have the
same characteristics?
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• What a↵ects do streaks generated from the free-stream have on the linear stability character-
istics of the test-section layer?
Answers to these questions will be achieved primarily using computational methods (CFD). The
following assumptions and simplifications will be made to make the questions tractable:
• Streaks will be generated from “realistic” free-stream disturbances.
• Only steady free-stream disturbances and steady streaks will be considered.
• Only the linear stability characteristics of the streaks will be considered (no simulations
including breakdown).
The “realistic” computational streaks will be generated from the free-stream by the wake of a single
wire or the wake of a zither of wires. The passage of these wakes from sources upstream of a wind
tunnel contraction, all the way to the test-section layer, will be computed. The complexity of the
geometry necessitates the use of a CFD solver that can handle arbitrary meshes and geometries.
The Ansys Fluent CFD solver will be used.
The linear stability of a streak requires equations that consider the base-flow to be non-homogenous
in at least two-directions. The BiGlobal stability equations with the parallel flow assumption and
the PSE-3D equations will be used.
The majority of computations in this thesis have been performed using a desktop workstation
computer with 12 cores (dual Intel L5640) and 48Gb of RAM.
1.5 Thesis Overview
The following chapters are included in this thesis:
• Chapter 2 provides a review of literature relevant to streaks in the boundary layer, their
source, growth, and a↵ect on transition.
• Chapter 3 will derive the PSE-3D and BiGlobal stability equations used in later chapters
to examine streak base-flow stability. The numerical methods and implementation will be
discussed. A limited resolution, DNS test-case involving a streak and Tollmien-Schlichting
wave will be presented and compared to PSE-3D results.
• Chapter 4 will reproduce the experimental, isolated streaks of Watmu↵ [2006] computationally
using the Fluent CFD solver. The streak generated via a wire located upstream of the
contraction appears to have many similarities with Klebano↵ streaks. Several parameters not
considered by Watmu↵ [2006] will be shown to be significant in reproducing the experimental
results. The results will allow the Watmu↵ [2006] experiment to be interpreted as a receptivity
experiment and demonstrate the accuracy of the Fluent code and methods used for calculating
steady laminar streaks.
• Chapter 5 will test and extend the laminar wake theory of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] in
an attempt to provide greater insight into test-section layer sensitivity to wind tunnel settling
chamber screen open-area ratio and quality. Spanwise variation in the test-section layer has
been noted by many experimentalists but this topic has not been the focus of a computational
study. A zither of wires is used to model a screen in CFD simulations. The coalescence of jets
phenomena will be shown to be a symptom, and not a cause of increased wake strength and
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greater spanwise variation in the test-section boundary layer. The spanwise variation (streaks)
in the test-section layer is attributed to small random errors in the zither wire position and
the variation of wire drag. PSE-3D equations are used to examine the e↵ect of the streaks
on the boundary layer linear stability (Tollmien-Schlichting waves). The streaks are found
to stabilise the layer. The stability calculations are significant as they consider a base-flow
generated by a disturbance modelling a wind tunnel screen.
• Chapter 6 will show that steady streaks in the early boundary layer can have di↵erent stability
characteristics depending on whether they are generated by free-stream normal vorticity or
free-stream streamwise vorticity. A limited investigation into the e↵ect of streak width on
linear stability is also conducted. It is found that streaks can destabilise the boundary layer
near the leading edge, yet stabilise it further downstream. A simple streak model is used to
show that the streak a↵ect on Tollmien-Schlichting waves is dependent on the wall-normal
profile of the mean flow modification due to the streak, the streak width relative to the
boundary layer thickness, and the relative amplitude of the mean-flow modification to the
streak width.
• Chapter 7 provides a brief summary of key findings.
• Appendix A provides test-cases for the linear stability codes developed.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 The Generic Wind Tunnel Configuration
A general understanding of wind tunnel construction is required to understand how a wind tunnel
can have di↵ering flow quality and generate streamwise vorticity.1
The wind tunnel can be considered as a scientific instrument designed to allow the control of
important variables. It provides a means of accelerating air, possibly conditioned and pressurised,
over a body of interest to generate a flow of a given Reynolds Number (Re), Mach Number or other
desired scaling parameter. Accelerating flow past a fixed body instead of a body through stationary
fluid simplifies implementation and instrumentation. It would be presumed it also o↵ers the ability
to precisely control the flow. The control of all variables is vitally important in any experiment.
Unfortunately, generating the flow in the wind tunnel creates significant di↵erences in the acoustic
and vortical environment relative to the atmosphere and other intended operating environments.
An overview of a generic wind tunnel is provided in figure 2.1. The fan or blower, generally used to
push the flow, introduces acoustic disturbances, swirl and a relatively high turbulence wake (Mehta
& Bradshaw [1979]). Adjusting fan-speed and/or blade angle allows precise control of the flow
velocity in the tunnel but the acoustic and vortical disturbances imposed will vary in every wind
tunnel.
Exit-tunnel/
Diffuser/
Closed-return loop
Settling Chamber
Screens/honeycomb modify
vortical disturbances
Reduce FST
Fan/Blower
Move flow
Creates vortical/acoustic
disturbances
Contraction
Accelerate Flow
Modify vortical disturbances
Test-Section
Mount model
Measure data
Inlet/
Closed-return
loop
Exit-tunnel/
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Closed-return loop
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vortical disturbances
Reduce FST
Fan/Blower
Move flow
Creates vortical/acoustic
disturbances
Contraction
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Closed-return
loop
Figure 2.1: Generic wind tunnel overview
1See the website of Bradshaw, http://navier.stanford.edu/bradshaw/tunnel/, for a valuable and comprehensive
listing of research relating to wind tunnels
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The disturbances created by accelerating the flow need to be removed or controlled. Passing the flow
from the fan through a settling chamber region with well-designed screens can significantly reduce
the measured turbulence levels (Laws & Livesey [1978], Groth & Johansson [1988], Tan-Atichat
et al. [1982], Reshotko et al. [1997]). Often, honeycomb structures are used in conjunction with the
screens to remove swirl. The number of screens and their manufacture/installation varies in every
wind tunnel which produces di↵ering flow in each tunnel.
A screen is generally characterised by its open-area ratio that relates the area the flow may pass
through relative to the total cross-sectional area. Figure 2.2 provides a graphical description for a
common square weaved screen.
Figure 2.2: Screen Mesh Geometry
The open-area ratio of the screen in figure 2.2 is defined by,
  =
(M   d)2
M2
, (2.1)
where,
  is the open-area ratio,
M is the mesh spacing between wires,
d is the diameter of the wires.
The flow from the settling chamber screens is then passed through a contraction that increases the
mean velocity to that desired in the test-section. E ciency is increased by increasing the velocity
downstream of the screens (Mehta & Bradshaw [1979]). The non-uniformity of the flow as measured
by the deviation in the streamwise velocity component on a cross-sectional plane is also decreased
(Batchelor [1953], Bell & Mehta [1988]). Increased contraction ratios will produce a nominally more
uniform flow. Again, di↵ering contraction ratios and geometries will produce di↵ering flows and
issues of flow separation and corner-flow must be considered (Mehta & Bradshaw [1979]).
The flow then passes through the test-section where the model of interest is placed before generally
entering a di↵user downstream. This flow is recycled if the wind tunnel is a closed-return tunnel.
If the tunnel does not have a straight flow path then often guides and vanes are used in bends.
Issues of separation in the contraction and bends can introduce acoustic and vortical disturbances
that persist into the test-section.
During experimentation, if a variable can not be controlled, then it must be measured and accounted
for. Traditionally, experimentalists provide some measure of the FST environment. The mean flow
non-uniformity is often assessed after tunnel construction and sometimes reported. Unfortunately,
these measurements have been shown to not describe in su cient detail all the parameters a↵ecting
sensitive experiments, such as transition studies.
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2.2 Settling Chamber Screens & Spanwise Variation
Wind tunnel settling chamber screens have been identified by many researchers as directly influencing
their results. Bradshaw [1965] studied the tripped, turbulent boundary layer in the test-section of a
wind tunnel that exhibited spanwise variation of skin-friction in excess of 10%. The variation was
attributed to the tunnel screens. A sensitivity to the screen open-area ratio ( ) was observed. When
the open-area ratio was greater than 57%, the spanwise variation was found to be “locked” to the
downstream screen, i.e. spanwise variation was dependent on the individual screen, its orientation,
and was repeatable. Decreasing the open-area ratio below 57% produced a layer with considerably
increased spanwise variation. This was attributed to a spatial flow instability downstream of the
screen, sometimes called coalescence of jets, that occurs when screens have an open-area ratio ( )
less than 57%. A visualisation is provided in figure 2.3. Requiring screens to have   > 57% has
become an accepted rule of thumb when selecting screens for wind tunnels.
Figure 2.3: Flow visualisation of the coalescence of jets. Nine jets coalesce into three groups. Red = 1500.
The large scale pattern is stable in time. Bradshaw [1965] plate 1 reproduced.
The coalescence of jets is associated with local variation in the flow direction. Corrsin [1944] noted
that the coalescence of jets is equivalent to the merging of wakes. Crow [1966], in response to the
findings of Bradshaw [1965], analytically investigated the e↵ect of small, steady spanwise variation
of transverse velocity above a laminar boundary layer. Small variations did cause the boundary
layer to develop spanwise variation.
de Bray [1967] experimentally confirmed the finding of Bradshaw [1965] that screens should have
  > 57% to reduce spanwise variation. Extensive tests conducted by de Bray [1967] included
di↵ering screens and honeycombs placed upstream of a two-dimensional contraction. A high quality
honeycomb produced a more spanwise uniform boundary layer than the screens. The orientation of
the test-section plate was also investigated. A turbulent layer developing on a plate mounted in the
central section of the test-section experienced significantly less spanwise variation (approximately
1/3rd) compared to the layer on the tunnel wall. de Bray [1967] concluded that immeasurable
non-uniformities introduced by screens persist into the test-section and a↵ect the spanwise variation
of the layer. He postulated vortices of opposite rotation (apparently streamwise oriented) originate
from adjacent openings in the screen mesh and bundle together downstream.
Patel [1964] also observed considerable spanwise variation in his wind tunnel. The variation was
even sensitive to dust accumulation on the screens. Placing a section of honeycomb downstream
considerably improved the flow quality.
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The widespread consensus appears to be that jets coalesce downstream of the screen due to some
“instability” formed at low open-area ratios. From this instability longitudinal vortices (streamwise
vorticity) form which persist through the contraction (Mehta & Bradshaw [1979]).
However, increased spanwise variation of the boundary layer does not always correlate directly with
  = 57%. Mehta & Ho↵mann [1987] reported on the two-dimensionality (spanwise variation) of a
tripped turbulent boundary layer. They found a spanwise variation of skin friction between 18%
and 10% for two di↵erent wind tunnel screens. Both screens had an open-area ratio of 58.8%. They
conclude the 57% open-area ratio criteria is not su cient to guarantee two-dimensionality of the
test-section boundary layer.
Mehta [1985] also tested screens of varying material and construction method. Plastic screens
were found to produce less spanwise variation relative to woven metal screens. Unlike most work
concerning screens and boundary layer uniformity, the measurements were performed with a screen
in the test-section and the tripped boundary layer on the tunnel wall.
Increased spanwise variation of the test-section boundary layer can also be associated with increased
FST levels. Klebano↵ [1971]2 elevated the FST level in his wind tunnel with grids constructed
of rope that were placed upstream of the contraction. A low frequency, spanwise thickening and
thinning of the layer (spanwise variation) was observed that increased with increasing FST levels.
This phenomena has become known as Klebano↵ streaks.
Watmu↵ [1998] made detailed measurements that related screen quality to spanwise variation of
the laminar boundary layer a↵ected by Klebano↵ streaks. Replacing and tensioning the tunnel
screens reduced the FST level from 0.12% to 0.08% with a corresponding three-fold reduction in
layer unsteadiness (urms). The unsteadiness in the layer was not spanwise uniform but clustered
into “clump” regions that did not shift with time. Pressure probe measurements of the free-stream
flow upstream of the plate showed regions of mean flow non-uniformity. The non-uniformity was
only ±0.05% of the free-stream velocity and described as nearly immeasurable. The measured
non-uniformity appeared to align with the elevated clumps of unsteadiness in the layer. Moving
the leading edge position in the test-section and modifying the flow attachment would modify the
location of the clumps of unsteadiness in the layer. Laser scans of the screens were conducted
to judge the uniformity of the weave. Ordering the screens from least uniform to most uniform
reduced the urms in the layer a further 50%. After all improvements the test-section layer still
exhibited ±6% spanwise variation in displacement thickness.
The improved flow quality and reduced spanwise variation achieved by Watmu↵ [1998] was found
to promote transition. Turbulent bursting was observed at a streamwise distance 67% of that
before the flow quality improvements. Watmu↵ [1998] attributed this anomaly to the possibility of
Klebano↵ streaks suppressing TS wave growth as observed by Boiko et al. [1994]. Watmu↵ [1998]
concluded that the cause of Klebano↵ streaks is near immeasurable flow non-uniformity from wind
tunnel screens.
The spanwise spacing of Go¨rtler vortices has also been found to be very sensitive to the wind tunnel
environment. Swearingen & Blackwelder [1986] studied the e↵ect of wind tunnel configuration on
the “natural” spacing of Go¨rtler vortices. It was found that the apparent “natural” spanwise spacing
of the Go¨rtler vortices was independent of: screen mesh spacing; test-section width; distance of the
last screen from the contraction; FST variation created by the removal of the honeycomb section
upstream of the wind tunnel settling chamber screens. However, the observed spanwise pattern of
Go¨rtler vortices was stationary in time and strongly dependent on the downstream screen. Reducing
the tunnel-width with false walls did not alter the pattern. Vertical cylinders (Red = 7) oriented
2Original source not obtained. The work is not formally published. All citations to this work are based on the
summary by Kendall [1998]
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normal to the test-section leading edge were placed in the tunnel-contraction. Cylinder spacing
larger than the “natural” Go¨rtler spacing was described as “not substantially altering the overall
spanwise structure” but the e↵ect of the cylinder wakes “is clearly visible as they form narrow
regions of low-speed fluid superimposed on the naturally occurring structure”. Reduced cylinder
spacing created a “fairly uniform periodic variation. . . approximately corresponding to the cylinder
spacing”. The mechanism for the cylinder wake a↵ecting the Go¨rtler spacing was described as the
creation of streamwise vorticity when the vortical wakes intersect the leading edge and are stretched
by the boundary layer.
Vortices emanating from the stagnation region of bodies and creating spanwise variation has been
studied by many experimentalists (e.g. Nagib & Hodson [1977], Morkovin [1979]). Nagib & Hodson
[1977] and Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] showed that the wake of a screen or zither (an array of
wires with the same orientation) could create spanwise non-uniformity in the flow and the stagnation
region of a cylinder placed downstream. A contraction was not used.
Many experiments have shown the test-section boundary layer to be sensitive to wind tunnel screens.
From empirical observation, the last settling chamber screen is often the dominant source of “random”
input to the flow. Results have been, and still are, often attributed to the variation of streamwise
velocity across the tunnel, e.g. the early analysis of Crow [1966] and more formally in terms of
normal vorticity wrapping around the leading edge (Goldstein et al. [1992], Goldstein & Wundrow
[1998]). This is despite the near immeasurable variation of streamwise velocity, and the insensitivity
of streaks to leading edge geometry (Kendall [1998], Watmu↵ [1998]) while the mechanism of
Goldstein et al. [1992] is strongly dependent on leading edge geometry. Existing streamwise vorticity
in the flow is more likely the cause, via the mechanism of Goldstein & Leib [1993] and Wundrow &
Goldstein [2001]. The vorticity receptivity mechanisms are shown in figure 2.4.
a)
b)
Figure 2.4: a) Normal vorticity wrapping around the leading edge to create streamwise vorticity. Goldstein
& Wundrow [1998], figure 4 reproduced. b) Streamwise vorticity approaching infinitely thin plate. Goldstein
& Leib [1993], figure 1 reproduced.
If the flow from the screen could be predicted accurately, then the streak patterns and the e↵ect
on transition could be calculated. Knowledge of the flow from settling chamber screens, and the
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creation of some model for them, is a major impediment to transition prediction. Without adequate
knowledge of the flow downstream of a screen, no precise transition prediction can be made in a
wind tunnel.
2.3 The Flow Downstream of Screens
Conventionally, engineering study of flows from screens has had three focuses as classified by Laws
& Livesey [1978]: characterising the flow properties of the screen; the e↵ect on the mean flow and
design to produce a given shear downstream; the turbulence downstream.
Screens are generally woven from wires and are used to reduce turbulence levels and improve the
uniformity of the wind tunnel flow. They can be considered as a type of turbulence manipulator
(Tan-Atichat et al. [1982]) which more broadly includes honeycombs, grids and plates. Honeycombs
have greater streamwise extent than a screen and are often used to remove swirl. Perforated plates
can be quite thin with holes of varying geometry stamped or etched out. Grids, which are used to
increase turbulence levels, generally use larger mesh spacing and rods (wires) in their construction
relative to screens. Despite the di↵erences in construction and use, the same general theory and
concepts apply.
In practice, screens are generally described by their pressure drop coe cient,
K =
 p
0.5⇢U21
, (2.2)
where,
 p is the change in pressure of the flow upstream and downstream of the screen,
⇢ is the fluid density,
U1 is the fluid free-stream velocity.
The pressure drop is related to the screen open-area ratio (porosity), Reynolds number, Mach
number, and the screen angle to the flow (Pinker & Herbert [1967]). The classification super-critical
or sub-critical is also used to define whether the screen sheds eddies. Schubauer et al. [1950]
recommend screens be operated sub-critical (no eddies) while Tan-Atichat et al. [1982] advocate
super-critical screens to maintain consistent turbulence damping with variation of tunnel speed and
incoming turbulence levels.
The classical analysis of Taylor & Batchelor [1949] considered the linear, inviscid flow of streamlines
through a gauze (screen) where the pressure drop takes place. Their results indicate that a pressure
drop in excess of 2.76 will remove any mean longitudinal (streamwise velocity) flow non-uniformity.
The longitudinal component of turbulence through the gauze is predicted to be attenuated by a
greater amount than the lateral component. Hancock [1998] extends the Taylor & Batchelor [1949]
analysis to multiple screens and finds there is no series of screens that can perfectly attenuate
free-stream non-uniformity, although any series of screens can give significant attenuation if the
sum of screen pressure drops is greater than 2.5.
Most analytical treatments of the screen consider the flow to be inviscid and are based on the
analysis of Taylor & Batchelor [1949]. Methods have been devised to design gauze (screens) to
produce non-uniform flow downstream (e.g. Owen & Zienkiewicz [1957], Elder [1958], McCarthy
[1964]) or consider the flow past partial or arbitrary shaped screens (e.g. Koo & James [1973]).
These treatments consider the pressure drop to vary over the screen but do not provide quantitative
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results or explain why wind tunnel screens produce variation in the downstream test-section layer.
Nor do these theories predict the coalescence of jets phenomena.
The coalescence of jets behind screens of low open-area ratio and associated with spanwise non-
uniformity of the test-section boundary layer is an old problem. Clearly, the inviscid screen analysis
based on the analysis of Taylor & Batchelor [1949] does not accord with or predict the coalescence
of jets ascribed with increased flow non-uniformity. Bradshaw [1965] recommends screens should
have a pressure drop less than 1.6 to avoid jet coalescence which is significantly lower than analysis
of Taylor & Batchelor [1949] requires to eliminate flow non-uniformity. A short summary of the
early work regarding jet coalescence can be found in Morgan [1960]. Important points are that
the instability occurs for   . 50% and that imperfections of the screen had been postulated as a
possible cause.
Bohl [1940] experimentally studied the flow downstream of a zither constructed of sharp wooden
slats and provided the first analytical treatment of jet coalescence. The original work is in German
and the current author can not directly review it. Morgan [1960] states that Bohl [1940] observed
stable flow for   = 63% and unstable flow for   = 50%. Corrsin [1944] summarises Bohl’s analysis
as the consideration of a sinusoidally varying base-flow with an imposed, small amplitude sinusoidal
perturbation with a larger wavelength. A fourth-order, ordinary di↵erential equation was derived
and solved with a series solution that diverged near the screen. Corrsin [1944] states that some
physical assumptions made by Bohl [1940] in the derivation are not clear but the results provided
qualitative agreement with experiment.
The observed coalescence of jets can be either stable in time or variable. Cheng & Moretti [1988]
observed multiple jets could coalesce at very low open-area ratios. The nominally two-dimensional
flow behind a limited row of cylinders has become a problem of interest due to its rich complexity. The
complex patterns of jet coalescence, and unsteady vortex shedding and phase relations with varying
Reynolds number and cylinder spacing have been investigated experimentally and computationally
(e.g. Le Gal et al. [1996], Cheng & Moretti [1988], Zhang & Zhou [2001], Sewatkar et al. [2009],
Kumar et al. [2009]). While such flows are extremely interesting, their study has not yet produced
laws and guidelines for an engineer concerned with wind tunnel flow quality.
Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] explored the steady wakes of screens and zithers with a di↵ering
concept to earlier inviscid analysis. They viewed the wake of a zither to be the sum of each
individual wire’s wake. The governing equation used was the linear di↵usion equation which allows
the prediction of the wake far downstream. A formula for the wake strength of a zither was derived
based on each individual wire being randomly perturbed from its position in a zither with perfect
wire spacing. Unfortunately, direct comparison between theory and the experiment was not possible
as inputs to the wake strength formula had to be estimated. This work will be extensively discussed
in Chapter 5 as it o↵ers the potential to relate screen quality to the downstream wake.
The wake turbulence is also a↵ected by the open-area ratio and the coalescence of jets. Loehrke &
Nagib [1972] and Tan-Atichat et al. [1982] found the decay of turbulent energy downstream of a
low open-area ratio (  = 30%) perforated plate is considerably di↵erent to plates of   = 51% and
58%. They suggest the coalescence of jets may be responsible. The low open-area ratio greatly
reduced the decay rate of the turbulence and irregularities were observed in the mean flow far
downstream. Previously, Schubauer et al. [1950] had noted that low open-area ratio screens could
produce abnormally large longitudinal velocity fluctuations, but the cause was not identified. They
also found high pressure drop screens (low open-area ratio) produced less uniform flow than lower
pressure drop screens. They suggested screens with lower pressure drops should be used in serial to
achieve a high pressure drop, as was also suggested by Bradshaw [1965].
The turbulence downstream of screens and grids is complex. Screens can be used to either increase
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turbulence levels or reduce it (Groth & Johansson [1988]). The theory of Taylor & Batchelor
[1949] predicts that isotropic homogeneous turbulence upstream of the screen will be non-isotropic
downstream. The degree of anisotropy is dependent on the screen geometry and distance downstream
(Groth & Johansson [1988]), and can be modified by a contraction (Comte-Bellot & Corrsin [1966]).
The decay of turbulence is found to vary with distance downstream of the screen. Beyond the
first, approximately 30 mesh lengths, the decay is found to follow a power law with a virtual origin
(Comte-Bellot & Corrsin [1966]) but the actual power is found to vary between experiments. Groth
& Johansson [1988] found that decreasing mesh size for a given open-area ratio will increase the
damping of turbulence, indicating a scale relation. Loehrke & Nagib [1972] provide a detailed
review and experimental data relating to turbulence decay and factors e↵ecting it. The homogeneity
of the turbulence downstream of the screen can also vary. Ertunc¸ et al. [2010] show turbulence
downstream of a symmetric screen is not homogenous. If the screen has small non-uniformity in
its construction, the mean flow is also non-homogenous. A more detailed survey of screens and
turbulence characteristics is beyond the scope of this review.
2.4 The Role of the Contraction
Contractions are used in most wind tunnel designs. The choice of contraction geometry varies and
numerous studies exist. Usually, the dominant design constraint is avoiding flow separation or
minimising contraction length. For example contraction design papers see Morel [1975], Morel [1977],
Mehta & Bradshaw [1979], Bell & Mehta [1988], Doolan & Morgans [2007]. A contraction ratio (cr)
between 6 and 9 is recommended for low-speed tunnels (Mehta & Bradshaw [1979], Reshotko et al.
[1997]). While contractions can be used to minimise power losses at the settling chamber screens
(Mehta & Bradshaw [1979]), their use has also been advocated by some researchers to improve
flow quality. Hancock [1998], in passing, suggests the use of larger contractions downstream of
screens with lower attenuation of free-stream non-uniformity in-order to reduce the non-uniformity.
Schubauer et al. [1950] recommended the use of a contraction to reduce the percentage value of
turbulence levels. Pfenninger [1992] advocated a contraction ratio of 25 to 30 in-order to reduce the
streamwise component of FST but Saric & Reshotko [1998] caution against such a high contraction
ratio.
The contraction accelerates the flow by approximately the inverse of the contraction ratio (1/cr).
This lowers the relative turbulence level and reduces the spanwise variation of the mean flow,
streamwise velocity component. The steady, mean flow, streamwise velocity non-uniformity for a
large symmetric contraction reduces in proportion to 1/cr while the lateral velocity components
increase relative to
p
cr (Batchelor [1953]). As noted by Batchelor [1953], the analysis is based on
inviscid rapid distortion theory and may be in significant error if viscous di↵usion is important, e.g.
in a typical wind tunnel contraction. For a two-dimensional contraction, Goldstein & Durbin [1980]
show that the mean streamwise velocity scales with 1/cr and the lateral velocity component scales
with cr.
Small contraction ratios can be used to increase the isotropy of grid turbulence, particularly large
scales (Comte-Bellot & Corrsin [1966], Antonia et al. [2009]). The contraction will stretch streamwise
vorticity entering. Normal vorticity will also be stretched into elongated structures. Jang et al.
[2011] conducted DNS simulations of turbulence through an axisymmetric contraction that clearly
shows this e↵ect. Their visual representation of this is reproduced in figure 2.5. They find that
vortices with a component normal to the contraction are stretched into counter-rotating vortices
aligned with the mean flow when exiting the contraction. A clear demonstration of normal vorticity
being tilted to create a streamwise vorticity component, and then stretched, can be seen in the
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instructional movie of Kline [1969] (see footnote on page 93 for movie details).
Figure 2.5: Stretching and streamwise aligning of FST in an axisymmetric contraction. Visualisation is
by swirl strength (based on velocity gradient tensor eigenvalues). Jang et al. [2011], figure 16 reproduced.
See their paper for details.
The flow in a contraction can be distorted by the corner regions (Callan & Marusic [2001]). Other
secondary flows in a contraction can also generate streamwise vorticity. Bansod & Bradshaw
[1972] discuss the creation of streamwise vorticity on the side-wall (flat wall) of a two-dimensional
contraction due to transverse pressure gradients that lead to a thickening of the layer on the
side-wall centreline. They note the streamwise vorticity produced by this mechanism is reduced
with increasing contraction ratios. Both these disturbances are generally confined to the near wall
region and are not considered to a↵ect experimental data measured near the centre of the wind
tunnel. However, Lanspeary [1997] noted the formation of streamwise vortical structures in the
free-stream of a three-dimensional contraction. The structures appeared to originate from the
near-wall region but were not directly attributable to the formation of Go¨rtler vortices. Nagahama
et al. [2002]3 reported the development of Go¨rtler vortices in a contraction that a↵ect 35% of the
exit plane. They recommended contraction design take into consideration Go¨rtler vortices.
The key point is that contractions are part of a system used to improve flow quality that includes
screens and honeycombs. The need for screens requires a contraction to reduce pressure losses and
improve e ciency. Removing the contraction would require a larger fan, possibly creating stronger
disturbances. However, the flow field through a contraction is strained and vortical structures align
with the mean flow. The elimination of streamwise velocity variation downstream (i.e. normal
vorticity) is readily measurable. The creation or amplification of lateral velocity components
(i.e. streamwise vorticity) when vortical disturbances pass through the contraction is harder to
observe experimentally. While lateral turbulence levels may decrease relative to the flow velocity,
the streamwise oriented vorticity has increased in magnitude. A simple measure of FST will not
reveal this. Whether the flow field exiting even a moderate contraction bares any resemblance to
atmospheric flows is an open question.
3Original article in Japanese. Review is based on English abstract
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The Klebano↵ streak is a spanwise, quasi-periodic, low-frequency thickening and thinning of the
laminar boundary layer subjected to elevated FST levels. First reported by Klebano↵ [1971] and
described as breathing modes, they were subsequently named Klebano↵ modes by Kendall [1985].
They are not strictly a modal solution in the mathematical sense and recent literature refers to
them as Klebano↵ streaks. As previously discussed, Klebano↵ streaks are related to wind tunnel
screens. The spanwise variation implies streamwise vorticity created the streak, or was involved in
the process of streak creation. Understanding the Klebano↵ streak is important to understanding
the role of free-stream vorticity.
Wall-normal profiles of urms for the laminar Blasius boundary layer subjected to FST are generally
observed to show a very similar shape between di↵ering wind tunnels and experiments. The
wall-normal profile, shown in figure 2.6, is one of the defining characteristics of Klebano↵ streaks.
Figure 2.6: Markers are normalised experimental measurements of Klebano↵ streak urms at di↵ering
streamwise positions (taken by Westin et al. [1994]). Solid line is the wall-normal profile of the Optimal
streak. Andersson et al. [1999] figure 11 reproduced.
The wall-normal peak of the urms is found at a wall distance, y/ ⇤ = 1.34 (⌘ = 2.3 in Blasius
coordinates). Disagreement between experimental data in di↵ering facilities and the “universal”
profile in the outer layer region is attributed to di↵ering FST levels. Peak urms exceeding 10% of
the free-stream velocity at low frequencies is often observed in experiments but there is no direct
correlation with the transition location (Westin et al. [1994]). The appearance of Klebano↵ streaks
in experiments with high FST levels has indicated its possible role in bypass transition, with streaks
more apparent in the laminar layer forced by higher FST levels. The term Klebano↵ streak as used
in literature generally implies that the disturbance is generated by FST.
2.5.1 Streamwise Growth
The Klebano↵ streak growth, as measured by urms, is found to grow in proportion to x0.5 in
numerous experimental results (Klebano↵ [1971], Kendall [1985], Westin et al. [1994], Kendall
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[1998]) with only minor modification to the time-averaged Blasius profile. Westin et al. [1994]
found the time-averaged layer profile to be slightly fuller near the wall which will create increased
wall shear stress when Klebano↵ streaks are present. The mean deviation from the Blasius layer
was “s” shaped with a decrement in the outer layer. The boundary layer shape factor decreased
monotonically with streamwise distance. This is opposite to the results of Kendall [1985] and
Kendall [1998] who observed a decrease in wall-shear stress and the mean deviation from Blasius
was in decrement across the entire boundary layer. The FST generated by Kendall [1985] was from
upstream of the wind tunnel contraction while Westin et al. [1994] used a grid downstream of the
contraction. Both reported near isotropic FST.
Westin et al. [1994] report on the amplitude of Klebano↵ streaks as described by the peak urms for
numerous previous experiments with FST levels (Tu) below 3%. They found the growth rates di↵er
between wind tunnels, even when normalised by the FST level and free-stream velocity. Figure 2.7
displays this graphically.
Figure 2.7: The streamwise development of urms vs R due to Klebano↵ streaks in di↵erent experiments.
Westin et al. [1994] figure 16 reproduced.
Jacobs & Henningson [1999] found a better collapse of the data in figure 2.7 with the relation,
urms
(Tu  Tu0)U1 = c (R Rx0) , (2.3)
where,
c is a constant of proportionality,
R = Re0.5x is the square-root of the streamwise distance Reynolds number,
Tu0 is a constant set to 0.5%,
Rx0 is a variable set for a given data such that the fit passed through the origin.
However, individual data sets of Jacobs & Henningson [1999] still show variation in constant of
proportionality, c.
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Kendall [1998] and Watmu↵ [1998] report that changing the leading edge in their facilities showed
little e↵ect on Klebano↵ streak amplitude. As noted by Leib et al. [1999], the di↵ering FST levels
and low frequency anisotropy may be responsible for the di↵ering growth rates. Kendall [1998]
suggests that the variation of the low frequency cut-o↵ value used by experimenters may also be
responsible due to the low frequency nature of the Klebano↵ streak.
It can also be observed that the majority of data sets in figure 2.7 would intersect the R axis at a
positive value if the linear trend were continued to zero urms amplitude. This physical impossibility
implies that the growth rate in the vicinity of the leading edge must be reduced, possibly indicating
a receptivity mechanism in this region. The same trend was observed and noted by Fransson et al.
[2005b] who suggested the receptivity process requires a certain streamwise distance.
Brandt et al. [2004] used DNS to investigate a linear versus non-linear mechanism of boundary layer
receptivity to generate Klebano↵ streaks. The linear mechanism assumed free-stream streamwise
vorticity directly induces streamwise vorticity in the layer that then causes the observed low speed
streak. The non-linear mechanism works by oblique free-stream modes interacting to produce
streamwise vorticity in the boundary layer, then low speed streaks via the lift-up mechanism. They
demonstrate that the dominant process is dependent on the frequency of the FST and the FST
level. They find the largest urms growth rate in the layer is via the linear mechanism for low FST
levels while the non-linear process becomes stronger for FST levels approximately >3%.
2.5.2 Spanwise Scale
The spanwise wavelength of Klebano↵ streaks is reasonably consistent between experiments despite
the growth of Klebano↵ streak amplitude varying considerably. The spanwise scale of FST induced
Klebano↵ streaks is defined experimentally by the minimum correlation between spanwise points
measured at a specified height in the layer, or visual inspection of smoke/dye flow. Between di↵ering
wind tunnels there is little di↵erence in the reported spacing. Kendall [1998] reports a spanwise
scale of ⇠ 2 99.
Matsubara & Alfredsson [2001] find the spanwise scale to the first minimum of hot-wire correlation
to approach 3 ⇤ for various FST levels and free-stream velocities in their facility. This corresponds
to a spanwise scale of 6 ⇤ u 2 99 between the low speed regions of the Klebano↵ streak. In physical
units, the observed spacing showed little variation with tunnel speed and was a relatively constant
10mm (perhaps reduced spacing for increased free-stream velocity). Their FST was generated by 3
di↵erent grids with di↵ering mesh spacing (23mm, 36mm, 50mm) located 1.6m upstream of the
plate leading edge. The Taylor scale for the transverse velocity component of the FST was 5mm
(±1mm) via hot-wire correlations for all variations of grids, free-stream velocity and streamwise
position.
Westin et al. [1994] measured spacings of 11mm and 13mm at streamwise positions of R = 890 and
1290, which corresponds to a layer thickness of  99 = 4.8mm and 6.8mm respectively. They could
not di↵erentiate between FST and boundary layer e↵ects on the observed spanwise spacing of the
Klebano↵ streaks.
Fransson & Alfredsson [2003] showed that Klebano↵ streak spacing was free-stream dependent.
Investigations of streak spacing in a suctioned Blasius layer subjected to FST showed the boundary
layer thickness was e↵ected but not the observed spanwise streak spacing.
Watmu↵ [1998] showed the spanwise pattern of Klebano↵ streaks need not be time varying. Clumps
of elevated urms on spanwise planes in the layer were observed to be stationary. His tunnel used
sub-critical screens. Measurements upstream of the leading edge revealed very weak variations in
pressure that appeared to correlate with the clumping in urms contours.
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Numerical simulations involving FST do not always exhibit the same spacing of Klebano↵ streaks.
The DNS simulations of Jacobs & Durbin [2001] of a transitional Blasius layer subjected to artificial
FST levels of 3.5% and 7.5% found a Klebano↵ spacing of 1.2 99. The DNS transition simulations of
Ovchinnikov et al. [2008] that included the leading edge and FST levels of ⇠ 6% with two disparate
length-scales found the FST with larger length-scale to have wider streak spacing at transition
onset (8.2 ⇤ and 5.6 ⇤ respectively). The streak spacing in physical distance was found to decrease
approximately exponentially from the leading edge before slowly increasing with downstream
distance till the onset of the transition region. Normalising the spanwise scale by  ⇤ shows a
constant decrease in spacing (layer thickness is growing faster than streak spacing). They suggest,
as Fransson & Alfredsson [2003], that there is no universal Klebano↵ spacing. The spacing is
dictated by the free-stream environment.
These observations lead to the question, if the spanwise spacing of Klebano↵ streaks is dictated
by the free-stream, then why is the spacing so consistent for di↵ering experiments with di↵ering
screens/grids while the amplitude growth is not?
2.6 Klebano↵ Streak Models
The cause and e↵ects of Klebano↵ streaks are complex. In the limit of time invariance, a Klebano↵
streak is a stationary spanwise variation. Advances in understanding have been made considering
steady streaks as a model for the Klebano↵ streak. This is not a completely unjustified simplification
as Klebano↵ streaks are observed to be low-frequency. The Optimal streak is often used in
computational studies. Experimentally, numerous methods have been used to generate streaks with
di↵ering characteristics.
2.6.1 The Optimal Streak
The steady, spanwise periodic streak has become a simple model to provide insight into the e↵ects
of Klebano↵ streaks. Andersson et al. [1999] and Luchini [2000] used linear equations and adjoint
optimisation to provide the Optimal disturbance to generate a steady streak. This theory is
described as non-modal growth as the disturbance is not a mode of a linear equation. The streak
is optimal by the definition that it will have the greatest growth in energy by a given streamwise
distance. It was found that an initial condition composed of streamwise vorticity would produce the
largest streak based on this measure of optimality. Reynolds numbers in excess of 105 are found
to produce Re invariant scaling of energy, i.e. satisfy the boundary layer scaling (Andersson et al.
[1999]). The spanwise wavelength of the Optimal disturbance is found by Andersson et al. [1999]
and Luchini [2000] to be  ⇤ = 0.45 at the given streamwise distance for the Blasius layer where,
 ⇤ =  
r
⌫x
U1
, (2.4)
where,
  is the dimensional spanwise wavenumber,
 ⇤ is the non-dimensional spanwise wavenumber,
x is the streamwise distance,
⌫ is the fluid kinematic viscosity.
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The Optimal streak will reach its maximum energy when  ⇤ = 0.74 (Andersson et al. [1999]).
The wall-normal velocity profile of the Optimal streak that develops is very similar to measured
urms profiles of of Klebano↵ streaks (see figure 2.6). Andersson et al. [1999] reports that almost
any disturbance will develop into a streamwise streak given a Re larger than 105, explaining the
universality of the observed Klebano↵ streak profile. A demonstration of the universality is found
in the PSE computations of Bertolotti [1997] that produce the Klebano↵ profile from non-optimal
input.
The optimal growth of a non-linear steady streak in the Blasius boundary layer was calculated by
Zuccher et al. [2006]. It was found that finite amplitude initial disturbances shifts the optimal to
lower spanwise wavenumbers.
The growth of streaks in a parallel flow can be described in terms of the transient growth (algebraic
growth) of non-normal modes of the linear stability equations (Ellingsen & Palm [1975], Hultgren
& Gustavsson [1981], Butler & Farrell [1992], Reddy [1994]). Despite all modes decaying, their
summation can increase for a finite time (see Schmid [2007] for a review). A steady disturbance in
the Blasius layer can undergo significant algebraic growth (Levin & Henningson [2003]) and lead to
bypass transition (Reshotko [2001]).
The linear Optimal disturbance has become a common inlet boundary condition for computational
studies involving finite amplitude streaks. However, it is not generated from the free-stream
environment. There is evidence that streaks generated from the free-stream may have di↵ering
linear stability characteristics to the Optimal (Vaughan & Zaki [2011]). Experimentally generating
the Optimal streak is also problematic.
2.6.2 Controlled Steady Experimental Streaks
Numerous methods have been used to generate steady streaks experimentally. Not all streaks
generated are similar to the Optimal streak, or steady Klebano↵ streaks. Fransson et al. [2004]
experimentally investigated the growth of periodic steady streaks in a Blasius layer. The streaks were
generated downstream of the leading edge with cylinders in the layer. The streaks downstream of
the cylinders were found to obey the boundary layer scalings. However, the downstream peak energy
of the streak was not observed to agree with the Optimal streak, i.e. the streak is sub-optimal. This
was due to the creation of the streaks from a disturbance (cylindrical roughness elements) placed
downstream in the layer (not the leading edge) and by the initial forcing disturbance (roughness
elements) not generating the pure streamwise vorticity initial condition of the Optimal streak.
Numerical simulations showed that an initial condition with the vorticity closer to the wall would
produce streaks that exhibit less energy growth, reach their peak amplitude upstream, and then
decay faster downstream relative to the Optimal streak. Shifting the vorticity away from the wall
had the opposite e↵ect. Using the roughness elements in the layer experimentally, it was found that
a maximum streak amplitude of approximately 12% could be generated. Instabilities of the streak
near the roughness elements above this amplitude prevented steady laminar streaks.
White [2002] previously performed a similar experiment to Fransson et al. [2004] and again found
the streaks generated were sub-optimal. The energy peaked upstream of the Optimal and the
wall-normal mode shape exhibited a peak below y = 1.34 ⇤ but tending towards this position with
increasing streamwise distance.
Kogan et al. [2001] experimentally generated a streak in the layer from the wake of a single wire
strung across the wind tunnel test-section. The wire was normal to the free-stream and the blunt
leading edge. Varying the distance of the wire from the leading edge and utilising three di↵erent
leading edges produced a streak in the layer with di↵ering characteristics. When the wire was
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far from the leading edge, a spanwise profile through the streak at a constant wall height was
Gaussian-like. Moving the wire closer created a peak in the centre of the Gaussian profile (“M”
shaped). Moving the wire closer again produced a streak with spanwise asymmetry.
Bertolotti & Kendall [1997] theoretically and experimentally investigated the response of a boundary
layer to a steady streamwise vortex produced by a single micro-wing above the flat-plate. The
vortex produced did not interact strongly with the leading edge and they suggested that the leading
edge does not play a role in the boundary layer receptivity to low frequency streamwise vortices.
Boiko [2002] in a similar experiment produced streamwise vortices downstream of the leading edge
and concluded the leading edge plays no dominant role. Wall-normal profiles of streamwise velocity
decrement through the boundary layer for the steady streak matched the FST generated Klebano↵
streak urms profile. However, the amplitude growth was found to vary linearly with streamwise
distance as opposed to x0.5 for Klebano↵ streaks. The streak was also spanwise asymmetric.
Boiko & Chun [2004] created an unsteady streak with the wake of an oscillating micro-wing above
the layer placed downstream of the leading edge. When the forcing was steady the streak exhibited
a maximum at y/ ⇤ = 1.3. Increasing frequency shifted the urms peak away from the wall. Above
a certain frequency, non-dimensional F = 20 defined by equation (2.5) (see page 29), the streak did
not grow.
Watmu↵ [2006], motivated by the experimental observations of Watmu↵ [1998] linking Klebano↵
streaks with nearly indiscernible free-stream non-uniformity, introduced deliberate free-stream
non-uniformity by stretching a thin wire across the wind tunnel normal to the leading edge as done
by Kogan et al. [2001]. Di↵ering wire diameters were investigated with Red low enough to prevent
vortex shedding for the majority of cases. The same experiment was also performed with the wire
strung upstream of the wind tunnel, 5:1 two-dimensional contraction. The wire in the test-section
produced a wake an order of magnitude stronger and order of magnitude narrower than the wire
upstream of the contraction (measured by streamwise velocity decrement). However, the streak
generated by the test-section wire was nearly an order of magnitude weaker. The wire upstream of
the contraction created a spanwise variation of layer displacement thickness of 60%. The streamwise
growth of layer variation was linear with x0.5 to the end of the observed region (R = 1200). Watmu↵
[2006] postulated that the spanwise scale of the disturbance is the predominate factor in determining
the layer streak. Increased, low frequency layer unsteadiness was also observed on either side of the
streak centreline with the peak value at ⌘ = 2.3 . The urms growth for the streaks generated by
both individual wires showed slightly non-linear streamwise growth of urms, in disagreement with
Klebano↵ streaks.
Asai et al. [2002] generated a streak in the Blasius layer by placing a small screen in the layer.
The streak generated was then forced from the wall by controlled disturbances to investigate the
secondary instability of the streak.
Fransson & Talamelli [2012] used miniature vortex generators (MVG) to generate larger amplitude
steady streaks than Fransson et al. [2004]. They demonstrated streak amplitudes up to 30%.
However, the streamwise amplitude peaked close to the MVG and did not closely model the
Klebano↵ streak. The study of MVG induced streaks was motivated by flow control.
The steady Optimal streak shares a wall-normal profile to the Klebano↵ streak urms. Experimental
methods to generate streaks have shown partial agreement with Klebano↵ characteristics. The
experiment of Watmu↵ [2006] appears to use a method that o↵ers the greatest similarity. The wire
upstream of the contraction produced a near immeasurable wake in the test-section but a streak of
considerable strength that exhibited linear growth with R. The test-section streak may also have
been generated via a di↵ering receptivity mechanism (streamwise vorticity versus normal vorticity
wrapping around the leading edge).
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The role of Klebano↵ streaks in transition can not be predicted accurately for a given experiment,
but considerable progress in understanding has been made in the last 15 years. Early belief was
that Klebano↵ streaks present at elevated FST levels promoted transition.
Boiko et al. [1994] added controlled, forced TS waves to a layer subjected to elevated FST and
measured a reduction in TS wave growth. However, transition was promoted by the addition of
forced TS waves. Watmu↵ [1998] observed a significant upstream shift of natural transition in
his tunnel when flow quality improvements dramatically reduced the clusters of urms (streaks)
measured in the layer. Arnal & Juillen [1978] studied Klebano↵ streaks on a body of revolution
and observed a downstream shift in transition relative to the undisturbed flow when the FST level
was elevated with a fine grid installed upstream of the axisymmetric, test-section body.
Kendall [1998] summarised earlier work involving FST induced Klebano↵ streaks and natural TS that
was observed in wave-packets. The natural TS wave-packets were considerably narrower (spanwise)
than forced wave-packets which did not remain laterally confined. Kendall [1991] observed that TS
wave-packet growth was increased in leading edge region when the layer was subjected to low levels
of FST. Kendall [1990] also observed that the growth of TS wave-packets was increased relative to
linear stability theory with increasing FST levels. The packets would evolve into turbulent spots.
Alfredsson & Matsubara [1996] observed turbulent spot formation from strong streaks generated
in the layer by elevated grid turbulence. Breakdown was speculated to be due to a spanwise,
inflectional instability of the streak. Matsubara & Alfredsson [2001] performed flow visualisations
of Klebano↵ streaks due to FST. Sinuous disturbances were seen on some streaks. Turbulent spots,
pointing downstream, were also observed. The streaks were also seen to elongate with streamwise
distance.
Nolan & Walsh [2012] used PIV to study transitional Klebano↵ streaks. They found low-speed
streaks shifting away from the wall and high-speed streaks moving towards the wall. Correlations
across the layer suggest that transition occurs in the layer and not at the edge. They suggest that
breakdown is due to the interaction of streaks as proposed by Brandt & de Lange [2008]. The
initiation of breakdown low in the layer suggests TS wave interaction may be a possibility.
The experimental evidence is not clear. At high FST levels, streaks are present and transition is
found to be promoted even though TS wave growth can be reduced. Transition can sometimes be
ascribed to streak secondary instability, i.e. bypass transition. However, the results of Arnal et al.
[2008] and Watmu↵ [1998] suggest the presence of streaks can delay transition. Yet, the work of
Kendall suggests TS wave growth is increased in the presence of stronger streaks (assumed due to
stronger FST) which contrasts the observations of Boiko et al. [1994]. Progress towards resolving
these issues has been made by considering the secondary instability of streaks and the interaction
of streaks and TS wave as separate issues.
2.8 Controlled Steady Streak Secondary Instability
The secondary instability of streaks is now well-explained and a known cause of bypass transition
in some flows. Streak secondary instability has generally been studied with steady streaks. A
recent review of streak breakdown can be found in Schlatter et al. [2008]. The steady streak is
considered a primary instability (the first disturbance to grow via algebraic/non-modal growth) on
the undisturbed base-flow. The linear stability modes of the base-flow perturbed by the primary
instability (an e↵ectively new base-flow) is called the secondary instability.
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Andersson et al. [2001] used the linear Optimal streak perturbation as an initial condition to grow
steady periodic streaks of considerable non-linear amplitude (up to ⇠ 40%) with DNS. Inviscid linear
stability calculations on spanwise planes (ODE eigenvalue problem using pressure perturbation)
revealed a sinuous streak instability for amplitudes greater than 26% and a varicose instability for
37%. The sinuous instability mode manifests as a disturbance with asymmetry about the low-speed
region (see figure 2.8) of the streak centreline. Smoke flow visualisations reveal a spanwise “wiggle”.
The mode is described as odd because u, v, p are odd functions about the streak centreline. The
varicose mode is symmetric about the low-speed centreline (see figure 2.9). The mode is described
as even because u, v, p are even functions about the streak centreline.
Figure 2.8: Visualisation of sinuous (odd) streak breakdown. Asai et al. [2002] figure 15 reproduced.
Figure 2.9: Visualisation of varicose (even) streak breakdown. Asai et al. [2002] figure 16 reproduced.
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The DNS conducted by Brandt & Henningson [2002] confirmed the existence of a streak sinuous
breakdown while Brandt et al. [2003] showed the streak instability was convective.
Experimental observations of sinuous and varicose modes has been made by Asai et al. [2002] who
forced the streak breakdown with controlled disturbances. The growth rate of the varicose mode
was found to be sensitive to the streak width and its breakdown process evolved via a hairpin
structure. The sinuous mode breakdown was via a “train of quasi-streamwise vortices”. Brandt
[2007] used DNS to reproduce the streak of Asai et al. [2002] and demonstrated that not all streaks
have the same stability characteristics, i.e. the width and shape a↵ect the linear stability.
Vaughan & Zaki [2011] also found a di↵erent threshold for streak secondary instability. They
created a steady streak in the Blasius layer with a Squire mode (normal vorticity mode of the
Squire equation). Spanwise contours of the base-flow streak show it to be wider high in the layer
relative to the Optimal streak indicating greater spanwise shear. Secondary streak instabilities
which they label as outer mode due to the high phase velocity were found at a streak amplitude
of 15.2% (sinuous) and 26% (varicose). These amplitudes are considerably lower than reported
for other steady streaks and suggests streaks generated by free-stream disturbances may be more
unstable than those generated with disturbances in the layer.
The results of Vaughan & Zaki [2011] and Andersson et al. [2001] indicate that the streak amplitude
for secondary instability can vary significantly depending on how the streak was generated. If
accurate predictions of streak secondary instability are to be made, then the streaks used in stability
calculations must be an accurate model of the streaks generated in a wind tunnel. The Vaughan &
Zaki [2011] streaks are generated from the free-stream but the single Squire mode used is not an
accurate representation of the free-stream. The experimental observations of Nolan & Walsh [2012]
also suggest that the sinuous streak instability is not always the dominant cause of transition.
2.9 Controlled Steady Streaks, TS and Transition
Prior to reaching amplitudes su cient to create a streak secondary instability, it is generally found
that a steady streak will suppress TS wave growth. Cossu & Brandt [2002] provided the first
conclusive evidence that steady streaks can suppress TS wave growth using DNS simulations. Cossu
& Brandt [2004] studied the e↵ect of the Optimal streak at non-linear amplitudes (calculated
with DNS) on the linear stability of TS waves. BiGlobal stability equations using the parallel
flow assumption and including viscosity were derived to predict the streaky TS wave growth. It
was predicted TS wave growth could be completely suppressed by streak amplitudes below that
for streak secondary instability. The mechanism for TS wave suppression was explained by the
uw-Reynolds stresses acting against the spanwise shear of the base-flow. The mode shape of the
streaky TS wave developed an “M” profile in the centre of the low-speed streak region.
Experimental confirmation that steady streaks could suppress TS wave growth was provided by
Fransson et al. [2005a]. However, the experimental streaks were not the Optimal streak, and the
amount of TS wave suppression was limited by the streak amplitude that could be achieved. Gu¨ru¨n
[2006] performed a similar experiment with streaks from roughness elements and acoustically forced
TS waves. Both the receptivity and growth rates of the TS wave were reduced by the streaks, but
transition was found to be promoted.
The delay of transition and not just reduced TS wave growth was demonstrated by Fransson et al.
[2006] experimentally. Again steady streaks forced by roughness and monochromatic TS waves
were used. However, transition delay was also demonstrated when white noise was added to the TS
wave forcing signal. The TS wave was forced by wall suction and blowing.
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Stronger streaks than can be achieved with roughness elements have been created by Shahinfar
et al. [2012] using miniature vortex generators. Streak amplitudes of 30% have been demonstrated,
along with the suppression of TS waves and delayed transition.
The spanwise wavelength of the Optimal streak is not the optimal to suppress TS waves. Bagheri &
Hanifi [2007] used the non-linear parabolized stability equations and found the maximum suppression
of TS wave growth occurred when the streak amplitude peaked near the TS wave Branch 1. Streaks
suppression of TS wave growth was found in both Blasius and Falkner-Skan boundary layers.
Streaks also a↵ect the secondary instability of TS waves which can influence the eventual transition
location (see Herbert [1988] for a review of TS wave secondary instability). Liu et al. [2008b]
studied steady streaks and TS wave secondary instability using doubly periodic Floquet analysis.
This analysis assumed streamwise and spanwise periodicity of the derived linear stability problem.
Their results showed that while increasing streak strength would suppress the TS wave growth it
could promote the secondary instability of the saturated TS wave. Wide streaks relative to the
TS wave wavelength would increase secondary instability fundamental growth rates and promote
transition. TS waves distorted by narrow streaks were found to be more unstable to detuned modes,
and secondary instability was not promoted. DNS simulations validating these findings with streaks
generated via Squire modes can be found in Liu et al. [2008a] and Liu [2007].
Schlatter et al. [2011] has examined steady streak and monochromatic TS wave interaction using
LES. Again, the streaks were generated with the Optimal perturbation and increasing streak
strength reduced TS wave growth and initially delayed transition. The spanwise wavelength of the
TS wave secondary instability was also modulated by the streak spacing. For large streak strengths,
a sinuous streak secondary instability (bypass transition) occurs and promotes transition.
Not all steady streaks have been found to suppress TS wave growth. Vaughan & Zaki [2011]
computationally created steady streaks forced from the free-stream by a single steady Squire mode.
Small streak amplitudes were found to increase the growth of the TS wave. However, when the
streak amplitude reached approximately 15% it was then found to suppress TS waves. This result
is in contrast to the results of Cossu & Brandt [2004] using the Optimal streak and experimental
results of Fransson et al. [2005a] and suggests that streaks created by free-stream disturbances are
destabilising to TS waves. However, the observations of Arnal et al. [2008] and Watmu↵ [1998]
suggest the presence of low-strength streaks generated from the free-stream suppress TS waves and
delays transition. An accurate prediction of transition due to streak and TS wave interaction will
require computations that use an accurate model of free-stream generated streaks.
2.10 Unsteady Streak Instability (Computations)
While steady streaks can exhibit TS wave suppression and secondary instability, computational
studies have shown unsteady e↵ects can be important. Zaki [2005] and Zaki & Durbin [2005] created
unsteady, controlled streaks with the continuous modes of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation (transient
growth) in DNS simulations. Transition did not occur unless a second higher frequency mode of the
Orr-Sommerfeld equation that did not significantly penetrate the boundary layer (shear sheltering)
was imposed on the inlet boundary condition. The transition process was described as a backwards
jet (streak) that lifts away from the wall. An inflectional velocity profile develops allowing high
frequency Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities to grow. This was a controlled simulation to reproduce the
breakdown mechanism observed in the simulations of Jacobs & Durbin [2001] that used FST.
Schlatter et al. [2008] reproduced the results of Zaki [2005] and Zaki & Durbin [2005] using a
di↵ering DNS code. They show the breakdown mechanism is in fact streak secondary instability.
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The apparent Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities reported by Zaki [2005] were due to the viewing plane
used. Three-dimensional views clearly show sinuous streak breakdown.
Brandt et al. [2004] conducted DNS simulations of a Blasius layer subjected to elevated FST and
observed spot precursors forming from streaks. Increasing the length-scale of the FST shifted
transition upstream. They did not observe the breakdown forming well-defined turbulent spots.
Neither did the simulations of Jacobs & Durbin [2001].
Schlatter et al. [2011] conducted LES simulations of transition using various FST levels that induced
unsteady streaks in the layer. A monochromatic TS wave of di↵ering amplitudes was also added.
They found that increasing the FST from zero amplitude initially promotes transition. Above FST
levels of 2% transition is delayed by increasing FST until approximately 3% when transition is
again rapidly promoted by increasing FST. The weaker the monochromatic TS wave, the greater
the variation in transition location with FST level.
Vaughan & Zaki [2011] also simulated unsteady streaks generated by Squires modes. They find
a streak with non-dimensional frequency F = 10 is the optimal to create instability of the outer
mode (streak secondary instability). The non-dimensional frequency (F ) is defined by,
F =
!⌫
U21
⇥ 106, (2.5)
where ! is the disturbance angular frequency.
For F = 10, the outer-mode growth rate exceeds that of the inner mode when the streak strength
exceeds 7.5%. This streak amplitude is nearly a quarter of that required to generate a secondary
instability of the steady Optimal streak.
A truly accurate prediction of transition will require the consideration of unsteady streaks. However,
this requires significantly greater computational resources, and there are as yet unanswered questions
with regards to steady streaks generated from the free-stream and the e↵ect on transition. The
complex interaction between FST induced streaks, TS waves, and transition shown by Schlatter
et al. [2011] and the mode interaction by Zaki & Durbin [2005] suggest that receptivity issues will
be important for predicting transition. However, these simulations do not include the leading edge
which is a known receptivity site.
2.11 The Role of the Leading Edge
The growth of Klebano↵ streaks has been observed to be independent of the leading edge geometry
(Kendall [1998], Watmu↵ [1998]). This implies the Klebano↵ streaks in these experiments were
due to streamwise vorticity in the free-stream. However, transition at elevated FST levels when
Klebano↵ streaks are present is sensitive to leading edge e↵ects.
Significant changes in transition location can occur with a change in the flow near the leading edge.
Westin et al. [1994] observed a significant upstream shift in transition when the flow attachment
point on the leading edge was shifted away from the design condition. This movement produced an
adverse pressure gradient after attachment. Klingmann et al. [1993] had earlier shown that slight
deviations from the Blasius layer in the leading edge region can significantly alter TS wave growth.
Kendall [1991] experimentally observed that the alteration of the leading edge attachment point
or leading edge finesse ratio would alter the growth of TS wave-packets. The weak Klebano↵
streaks present were una↵ected. A blunter leading edge would increase TS wave-packet growth
in the early layer. The increased TS wave-packet growth was described as greater than linear
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stability predictions, but linear stability calculations for the exact, two-dimensional base-flow of the
experiment were not performed. The TS wave-packets induced by FST was also observed to have
limited spanwise extent.
Recent DNS and LES simulations have included the leading edge and receptivity to FST. Nagarajan
et al. [2007] used a blunt, super-elliptic leading edges and observed di↵ering transition characteristics
with changes in leading edge bluntness and the isotropic FST levels. Lower FST levels and the
sharper leading edge produced transition via sinuous streak secondary instability. Increasing FST
levels or the FST length-scale would promote transition. At some threshold of FST and leading
edge bluntness, transition would occur via a wave-packet-like disturbance not associated with streak
instability. This disturbance developed in the high-speed streak region and was dominated by the
spanwise velocity component. The origin of this disturbance was traced back to normal vorticity
wrapping around the leading edge, i.e. the mechanism of Goldstein et al. [1992]. Attempts to isolate
this phenomena with model simulations using counter-rotating Taylor vortices normal to the leading
edge failed to produce transition.
Ovchinnikov et al. [2008] also simulated transition using blunt, super-elliptic leading edges and
elevated, isotropic FST levels (6%). Two FST length-scales were used, both larger than used by
Nagarajan et al. [2007]. The smaller length-scale showed transition involving streaks and their
secondary instability. The larger length-scale FST induced transition via wave-packets before
streaks were apparent in the layer. The wave-packets di↵ered from those observed by Nagarajan
et al. [2007]. The wave-packets were initially spanwise aligned vortical structures dominated by
growth in the wall-normal velocity component and not concentrated in the lower boundary layer.
Schrader et al. [2010] used the Linear Navier-Stokes equations to explore receptivity at the leading
edge to free-stream vorticity. Receptivity to streamwise vorticity was found to be relatively
insensitive to the leading edge. Receptivity to both normal and spanwise vorticity was enhanced by
a blunt leading edge. Streamwise vorticity was found to be a far more e↵ective generator of streaks
in the layer.
The leading edge does not appear to be a significant factor in Klebano↵ streak development if the
Klebano↵ streak is generated from streamwise vorticity in the free-stream. However, changes at the
leading edge significantly alter TS wave growth and this may alter the transition mechanism.
2.12 Studies Using Asymptotic Methods
Simplifications of the Navier-Stokes equations under various assumptions (e.g. rapid distortion
theory, boundary region equations) have been used to study Klebano↵ streaks. Crow [1966]
presented the first analysis of spanwise variation, investigating the distortion of a boundary layer
on an infinitely thin plate by small, periodic, steady, spanwise distortions of the mean flow.
Wu & Luo [2003] showed that a periodic or isolated streak forced from inside the layer and
downstream of the leading edge can be destabilising, depending on the distortion profile and
amplitude. The modification to the layer stability occurs when the distortion curvature is comparable
to the Blasius profile curvature near the wall. For large scale distortion with curvature of the
order of the layer thickness, a moderate amplitude can increase the TS-like instability. At higher
amplitudes, a di↵erent inviscid instability mode is created.
Goldstein et al. [1992] showed how steady vorticity normal to the leading can be wrapped around
to produce streamwise vorticity and a downstream streak. The free-stream disturbance length-scale
was assumed to be the same as the leading scale with high Re, allowing the use of rapid distortion
theory in the leading edge region. The downstream non-linear solution incorporated viscosity.
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Streak induced separation was found to occur downstream on the streak centreline but wall-normal
velocity profiles were not inflectional. A discussion of the possible relevance of this mechanism to
Klebano↵ streak generation can be found in Goldstein & Wundrow [1998]. Ustinov [2001] provides
a similar analysis and considers a wake disturbance with a Gaussian profile.
Steady streamwise vorticity in the free-stream can also generate a streak as shown by Goldstein
& Leib [1993] who consider an infinite Re disturbance. Separation can occur, as for the normal
vorticity streak of Goldstein et al. [1992], but it happens further downstream. Separation also
occurs away from the streak centreline due to a secondary induced vortex. Wall-normal velocity
profiles are also found to become inflectional before separation leading Goldstein & Leib [1993] to
postulate this as a possible cause of bypass transition and turbulent spot formation.
Leib et al. [1999] model the growth of linear amplitude Klebano↵ disturbances with the linear
unsteady boundary-region equations (linear Navier-Stokes equations with no streamwise pressure
or viscous derivative) with the initial condition provided by isotropic free-stream turbulence and
no leading edge. The plate is considered infinitely thin. Their results were compared with the low
FST experimental data of Kendall [1985] and found to under predict streak strength. Incorporating
isotropy of the low frequency components of the FST improved the agreement.
Wundrow & Goldstein [2001] extended the analysis of Goldstein & Leib [1993] involving steady
streamwise vorticity and an infinitely thin-plate to finite Re. The downstream flow is solved
numerically using the non-linear boundary region equations. Two regions locally confined in span
are found to enhance instability (inflectional wall-normal profile). One region was near the wall
and other in the outer boundary layer. Simulations of Klebano↵ streaks forced by a random
disturbance based on turbulence spectra are computed. The response to models of random free-
stream disturbances are also computed. Locally the flow di↵ers greatly from Blasius, but the
spanwise average shows little deviation as is observed experimentally for Klebano↵ streaks. Inviscid,
local stability calculations (i.e. the stability of an inflectional velocity profile) are performed despite
the large cross-stream base-flow variation. They find the creation of the regions of enhanced
instability is sensitive to the details free-stream forcing and relatively infrequent, leading them to
postulate this as an explanation to the intermittent formation of experimentally observed turbulent
spots.
Goldstein & Sescu [2008] attempt to explain the wave-packets observed by Nagarajan et al. [2007]
when normal vorticity wraps around a blunt leading edge. The steady analysis of Goldstein et al.
[1992] was extended to low frequency, normal vorticity free-stream disturbances. The new results
indicate inflectional profiles can develop in the low-speed region of the unsteady streak. This
inflection moves closer to the wall and can remain after the streak has shifted. The growth of
wave-packets is considered with local, inviscid analysis.
Time dependent instability of Klebano↵ streaks has also been found by Ricco et al. [2011] who
modelled the e↵ect of a convected gust past an infinitely thin plate. The resultant streaks show a
wall-normal inflection point during two time-periods of the cycle. An inviscid BiGlobal analysis
(linear stability considering two-directions) during the window of instability indicated the dominant
mode was sinuous. Wu & Choudhari [2003] had previously shown that during certain time windows,
an unsteady, small amplitude streak that is significantly wider than the boundary layer thickness
can create unstable distortions of the layer profile.
These studies identify important characteristics of streaks, i.e. streaks from normal vorticity are
dependent on the leading edge thickness while streaks from streamwise vorticity are not; large scale
and unsteady disturbances can alter the boundary layer profile and create inviscid instabilities.
However, most of the analyses require experiments or DNS computations to validate theory and
provide definitive, quantitative data.
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The prediction of laminar to turbulent transition is still a mixture of science and empiricism.
Currently, state-of-the-art engineering transition prediction is based on either local correlations
(as done in RANS models with transition prediction) or the eN method. The eN method was
pioneered by Smith & Gamberoni [1956], and Van Ingen (see van Ingen [2008] for a review) in the
1950’s but still remains the method of choice for transition prediction in low free-stream disturbance
environments. The method consists of three major tasks
1. Creation of a base-flow via either analytical, computational or experimental means.
2. Calculation of primary mode growth via the Orr-Sommerfeld or Parabolized Stability Equations
3. Assembly of growth curves and identification of an N -factor based on experimental correlation,
or prediction of transition based on an N -factor.
The method is semi-empirical. It calculates the linear growth of a disturbance on a base-flow
with the well established theory of linear stability and correlates transition through the empirical
N -factor. The N -factor is simply the ratio of the disturbance linear amplitude growth that is found
to di↵er between wind tunnels for the same experiment, and di↵er in a given tunnel for di↵ering
experiments.
Generally, an eN analysis considers a perfect base-flow. No account is made of streaks (spanwise
variation) in the layer. Streaks would be “incorporated” in the empirical N -factor and perhaps
be a partial explanation as to why di↵erent wind tunnels have a di↵erent N -factor for the same
experiment.
The creation of a base-flow is often di cult due to accuracy requirements. The use of analytical
base-flows is only suitable for very simple cases such as the Blasius boundary layer where solutions
exist. Experiments are generally used to provide an N -factor or test the validity of linear stability
theory by creating a controlled disturbance of linear amplitudes and measuring the growth rate.
The experiment of Schubauer & Skramstad [1948] that induced TS waves with a vibrating ribbon
is a classic example. Klewicki et al. [2007] provides an account of experimental considerations when
performing transition experiments.
Computational tools used to calculate base-flows range from Euler/Integral boundary layer methods,
boundary layer equations, Parabolized Navier-Stokes equations, to full Navier-Stokes (NS) solutions.
Accurate calculations of steady streaks with non-linear amplitudes requires the use of the non-linear
boundary region equations (Mart´ın & Martel [2012]), Navier-stokes equations (e.g. Andersson et al.
[2001]), or the non-linear Parabolized Stability equations with some limitations (Bagheri & Hanifi
[2007], Mart´ın & Martel [2012]). The receptivity of the vorticity from the free-stream that forms
the streak can be calculated with the linear Navier-Stokes equations if amplitudes are small enough
(Schrader et al. [2010]). A complete simulation from free-stream source to downstream streak
growth, without scale assumptions, requires the use of the Navier-stokes equations.
In the past, the use of full Navier-Stokes solvers has not been favoured in engineering transition
prediction due to the increased computational e↵ort and the often low-order spatial di↵erencing
employed in NS codes. The use of a full NS solver is further complicated by possible convergence
issues if adverse pressure gradients are present or at very high Reynolds numbers. The requirement
to accurately capture the boundary layer region requires large meshes, preferably with quadrilateral
control volumes if using finite volume methods (FVM). Appendix A.6 explores the e↵ects of mesh
resolution and spatial di↵erencing on linear stability calculations when using the Ansys Fluent CFD
solver to calculate a Blasius base-flow.
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Despite the computational cost and di culties, NS solvers have been used in linear stability studies
to compute base-flows. Stock & Haase [2000] and Stock & Haase [1999] utilised a finite volume
NS code (unknown di↵erencing order) with 65 to 70 control volumes through the layer and 512
streamwise volumes when applying the eN method to a DoLA3 aerofoil at Re = 3.2⇥ 106 based
on chord to provide a two-dimensional base-flow. Liao et al. [2012] utilised a structured boundary
layer code and FUN3D, an unstructured NS code utilising tetrahedral volumes, to produce three-
dimensional base-flows over a wing glove. They found that 50 volumes in the layer provided a
good base-flow for stability calculations. They also found that quasi-3D boundary layer codes
when applied to the case of swept wings is not suitable. Krimmelbein & Radespiel [2009] used the
DLR-tau code, a finite-volume NS code, to produce base-flows for stability analysis. They found
32 wall-normal grid points give reasonable transition prediction but at least 48 grid points were
required for accurate prediction. The calculation of cross-flow instability required up to 128 grid
points. Andersson et al. [2001], Cossu & Brandt [2004] and Brandt [2007] have utilised spectral
Navier-Stokes solvers to create steady streak base-flows for stability analysis with BiGlobal stability
tools.
The eN method uses calculations of linear, primary disturbance growth from Branch 1 (the point
in space where the disturbance first begins to grow) to Branch 2 (the point in space where the
disturbance begins to decay again). Given a base-flow, the disturbance growth is calculated using
linear stability theory. A local linear stability analysis (Orr-Sommerfeld equations) makes the
assumption of parallel flow but allows the calculation of growth rates on any velocity profile normal
to the body. Performing the local analysis at su cient points will, in general, capture the disturbance
growth accurately if the base-flow is near parallel. However, each solution is an eigenvalue problem
that has traditionally been computationally demanding. The Parabolized Stability Equations (PSE)
allows the calculation of mode growth without the assumption of parallel flow and can capture
curvature e↵ects. The solution is marched downstream from an initial condition. This requires a
defined grid that has large enough streamwise spacing for numerical stability requirements (see
Section 3.2.3) but is also fine enough to be accurate.
Figure 2.10 provides an overview of the eN process. The spatial growth rate (↵i) of the disturbance
is plotted versus streamwise position. The integration to calculate the growth is only performed
between Branch 1 and Branch 2. This is done for a number of disturbance frequencies, producing
an envelope of growth. A prediction of transition location can then be made by finding when the
envelope first reaches a set N -factor value.
The N -factor is the natural logarithm of the amplitude growth ratio. The N -factor at transition is
determined from experiment and will vary for every wind tunnel and operating environment. For a
given geometry and model surface finish, the N -factor determined in a wind tunnel is expected to
be lower than that in flight, often significantly so. Peltzer [2008] provides interesting experimental
observations of TS wave growth on a glider wing section inflight and the same wing placed in a
wind tunnel. The TS waves generated naturally in flight were found to be more oblique compared
to the wind tunnel test but the di↵erence in N -factor was not reported. Malik [1990] provides a
concise summary of reported N -factors and can be used a guide for N -factor estimation.
The possible change in transition location due to steady streaks from the free-stream, and hence
N -factor, is unknown. As discussed earlier, steady streaks have been found to both suppress TS
wave growth (Cossu & Brandt [2002], Cossu & Brandt [2004], Fransson et al. [2005a], Bagheri
& Hanifi [2007], Schlatter et al. [2011]) or promote it (Vaughan & Zaki [2011]). There is a need
to identify the streaks in a given experiment and analyse their e↵ect on linear stability. While
transition is still via TS wave growth, or TS wave growth on a streaky base-flow, then accounting
for the streaks in the base-flow with the eN may reduce disagreement between wind tunnels and
improve certainty in transition prediction.
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2.14 Literature Summary
Knowledge of transition mechanisms in the streaky layer has progressed rapidly. TS wave growth
is modified by the presence of streaks and transition can be delayed. However, the secondary
instability of TS waves is also modified by the presence of streaks. Streaks of su cient amplitude
also create an inviscid secondary instability (bypass transition). The required amplitude for streak
secondary instability varies greatly depending on how the streak was created. The Optimal streak
has a secondary instability at an amplitude of 26% while streaks generated via Squire modes (forced
from the free-stream) can show a secondary stability at considerably lower amplitudes. Unsteadiness
of the streak also a↵ects the secondary instability of the streak. At elevated FST levels, the leading
edge clearly plays a significant role in determining the transition mechanism.
Despite this knowledge, transition prediction can still not be made accurately. Even at very low FST
levels, many linear stability and transition experiments show extreme sensitivity to the free-stream
environment. Knowledge about the source of weak streamwise vorticity that can alter linear stability
experiments and create spanwise variation and Klebano↵ streaks is scant beyond the empirical
observation that wind tunnel screens are a source. Despite the call of Morkovin [1979] to characterise
screens and the streamwise vorticity they generate in the test-section layer, only a few dedicated
studies have been conducted.
To provide further insight into streaks in the layer and their e↵ect on linear stability requires
the vorticity be created from its source. Streak stability has been shown to be very sensitive to
its generation mechanism (Optimal streak vs Squire mode). Unless it is created from the same
disturbance source as in a wind tunnel then it cannot be assured that streak models and a↵ect on
transition is accurate.
To further the study of Klebano↵ streaks requires a means to generate streaks with similar
characteristics. While analysis has indicated Klebano↵ streak unsteadiness can be a significant issue,
there is still limited data indicating how steady streaks from the free-stream may a↵ect the boundary
layer stability. The analysis of Goldstein et al. [1992] and Goldstein & Leib [1993] have shown
that streaks generated via normal and streamwise vorticity can exhibit di↵ering characteristics.
Di↵ering streaks have been shown to have significantly di↵erent stability characteristics. What are
the characteristics of a steady streak generated by a wind tunnel screen and what are its stability
characteristics? To make this problem tractable, only steady free-stream disturbances will be
considered in this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Linear Stability Theory
The following is a derivation of the relevant equations to study the linear instability of a primary
mode on a given steady base-flow.
3.1 TriGlobal/BiGlobal/Local/PSE
Starting from the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (NS),
r ⇧ u = 0, (3.1)
@u
@t
+ (u ⇧r)⇥ u =  rp+ 1
Re
r2u, (3.2)
where appropriate scalings have been applied.
Considering the flow as a perturbation (u0) about a steady base-flow (U) and subtracting the
base-flow terms that cancel gives,
r ⇧ u0 = 0. (3.3)
If the perturbation is considered infinitesimally small then the quadratic perturbation term can
be neglected, leaving the linearised NS equations (LNS). The 0 for perturbation terms will now be
dropped.
r ⇧ u = 0 (3.4)
@u
@t
+ (U ⇧r)⇥ u+ (u ⇧r)⇥U =  rp+ 1
Re
r2u (3.5)
The LNS can describe the evolution of a disturbance provided the linearity assumption holds.
Unfortunately, solution of the LNS still requires considerable compute power, but it is often the
tool of choice for studies of linear receptivity processes.
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3.1.1 TriGlobal Stability
The LNS can be transformed into an eigenvalue problem. Considering a solution of the form,
q = qˆ (x, y, z) e i!t + c.c. (3.6)
where,
c.c. is the complex conjugate,
! is the angular frequency and is considered complex,
qˆ = [uˆ, vˆ, wˆ, pˆ] is the complex valued mode shape,
allows the formulation of a generalised eigenvalue problem. This is commonly called TriGlobal
stability analysis but this terminology is not consistent in published literature (Theofilis [2011]).
While linearity holds, a disturbance can be composed as the summation of the eigenmodes. The
complex component of the eigenvalue (!i) dictates whether the individual mode will grow or decay
with time.
3.1.2 BiGlobal Stability
The TriGlobal problem can be simplified further by assuming the base-flow is homogenous in one
spatial direction. Choosing to assume the streamwise direction is homogeneous (the parallel flow
assumption) allows streamwise base-flow derivatives to be dropped. This leads to the definition of
BiGlobal stability (the stability of base-flow confined to a two-dimensional plane). As the base-flow
has no streamwise (x) variation, neither can any modal solution. Thus, a perturbation of the form,
q = qˆ (y, z) ei(↵x !t) + c.c. (3.7)
where ↵, the streamwise wavenumber, is used to construct an eigenvalue problem. The solution
is now composed of a mode shape across the flow, qˆ (y, z), and a wave-component (↵) in the
homogenous streamwise direction (no base-flow variation). Neither the mode shape or streamwise
wavenumber is considered to vary with x. The growth/decay of the perturbation can be captured
by either a complex ↵ and real ! leading to a spatial growth rate, or real ↵ and complex ! leading
to a temporal growth rate.
The computational resources required to solve TriGlobal/BiGlobal stability problems is demanding.
Theofilis [2011] o↵ers a good rule of thumb; TriGlobal problems require Terabytes of memory while
BiGlobal requires Gigabytes of memory. Only recently has the solution of the BiGlobal eigenvalue
problem on desktop/workstation computers been feasible for certain flow cases. A thorough review
of the theory, application, and issues concerning BiGlobal stability can be found in Theofilis [2003].
Cossu & Brandt [2004] have used viscous, BiGlobal equations to study the e↵ect of the Optimal
streak on TS waves.
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3.1.3 Local Stability (Orr-Sommerfeld)
A further simplification is to consider the base-flow homogenous in two spatial directions. This
leads to the definition of local stability (the stability of a velocity profile). A perturbation of the
form,
q = qˆ (y) ei(↵x+ z !t) + c.c. (3.8)
where  , the spanwise wavenumber, can be used to derive a generalised eigenvalue problem. The
eigenvalue problem is composed of four partial di↵erential equations (continuity, x, y, z-momentum).
These equations can be rearranged to form two ordinary di↵erential equations. The first in terms
of the velocity component in the non-homogenous direction (v). The second in terms of the
vorticity component in the non-homogenous direction (⌘). These equations are the well-known
Orr-Sommerfeld (OS) equation,
( i! + i↵U (y))
✓
d2vˆ
dy2
  k2vˆ
◆
  i↵d
2U (y)
dy2
vˆ   1
Re
✓
d2vˆ
dy2
  k2vˆ
◆2
= 0, (3.9)
and Squire (SQ) equation,
( i! + i↵U (y)) ⌘ˆ   1
Re
✓
d2⌘ˆ
dy2
  k2⌘ˆ
◆
=  i  dU(y)
dy
vˆ, (3.10)
where k2 = ↵2 +  2.
Modern desktop computers can solve the OS eigenvalue problem in less than a second. This allows
many disturbance frequencies to be computed at many locations on a body.
Traditionally, spatial growth rates from the OS equations computed locally at points on the body
where the streamwise development of the base-flow is considered negligible (parallel flow) have been
used with the eN method. Curvature e↵ects and non-parallelism can be important for certain flows.
This is often neglected in the local analysis. The development of the linear Parabolized Stability
equations (PSE) allows for the streamwise development to be included in the analysis.
3.1.4 Parabolized Stability Equations
The parabolized stability equations (PSE) are based on the assumption that streamwise development
of the base-flow, and hence disturbance, is small but non-negligible (O   1Re  where the length-scale
employed is related to the boundary layer thickness). Bertolotti [1991] and Herbert [1997] provide
a detailed account of the PSE development and comparison to OS results as validation. To derive
the PSE for a two-dimensional base-flow a perturbation of the following form is assumed,
q = qˆ (x, y) ei(
´
↵(x).dx+ z !t) + c.c. (3.11)
where qˆ (x, y) is a shape function. It is not a mode shape as it is not a modal solution. However,
for an appropriate choice of ↵, a “near” parallel base-flow, and an initial condition given by an OS
equation mode, it will be very similar to a OS mode shape.
Note both the shape function, qˆ (x, y), and streamwise wavenumber, ↵ (x), vary in the streamwise
direction. The streamwise variation of the shape function and streamwise wavenumber ↵ is assumed
to vary on a slow-scale relative to wave component. Substitution into the LNS and application of
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the slow scale assumption allows the creation of a near parabolic (parabolized) set of equations.
These equations permit a numerical solution by streamwise marching from an initial condition. The
initial condition is generally created by the solution of the local stability problem (OS).
A new equation is required to resolve the ambiguity between the streamwise development of the
wavenumber and the shape function, i.e. as the perturbation changes downstream what should
be captured by ↵ and what by the streamwise variation of shape function? The choice of the
normalisation (the extra equation to resolve the ambiguity) will be discussed later in Section 3.2.1.
Another benefit of the PSE is the ability to derive a set of equations that includes the non-linear
quadratic terms previously neglected. The growth of non-linear disturbances and the interaction of
disturbances can be computed with good accuracy until transition while using an order of magnitude
less compute than a DNS simulation (Bertolotti [1991]). However, while the use of non-linear PSE is
increasing, its use as a transition prediction tool still su↵ers from empiricism relating to receptivity
(Aupoix et al. [2011]). Without an accurate initial condition amplitude, the non-linear PSE can
not accurately predict transition and o↵ers limited prediction benefits relative to the eN method.
The increased computational cost relative to the linear PSE also limits studies of parameter spaces.
However, if an accurate initial condition is known, then the non-linear PSE is the tool of choice to
predict the transition location.
3.2 PSE-3D Equations
An extension to the traditional, two-dimensional PSE formulation is to allow the base-flow and
shape function to have variation in the spanwise (z) direction, the so-called PSE-3D. Computations
with the PSE-3D were first presented by Broadhurst & Sherwin [2008] who examined numerical
stability although Chang [2004] provided a detailed discussion of the PSE-3D (described as plane
marching) possibilities, limitations and comparison to other forms of the PSE. Since then, the
method has been used by Paredes et al. [2011] with basic vortex flows and Paredes et al. [2013] for
the wake of a roughness element in a supersonic flow. The benefit of the PSE-3D over traditional
linear PSE is the ability to compute disturbance growth on a 3D base-flow. This can be done with
a non-linear PSE solver (see Bagheri & Hanifi [2007]), but the PSE-3D does not require a modal
decomposition of the base-flow in the second spatial direction. A BiGlobal eigenvalue problem, or
any arbitrary disturbances on a plane with a streamwise wavenumber, can be used to provide the
initial condition to a PSE-3D problem.
The BiGlobal and linear PSE-3D equations are derived below in orthogonal, curvilinear coordinates
suitable for the representation of various bodies of interest including:
• flat-plate,
• two-dimensional aerofoil,
• axisymmetric body.
The disturbance is decomposed with a Fourier series in the spanwise direction, exploiting the
periodicity of the streak base-flows to be studied in this thesis. Starting with the LNS, equa-
tions (3.4) and (3.5), expressed in orthogonal, curvilinear form where h1, h2, h3 are metrics in the
x, y, z directions respectively gives,
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continuity
1
h1h2h3
[(h2xh3 + h2h3x)u+ h2h3ux + (h1yh3 + h1h3y) v + h1h3vy
+(h1zh2 + h1h2z)w + h1h2wz] = 0 (3.12)
x-momentum
ut +
1
h1
(Uux + Uxu) +
1
h2
(V uy + vUy) +
1
h3
(Wuz + wUz)
 
✓
(2V v)
h1h2
h2x   (V u+ vU)
h1h2
h1y
◆
+
✓
(Wu+ wU)
h1h3
h1z   (2Ww)
h1h3
h3x
◆
+
1
h1
px
=
1
Re
✓
h2zh1h3   (h1zh3 + h1h3z)h2
h21h2h
3
3
◆
(h1zu+ h1uz   h3xw   h3wx)
+
1
h1h23
(h1zzu+ 2h1zuz + h1uzz   h3xzw   h3xwz   h3zwx   h3wxz)
 
  1
Re
✓
h3yh1h2   (h1yh2 + h1h2y)h3
h21h
3
2h3
◆
(h2xv + h2vx   h1yu  h1uy)
+
1
h1h22
(h2xyv + h2xvy + h2yvx + h2vxy   h1yyu  2h1yuy   h1uyy)
 
(3.13)
y-momentum
vt +
1
h1
(Uvx + uVx) +
1
h2
(V vy + vVy) +
1
h3
(Wvz + wVz)
 
✓
(2Ww)
h2h3
h3y   (Wv + wV )
h2h3
h2z
◆
+
✓
(Uv + uV )
h1h2
h2x   (2Uu)
h1h2
h1y
◆
+
1
h2
py
=
1
Re
✓
h3xh2h1   (h2xh1 + h2h1x)h3
h31h
2
2h3
◆
(h2xv + h2vx   h1yu  h1uy)
+
1
h2h21
(h2xxv + 2h2xvx + h2vxx   h1xyu  h1yux   h1xuy   h1uyx)
 
 
✓
h1zh2h3   (h2zh3 + h2h3z)h1
h1h22h
3
3
◆
(h3yw + h3wy   h2zv   h2vz)
+
1
h2h23
(h3yzw + h3ywz + h3zwy + h3wyz   h2zzv   2h2zvz   h2vzz)
 
(3.14)
z-momentum
wt +
1
h1
(Uwx + uWx) +
1
h2
(V wy + vWy) +
1
h3
(Wwz + wWz)
 
✓
(2V v)
h2h3
h2z   (V w + vW )
h2h3
h3y
◆
+
✓
(Uw + uW )
h1h3
h3x   (2Uu)
h1h3
h1z
◆
+
1
h3
pz
=
1
Re
✓
h1yh2h3   (h2yh3 + h2h3y)h1
h1h32h
2
3
◆
(h3yw + h3wy   h2zv   h2vz)
+
1
h22h3
(+h3yyw + 2h3ywy + h3wyy   h2zyv   h2zvy   h2yvz   h2vzy)
 
  1
Re
✓
h2xh1h3   (h1xh3 + h1h3x)h2
h31h2h
2
3
◆
(h1zu+ h1uz   h3xw   h3wx)
+
1
h21h3
(h1zxu+ h1zux + h1xuz + h1uzx   h3xxw   2h3xwx   h3wxx)
 
(3.15)
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Considering a base-flow with slow variation in the streamwise (x) direction (hence streamwise
curvature) on the scale X = xRe allows the assumption of a disturbance of the form
q (x, y, z, t) =
1X
k= 1
qˆ (X, y) ei(
´ x
x0 ↵(⇣).d⇣+(k+✏) z !t) + c.c. (3.16)
where,
qˆ = [uˆ, vˆ, wˆ, pˆ] is the shape function,
✏ is the Floquet detuning parameter.
The Floquet parameter allows the perturbation spanwise wavenumber to be o↵set from that of the
base-flow. Most studies of steady streaks also use Fourier series in the spanwise direction. A more
general formulation for a non-periodic base-flow need not utilise Fourier series in the z-direction.
The spanwise wavenumber is described by (k + ✏) . For Cartesian geometries,   will be set by the
width of the domain in the z-direction, Z.
  =
2⇡
Z
(3.17)
For axisymmetry, z represents the azimuthal angle and k  is the azimuthal wavenumber that must
be an integer value. This is achieved by setting   = 1 (Z = 2⇡) and ensuring k is an integer.
The shape function and ↵ is assumed to vary on the slow scale X such that @@x =
@
@X
@X
@x ⌘ 1Re @@X .
All base-flow components and perturbations will be assumed O (1) except for the wall-normal base-
flow component, V ⇠ O   1Re . As all quantities are assumed to vary in the streamwise direction on
the slow scale X, the derivative with respect to x is O   1Re .
The streamwise derivatives of the perturbation are then, noting the change of streamwise scale,
qx =
1X
k= 1
(qˆx + i↵ (X) qˆ) e
i(
´ x
x0 ↵(X).dx
0+(k+✏) z !t), (3.18)
qxx =
1X
k= 1
 
qˆxx + 2i↵ (X) qˆx   ↵2 (X) qˆ + i↵x (X) qˆ
 
e
i
⇣´ x
x0 ↵(X).dx
0
+(k+✏) z !t
⌘
. (3.19)
Thus, the first and second streamwise derivatives of the shape function should be O   1Re  and
O   1Re2   smaller than the shape function.
The base-flow is also expressed as a Fourier series in the z direction giving,
Q (x, y, z) =
1X
k= 1
Qˆk (x, y) eik z, (3.20)
where Qˆ = [Uˆ , Vˆ , Wˆ ]. Substituting the base-flow and perturbation terms into the LNS produces an
infinite number of equations (base-flow, perturbation convolution). Practically, this is truncated to
some finite number. With the assumption of @@x =
1
Re
@
@X , the second derivative of the perturbation
in the streamwise direction, located in the Laplacian sections of the momentum equations will
be 1Re ⇥ O
 
1
Re2
 
= O   1Re3  . These terms have the smallest magnitude by a factor of 1Re and
dropping them will parabolize the equations while introducing a negligible error when the slow scale
assumption holds. The product of the perturbation and body metric x derivatives is also O   1Re3   in
the Laplacian sections and dropped. Terms of O  1, 1Re  are retained giving the PSE-3D equations
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in orthogonal, curvilinear coordinates (terms of O   1Re2   can optionally be retained). Then, for a
given spanwise wavenumber k, the PSE-3D equations are,
continuity
+1X
j= 1
1
h1h2h3
⇥
(h2xh3 + h2h3x) uˆ
k + h2h3
 
uˆkx + i↵uˆ
k
 
+(h1yh3 + h1h3y) vˆ + h1h3vˆ
k
y + (h1zh2 + h1h2z) wˆ
k + i (k + ✏) h1h2wˆ
k
⇤
= 0 (3.21)
x-momentum
+1X
j= 1
 i!uˆk + 1
h1
⇣
Uˆk j
 
uˆjx + i↵uˆ
j
 
+ Uˆk jx uˆ
j
⌘
+
1
h2
⇣
Vˆ k j uˆjy + vˆ
jUˆk jy
⌘
+
1
h3
⇣
i (j + ✏) Wˆ k j uˆj + i (k   j) wˆjUˆk j
⌘
  2Vˆ
k j vˆj
h1h2
h2x +
Vˆ k j uˆj + vˆjUˆk j
h1h2
h1y
+
Wˆ k j uˆj + wˆjUˆk j
h1h3
h1z   2Wˆ
k jwˆj
h1h3
h3x +
1
h1
 
pˆkx + i↵pˆ
k
 
=
1
Re

h2zh1h3   (h1zh3 + h1h3z)h2
h21h2h
3
3
 
h1zuˆ
k + i (k + ✏) h1uˆ
k   h3xwˆ   h3
 
wˆkx + i↵wˆ
k
   
+
1
h1h23Re
h
h1zzuˆ
k + 2i (k + ✏) h1zuˆ
k   h1 (k + ✏)2  2uˆk   h3xzwˆk   i (k + ✏) h3xwˆk
 h3z
 
wˆkx + i↵wˆ
k
   i (k + ✏) h3  wˆkx + i↵wˆk ⇤
  1
Re

h3yh1h2   (h1yh2 + h1h2y)h3
h21h
3
2h3
 
h2xvˆ
k + h2
 
vˆkx + i↵vˆ
k
   h1yuˆk   h1uˆky  
  1
h1h22Re
⇥
h2xy vˆ
k + h2xvˆ
k
y + h2y
 
vˆkx + i↵vˆ
k
 
+ h2
 
vˆkxy + i↵vˆ
k
y
   h1yyuˆk   2h1yuˆky   h1uˆkyy⇤
(3.22)
y-momentum
+1X
j= 1
 i!vk + 1
h1
⇣
Uˆk j
 
vˆjx + i↵vˆ
j
 
+ uˆj Vˆ k jx
⌘
+
1
h2
⇣
Vˆ k j vˆjy + vˆ
j Vˆ k jy
⌘
+
1
h3
⇣
i (j + ✏) Wˆ k j vˆj + i (k   j) wˆj Vˆ k j
⌘
  2Wˆ
k jwˆj
h2h3
h3y +
Wˆ k j vˆj + wˆj Vˆ k j
h2h3
h2z
+
Uˆk j vˆj + uˆj Vˆ k j
h1h2
h2x   2Uˆ
k j uˆj
h1h2
h1y +
1
h2
pˆky
=
1
Re

h3xh2h1   (h2xh1 + h2h1x)h3
h31h
2
2h3
 
h2
 
i↵vˆk
   h1yuˆk   h1uˆky  
+
1
h2h21Re
⇥
2h2x
 
i↵vˆk
 
+ h2
 
2i↵vˆkx   ↵2vˆk + i↵xvˆk
 
 h1xyuˆk   h1y
 
uˆkx + i↵uˆ
k
   h1xuˆky   h1  uˆkxy + i↵uˆky ⇤
  1
Re

h1zh2h3   (h2zh3 + h2h3z)h1
h1h22h
3
3
 
h3ywˆ
k + h3wˆ
k
y   h2z vˆk   i (k + ✏) h2vˆk
  
  1
h2h23Re
⇥
h3yzwˆ + i (k + ✏) h3ywˆ
k + h3zwˆ
k
y + i (k + ✏) h3wˆ
k
y   h2zz vˆk
 2i (k + ✏) h2z vˆk + (k + ✏)2  2h2vˆk
i
(3.23)
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z-momentum
+1X
j= 1
 i!wˆk + 1
h1
⇣
Uˆk j
 
wˆjx + i↵wˆ
j
 
+ uˆjWˆ k jx
⌘
+
1
h2
⇣
Vˆ k jwˆjy + vˆ
jWˆ k jy
⌘
+
1
h3
⇣
i (j + ✏) Wˆ k jwˆj + i (k   j) wˆjWˆ k j
⌘
  2Vˆ
k j vˆj
h2h3
h2z +
Vˆ k jwˆj + vˆjWˆ k j
h2h3
h3y
+
Uˆk jwˆj + uˆjWˆ k j
h1h3
h3x   2Uˆ
k j uˆk
h1h3
h1z +
i (k + ✏) 
h3
pˆk
= +
1
Re

h1yh2h3   (h2yh3 + h2h3y)h1
h1h32h
2
3
 
h3ywˆ
k + h3wˆ
k
y   h2z vˆk   i (k + ✏) h2vˆk
  
+
1
h22h3Re
⇥
h3yywˆ
k + 2h3ywˆ
k
y + h3wˆ
k
yy   h2zy vˆk   h2z vˆky   i (k + ✏) h2y vˆk   i (k + ✏) h2vˆy
⇤
  1
Re

h2xh1h3   (h1xh3 + h1h3x)h2
h31h2h
2
3
 
h1zuˆ
k + i (k + ✏) h1uˆ
k   h3
 
i↵wˆk
   
  1
h21h3Re
⇥
h1zxuˆ
k + h1z
 
uˆkx + i↵uˆ
k
 
+ i (k + ✏) h1xuˆ
k + i (k + ✏) h1
 
uˆkx + i↵uˆ
k
 ⇤
  1
h21h3Re
⇥ 2h3x  i↵wˆk   h3  2i↵wˆkx   ↵2wˆk + i↵xwˆk ⇤ (3.24)
Equations can be written for the metrics that describe the bodies of interest as,
h1 (x, y) = 1 + x (x) y, (3.25)
h2 = 1, (3.26)
h3 (x, y) = R+ y cos (✓) , (3.27)
where,
x (x) is the streamwise curvature,
R is the body Radius (0 for polar coordinates),
✓ is the at the position x.
These metric assumptions simplify the implementation in a computer program but still allow a
wide class of problems to be studied. See figure 3.1 for a description of the geometry metrics. For
axisymmetric problems, y represents the radial direction and z the azimuthal angle. The PSE-3D
mesh is fitted to a body that is described by these metrics.
The flow on a flat-plate is recovered with the metrics,
h1 = 1, h3 = 1. (3.28)
Flow over a body with streamwise variation, say an aerofoil, (note x implies curvature in streamwise
direction, not the streamwise derivative)
h1 = 1 + x (x) y, h3 = 1. (3.29)
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Flow in an axisymmetric pipe or free vortex,
h1 = 1, h3 =
1
y
. (3.30)
An axisymmetric body with streamwise variation of radius (R),
h1 = 1 + x (x) y, h3 = R+ y cos (✓) . (3.31)
Figure 3.1: PSE Grid and geometry definitions
Making the above substitutions and rewriting in matrix form gives the relevant PSE-3D equations
as (where terms of O   1Re2   are square bracketed, [ ], and are generally neglected),
For a given k,
+1X
j= 1
Ak j qˆj +Bk j qˆjy + C
k j qˆjyy +D
k j qˆjx +
⇥
↵xE
k j⇤ qˆj + ⇥F k j qˆjxy⇤ = 0, (3.32)
where the matrices A,B,C,D,E, F are defined by,
 k,j =
8<: 10 k = jk 6= j
  =  i!k + i↵Uˆ
k j
h1
+
i (j + ✏) Wˆ k j
h3
,O (1)
g2 =
✓
h3yh1   h1yh3
h21h3
◆
,O (1)
g3 =
✓
h3xh1   h1xh3
h31h3
◆
,O
✓
1
Re
◆
g5 =
✓
h1yh3   h3yh1
h1h23
◆
,O (1)
g6 =
✓ h1xh3   h1h3x
h31h
2
3
◆
,O
✓
1
Re
◆
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Ak j =
266664
A11 A12 A13 A14
A21 A22 A23 0
A31 A32 A33 A34
h3x
h1h3
 k,j +
i↵
h1
h1y
h1
 k,j +
h3y
h3
 k,j
+i(k+✏) 
h3
 k,j 0
377775
A11 =  +
Uˆk jx
h1
+ h1yVˆ
k j
h1
  1Re
⇣ (k+✏)2 2
h23
+ g2h1y
⌘
 k,j
A12 = Uˆk jy +
h1yUˆ
k j
h1
+ i↵g2Re  k,j
A13 =
i(k j) Uˆk j
h3
  2h3xWˆk jh1h3  
↵(k+✏) h3
h1h23Re
 k,j +
1
Re
h
i(k+✏) h3x
h1h23
i
 k,j
A14 =
i↵
h1
 k,j
A21 =
h
Vˆ k jx
h1
i
  2h1yUˆk jh1 +
i↵h1y
h21Re
 k,j +
h
g3h1y
Re +
h1xy
h21Re
i
 k,j
A22 =  + Vˆ k jy +
↵2
h21Re
 k,j +
(k+✏)2 2
h23Re
 k,j  
⇥ i↵g3
Re
⇤
 k,j
A23 =
i(k j) Vˆ k j
h3
  2h3yWˆk jh3 +
i(k+✏) h3y
h23Re
 k,j
A31 =
Wˆk jx
h1
+ h3xWˆ
k j
h1h3
  ↵(k+✏) h1h3Re  k,j +
h
g6i(k+✏) h1
Re +
i(k+✏) h1x
h21h3Re
i
 k,j
A32 = Wˆ k jy +
h3yWˆ
k j
h3
+ g5i(k+✏) Re  k,j
A33 =  +
i(k j) Wˆk j
h3
+ h3yVˆ
k j
h3
+ h3xUˆ
k j
h1h3
  g5h3yRe  k,j + ↵
2
h21Re
 k,j  
h
i↵g6h3
Re +
2h3xi↵
h21h3Re
i
 k,j
A34 =
i(k+✏) 
⇢h3
 k,j
Bk j =
266664
Vˆ k j   g2h1+2h1yRe  k,j i↵h1Re k,j 0 0
i↵
h1Re
+
h
h1x
h21Re
+ g3h1Re
i
 k,j Vˆ k j
i(k+✏) 
h3Re
 k,j  k,j
0 i(k+✏) h3Re Vˆ
k j   g5h3Re  k,j   2h3yh3Re k,j 0
0 1 0 0
377775
Ck j =
266664
   k,jRe 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0    k,jRe 0
0 0 0 0
377775
Dk j =
2666664
Uˆk j
h1
⇥
1
Reg2
⇤
 k,j
h
i(k+✏) 
h1h3Re
i
 k,j
 k,j
h1h
h1y
h21Re
i
 k,j
Uˆk j
h1
 
h
2i↵
h21Re
i
 k,j 0 0h
i(k+✏) 
h1h3Re
i
 k,j 0
Uˆk j
h1
 
h
2i↵
h21Re
i
 k,j 0
 k,j
h1
0 0 0
3777775
Ek j =
2666664
0 0 0 0
0  
h
i
h21Re
i
 k,j 0 0
0 0  
h
i
h21Re
i
 k,j 0
0 0 0 0
3777775
F k j =
2666664
0
h
1
h1Re
i
 k,j 0 0h
1
h1Re
i
 k,j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
3777775
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As an example, if the base-flow and perturbation were both assumed to have modes [ 1, 0, 1] then
the matrix system, equation (3.32), would be,
264 A
0 A 1 0
A1 A0 A 1
0 A1 A0
375⇥
264 qˆ
 1
qˆ0
qˆ1
375+
264 B
0 B 1 0
B1 B0 B 1
0 B1 B0
375⇥
264 qˆy
 1
qˆy
0
qˆ1y
375
+
264 C
0 C 1 0
C1 C0 C 1
0 C1 C0
375⇥
264 qˆ
 1
yy
qˆ0yy
qˆ1yy
375+
264 D
0 D 1 0
D1 D0 D 1
0 D1 D0
375⇥
264 qˆ
 1
x
qˆ0x
qˆ1x
375
+ ↵x
264 E
0 E 1 0
E1 E0 E 1
0 E1 E0
375⇥
264 qˆ
 1
qˆ0
qˆ1
375+
264 F
0 F 1 0
F 1 F 0 F 1
0 F 1 F 0
375⇥
264 qˆ
 1
xy
qˆ0xy
qˆ1xy
375 = 0. (3.33)
The matrices have block Toeplitz form.
The numerical solution of the PSE-3D equations has been implemented by the author in a Matlab
function. As implemented, the PSE-3D are valid for:
• Linear disturbances,
• Incompressible flow,
• Relatively weak, O   1Re , streamwise variation of the base-flow,
• Base-flow with or without spanwise variation,
• Convective (not absolute) disturbances,
• Orthogonal body fitted grids described by the metrics, equations (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27).
The marching of the PSE-3D equations is computationally demanding when the base-flow has
spanwise variation. Solving problems using direct matrix solving routines di↵erenced with 10
spanwise Fourier modes and 80 wall-normal GCL points (see Section 3.5.3), marched over 50
streamwise positions requires RAM in excess of 8GB and takes over 10 minutes using 12 cores of a
modern CPU (dual Intel Xeon L5640). This does not include the time required to calculate the
initial condition using the BiGlobal equations.
The PSE-3D equations become the standard linear PSE equations when the base-flow has no
spanwise variation. Computational requirements are significantly reduced with a two-dimensional
base-flow.
3.2.1 PSE-3D Normalisation
The introduction of both a wave-number and shape function that vary in the streamwise (x)
direction requires an extra equation to resolve the ambiguity. The extra equation will decide how
much of the growth is placed into the shape function and how much into the wave component, ↵.
The PSE are derived with the assumption qxx is negligible so the majority of growth should be
placed into the wave component. A simple normalisation is to keep the maximum amplitude of the
shape function uˆ component constant (Bertolotti [1991]).
@uˆmax
@x
= 0 (3.34)
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The change in uˆmax can then be related to ↵ by the definition of exponential growth rates giving,
 ↵ =
1
uˆmax
@uˆmax
@x
. (3.35)
The uˆmax norm is a local normalisation that provides a direct measure of uˆmax growth. Herbert
[1997] suggests the use of a more physically and mathematically relevant normalisation based on
the disturbance energy. For a three-dimensional disturbance, the normalisation is defined as,
ˆ ´
uˆ†uˆx + vˆ†vˆx + wˆ†wˆx
h1
dy.h3.dz = 0, (3.36)
where † is the complex conjugate. The relation to ↵ can then be given by,
 ↵ =
ˆ ´
uˆ†uˆx + vˆ†vˆx + wˆ†wˆx
h1
´
uˆ†uˆ+ vˆ†vˆ + wˆ†wˆ
dy.h3.dz. (3.37)
The choice of normalisation will lead to di↵erent computations of growth rate although the physical
disturbance is identical. The di↵erence in ↵ due to the choice of normalisation decreases with
increasing Re (Herbert [1997]). The growth computed can be converted to another normalisation
quantity, Anew with,
↵new = ↵old   1i⇥ Real
✓
1
h1
1
Anew
@Anew
@x
◆
. (3.38)
3.2.2 PSE-3D Solution Procedure
The PSE-3D equations are solved by marching in the streamwise (x) direction from an initial
condition. At each streamwise position, equation (3.32) is solved for some value of ↵. The chosen
normalisation, equation (3.34) or (3.36), is then applied to obtain a new value of ↵.
The linear PSE equations are non-linear with respect to ↵ and the normalisation formula. An
iterative procedure is required to find a value of ↵ that satisfies the normalisation condition. For
the first iteration, equation (3.35) or (3.37) is used to update ↵. Equation (3.32) is then solved
again using the new ↵ value. This process is continued until ↵ is converged to some tolerance
(generally 1 ⇥ 10 8) which will minimise qˆx. To improve convergence, subsequent iterations use
Muller’s method to obtain the new ↵. Once the value of ↵ is established, the PSE equations are
then marched forward to the next streamwise position.
3.2.3 PSE-3D Numerical Instability
Removing the qxx terms of O
 
1/Re3
 
makes the PSE nearly, but not completely, parabolic. The
PSE are ill-posed. Li & Malik [1997] analysed the PSE for a constant-valued (homogeneous) base-flow
and showed there exists an upstream propagating pressure mode that can cause numerical instability.
This is the same problem experienced with the Parabolized-Navier-Stokes equations. There have
been three principal methodologies used in literature to overcome this issue for incompressible flows:
1. marching step size greater than 1↵r ,
2. removal of the px term in the x-momentum equation,
3. addition of an artificial stabilisation term.
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Andersson et al. [1998] showed that for a constant-valued base-flow a streamwise step size,
dx >
1
↵r
, (3.39)
combined with 1st-order implicit di↵erencing numerically dampens the upstream propagating mode
and prevents numerical instability. When using higher-order streamwise di↵erencing the minimum
streamwise step size requirement is increased. Due to the slow streamwise variation assumption
inherent in the PSE derivation, the minimum step size and low-order di↵erencing do not generally
a↵ect PSE accuracy. Broadhurst & Sherwin [2008] demonstrated the same step size requirement for
the PSE-3D equations.
Li & Malik [1997] showed that removing the px term can significantly reduce ellipticity e↵ects and
allow smaller streamwise steps but this will a↵ect the accuracy for some flows, such as a rotating
disk as shown by Andersson et al. [1998].
Andersson et al. [1998] introduced a stabilising term into the PSE, proportional to the 1st-order
implicit di↵erencing leading order truncation term. The size of this term, O  1/Re2 , is of the size
of terms normally neglected in the PSE derivation, thus not significantly e↵ecting solution accuracy
while making the PSE well-posed. The allowable marching step size becomes,
dx >
1
↵r
  2s, (3.40)
where s is a stabilisation term for s > 0.
The stabilisation term can be O (1) without a significant a↵ect on accuracy unless streamwise
variation of ↵ is rapid.
Application of the PSE-3D to streaky base-flows in this thesis maintains a marching step size greater
than 1↵r and 1st-order implicit di↵erencing in the streamwise direction.
3.3 BiGlobal Equations–PSE-3D Initial Condition
Generation of an initial condition for the PSE is generally provided by a local (OS) solution for
problems with two homogeneous directions or a BiGlobal solution for problems with a single
homogeneous direction. When the BiGlobal equations are used on a base-flow with two homogenous
directions, the results are the same as using the Orr-Sommerfeld/Squire equations. For this
simplifying case, the BiGlobal equations are the partial di↵erential equation form of the OS/SQ
equations which are expressed in ordinary di↵erential equation form. When the BiGlobal equations
are applied to a local, spatial solution (i.e. velocity profile), they are approximately 8 times more
computationally expensive than the equivalent OS/SQ equations if the QZ eigenvalue algorithm is
used. However, the compute time is still measured in seconds.
The benefit of the partial di↵erential equation form used in the BiGlobal formulation is that it
requires only the 1st-derivative of the base-flow (OS requires 2nd-derivative) which can reduce
errors associated with calculating the derivatives from a base-flow computed with CFD or measured
experimentally. The partial di↵erential equation form requires only the 2nd-derivatives of the
perturbation to be evaluated, as opposed to 4th-derivatives for the OS/SQ, which also increases
numerical accuracy. The BiGlobal stability equations will be derived below to complement the
PSE-3D equations previously derived.
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The relevant BiGlobal equations are derived by removing the streamwise derivatives of the base-
flow and the shape function from the PSE-3D equations by setting matrices D, E, F to zero in
equation (3.32),
For a given k,
+1X
j= 1
Ak j qˆj +Bk j qˆjy + C
k j qˆjyy = 0. (3.41)
Combing the matrices and expressing y derivatives with the di↵erential operator, Dy, gives the
following where A has been redefined from that in equation (3.41),
+1X
j= 1
Ak j ⇥ qˆj = 0, (3.42)
where,
Ak j =
2666666664
A11 A12 A13 A14
A21 A22 A23 A24
A31 A32 A33 A34
i↵
h1
 k,j
h1y
h1
 k,j +
h3y
h3
 k,j +Dy k,j
+i(k+✏) 
h3
 k,j 0
3777777775
 k,j =
8<: 10 k = jk 6= j
  =  i!k + i↵Uˆ
k j
h1
+
i (j + ✏) Wˆ k j
h3
g2 =
✓
h3yh1   h1yh3
h21h3
◆
g3 = 0
g5 =
✓
h1yh3   h3yh1
h1h23
◆
g6 = 0
A11 =  +
h1yVˆ
k j
h1
  1Re
⇣ (k+✏)2 2
h23
+ g2h1y
⌘
 k,j + Vˆ k jDy   g2h1+2h1yRe Dy k,j   1ReDyy k,j
A12 = Uˆk jy +
h1yUˆ
k j
h1
+ i↵g2Re  k,j +
i↵
h1Re
Dy k,j
A13 =
i(k j) Uˆk j
h3
  ↵(k+✏) h1h3Re  k,j
A14 =
i↵
h1
 k,j
A21 =   2h1yUˆ
k j
h1
+ i↵h1y
h21Re
 k,j +
i↵
h1Re
Dy k,j
A22 =  + Vˆ k jy +
↵2
h21Re
 k,j +
(k+✏)2 2
h23Re
 k,j + Vˆ k jDy
A23 =
i(k j) Vˆ k j
h3
  2h3yWˆk jh3 +
i(k+✏) h3y
h23Re
 k,j +
i(k+✏) 
h3Re
Dy k,j
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A24 = Dy k,j
A31 =  ↵(k+✏) h1h3Re  k,j
A32 = Wˆ k jy +
h3yWˆ
k j
h3
+ g5i(k+✏) Re  k,j +
i(k+✏) 
h3Re
Dy k,j
A33 =  +
i(k j) Wˆk j
h3
+ h3yVˆ
k j
h3
  g5h3yRe  k,j + ↵
2
h21Re
 k,j + Vˆ k jDy   g5h3Re Dy k,j   2h3yh3ReDy k,j  
1
ReDyy k,j
A34 =
i(k+✏) 
h3
 k,j
The zeroth mode of the base-flow V component and its derivatives should not be included in
the BiGlobal analysis, just as it is neglected for local stability analysis based on the parallel flow
assumption. The higher modes may be included but it is more common to neglect them. While V
terms will be kept in the derivation, by default they are not included in the numerical solution.
Choosing ! as the eigenvalue allows equation (3.42) to be re-arranged as a general eigenvalue
problem,
LHS ⇥ qˆ = ! ⇥RHS ⇥ qˆ, (3.43)
where terms in equation (3.42) containing ! are placed in the matrix RHS and all other terms are
in LHS.
The complex, temporal eigenvalue can be transformed to the spatial equivalent via Gaster’s transform
for use as a PSE initial condition, but this requires knowledge of the group velocity.
Choosing ↵ as the eigenvalue allows equation (3.42) to be rewritten as a non-linear eigenvalue
problem, i.e. ↵ appears as ↵2,
LHS ⇥ qˆ =  ↵⇥RHS1 + ↵2 ⇥RHS2 ⇥ qˆ, (3.44)
where terms containing ↵ or ↵2 are placed in the appropriate RHS matrix. The non-linear
eigenvalue problem has four equations (continuity, x, y, z momentum) and can be solved with the
companion matrix method (Bridges & Morris [1984]) by rearranging into a general eigenvalue
problem with 7 equations,
"
L1 L2
I 0
#
⇥
"
↵ [uˆ, vˆ, wˆ, pˆ]T
[uˆ, vˆ, wˆ]T
#
= ↵⇥
"
R1 0
0 I
#
⇥
"
↵ [uˆ, vˆ, wˆ, pˆ]T
[uˆ, vˆ, wˆ]T
#
, (3.45)
where L1 contains terms with ↵, L2 terms without ↵, R1 terms with ↵2 and I is the identity matrix.
The computational expense of the QZ eigenvalue solving algorithm that is used to find all eigenvalues
scales as O  N3  where N is the matrix dimension. This means the spatial eigenvalue problem will
take approximately 5 times longer than the temporal problem.
Another option, as used by Haj-Hariri [1988] to reduce the ↵4 spatial eigenvalue problem of the
OS to an ↵2 problem, is to apply a transform that does not a↵ect the eigenvalues but reduces the
maximum power of the eigenvalue. Using a transform of the form,
qˆ =
q
h21
e ↵y (3.46)
) qˆy =
✓
q¯yh1   2h1y q¯
h31
◆
e ↵y   ↵ q¯
h21
e ↵y, (3.47)
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and defining (noting Dy is an operator di↵erentiating in the y-direction, not the matrix from the
PSE-3D),
D¯y =
h1D   2h1y
h31
, (3.48)
gives,
qˆy = D¯y q¯e
 ↵y   ↵ q¯
h21
e ↵y (3.49)
Similarly, for the 2nd-derivative,
qˆyy =
✓
(q¯yyh1   q¯yh1y   2h1yy q¯)h1   3h1y (q¯yh1   2h1y q¯)
h41
◆
e ↵y
  2↵
✓
q¯yh1   2h1y q¯
h31
◆
e ↵y + ↵2
q¯
h21
e ↵y. (3.50)
Defining (noting that h1yy = 0 with the assumed metrics),
D¯yy =
(h1Dyy   h1yDy)h1   3h1y (h1Dy   2h1y)
h41
, (3.51)
gives,
qˆyy = D¯yy q¯e
 ↵y   2↵D¯y q¯e ↵y + ↵
2
h21
q¯e ↵y. (3.52)
Substitution of equations (3.49) and (3.52) into equation (3.42) and using the continuity equation
as required allows the formulation of the spatial eigenvalue problem as,
For a given k,
+1X
j= 1
Lk jqj = ↵Mk jqj , (3.53)
where,
Lk j =
266664
L11 L12 L13 0
L21 L22 L23 L24
0 L32 L33 L34
0 h1yh1  k,j +
h3y
h3
 k,j + D¯y k,j
+i(k+✏) 
h3
 k,j 0
377775
Mk j =
266664
 M11  M12 0   ih1  k,j
 M21  M22 0 1h21  k,j
 M31 M32  M33 0
  ih1  k,j 1h21  k,j 0 0
377775
L11 =  i!k + i(j+✏) Wˆ
k j
h3
+ h1yVˆ
k j
h1
  1Re
⇣ (k+✏)2 2
h23
+ g2h1y
⌘
 k,j + Vˆ k jD¯y   g2h1+2h1yRe D¯y k,j
  1ReD¯yy k,j
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L12 = Uˆk jy +
h1yUˆ
k j
h1
L13 =
i(k j) Uˆk j
h3
L21 =   2h1yUˆ
k j
h1
L22 =  i!k + i(j+✏) Wˆ
k j
h3
+ Vˆ k jy +
(k+✏) 2
h23Re
 k,j + Vˆ k jD¯y + 1Re
⇣
h21y
h21
+
h23y
h23
  D¯yy
⌘
 k,j
  1Re
⇣
h1y
h1
D¯y +
h3y
h3
D¯y
⌘
 k,j
L23 =
i(k j) Vˆ k j
h3
  h3yWˆk jh3 +
2i(k+✏) h3y
h23Re
 k,j
L24 = D¯y k,j
L32 = Wˆ k jy +
h3yWˆ
k j
h3
+ g5i(k+✏) Re  k,j +
i(k+✏) 
h3Re
D¯y k,j
L33 =  i!k+ i(j+✏) Wˆ
k j
h3
+ i(k j) Wˆ
k j
h3
+ h3yVˆ
k j
h3
  g5h3yRe  k,j+ Vˆ k jD¯y  g5h3Re D¯y k,j  2h3yh3ReD¯y k,j
  1ReD¯yy k,j
L34 =
i(k+✏) 
h3
 k,j
M11 =
iUˆk j
h1
  Vˆ k j
h21
+ g2h1+2h1y
h21Re
 k,j +
2D¯y
Re  k,j
M12 =
ig2
Re  k,j +
i
h1Re
⇣
h1y
h1
+ h3yh3
⌘
 k,j
M21 =
2ih1y
h21Re
 k,j
M22 =
iUˆk j
h1
  Vˆ k j
h21
+ 2D¯yRe  k,j   1Re
⇣
h1y
h1
⇣
  1
h21
⌘
+ h3yh3
⇣
  1
h21
⌘⌘
 k,j
M31 =   (k+✏) h1h3Re k,j
M32 =
i(k+✏) 
h3Re
 k,j
M33 =
iUˆk j
h1
  Vˆ k j
h21
+ g5h3
h21Re
 k,j +
2h3y
h21h3Re
 k,j +
2D¯y
Re  k,j
Equation (3.53) is implemented in a Matlab function by the author to solve the spatial eigenvalue
problem. Again note, the base-flow V component is neglected by default.
The temporal eigenvalue problem is recovered from equation (3.53) by setting ! = 0 and rearranging
to give,
For a given k,
+1X
j= 1
 
Lk j   ↵Mk j  qj = !N j jqj , (3.54)
where,
Nk j =
266664
i k,j 0 0 0
0 i k,j 0 0
0 0 i k,j 0
0 0 0 0
377775 .
The solution of the temporal eigenvalue problem, equation (3.54), is implemented in the same
Matlab function as the spatial problem.
The eigenvectors for both the spatial and temporal problem are recovered once the eigenvalues are
computed by equation (3.46) or equation (3.54).
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The BiGlobal equations as derived are valid for:
• Linear disturbances,
• Incompressible Flow,
• Base-flow assumed parallel in the streamwise direction,
• Base-flow with or without spanwise variation,
• Orthogonal body-fitted grids described by the metrics, equations (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27),
• Local analysis (no base-flow spanwise variation).
The BiGlobal solution can be used to generate the initial condition for the PSE-3D equations.
When the base-flow has no spanwise variation, the BiGlobal equations are equivalent to the OS and
SQ equations but in a partial di↵erential equation form.
The solution of the BiGlobal eigenvalue problem (when not a local stability problem) is compu-
tationally demanding. Solving problems using the QZ algorithm (implemented with the Matlab
eig() command) di↵erenced with 10 spanwise Fourier modes and 80 wall-normal GCL points (see
Section 3.5.3) requires RAM in excess of 8GB and takes over 10 minutes using 12 cores of a modern
CPU (dual Intel Xeon L5640).
3.4 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions for the perturbation in both the BiGlobal and PSE-3D equations is
dependent on whether h3 is unity (Cartesian) or not (axisymmetric). In the case of axisymmetry,
the boundary conditions are also dependent on the azimuthal wavenumber of the perturbation.
The boundary conditions implemented are,
For Cartesian geometry:
y (0) : u, v, w = 0, (3.55)
y (ymax) : u, v, w = 0. (3.56)
For an axisymmetric body, all azimuthal wavenumbers:
y (0) : u, v, w = 0, (3.57)
y (ymax) : u, v, w = 0. (3.58)
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For axisymmetric flow, with no body present, e.g. pipe flow (Khorrami [1991], Khorrami et al.
[1989]):
azimuthal wavenumber, k  = 0,
y (0) : uy, v, w = 0, (3.59)
y (ymax) : u, v, w = 0. (3.60)
|k | = 1,
y (0) : u, vy, wyz = 0, (3.61)
y (ymax) : u, v, w = 0. (3.62)
|k | > 1,
y (0) : u, v, w = 0, (3.63)
y (ymax) : u, v, w = 0. (3.64)
Boundary conditions for pressure are not required if a staggered grid in the y-direction is used. Use
of a non-staggered grid would require boundary conditions for pressure, given by the evaluation of
the y-momentum equation at the boundaries (Khorrami et al. [1989]).
The free-stream boundary conditions presented do not allow the correct resolution of the continuous
modes of an unbounded flow if applied at a finite distance. However, applying them at a su cient
wall-distance is found to provide an accurate representation of the discrete modes (e.g. TS waves).
3.5 Numerical Methods
3.5.1 Spanwise Di↵erencing
Both the PSE-3D and BiGlobal stability equations are di↵erenced spectrally in the z-direction using
Fourier series as derived previously. The base-flow is input as the z-direction FFT,
h
Uˆ , Vˆ , Wˆ
i
, not
the physical variables [U, V,W ]. The use of Fourier modes implies periodic boundary conditions in
the z-direction.
3.5.2 PSE-3D Streamwise Di↵erencing
The streamwise (x) direction is di↵erenced in the PSE-3D equations with variable spacing, variable
order implicit (backward) finite di↵erencing. Implicit di↵erencing is required for numerical stability
as discussed in Section 3.2.3. Generally, PSE solutions utilise only 1st-order or 2nd-order di↵erencing
due to the minimum step size restriction increasing with higher-order. A 2nd-order streamwise
derivative at the ith x-position is given by,
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dui
dx
= aui + bui 1 + cui 2, (3.65)
where,
a =
1
h
(1 + 2r)
(1 + r)
,
b =   1
h
(1 + r),
c =
1
h
r2
1 + r
,
h = xi   xi 1,
r =
xi   xi 1
xi 1   xi 2 .
3.5.3 Wall-normal Di↵erencing
The default y-direction di↵erencing in the PSE-3D and BiGlobal stability equations uses Chebyshev
polynomials via collocation. Chebyshev polynomials are a common di↵erencing choice for linear
stability analysis since used by Orszag [1971] due to their spectral convergence minimising the
size of the required eigenvalue problem. Chebyshev polynomials can accommodate more general
boundary conditions as they do not require periodicity, unlike Fourier series.
The Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind can be defined by,
Tn (yc) = cos
 
n cos 1 (yc)
 
, (3.66)
where n is an integer   0.
If the domain of yc is restricted to  1  yc  1, the Chebyshev polynomials are orthogonal with an
appropriate weighting. This allows them to be used as a basis to describe some function f (yc) as,
f (yc) =
NX
n=0
anTn (yc) . (3.67)
The collocation method is a pseudo-spectral method. The coe cients an of equation (3.67) are
found such that the truncated series exactly agrees with the function f at the defined collocation
points. The standard choice of collocation points is the Gauss-Chebyshev-Lobatto Points (GCL),
often known as the extreme points, and defined by,
y = cos
✓
k⇡
N
◆
, (3.68)
where k takes integer values from 0 to N .
The non-uniform spacing clusters points to the boundaries and can be shown to minimise residual
errors and reduce the Runge phenomena (Boyd [2001]). Di↵erentiation of a function defined in real
space on the GCL points can be accomplished by a matrix operation that transforms the function
into Chebyshev space, performs the derivative, and transforms back to real space.
fyc (yi) =
NX
0
DMij ⇥ f
 
yj
 
, (3.69)
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where DM is the (N + 1)⇥ (N + 1) di↵erentiation matrix (Trefethen [2000]),
DMij =
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
2N2+1
6
 yj
2(1 y2j)
ci( 1)i+j
cj(yj yj)
  2N2+16
i = j = 0
i = j = 1 . . . N   1
i 6= j
i = j = N + 1
(3.70)
ci =
8<: 21 i = 0, Ni = 1 . . . N   1
Figure 3.2: Example of GCL point mapping
Similarly, a di↵erentiation matrix can be defined for the second derivative. Implementation of the
di↵erentiation matrices is sensitive to round-o↵ errors for large N due to the yi   yj and 1   yj
denominator terms. The Matlab function chebdiff.m of Weideman & Reddy [2000] that employs
trigonometry relations to minimise round-o↵ errors is used in the PSE-3D and BiGlobal solvers.
To apply equation (3.69) to a function on an arbitrary y domain requires a mapping function. The
derivative is then found by application of the chain-rule,
@
@y
=
@y
@y
@
@y
, (3.71)
where @y@y is the derivative of the mapping function.
A di↵erentiation matrix for a function mapped to the GCL points, DM
0
, can be constructed from
matrix multiplication,
DM
0
= A⇥DM, (3.72)
where A is a diagonal matrix given by,
Ajj =
@y
@y
    
j
. (3.73)
Similarly, the chain rule can be applied to the second derivative di↵erentiation matrix. The choice
of mapping function will a↵ect the accuracy of the solution. As a general rule, the mapping should
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be smooth and cluster points in the region of interest (Boyd [2001]). For internal flows, a simple
linear mapping from y = 0 . . . ymax to y is often e↵ective,
y =
y + 1
2
ymax, (3.74)
For single wall-bounded flows (e.g. boundary layer on a body), a skewed algebraic mapping (Schmid
& Henningson [2001]) is a common choice to map y = 0 . . . ymax to y,
y = a
1 + y
b  y , (3.75)
where,
a =
yclusterymax
ymax   2ycluster ,
b = 1 +
2a
ymax
.
This mapping will place half the GCL points in the domain y = 0 . . . ycluster. Figure 3.2 provides
an example. The skewed algebraic mapping can also be used with a semi-infinite domain, i.e.
ymax =1.
3.5.4 Staggered Grid
Checker-boarding is a well known issue when solving the NS equations in primitive variables (Orszag
& Israeli [1974]). One method to avoid checker-boarding is to stagger the pressure and velocity grids.
Typically, PSE solvers have not used a staggered grid (or have not documented doing so). However,
linear stability problems dealing with axisymmetric geometries often use a staggered grid. The
PSE-3D and BiGlobal stability solver implementations utilise a staggered grid in the y-direction.
During computation, the pressure variable will be stored on, and the continuity equation evaluated
on, the staggered grid at y`. Like y, y` is defined on the domain [ 1 . . . 1] and can be evaluated by,
y` = cos
✓
(2k + 1)⇡
2N
◆
, (3.76)
where k takes integer values from 0 to N   1.
The staggered grid locations are the zero points of the highest Chebyshev polynomial used. This is
equivalent to using N   1 Chebyshev polynomials to interpolate the pressure at the zero points
of TN . The transfer matrices of Khorrami [1991] are used to transfer quantities between the
velocity/momentum grid and the staggered pressure/continuity grid. The square N ⇥N matrix to
transfer from the velocity to the pressure grid is given by,
Mjk =
( 1)j+k+1
q
1  y`2j
ckN (y`j   yk) , j = [0 . . . N   1] , k = [0 . . . N ] , (3.77)
ck =
8<: 21 k = 0, Nk = 1 . . . N   1
The transfer of a quantity on the velocity grid (vg) to the pressure grid (pg) is then given as,
qpg =M ⇥ qvg. (3.78)
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The square N ⇥N matrix to transfer from the pressure grid to the velocity grid is given by,
M jk =
( 1)j+kp1  y`2k
ckN (yj   y`k) , j = [0 . . . N ] , k = [0 . . . N   1] . (3.79)
Di↵erentiation in the y direction is always performed on the velocity grid. The transfer of a
derivative on the velocity grid to the pressure grid is,
qpg =M ⇥DM 0 ⇥ qvg. (3.80)
The transfer of the pressure y derivative to the velocity grid is,
pvg = DM
0 ⇥M ⇥ ppg. (3.81)
3.6 Streak and TS Wave Test Case
Recent computational and experimental studies have shown that steady streaks in the Blasius layer
can suppress TS growth (Cossu & Brandt [2004], Fransson et al. [2005a], Schlatter et al. [2011]).
The Blasius layer with a streak is a three-dimensional base-flow. The growth of a TS wave on a
streaky base-flow could be computed using the PSE-3D equations but this has not been validated
previously. The following is a limited test case to validate the PSE-3D equations by comparison to
a Navier-Stokes solution.
The PSE-3D equations are marched downstream from an initial condition given by the BiGlobal
equations. The linear stability results are compared with a DNS solution of the streak and TS
interaction computed with the Ansys Fluent solver.
3.6.1 Fluent DNS
The DNS base-flow consists of a Blasius boundary layer and a steady streak. The streak is generated
from the free-stream via the receptivity of streamwise vorticity. The steady free-stream streamwise
vorticity is generated by passing a wake of normal vorticity through a 5:1, two-dimensional
contraction (same process as described in Chapter 4). The spanwise domain is 20mm wide and
the total length of the plate is 500mm. The free-stream velocity is 10ms 1 and the fluid is air
with a kinematic viscosity of 1.46 ⇥ 10 5 m2s 1. A TS wave of frequency F=175 (defined by
equation (5.69)) is introduced by a zero-net-mass-flow suction/blowing strip located on the leading
edge. The maximum TS amplitude is of the order of 10 4% of the free-stream velocity. This is
well below the amplitudes required for any significant non-linear e↵ects. This technique was used
by Fasel & Konzelmann [1990] and has been implemented in Fluent with a user-defined-function
(UDF). The Fluent laminar, unsteady solver is used with: double precision; 2nd-order implicit
di↵erencing in time; 128 time-steps per TS cycle; 2nd-order pressure di↵erencing; 3rd-order MUSCL
momentum di↵erencing. The total mesh size is approximately 16 million control volumes (CV)
with 8.5 million CV in the region of TS development (from the suction/blowing strip to Branch 2).
Figure 3.3 provides an overview.
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Figure 3.3: Overview of Fluent DNS of steady streak and TS interaction. Contours on the far side are
instantaneous visualisation of TS wall-normal velocity fluctuation. Region near the leading edge where
contours are clipped is the location of the suction/blowing strip. Cross-sections across the flow are contours
of the mean streamwise velocity, showing the streak development.
3.6.2 Steady Streak Base-flow
The base-flow for the PSE-3D linear stability calculation is provided by the time-mean of the Fluent
DNS solution. Figure 3.4 shows the streamwise growth of the streak as measured by the spanwise
variation of displacement thickness,   ⇤, defined by equation (4.10).
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Figure 3.4: Steady streak growth measured by spanwise variation of displacement thickness,   ⇤, defined
by equation (4.10).
3.6.3 Results
The PSE-3D solution is calculated on a mesh with: 90 GCL points in the y-direction (see Sec-
tion 3.5.3); Fourier modes k = 0 to 9; perturbation assumed even in the spanwise direction;
and 1st-order implicit di↵erencing in the streamwise direction. The streamwise mesh spacing is
approximately 2/↵r, where ↵r is streamwise wavenumber of the TS disturbance, to avoid numerical
instability. The PSE-3D free-stream boundary condition is imposed 10 boundary layer thicknesses
from the wall. The PSE-3D solution calculation takes approximately 20 minutes on a modern
desktop workstation compared to weeks for the Fluent DNS simulation.
Figure 3.5 shows the TS spatial growth rate based on TS wave energy as calculated from the Fluent
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DNS solution and as calculated by the PSE-3D. The agreement is reasonable but the PSE-3D
predicts a higher growth rate at lower Re even though there is agreement at the Branch 1 location.
Branch 1 is located less than three TS wavelengths downstream of the suction/blowing strip and
transients may partly explain the discrepancies between the PSE-3D and DNS. The DNS resolution
is also an issue. Compute resources available did not allow a more refined DNS simulation to
determine if the TS wave is computed accurately. A Fluent DNS simulation using half the mesh
resolution exhibits significantly reduced growth rates. This indicates that the higher resolution DNS
may be under-resolved. A further mesh refinement would be required to assure the accuracy of the
DNS. However, the DNS base-flow with no TS will require less CV to be accurately computed. The
PSE-3D uses this component of the DNS solution and then calculates the TS growth independently.
The reasonable agreement between the most resolved DNS including the TS and the PSE-3D does
suggest it is capturing the TS and streak interaction with reasonable accuracy.
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 compares the DNS and PSE-3D computed TS mode shape on cross-stream
planes. The streak creates spanwise variation of the TS mode shape. The urms reduces in the
centre region where layer has thickened. At Re ⇤ = 563, the Fluent and PSE-3D mode shapes show
similarities but the PSE-3D has larger urms on the streak centreline. This is also the streamwise
location with the largest disagreement of computed growth rates. At Re ⇤ = 772, the agreement
between the Fluent and PSE-3D mode shapes is significantly better. Combined with the growth
rates of figure 3.5, it suggests there are transients in the Fluent solution. However, with increasing
streamwise distance the dominant linear mode emerges and the Fluent and PSE-3D exhibit better
agreement.
The results indicate the PSE-3D can describe the growth of TS on a steady streak base-flow. Further
verification studies of the PSE-3D and BiGlobal implementations on two-dimensional base-flows
can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.5: TS (F = 175) spatial growth (↵i) vs Re ⇤ on a streak base-flow. PSE-3D- Red line with
circles. Fluent DNS- Blue line. Half resolution Fluent DNS- light green line.
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Figure 3.6: Mode shape comparison at Re ⇤ = 563. Contours are normalised urms (max=1) with 15
levels. a) Fluent DNS Mode shape b) PSE-3D mode
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Figure 3.7: Mode shape comparison at Re ⇤ = 774. Contours are normalised urms (max=1) with 15
levels. a) Fluent DNS Mode shape b) PSE-3D mode
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Chapter 4
Steady Isolated Streak
Steady, periodic streaks have been used as a simplified model to study bypass transition, the
e↵ect of Klebano↵ streaks, and the control of transition via Tollmien-Schlichting wave suppression.
Most recent computational studies use the Optimal streak of Andersson et al. [1999] and Luchini
[2000]. Experimental studies generally use roughness elements (Fransson et al. [2004], Fransson
et al. [2005a], Fransson et al. [2006]), micro-wings (Bertolotti & Kendall [1997], Boiko [2001],
Boiko & Chun [2004]), or more recently vortex generators (Fransson & Talamelli [2012], Shahinfar
et al. [2012]). While these studies have produced streaks with some comparable characteristics to
Klebano↵ streaks, the disturbance mechanism is “artificial”. The cause of the streak can be traced
back to the discernible variation of the mean flow caused by the streak generation mechanism. This
is unlike the source of disturbances that create natural Klebano↵ streaks which have not been
directly correlated to free-stream disturbances although the mechanisms of Goldstein et al. [1992]
and Goldstein & Leib [1993] describe how free-stream vorticity may create streaks.
The studies of Kogan et al. [2001] and Watmu↵ [2006] used a thin wire upstream of the leading
edge to create a streak in the downstream layer. In one particular case, Watmu↵ [2006] strung
the wire upstream of the wind tunnel contraction. This created a very strong streak, yet the wire
wake was nearly immeasurable. It is believed this case may provide a starting point to study how
Klebano↵ streaks are related to wind tunnel screens.
The aim of this Chapter is to computationally reproduce and provide insight into the experiment of
Watmu↵ [2006] that created an isolated, steady streak from the wake of a wire strung across the
wind tunnel. Watmu↵ [2006] considered two configurations. An overview is provided in figure 4.1.
In the first configuration, the wire was strung in the test-section upstream of the leading edge. This
configuration is labelled case2T. In the second configuration, the wire is strung upstream of the
wind tunnel contraction. The configuration is labelled case4U. In both configurations, the wire was
normal to the free-stream and the leading edge. The case2T wire produced an order of magnitude
stronger wake but an order of magnitude weaker streak. The reason was unexplained. Factors not
identified during the experiment will be shown as critical to reproducing the experimental results.
The resultant streaks will be documented and a qualitative comparison made to the Optimal streak
that is often used in streak studies. The CFD results will show the Watmu↵ [2006] experiment
provides experimental evidence that the boundary layer is more receptive to steady streamwise
vorticity than normal vorticity as was found in the recent computations of Schrader et al. [2010].
Data in the test-section boundary layer is reported in terms of a body-fitted coordinate system, i.e.
streamwise (x direction, U velocity) implies tangent to the leading edge/flat-plate with the origin
at the tip of the leading edge, wall-normal (y direction, V velocity), and spanwise (z direction, W
velocity)
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the case2T and case4U streak experiments of Watmu↵ [2006]
Data for the flow in the contraction is reported in-terms of a Cartesian axis system with streamwise
(x direction, U velocity) implying flow parallel to test-section flat-plate. When discussing results
in the contraction, the origin is located at the start of the contraction (1.994m upstream of the
leading edge) at the leading edge height.
4.1 Outline
The analysis of the steady streaks is presented by first documenting the two-dimensional base-
flow (no streak), the model of the Watmu↵ wind tunnel, CFD methods, and the wake of a wire.
Descriptive characteristics of the case2T steady streaks are then documented e.g. streak strength,
location of maximum velocities, cross-steam contours, Fourier decomposition, modal energy growth.
The same analysis is then applied to the case4U streaks to allow comparison with the case2T
streaks.
4.2 Two-dimensional Base-flow
4.2.1 Watmu↵ Test-section Experimental Configuration
The experimental configuration of Watmu↵ [1998] and Watmu↵ [2006] will be used for the majority
of the work in this thesis. As such, a brief description of the undocumented aspects of the wind
tunnel is provided. The text and diagram is this Section, “Watmu↵ Test-section Experimental
Configuration”, is provided by Watmu↵ (personal communication).
It is common practice to support laminar flow test plates on legs within the test-section
and to set the stagnation point by adjusting a hinged flap attached to the rear of
the plate. However, in the configuration used by Watmu↵ [1998] and Watmu↵ [2006]
the depth of the plenum chamber box and associated plumbing below the test plate
prohibited this type of installation, so an alternative configuration was used as shown
in the schematic in figure 4.2. A curved sheet metal surface acts in conjunction with
an extension to the contraction exit to form a curved slot for redirecting the excess
test-section flow out into the laboratory, i.e. below the leading edge.
The location of the leading edge could be adjusted and the height above the floor of the
contraction exit is defined as hi in figure 4.2. The leading edge stagnation point was set
by adjusting the exit height, he in figure 4.2, of the slot that controls the rate of excess
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air flow into the laboratory. For example, reducing the exit height of the slot causes the
flow to attach to the underneath of the leading edge. Wool tuft visualisation was used
to show that the flow in the slot was steady and everywhere attached.
The final configuration was based on the outcome of a series of tests in which the
leading edge was moved to a number of di↵erent inlet heights above the contraction
floor for a range of exit heights. The best outcome was judged by examining contours
of the temporal mean and rms unsteadiness of the streamwise velocity component in a
spanwise plane located downstream on the test plate obtained using a normal hot-wire.
The final configuration corresponds to a situation in which the streamlines attach to the
upper side of the leading edge. It turns out that this configuration leads to a reduced
adverse pressure gradient as the flow recovers from the leading edge.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the Watmu↵ wind tunnel test-section, reproduced from Watmu↵ figure 1.
4.2.2 CFD Model of Test-section Flow
The following documents the CFD computations of the spanwise invariant layer, una↵ected by a
streak.
The flat-plate leading edge utilised in the experiment of Watmu↵ [2006] was asymmetric and
described by two super-ellipses. The topside super-ellipse had an aspect ratio of 53.3 and a half
thickness, h = 3.81mm (see figure 4.3). The leading edge spanned the tunnel width but was not
located on the tunnel centreline. It was positioned 43.5mm (11.5h) above the test-section floor and
470mm downstream from the end of a 5:1, two-dimensional contraction. It will be demonstrated that
to reproduce the results of Watmu↵ [2006] requires modelling of the test-section and contraction.
The Reynolds number based on the leading edge half-width, Reh, is 2500.
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Figure 4.3: Leading edge geometry. h is the leading edge half width.
Flow below the leading-edge in the experiment was directed out of the tunnel through a slot
spanning the full tunnel width. Modification of the slot exit-area moved the flow attachment
position in a similar manner to a flap attached to the rear of a plate and employed in many
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experimental configurations (e.g. see Fransson [2004]). In the CFD simulations, the ratio of the
mass-flow exiting through the slot relative to that over the plate is directly specified, allowing
variation of the attachment position. Attachment on the leading edge centreline is achieved with a
slot mass-flow ratio (m˙slot) of 0.17655. The slot mass-flow remained constant for case2T and case4U
in the experiment of Watmu↵ [2006], but its value and the attachment position were unknown.
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Figure 4.4: a) Attachment position on the leading edge for varying m˙slot. Legend markers indicate m˙slot.
b) Radius of curvature (ra) at attachment for varying m˙slot. c) tangent angle of the leading edge surface
(✓a) at attachment
Increasing the slot mass-flow shifts the attachment point to the topside of the leading edge as
shown in figure 4.4. This causes streamlines approaching the leading edge to bend. The body
radius-of-curvature at attachment (ra) is seen to be a minimum when the flow attaches on the
leading edge centreline. The angle between the normal line at attachment and the undisturbed
free-stream (✓a) is also shown in figure 4.4. For a constant, far-upstream inflow condition (U1), the
boundary layer edge velocity will be modified by the changing mass-flow passing over the topside.
Boundary layer parameters are calculated with local edge velocities, defined as the 99% of peak
wall-tangent velocity achieved (Uedge) on a profile drawn in the wall-normal direction. Figure 4.5
shows that the streamwise development of displacement thickness ( ⇤) is relatively una↵ected by
slot mass-flow and maintains the Blasius growth rate (1.7208) downstream. The virtual origin for
all slot mass-flows is small and will be neglected. The end of leading edge curvature occurs at
R = 370 for the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow.
The variation of the shape factor (H =  ⇤/✓) with changing slot mass-flow is shown in figure 4.6.
Considerable variation is seen in the region of leading edge curvature before it approaches the
Blasius value (H = 2.59) at approximately R = 600. It then decreases slightly along the flat-plate
(< 0.5%) indicating a slightly favourable pressure gradient.
The pressure coe cient variation (Cp) defined as,
Cp =
2 (p  pref )
⇢U21
, (4.1)
is shown in figure 4.7. There is approximately a 0.4% decrease in Cp from R = 600 to the end of the
plate near R ⇡ 1500. Moving the attachment point to the topside of the leading edge reduces, and
can eliminate, the adverse pressure gradient after attachment. Watmu↵ [2006] did not explicitly
measure the attachment position in his facility although unpublished pressure measurements in the
leading edge region show no adverse pressure gradient, suggesting attachment on the topside of the
leading edge.
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Figure 4.5: Re ⇤ Vs. R for varying m˙slot. The end of the leading edge curvature is at R = 370.
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Figure 4.7: Cp Vs. R for varying m˙slot. The end of the leading edge curvature is at R = 370.
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4.3 Mesh and CFD Methods
The Ansys Fluent CFD package is used for all calculations. The pressure-based, coupled solver
is used with second-order upwind di↵erencing for pressure and third-order MUSCL momentum
di↵erencing. All simulations are steady. The CFD simulations are divided into two separate mesh
regions:
• test-section region (mesh contains leading edge, slot and plate boundary layer),
• contraction region.
The wakes from the wire are predicted analytically and used as inlet boundary conditions. For the
case2T streak, the wire wake is used directly with the test-section region mesh. For the case4U
streak, the wire wake is used as the inlet boundary condition to the contraction region mesh. The
simulation is then sampled downstream of the contraction to produce an inlet boundary condition
to the test-section region.
4.3.1 Test-section Mesh
Figure 4.8 shows an overview of the test-section mesh with a zoomed in region around the leading
edge. The mesh in the leading-edge/flat-plate boundary layer is composed of structured, highly
orthogonal, quadrilateral control volumes (CV). A mesh refinement study will be performed in the
next section using three di↵erent meshes, using the case2T streak with a slot-mass-flow m˙0.17655.
Each mesh is refined in the leading-edge/plate boundary layer region by doubling (r = 2) the number
of CV in all directions. table 4.1 provides the approximate mesh resolutions. The streamwise and
wall-normal growth of CV spacing is ⇠ 2%. The CV in the spanwise direction are clustered towards
the streak centreline. Away from the leading edge and flat plate, the mesh resolution is halved with
the use of hanging nodes.
Streamwise CV Wall-normal CV in boundary layer Spanwise CV
leading edge, flat-plate
Mesh1 125, 175 ⇠ 15 40
Mesh2 250, 350 ⇠ 30 80
Mesh3 500, 700 ⇠ 60 160
Table 4.1: Mesh resolutions for a grid refinement study using the case2T streak.
Away from the boundary layer region of interest, a coarser mesh can be used. No-slip walls are
employed on the test-section roof and floor with a coarse mesh (⇠ 10 CV in the layer) in the
wall-normal direction as it is not expected to influence results. The tunnel roof is contoured to
provide a minimal pressure gradient by (approximately) growing with the Blasius boundary layer.
At the start of the leading edge, the roof is located 241.3mm above the test-section floor, modelling
the configuration of Watmu↵ [2006]. The slot and plate outflows are specified as outflow boundary
conditions with prescribed massflows.
In order to reduce the mesh size, a symmetry condition is utilised in the spanwise (z) direction on
the wake/streak centreline. The span of the domain, including symmetry, is 80mm for test-section
wakes (case2T) and 200mm for wakes from the contraction (case4U). The test-section wire mesh to
be used for results has 160 CV in the z-direction. The case4U mesh has 200 CV uniformly spaced.
A grid convergence study is not performed for the case4U. Comparison to experimental data will
be used for validation.
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A wake simulating the case2T streak is imposed on the spanwise (z) invariant base-flow at the
inlet of the test-section mesh, located 163mm (42.8h) upstream of the leading edge. The base-flow
velocity distribution across the test-section (tunnel floor to roof, y direction) inlet is taken from a
two-dimensional simulation with both the contraction and test-section meshes joined. This allows
for any upstream influence of slot mass-flow variation. A wake simulating the case4U streak is
imposed on the test-section mesh 400mm upstream of the leading edge (105h). This extra inlet
distance is created by extending the test-section mesh upstream. Apart from the di↵ering inlet
distance, the test-section mesh for both streak cases is identical in the x  y plane.
Tunnel Roof
Plate
OutflowLeading EdgeInlet
Tunnel
Floor
Slot
Outflow
x/h
a)
b)
Figure 4.8: a) Test-section mesh overview b) Mesh near the leading edge (every second line drawn),
rectangle box in figure a)
4.3.2 Test-section Mesh Refinement Study
The primary variables of interest in this study are integral calculations of boundary layer velocities.
An error analysis based on the grid (mesh) convergence index (GCI) of Roache [1997] is presented
in table 4.2. The streamwise velocity (u) on a boundary layer profile at R u 1000 is sampled at 4
wall-normal positions (⌘) through the layer and into the freestream. The displacement thickness
( ⇤) is also calculated for the profile.
The observed order of convergence (p) is calculated as,
p =
   ln⇣ Mesh1  Mesh2 Mesh2  Mesh3 ⌘   
ln (r)
, (4.2)
where,
  is the variable of interest,
r is the ratio of refinement, 2 for the current study.
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u at ⌘ = 1.7 u at ⌘ = 3.8 u at ⌘ = 6.1 u at ⌘ = 9.3  ⇤
(ms 1) (ms 1) (ms 1) (ms 1) (mm)
Mesh1 5.508 9.514 10.121 10.130 2.52
Mesh2 5.460 9.480 10.097 10.102 2.529
Mesh3 5.456 9.479 10.095 10.101 2.53
p 3.58 (2) 5.09 (2) 3.58 (2) 4.81 (2) 3.17 (2)
errorMesh2 0.88% 0.36% 0.24% 0.28% 0.36%
errorMesh3 0.073% 0.011% 0.020% 0.0099% 0.040%
GCIMesh2 0.099% (0.37%) 0.014% (0.15%) 0.027% (0.099%) 0.013% (0.12%) 0.056% (0.15%)
GCIMesh3 0.0083% (0.031%) 0.00% (0.0044%) 0.0023% (0.0082%) 0.0046% (0.0041%) 0.0062% (0.016%)
rac 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Table 4.2: Grid convergence index (GCI) for the case2T streak with a slot mass-flow, m˙0.17655. The
boundary layer profile is sampled at R u 1000 on the streak centreline. Numbers in brackets () use the
assumed formal order of Fluent, 2nd-order, in their calculation.
The approximate, absolute relative error (error) in the variable of interest for the Nth mesh
refinement (higher N is a more refined mesh) is calculated as,
errorMeshN =
     MeshN  MeshN 1 MeshN
     . (4.3)
The grid convergence index (GCI) for the Nth mesh refinement is then calculated as,
GCIMeshN = 1.25
errorMeshN
rp   1 , (4.4)
where the constant (1.25) is a standard factor of safety for a three mesh study (Roache [1997]). The
variables are checked to be in the asymptotic range of convergence (rac) by,
rac =
GCIMeshN 1
rpGCIMeshN
, (4.5)
where rac should be very close to 1, and the observed order of convergence is used in the calculation.
The observed convergence of all quantities, reported in table 4.2, exceeds the (assumed) formal
order of Fluent (2nd-order) due to the minimal variation in the solution between Mesh2 and Mesh3.
The grid convergence index in table 4.2 is calculated using both the observed convergence, and the
assumed formal order (p = 2) to provide a more conservative uncertainty estimate. The observed
convergence with mesh refinement is monotonic and within the asymptotic range for all quantities
considered, indicating the analysis is valid. The GCI for Mesh3, using the assumed formal order of
Fluent, indicates that all quantities are expected to have an error (relative to the asymptote for an
infinite resolution mesh) less than 0.031%, and generally less than 0.016%. This result indicates
the boundary layer is well resolved and more than accurate for the current study. Richardson
extrapolation will not be used to further improve accuracy.
To ensure the mesh is su ciently accurate over the entire streamwise domain, the streak strength
defined by the spanwise variation of displacement thickness (  ⇤) in equation (4.10), is calculated
for all three meshes and shown in figure 4.9. The grid convergence index for this global quantity is
also calculated and shown in figure 4.9. As the convergence at a given streamwise position is not
always monotonic (due to the relatively large error for Mesh1), the assumed formal order of Fluent
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is used in the calculation. This conservative estimate indicates that the global measure of streak
strength (  ⇤) for Mesh3 will generally have less than a ⇠ 0.1% error due to the mesh, throughout
the streamwise domain. This is of su cient accuracy for comparison to experimental data.
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Figure 4.9: The e↵ect of mesh refinement on the spanwise variation of displacement thickness (  ⇤)
defined by equation (4.10), for di↵ering streamwise positions. The grid convergence index (GCI) for Mesh3
is shown in red on the right-hand vertical axis.
The mesh refinement study indicates that Mesh2 has su cient resolution to provide results with an
acceptable accuracy. However, for the remainder of this Chapter, the resolution of Mesh3 will be
used.
4.3.3 Contraction Mesh
The mesh in the contraction region is composed of structured, near-orthogonal, quadrilateral
elements. Two symmetry planes are used (spanwise (z) direction and on the contraction centreline).
The lower half of the mesh is shown in figure 4.10. The mesh is seen to be concentrated near the
floor of the contraction.
The mesh is structured with two hundred CV in the y-direction, 440 CV in the streamwise direction
(uniform spacing in the contraction), and 160 CV in the spanwise (z) direction for a total mesh size
of approximately 14.5 million CV. The inlet is 150mm upstream of the contraction floor curvature
that begins at xcs = 0mm and ends at xce = 1524mm. This defines the length of the contraction,
Lc. Between these limits, the lower boundary of the contraction is described by the polynomial
(x = [0, 1.524], in m),
y = 0.352x5   1.34x4 + 1.36x3 + 0x2 + 0x  0.479. (4.6)
The outlet of the mesh extends past the start of the leading-edge (xle = 1994mm) were it to be
included in the mesh. Wake samples to use as the test-section inlet condition are taken 70mm
downstream from the end of the contraction curvature (xtsbc = 1594mm) where there is a minimal
pressure gradient.
Either a no-slip wall or slip-wall boundary condition is used as the contraction floor boundary
condition. The inlet velocity profile is assumed uniform in the y-direction with a velocity of
1.95ms 1.
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Figure 4.10: Lower half (below centreline symmetry) of the contraction mesh. x in mm
4.3.4 Two-dimensional Flow Through the Contraction
Watmu↵ [2006] did not provide any information regarding the flow into and through the contraction.
The proximity of the test-section leading edge to the tunnel floor suggests the boundary layer
growing on the tunnel floor may be an issue.
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Figure 4.11: Streamwise variation of the boundary layer displacement thickness on the contraction floor,
for varying layer thickness into the contraction. x in m.
Two-dimensional CFD studies show that the displacement thickness of the boundary layer exiting
the contraction is relatively independent of the Blasius layer thickness entering the contraction.
This is shown in figure 4.11. The displacement thickness of the layer in the contraction is calculated
using wall-normal velocity profiles integrated out to the position of peak wall-tangent velocity.
Curiously, starting from a very thin boundary layer can lead to a slightly thicker layer in the early
contraction although this trend is reversed for the thickest layers. Generally, a thicker layer into
the contraction will lead to a thicker layer in the early contraction. However, there is negligible
di↵erence in the layer thickness at the exit of the contraction.
The results suggest using a simple, uniform velocity profile into the contraction is su cient. To
avoid pressure gradient issues, The inlet wake to the contraction specified 150mm upstream of the
beginning of the contraction curvature.
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4.3.5 Development of the Wire Wake
The wake of the case2T wire in the test-section and the case4U wire upstream of the contraction can
be predicted analytically. The steady wake decrement ( U) of a wire is given by a linear di↵usion
equation derived from the Navier-Stokes equations (see Batchelor [2000] pp. 348-352, Landau &
Lifshitz [2008] pp. 67-72, Schlichting & Gersten [2003]) and can be expressed as,
 U
U1
= Cd
r
Redd
16⇡x
exp
✓
 U1z
2
4⌫x
◆
, (4.7)
where,
d is the wire diameter,
Cd is the wire drag coe cient,
Red is the wire Reynolds number based on diameter.
The spanwise velocity component (W ) can be derived from continuity as,
W
U1
= Cdz
r
Redd
64⇡x3
exp
✓
 U1z
2
4⌫x
◆
. (4.8)
Watmu↵ [2006] provides Cd estimates for the wires used in the experiment. In the current simulations,
a recent relation between Cd and Red found by Sen et al. [2009] from CFD data is used to model
the wire Cd,
Cd = 0.26 + 7.89Re
 0.5
d for 15  Red  40. (4.9)
The current CFD simulations use equations (4.7) and (4.8) to create the inlet boundary condition.
For case2T, the wire diameter is 25.4µm and Cd = 2.25. The wire was located 7250d upstream of
the leading edge. For case4U, the wire diameter was 254 µm and Cd = 1.62. The wire was located
9000d upstream of the leading edge.
Figure 4.12 compares the wakes computed in the CFD simulations using the analytical wire wakes
of equation (4.7) as the inlet velocity boundary condition with the experimental measurements of
the wake made by Watmu↵ [2006]. The comparison is made on a spanwise profile located 63.5
mm upstream of the leading edge. The agreement for case2T wake magnitude and width is very
good indicating the accuracy of equation (4.7). For case4U, the agreement in width appears good,
but the CFD prediction of magnitude is approximately half of that measured experimentally. It
should be noted that the strength of the experimental wake is approximately 0.1%. This was only
slightly larger than the background variation and was considered very di cult to measure accurately
by Watmu↵ [2006]. Figure 4.12 highlights the order of magnitude reduction in wake strength for
case4U.
The decay of the case2T wake approaching the leading edge for varying slot mass-flow and the
comparison to equation (4.7) is shown in figure 4.13. Deviation from theory due to upstream leading
edge e↵ects is not substantial until within 3h of the leading edge. Any measurements of the wake
to provide receptivity coe cients should be sampled upstream of this position.
The CFD case2T wake shows excellent agreement with the Watmu↵ [2006] experiment while results
to be presented will show the case4U wake has been predicted with su cient accuracy.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of wakes between CFD and experiment (Watmu↵ [2006]) measured on spanwise
profile 63.5mm (16.7h) upstream of leading edge
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the wire wake decay approaching the leading edge, between CFD and
equation (4.7) (analytical), on a horizontal plane at leading edge height for the wake of case2T. The leading
edge is at x/h = 0
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4.4 Streak from the Wire in the Test-section (case2T)
Watmu↵ [2006] observed that a 25.4 µm diameter wire (labelled as case2T), would produce a steady
laminar wake in the free-stream with  U/U1 = 1.8% and a half-width of 2mm at the reference
location. The wake was composed primarily of normal vorticity. A streak in the downstream
plate boundary layer would develop due to the wake. The following sections will document the
characteristics of this streak as computed with CFD. It will be shown that the characteristics of
the streak from a wire in the test-section is strongly dependent on the leading edge attachment
position.
4.4.1 Streak Strength & Amplitude
The streak strength is defined as the spanwise variation of displacement thickness ( ⇤) on a given
y   z plane as,
  ⇤ =
 ⇤max    ⇤min
 ⇤base
, (4.10)
where,
 ⇤ =
´ Uedge
0 1  UUedge dy,
 ⇤base is the displacement thickness of the two-dimensional flow without the streak.
Watmu↵ [2006] observed a peak streak strength of   ⇤ = 12% at R ⇡ 600, the most upstream
measurement position. The streak strength decayed with streamwise development, and the streak
was not observed to spread in the spanwise direction significantly.
Initial attempts using CFD to reproduce the experimental result grossly underestimated the streak
strength even though the CFD wake matched the experimentally measured wake (see figure 4.12).
The initial attempts assumed that the flow attached on the leading edge centreline (m˙0.17655). The
streak that developed for the centreline attachment position exhibited a strength of approximately
  ⇤ = 2.5%. This is an order of magnitude weaker than observed in the experiment of Watmu↵
[2006].
Forcing the flow to attach on the topside of the leading edge, by adjusting the slot mass-flow, is
found to significantly increase the streak strength predicted by CFD. Figure 4.14 and table 4.3
shows the order of magnitude variation of streak strength achievable for the identical wake when
the attachment point is shifted. The agreement with the Watmu↵ [2006] case2T data is good for
the streak strength and its streamwise decay when the slot mass-flow is m˙0.21. This confirms the
experimental flow was attached to the topside of the leading edge. Attaching the flow to the topside
increases the stretching of the normal vorticity that is turned into streamwise vorticity via the
mechanism of Goldstein et al. [1992].
The streamwise growth of the streaks shows two streamwise peaks (see figure 4.14). The first
peak (peak1) is at approximately R ⇡ 170 and the second peak (peak2) which is less prominent at
R ⇡ 500. This behaviour di↵ers from the Optimal streak that exhibits a single peak. The first peak
is located in the region of the leading edge curvature for all slot mass-flows and is found to always
be the global maximum. The first peak also moves downstream when the attachment point is
shifted in either direction away from the leading edge centreline. The second peak is less prominent
and occurs in the flat-plate region. Shifting the attachment point to the topside of the leading edge
shifts the second peak upstream towards the leading edge while the opposite occurs for attachment
on the lower side. For lowerside attachment, the second peak is significantly further downstream.
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There is evidence that the streaks of di↵ering strengths and attachment position have similar
behaviour downstream. The similar streak strength decay rate for the m˙0.165 and m˙0.19 slot
mass-flows downstream of R = 1000, suggests that with increasing Reynolds number, the streak
growth rate is becoming initial condition independent. The radius of curvature at attachment for
both these slot mass-flows is nearly the same (see figure 4.4). However, the m˙0.19 case achieves a
larger   ⇤peak1 value and a less well defined   
⇤
peak2. The m˙0.19 case has a reduced adverse pressure
gradient near the leading edge. This is in contrast with the calculations of Corbett & Bottaro
[2000] who found the growth of the Optimal streak is increased by an adverse pressure gradient.
This suggests the pressure gradient is not responsible for the current result. The slot mass-flows
with attachment on the lower side, m˙0.165 and m˙0.16, also exhibit reduced growth rates below
R ⇡ 200. These observations suggest attachment to the lower side is providing greater amplification
to larger spanwise wavelengths relative to short wavelengths when compared to the attachment on
the topside.
Another interesting contrast is the m˙0.16 and m˙0.19 slot mass-flow streaks. The m˙0.16 slot mass-flow
achieves a similar   ⇤peak1 value to the m˙0.19 slot mass-flow and shows a similar decay and minimum
in strength at R ⇡ 400. However, the m˙0.16 slot mass-flow streak strength increases again until
R ⇡ 700 while the m˙0.19 slot mass-flow does not.
Figure 4.15 shows streak growth in the most common measure, streak amplitude (A) defined on a
given y-z plane as,
 umax = max [U (y, z)  U2D (y)] , (4.11)
 umin = min [U (y, z)  U2D (y)] , (4.12)
A =
 umax   umin
2U1
. (4.13)
The amplitude measure is related to the di↵erence between the maximum and minimum streamwise
velocity deviation on a cross-sectional plane.
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Figure 4.14: Variation in case2T streak strength, equation (4.10), for all slot mass-flows and compared to
experimental measure of Watmu↵ [2006], for the wire in the test-section wake (case2T).
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Figure 4.15: Variation in case2T streak amplitude, equation (4.13), for all slot mass-flows for the wire in
the test-section wake (case2T).
This streak measure shows qualitative agreement with   ⇤ and again two streamwise peaks are
seen. A peak streak amplitude of approximately A = 5% is obtained for the m˙0.215 slot mass-flow.
This streak amplitude is well below published thresholds for streak secondary instability in a zero
pressure gradient (Andersson et al. [2001], Vaughan & Zaki [2011]) and is likely to have a minimal
e↵ect on any possible Tollmien-Schlichting wave growth (Cossu & Brandt [2004], Bagheri & Hanifi
[2007]). The   ⇤ and A measures are not linearly related for the streaks considered. The ratio
  ⇤/A varies with streamwise position and streak strength, between 2.3 to 3.8. The ratio increases
with increasing streak strength and is nearly constant in the flat-plate region for a given streak.
4.4.2 The E↵ect of Leading Edge Radius at Attachment
The large change in streak strength with a change in attachment location can primarily be ascribed
to the e↵ective change in leading edge bluntness. Ustinov [2001] predicts the amplitude of a
streak generated by normal vorticity impinging on the leading edge should scale near linearly with
increasing leading edge radius and be only weakly dependent on spanwise scale. Schrader et al.
[2010] found an approximate factor of three increase in streak strength (linear amplitudes) when
changing the leading edge aspect ratio by a factor of 3.3. The radius of curvature at attachment
for the m˙0.17655 and m˙0.215 slot mass-flows varies by a factor of 8 (see figure 4.4) while the change
in   ⇤ at peak1 is a factor of 4.9. The change in amplitude (A) is a factor of 3.4. The scaling
with the radius of curvature at attachment is clearly non-linear and streamwise dependent for the
streaks considered here. While the current streaks are non-linear and not generated by a spanwise
sinusoidal free-stream disturbance like Ustinov [2001] and Schrader et al. [2010], non-linearity and
the free-stream disturbance profile are not likely to be the primary cause.
Table 4.3 shows the ratio of streak amplitude to leading edge radius at attachment is nearly constant
when the attachment point is on the lowerside of the leading edge. However, on the topside the ratio
is reduced significantly. The streaks are of su cient amplitude such that non-linearity will alter
their growth. However, non-linear e↵ects cannot be considered as the sole cause of the non-linear
relation between streak strength and attachment point radius.
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m˙slot Rpeak1   
⇤
peak1% Apeak1 %
Apeak1
ra
Anorm1 Rpeak2   
⇤
peak2% Apeak2 %
Apeak2
ra
Anorm2
0.16 175 5.5 2.0 23.3 27.0 624 5.1 1.7 19.4 22.5
0.165 162 4.4 1.7 23.3 25.6 624 4.0 1.4 18.6 20.4
0.175 161 3.6 1.5 26.2 26.3 617 2.8 1.1 19.2 19.2
0.17655 160 3.6 1.4 37.1 37.1 609 2.8 1 26.8 26.9
0.18 164 3.8 1.5 37.8 38.4 578 2.9 1.1 27.9 28.3
0.19 179 5.5 1.9 26.9 33.3 536 4.6 1.55 21.9 27.1
0.20 191 9.1 2.8 18.1 29.2 483 8.1 2.5 16.1 25.9
0.21 199 11.5 4.1 13.2 26.8 451 13.2 3.8 12.2 24.9
0.215 201 17.7 4.9 11.6 26.1 437 16.2 4.6 10.9 24.6
Table 4.3: Test-section wire (case2T), streak strength and peak location
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Figure 4.16: Test-section wire (case2T) scaled streak amplitude at peak1 and peak2
A possible cause is the tilting of streamlines approaching the leading edge. Figure 4.17 shows
streamlines approaching the leading edge for the slot mass-flows m˙0.16, m˙0.17655 and m˙0.215. The
markers on the streamlines denote particles released on a vertical line 14h upstream of the leading
edge at intervals of 0.025s. A line joining markers released at the same instant can be used to
approximate a material line that the normal vorticity of the wire wake would convect with in a
perfect inviscid flow. The spreading of the material lines in the attachment region corresponds
to the vortex stretching mechanism described by Goldstein et al. [1992] that is responsible for
producing the streak. When the attachment point is shifted away from the leading edge centreline,
the stretching is seen to be greater. However, the material line can be seen to be rotated relative to
the streamlines. This rotation reduces the component of vorticity parallel to body surface that can
be stretched. The rotation of the material line is in opposite directions for the topside and lowerside
attachment cases. For the slot mass-flows studied, significantly greater rotation is achieved with
the topside attachment cases. Assuming the material line maintains its undisturbed free-stream
orientation (vertical) then the component of vorticity to be stretched is dependent on the body angle
at the attachment position relative to the undisturbed streamline (✓a). A scaled streak amplitude
(Anorm) may then be defined as,
Anorm =
Apeak
ra cos (✓a)
. (4.14)
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Figure 4.16 shows Anorm at peak1 and peak2. The normalisation provides a more consistent streak
amplitude, particularly for the topside attachment slot mass-flows at peak2. However, such a
simple normalisation neglects the di↵ering pressure gradients, the rotation of the vorticity prior to
the attachment point which is particularly evident for the m˙0.215 slot mass-flow streak, and the
streamwise vorticity component generated by the e↵ective rotation. Nevertheless, it does provide a
more accurate correlation of streak amplitude with the radius of curvature at attachment.
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Figure 4.17: Streamlines with particles (markers) approaching the leading edge. a) m˙0.16, b) m˙0.17655, c)
m˙0.215
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4.4.3 Location of the Streak Peak Velocities
Figure 4.18 shows a typical streak cross-section. The two-dimensional flow with no streak (U2D)
can be subtracted to reveal the velocity deviation due to the streak. High-speed regions develop
on either side of the low-speed streak region. The cross-section is defined by the locations and
magnitude of the peak streamwise velocity deviations from the base-flow and can be used as an
indication if streaks of di↵ering strength are similar. Figure 4.19 shows the streamwise development
of the streak maximum ( umax defined by equation (4.11)) and minimum ( umin defined by
equation (4.12)) deviation from the two-dimensional base-flow (U2D). Both  umax and  umin
are observed to peak upstream of R = 500. However,  umax increases faster than  umin until
R ⇡ 1000 when a near constant ratio is obtained, and  umax is approximately 25% of  umin.
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Figure 4.18: Definition of  umax and  umin locations. a) contours of layer velocity (U) showing elevated
thickness in the low speed-region of the streak. b) contours of the deviation from the two-dimensional
base-flow due to the streak (U   U2D).
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Figure 4.19: Variation of  umax and  umin for the case2T streaks. a)  umax, equation (4.11), is dashed
grey line.  umin, equation (4.12), is solid black line. b) Solid black line is wall-normal location of  umin.
Dashed grey line is wall-normal location of  umax. c) Ratio of streak maximum to streak minimum velocity
deviation. d) Spanwise location of  umax relative to streak centreline.
The wall-normal distance to  umin (y umin/ 
⇤) is seen to decrease with an increase in R (see
figure 4.19), approximately to a value of 1.5 ⇤. It decreases with increasing streak amplitude. In
the early layer (R . 300), the slot mass-flows with attachment on the lowerside of the leading edge
show the wall-normal distance initially increasing with streamwise distance. The weaker strength
streaks show a near constant value while the stronger streaks shows it decreasing. The wall-normal
distance to  umax is generally constant for all slot mass-flows to R ⇡ 300 before reducing slightly
downstream. For all slot mass-flows, it decreases to an approximate value of 1.3 ⇤.
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The spanwise location of  umax is consistent for all slot mass-flows. The distance, relative to the
layer displacement thickness, decreases rapidly with streamwise distance and reaches a constant
value of 2 ⇤ at R = 800. The constant value indicates the streak is spreading at the same rate as
the boundary layer is growing. The total distance between the two  umax peaks, 4 ⇤, is narrower
than commonly measured for Klebano↵ streaks forced by FST.
These results suggest the streak structure on a spanwise plane for di↵ering slot mass-flows is di↵erent
in the early layer, but further downstream the streaks become similar.
4.4.4 Streak Fourier Decomposition
The symmetry boundary conditions used in the spanwise direction creates a periodic flow that
allows spanwise decomposition into Fourier series,
Q (x, y, z) =
NX
k= N
Qˆk (x, y) eik z, (4.15)
where,
Q = [U, V,W ], the wall-tangent, wall-normal, and spanwise velocity components,
Qˆk =
h
Uˆk, Vˆ k, Wˆ k
i
are the wall-tangent, wall-normal, and spanwise velocity component of the
kth Fourier mode,
  = 2⇡.08 m
 1 for the case2T streaks,
N is the number of modes in the truncated Fourier series.
Decomposing the streak into spanwise Fourier modes using an FFT will allow each spanwise Fourier
mode to be examined individually for comparison with non-modal growth theory that describes the
Optimal streak and utilises periodicity. The mode decomposition of the streaks will be a↵ected by
non-linearity due to the streak amplitude. The spanwise wavelength of a given mode is found as,
  =
2⇡
k 
. (4.16)
The integer k is used as a convenient identifier for each spanwise mode.
Figure 4.20 is the Fourier decomposition of the undisturbed free-stream wake at a reference position
11h upstream of the leading edge ( k modes are not shown due symmetry). The majority of the
wake is seen to be composed of the streamwise velocity component (Uˆ) at lower wavenumbers. The
upstream reference position has been chosen as it is not a↵ected by the upstream influence of the
leading edge and can be measured experimentally. A reference energy is also defined as,
Eˆ0
k
ref =
⇣
Uˆk
⌘2
+
⇣
Vˆ k
⌘2
+
⇣
Wˆ k
⌘2
. (4.17)
Figure 4.21 is the streamwise development of the scaled streamwise velocity maximum (|Uˆkmax|/|Uˆkref |)
and can be used to define a receptivity coe cient,
Rc = max
 
|Uˆkmax|
|Uˆkref |
!
, (4.18)
where ref is the reference value 11h upstream of the leading edge.
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Schrader et al. [2010] perform a similar analysis but use the wake mode amplitude at the leading edge
by extrapolating with linear theory (for the current study equation (4.7) can be used). Changing
the reference position will change the scaled value and the shape of the envelope formed by the
plots of |Uˆkmax|/|Uˆkref | for multiple wavelengths. Smaller wavelengths will experience greater decay
approaching the leading edge and provide a greater receptivity measure as the reference position is
moved towards the leading edge. Large wavelengths will be relatively una↵ected.
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Figure 4.20: Spanwise FFT of the wire in the test-section wake (case2T) at the reference position 11h
upstream of the leading edge. Velocity unit is ms 1. Energy unit is m2s 2 a) |Uˆkref | b) |Vˆ kref | c) |Wˆ kref | d)
|Eˆ0kref |
The largest mode present in the current analysis (k = 1) has a wavelength of 21h and is of the
order considered by Schrader et al. [2010] (17.45h) who computed a range approximately equivalent
to, k = 1 to k = 7. Their leading edge was a modified super-ellipse. The smaller wavelengths in the
current simulations, e.g. k = 21 with a wavelength h, are of the order of the leading edge thickness
as assumed in the analysis of Ustinov [2001].
In figure 4.21, wavelengths of the order of the leading edge thickness (h, k ⇡ 21) are seen to have
the largest growth in the region of the leading edge (R ⇡ 250) but they decay rapidly downstream
as expected from non-modal growth theory. For the m˙0.16 and m˙0.17655 slot mass-flows, the peak of
the envelope formed by small wavelengths is prominent. For all slot mass-flows, modes of k ⇡ 21
have the greatest growth. For the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow, the peak of the envelope formed by
the large k modes is approximately 80% of the value obtained downstream in the domain by the
large wavelength modes. For the m˙0.16 and m˙0.215 slot mass-flows, the ratio is approximately 60%.
This suggests a greater increase in receptivity for larger spanwise wavelengths with changing flow
attachment position.
The downstream decay of the small wavelength modes with spanwise wavelength slightly greater
than h (e.g. k = 15) are seen in figure 4.21 to exhibit a kink in their decay at R ⇡ 500 for all slot
mass-flows. Modes with wavelength smaller than ⇠ h do not visibly exhibit the kink in the decay.
Table 4.4 documents the receptivity coe cient for the mode k = 21. Scaling the receptivity with
ra and ra cos (✓a) does not provide a similar constant for all slot mass-flows. The m˙0.17655 slot
mass-flow has a significantly higher receptivity factor. This suggests that small wavelength modes
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Figure 4.21: Maximum streamwise velocity (|Ukmax|) scaled by the reference free-stream value (|Ukref |) for
the case2T streaks. Fourier modes k = 1 to 35. Every 5th mode is shown with dashed line. a) m˙0.16. b)
m˙0.17655. c) m˙0.215
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are more significantly a↵ected when the streamlines are bent approaching the attachment point or
that the stretching is sensitive to the ratio of disturbance wavelength and body radius at attachment.
k = 21 k = 5
m˙slot Rc
Rc
ra
Rc
ra cos(✓a)
Rc Rcra
Rc
ra cos(✓a)
0.16 2.8 32.9 38.1 4.2 49.4 57.2
0.17655 2.0 51.1 51.1 2.5 63.9 63.9
0.215 6.6 15.7 35.4 9.8 23.4 52.5
Table 4.4: Test-section wire (case2T) receptivity coe cient, equation (4.18), for modes k = 5 and k = 21.
The receptivity for the large wavelength mode, k = 5, is also documented in table 4.4. The
receptivity is greater than the k = 21 mode due to the greater streamwise extent of non-modal
growth. Scaling the receptivity coe cient by ra cos (✓a) provides a closer agreement between the
di↵ering slot mass-flows but the m˙0.17655 streak still has the greater receptivity coe cient. However,
for the larger wavelength modes an interesting trend is observed (figure 4.20) in the region R . 500
for the m˙0.16 and m˙0.17655 slot mass-flows. Large wavelength modes (k = 1, 2) are observed to
decay in this region and a minimum is seen. As the wavelength is decreased (increasing k), the
decay becomes a reduced growth rate (no minimum) and for k ⇡ 10 two distinct streamwise peaks
can be observed. Decreasing wavelength also shifts the observed minimum or reduced growth rate
region upstream. The m˙0.215 slot mass-flow does not exhibit the decay of large wavelength modes
except for k = 1 at R ⇡ 100. However, larger wavelength modes may exhibit this behaviour at a
lower R than currently examined.
The decay of large wavelength modes in the early layer can be seen in the data of Schrader et al.
[2010] (see their figure 17) for their aspect ratio, Ar = 20, leading edge. However, this trend is
not commented upon or addressed. The Reynolds number based on the leading edge length in
their simulation (Reh = 2400) is very close to the current simulations. In their data, the decay
and minimum for a large wavelength mode was observed in the adverse pressure gradient region of
the Ar = 20 leading edge. The decay and minimum of a large wavelength mode was not observed
for the Ar = 6 leading edge which had a stronger adverse pressure gradient. Combined with the
current results which encompass both favourable and unfavourable pressure gradients and a constant
aspect ratio leading edge, it suggests that the pressure gradient and aspect ratio are not directly
responsible. The radius of curvature at attachment for the Schrader et al. [2010] simulations is
0.167h (Ar = 6) which is similar to the current m˙0.20 slot mass-flow and 0.05h (Ar = 20) which
is similar to the current m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow. The |Uˆkmax|/|Uˆkref | plot for the m˙0.20 case is not
shown but it is similar to the m˙0.215 case. The combined results suggest that the ratio of spanwise
wavelength to the radius of curvature at attachment is the dominant factor. When this ratio is
large ( /r   1) the growth in the early layer is reduced. If a minimum of |Uˆkmax|/|Uˆkref | exists, it
will move further downstream with increasing  /r.
The results suggest that larger wavelength (relative to the leading edge thickness) normal vorticity
impinging a moderate to high aspect ratio leading edge produces a base-flow streak with di↵erent
characteristics compared to a narrower wavelength. It is possible the di↵ering streak will have
di↵erent linear stability characteristics. It should be remembered that the |Uˆkmax|/|Uˆkref | receptivity
measure fails to capture the significant change in the Vˆ and Wˆ components due to vortex stretching
in the formation stage of the streak which are primarily responsible for non-modal streak growth as
shown by Andersson et al. [1999] and Luchini [2000].
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4.4.5 Fourier Mode Shapes
Wall-normal mode shapes from the Fourier decomposition of the streaks are plotted in fig-
ures 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24. The streak is symmetrical about the streamwise plane that passes
through the low-speed region of the streak. As such the velocity components Uˆk, Vˆ k are real and
Wˆ k is imaginary.
The wall-normal profile of the k = 1 mode, Uˆk component, can be seen to vary considerably with
slot mass-flow. At R = 250, its maximum value is high in the boundary layer (y/ ⇤ ⇡ 2.5) and
with approximately the free-stream wake strength. For the m˙0.16 and m˙0.17655 slot mass-flows, it
then reduces to zero at the wall in an approximately linear fashion. For the m˙0.215 slot mass-flow,
it reduces to near zero at a significant distance from the wall (y/ ⇤ ⇡ 1), giving an “s” shaped
appearance. As the mode develops downstream, a peak value greater than in the wake above
the layer develops high in the layer. It shifts towards the wall with increasing R. The failure of
large wavelength modes to produce substantial variation within the layer is why the streamwise
development of |Uˆkmax| decays or remains near constant at low R in figure 4.21.
The Uˆk profiles for smaller wavelengths exhibit shapes similar to that of the Optimal streak except
they do not tend to zero above the layer. This is due to the presence of the wake. The peak value
in the layer is, in general, slightly above y/ ⇤ = 1.34 (the location of the maximum for the Optimal
streak and Klebano↵ streak urms) but it is seen to shift towards y/ ⇤ = 1.34 with increasing R.
The Vˆ k profiles show an interesting trend at R = 250. For the m˙0.16 and m˙0.17655 slot mass-flows,
the value of Vˆ k switches sign in the lower layer. The m˙0.215 slot mass-flow at R = 250 does not.
At R = 500, only the k = 1 mode appears to have the value of Vˆ k switch sign near the wall. At
R = 1000, no streak shows this trend. The Wˆ k profiles show a similar trend as the Vˆ k profiles
with a switched sign trend near the wall. The k = 1 mode switches sign at R = 250 for all slot
mass-flows.
This trend suggests a di↵ering flow pattern on a cross-stream plane with change in leading edge
attachment position.
4.4.6 Cross-stream Planes
The di↵erences in the Fourier mode shapes indicate the physical flow field will have di↵erences with
changing slot mass-flow. Figures 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27 show contours of the physical flow field at
various streamwise positions. As expected, the U contours show a stronger streak for the m˙0.215
slot mass-flow. Regions of reduced layer thickness (high-speed streak region) are apparent on the
flanks of the elevated layer thickness region (low-speed streak region). The contours of V for all
slot mass-flow cases are similar, but the m˙0.215 slot mass-flow exhibits larger gradients in the wake
region. The V velocity component is always oriented away from the wall.
TheW contours show the greatest di↵erence. All slot mass-flows show a change in theW component
flow direction above the layer in the wake. For the m˙0.16 and m˙0.17655 slot mass-flows below y/ ⇤ . 1
at R = 250, the W flow near the wall is moving in the opposite direction to the flow directly above.
This is apparent in the mode shapes of figure 4.24 by the sign change. This region of opposite
crossflow shifts away from the centreline with increasing R. It is not apparent for the m˙0.215 slot
mass-flow that has a favourable pressure gradient from the attachment point. This could suggest
the adverse pressure gradient is responsible. However, at R = 250 and 500 the peak W velocity is
visibly closer to the wall for the m˙0.215 slot mass-flow (also see the Wˆ k mode shapes). The initial
streak created is lower in the layer, and this may be the cause. By R = 1000, the peak W appears
to be located at the same wall-normal distance for all cases, slightly above y/ ⇤ = 1.34.
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Figure 4.24: Wall-normal profile of Wˆ k Fourier mode shapes (imaginary component) for the case2T
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Figure 4.25: Cross-stream contours of the case2T streaks U scaled by Uedge. Contours are U/Uedge, 20
levels, with min/max range listed above each plot in [ ]. The U/Uedge = 1 contour goes vertical near the
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Figure 4.26: Cross-stream contours of the case2T streaks V scaled by Uedge. Contours are V/Uedge, 20
levels, with min/max range listed above each plot in [ ]. Rows are the same m˙slot. Columns are the same R.
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Figure 4.27: Cross-stream contours of the case2T streaks W scaled by Uedge. Contours are W/Uedge, 20
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4.4.7 Fourier Mode Energy
The linear, Optimal streak of Andersson et al. [1999] and Luchini [2000] in the Blasius layer will
reach a peak energy when the non-dimensional spanwise wavenumber ( ⇤) of a Fourier mode is
0.74 where,
 ⇤ =  
r
⌫x
U
⌘   . (4.19)
The energy for a given Fourier mode is defined by,
Eˆk =
ˆ Y
0
⇣
Uˆk
⌘2
+
⇣
Vˆ k
⌘2
+
⇣
Wˆ k
⌘2
dy. (4.20)
The integration is performed (arbitrarily) to Y = 6 ⇤. Similar to Fransson et al. [2004], a non-
dimensional streamwise coordinate can be defined,
X =
✓
  
 0.74
◆2
, (4.21)
where,
 0.74 is set to 0.74 so that Optimal streak would reach a maximum energy at X = 1,
  is taken to be the length-scale of the Blasius layer,
q
x⌫
Uedge
.
For a given physical wavelength, moving downstream will increase the layer thickness ( ). Thus, X
will increase with streamwise distance. For the current scaling, X = 1 when    = 0.74. The energy
can be used to indicate whether a mode in the streak is growing the same as the linear Optimal
streak. The streamwise position of maximum energy is used as it is easy to identify. The non-linear
amplitudes of the current streaks will a↵ect mode growth. However, the streamwise shift of peak
mode energy was shown by Andersson et al. [2001] to be small for Optimal streaks with significantly
larger amplitudes than the current streaks. Wall-normal profiles of streamwise vorticity in the early
layer (Re ⇤ = 75) for the current streaks are shown in figure 4.28 and the downstream growth of
Fourier mode energy in figure 4.29.
The dimensional energy of a given mode (Eˆk) is scaled by the mode energy in the wake at the
reference point (Eˆ0
k
ref , see figure 4.20) and the Reynolds number when    = 0.45 for the given
mode (Re0.45) as the maximum growth will scale with x2 (Andersson et al. [1999]). The quantity
Eˆk/
⇣
Eˆ0
k
refRe0.45
⌘
is plotted in figure 4.29. The largest wavelength to show a peak energy in the
domain is the k = 5 mode. For the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow, the peak is obtained slightly upstream
of the Optimal at X = 0.9. Shifting the attachment point away from the centreline shifts the peak
downstream, and for m˙0.215 the peak energy is slightly downstream of X = 1. As k is increased to
10 the peak energy is seen to shift downstream for all slot mass-flows; to X ⇡ 1 for the m˙0.17655
and X ⇡ 1.1 for m˙0.16 and m˙0.215 slot mass-flows. As k is increased further, the peak energy moves
upstream. For the m˙0.16 and m˙0.215 slot mass-flows, the k = 15 mode peak is near X = 1, but
the upstream growth appears to be altered, particularly for m˙0.16. The m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow
k = 15 mode exhibits a peak significantly upstream at X ⇡ 0.5. Pressure gradient e↵ects cannot
explain this as the m˙0.16 and m˙0.215 slot mass-flows have di↵ering pressure gradients. Modes with
k > 15 reach X = 1 at R < 450, where the layer has not yet achieved the Blasius shape factor (see
figure 4.6), and making a comparison to the Optimal streak less meaningful. However, for k & 17
the peak energy again shifts downstream.
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Fransson et al. [2004] performed a numerical experiment, stretching or compressing the perturbation
that creates the Optimal streak and observing the streak growth. The Optimal perturbation is
composed of pure streamwise vorticity with a maximum low in the layer and a second maximum of
opposite sign high in the layer. Stretching the disturbance, so the maxima are further from the wall,
led to a stronger streak that reached its maximum amplitude further downstream. The opposite
occurred when compressing perturbation.
Wall-normal profiles of streamwise vorticity in the early layer (Re ⇤ = 75) are shown in figure 4.28
for varying slot mass-flow. The profiles are significantly di↵erent from the Optimal with a non-zero
streamwise vorticity on the wall. For the m˙0.16 and m˙0.17655 slot mass-flows, two well-defined
maxima of streamwise vorticity can be seen for all wavelengths. The maxima for the m˙0.16 slot
mass-flow are located lower in the layer. In Section 4.4.2, the scaled streak amplitude at peak1
was found to be smaller for the lowerside attachment slot mass-flows. The upper maximum of
the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow streamwise vorticity is actually located slightly above the layer. For
the m˙0.215 slot mass-flow, the lower maximum is not as well defined, particularly for the shorter
wavelengths, but it is lower than for the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow. Again, the scaled streak amplitude
at peak1 was reduced relative to the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow. The upper maximum for the m˙0.215
slot mass-flow is located at the same wall-normal distance as the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow. The
scaled streak amplitude at peak2 was found to be near constant while for the m˙0.16 slot mass-flow
the scaled amplitude at peak2 is reduced.
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Figure 4.28: Streamwise vorticity modes for the case2T streaks in the early layer at Re ⇤ = 75. Top
row of figures in streamwise vorticity (!ˆx) imaginary component. Bottom row is normal vorticity (!y)
imaginary component. First column is m˙0.16. Second column is m˙0.17655. Third column is m˙0.215. Vorticity
is dimensional (s 1)
The observed trends appear to share some agreement with Fransson et al. [2004]. Shifting either
streamwise vorticity maximum towards the wall will reduce the streak strength. Despite the
di↵erences relative to the Optimal streak perturbation, non-linearity e↵ects, and the non-Blasius
base-flow in the early layer, modes with k . 10 reach their peak energy at a streamwise position
within ⇠ 25% of the Optimal streak and share a similar wall-normal Uˆk mode-shape. The peak
energy location is also further downstream than the roughness generated streaks of Fransson et al.
[2004].
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Figure 4.29: Scaled Fourier mode energy for the case2T streaks versus non-dimensionalised streamwise
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4.5 Streak from theWire Upstream of the Contraction (case4U)
Watmu↵ [2006] observed that a 254µm diameter wire (labelled case4U) placed upstream of the
contraction would produce a near immeasurable laminar wake upstream of the test-section plate
leading edge. The wake created a streak that was significantly stronger than the streak of case2T.
This suggests the streak may have been generated via a di↵erent receptivity mechanism.
4.5.1 Streak Strength & Amplitude
A maximum strength measured in terms of displacement thickness variation, equation (4.10), of
  ⇤ = 60% at R = 1200 was observed by Watmu↵ [2006]. The peak streak strength occurred
beyond the streamwise limit of observations, i.e. the streak was still growing.
A very weak wake with  U/U1 = 0.1% and a half width of approximately 10mm was measured
upstream of the leading edge (see figure 4.12) by Watmu↵ [2006]. The reference position was
63.5mm upstream of the leading edge. Initial CFD attempts to reproduce this streak used this
wake profile (no V component) as the inlet boundary condition to the test-section CFD mesh.
The resulting streak in the CFD simulations was near immeasurable. Neither the crossflow (W )
component of the wake, nor the small variation in U , is responsible for the streak.
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Figure 4.30: Upstream of contraction wire (case4U) wake on a reference line 63.5mm upstream of leading
edge. a)  U/U1 b) W/U1 c) V/U1 d) !xh/U1
To resolve the anomaly, the wake of the wire upstream of the contraction is estimated using
equations 4.7 and (4.9), and the known wire diameter. The two-dimensional wake is then imposed
at the inlet boundary condition of the contraction CFD model. The  U component of the
wake exiting the contraction and sampled at the reference position is shown in figure 4.12. It is
approximately half the experimentally measured wake strength. Not measured in the experiment
were the V and W components, which are also shown in figure 4.30, along with the streamwise
vorticity (!x). The largest velocity component of the wake is the V component. Its maximum
amplitude is approximately 1% of the free-stream velocity. Varying the slot mass-flow varies the
mean V component at this distance upstream of the leading. The mean has been removed when
reporting V upstream of the leading edge as it is independent of the wake. The wake downstream
of the contraction is composed primarily of streamwise vorticity (!x).
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Figure 4.31 shows the streak strength created by the wake with the V component for varying slot
mass-flow. The agreement with Watmu↵ [2006] is good for the higher slot mass-flows.
A single slot mass-flow must reproduce both the case2T and case4U experimental results as it was
not altered during the experiment. The m˙0.21 case satisfies this requirement.
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Figure 4.31: Upstream of contraction wire (case4U) streak strength, equation (4.10), with varying slot
mass-flow, compared to experimental measure of Watmu↵ [2006].
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Figure 4.32: Upstream of contraction wire (case4U) streak amplitude, equation (4.13), with varying slot
mass-flow
The streak amplitude, equation (4.13), is shown in figure 4.32 and is seen to peak at a value below
that for a secondary instability of the Optimal streak (Andersson et al. [2001]). However, it could
be strong enough to alter Tollmien-Schlichting wave growth rates significantly (Cossu & Brandt
[2004], Bagheri & Hanifi [2007]).
The peak streak strength occurs downstream of the peak amplitude but the general trends are
the same. The streak growth is slow initially, increasing to a near constant linear growth with R
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from R ⇡ 250, until reaching a maximum at R ⇡ 1500. The reduced growth in the early layer is
consistent with the observations of Klebano↵ streaks by Fransson et al. [2005a] and the downstream
linear growth is consistent with the urms results reported by Westin et al. [1994]. Unlike the case2T
streak, the minimum strength does not occur for m˙0.176555 where attachment is on the leading edge
centreline. Rather, it occurs for the attachment furthest on the topside, m˙0.215. The sensitivity
to attachment is significantly reduced relative to case2T. This is consistent with the experimental
observations of Kendall [1998] and Watmu↵ [1998] who report the Klebano↵ streak to be una↵ected
by the leading edge geometry and the analysis of Goldstein & Leib [1993] that considers the leading
edge to be infinitely thin when studying the receptivity to free-stream streamwise vorticity.
4.5.2 Wire Wake Through the Contraction
The streak, created by the wire placed upstream of the contraction, is generated by receptivity to
streamwise vorticity. The initial wake from the wire upstream of the contraction is described by
equation (4.7) with the Cd estimated as 1.62 by equation (4.9). This wake can be considered as
normal vorticity prior to the contraction, i.e. oriented in the direction of the geometrical contraction.
Inside the contraction, the normal vorticity is tilted relative to the streamlines. This introduces a
streamwise oriented component of vorticity which is then stretched by the accelerating flow.
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Figure 4.33: Stretching and tilting of a material line through a 5:1, two-dimensional contraction. Only
lower half of contraction is shown. Inviscid flow. Lower Boundary is slip-wall. The leading edge is located
at x/Lc = 1.3, y/h = 12.41. Lc is the contraction length (1524 mm).
Figure 4.33 depicts the tilting and stretching process based on the assumption of inviscid flow
carrying an initial normal vorticity component. A material line represents a vortex tube with the
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vorticity remaining oriented with the material line. At the contraction inlet, the material line is
oriented in the direction of the normal vorticity. As the material line convects downstream, it can
be seen to tilt due to the flow accelerating more rapidly on the contraction centre line relative to
the contraction boundary. The tilting introduces a component of streamwise oriented vorticity. As
the material line convects further it can be seen to stretch. Conservation of angular momentum
requires this stretching to increase the vorticity. Significant stretching does not occur until halfway
through the contraction. The maximum tilting and stretching occurs just prior to the contraction
exit. The material line is increasingly streamwise orientated when exiting the contraction and when
moving away from the contraction centreline. A movie demonstration of this process can be found
in Kline [1969]1.
The leading edge of Watmu↵ [2006] was located 47.3mm (12.4h) above the contraction floor.
Figure 4.33 reveals that the expected wake from a wire upstream of the contraction would be
composed primarily of streamwise vorticity. An initial estimate of the streamwise vorticity expected
can be formulated as,
!x = !y in ⇥ St⇥ sin ( ) , (4.22)
where,
!y in is the uniform normal vorticity entering the contraction,
St is the stretching ratio at the position of interest,
  is the tilt angle at the position of interest.
For the Watmu↵ [2006] wind tunnel, the expected maximum streamwise vorticity at the leading
edge would be estimated as,
!x = !y in ⇥ 1.68⇥ sin (83 ) = 1.67!y in. (4.23)
The predicted vorticity exiting the contraction is significantly greater than entering the contraction.
However, such a simple analysis neglects viscous e↵ects which are substantial.
Figure 4.34 shows contours of streamwise vorticity on a cross-stream plane at the reference position
generated by the wake of the wire. The reference plane is 11h upstream of the leading edge and
downstream of the contraction exit. Two simulations are shown. The first includes the contraction
boundary layer (no-slip wall). The second uses a slip-wall boundary condition for the contraction
floor that prevents a boundary layer forming. Inclusion of the contraction layer produces stronger
cores of vorticity about 4.5h above the contraction floor. A secondary core of opposite rotation and
weaker strength is located in the floor boundary layer. The peak streamwise vorticity strength is
97% of the peak normal vorticity entering the contraction (max (!y in)). The peak normal vorticity
entering the contraction for case4U is max (!y in) = 22.2s 1.
Despite the significant di↵erence in the flow pattern, the streamwise vorticity on a spanwise profile
at the leading edge height is almost identical for both contraction simulations. The maximum
streamwise vorticity on the profile is 60% of the peak normal vorticity entering the contraction.
This is significantly less than the inviscid prediction and indicates the substantial e↵ects of viscosity.
However, the strength of the streak generated in the test-section indicates that this is a significant
amount of streamwise vorticity.
1The video is available at www.youtube.com. Search term “Flow Visualization part 1 Kline”. The relevant section
starts at approximately 4m50s. Last accessed 12 Aug 2013
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Figure 4.34: Comparison of no-slip and slip-wall contraction cases on a cross-sectional plane 11h upstream
of leading edge. Leading edge position shown by blue dashed line. a) no-slip wall contraction. Contours of
!x/max (!y in), 40 levels from -2.9 to 2.9. b) slip-wall contraction. c) Comparison of !x/max (!y in) on
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Also apparent in figure 4.34 for the no-slip contraction, is the minimal streamwise vorticity near the
floor boundary. The inviscid analysis predicted the maximum streamwise vorticity to occur on the
boundary (greatest stretch and tilt). Despite the no-slip wall, there is an e↵ective boundary region.
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Figure 4.35: Contours (40 levels) of U scaled by U1 (free-stream velocity after the contraction) on vertical
planes cutting contraction. Contour min/max levels shown in [ ]. The test-section leading edge is located at
y/h = 0. The contraction floor is the bottom of each figure. a) x/Lc = 0, b) x/Lc = 0.2, c) x/Lc = 0.4, d)
x/Lc = 0.6, e) x/Lc = 0.8, f) x/Lc = 1.
The evolution of streamwise velocity and streamwise vorticity through the no-slip contraction is
shown in figures 4.35 and 4.36 with contours on vertical planes. The initial non-uniformity of the
inlet wake creates weak streamwise vorticity in the contraction layer. At x/Lc = 0.2, the streamwise
vorticity has increased nearly two orders of magnitude and a streak is seen in the contraction
floor boundary layer below the wire wake. At x/L = 0.4, distinct peaks of streamwise vorticity
with opposite rotation are seen in the layer and above the layer. Contours of streamwise velocity
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show the mushroom structure of a Go¨rtler vortex. At the contraction exit, the peak streamwise
vorticity above the layer is considerably stronger than in the layer. Contours of velocity also show a
considerably weaker streak than in the early contraction region.
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Figure 4.36: Contours (40 levels) of streamwise vorticity (!x) scaled by the maximum normal vorticity
entering the contraction (max (!y)) on vertical planes cutting contraction. Contour min/max levels shown
in [ ]. The test-section leading edge is located at y/h = 0. The contraction floor is the bottom of each
figure. a) x/Lc = 0, b) x/Lc = 0.2, c) x/Lc = 0.4, d) x/Lc = 0.6, e) x/Lc = 0.8, f) x/Lc = 1.
Lanspeary [1997] experimentally observed similar mushroom shaped flow structures above the tunnel
boundary layer in a low-speed wind tunnel. His investigations showed the number of structures
was reduced with increasing tunnel speed. Reducing tunnel speed would increase the size of the
structures while Go¨rtler vortices visible at higher speeds would not be discernible in the layer.
Lanspeary [1997] deduced that the Go¨rtler mechanism could not be responsible for these structures.
The process leading to their formation was attributed to flow non-uniformity introduced by upstream
screens entering the contraction. The Go¨rtler instability amplifies them before separation. The
separation flow pattern was not observed, but it was postulated to be a gradual strengthening
of accumulated layer vorticity, i.e. a negative bifurcation. Placing a series of screens deep into
the contraction to where the pressure gradient was favourable reduced the size and strength of
the mushroom structures. Inserting more screens further into the tunnel removed the mushroom
structures except in the corners of the contraction or at very low speeds.
Figure 4.37 shows surface streamlines just downstream of the inlet to the no-slip contraction. The
convergence of the streamlines is a visual indication of a local separation line by the definition of
Tobak & Peake [1982] and in agreement with the postulation of Lanspeary [1997]. Convergence
of streamlines is also apparent in the slip-wall contraction case (not shown), but the apparent
convergence is less dramatic and occurs farther into the contraction.
Figure 4.38 plots the maximum streamwise vorticity in the contraction for both the no-slip and
slip-wall contractions. Only the lower-half of the contraction and a single side of the wake symmetry
(z/h   0) is considered. Streamwise vorticity cores above the layer correspond to a maximum and
the vorticity of opposite rotation in the layer is a minimum. Considering the no-slip contraction
case, the initial growth in the early contraction of the maximum vorticity increases along with the
growth of the minimum vorticity. However, the growth of the maximum discernibly lags and is less
than experienced by the minimum. This suggests the maximum is being driven by the increasing
rotation of the minimum which is being created by the Go¨rtler instability. The maximum begins to
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Figure 4.37: Convergence of surface streamlines on the no-slip contraction floor, slightly downstream of
contraction inlet. Flow is left to right. Vertical axis of plot (spanwise direction in contraction) has been
scaled by a factor of 10.
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Figure 4.38: Maximum and minimum streamwise vorticity (!x) through the contraction and scaled by
the maximum normal vorticity into the contraction (max (!y in)). All data for contraction with no-slip
wall unless marked. Also plotted is the Cp on contraction centreline and streamwise variation of 1/cr, the
inverse of the contraction ratio.
decay at about a third of the way through the contraction when the wall curvature is nearly flat and
stable to the Go¨rtler instability. Again, it slightly lags the minimum in the layer. Growth begins
again at about half way through the contraction when the local flow is stretched and tilted. Now
the growth of the maximum precedes, and is significantly greater than, the growth of the minimum.
The maximum vorticity in the slip-wall contraction peaks at the same streamwise location as the
second peak of the no-slip contraction maximum vorticity. This confirms that stretching of vortex
filaments is responsible for the growth of vorticity in the later part of the contraction.
A simulation with the inlet velocity reduced by a factor of 5 was also conducted (not shown) using
the no-slip contraction. The streamwise vorticity exiting the contraction was dramatically reduced,
and the growth of the minimum in the layer was significantly delayed, i.e. reduced Go¨rtler instability.
The maximum value was also located closer to the top of the contraction layer. These trends
appear to agree with the observations and reasoning of Lanspeary [1997]. However, his flow was
significantly more complex due to screen wakes and the use of a three-dimensional contraction.
Simulations were also performed (not shown) using the slip-wall contraction with contraction ratios
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Figure 4.39: Upstream of contraction wire (case4U) flow angles approaching the leading edge on a plane
11h upstream. 40 contour levels. Angles are in degrees. Leading edge position is shown with dashed line.
a) angles relative to the x-z plane (↵y). b) combined flow angle, ↵t. c) angles relative to the x-y plane (↵z).
d) maximum spatial gradient of the combined flow angle,  ft 1
(cr) of 2.5 and 10. The inlet velocity, wake, and contraction profile were kept constant. The
maximum streamwise vorticity exiting the contraction scaled near linearly with the contraction
ratio. This indicates that the lateral component of velocity through the contraction is scaling with
cr as the analysis of Goldstein & Durbin [1980] indicated and not
p
cr.
The results indicate there are two mechanisms that create/amplify streamwise vorticity from normal
vorticity entering the contraction. The first is the Go¨rtler instability in the early contraction while
the second is tilting and stretching of the flow in the late contraction. Away from the contraction
walls and the strong core of streamwise vorticity produced by the Go¨rtler instability, the streamwise
vorticity is due to the stretching and tilting mechanism and can be captured by a model using a
slip-wall geometry.
As a final consideration, local flow angles relative to the x-z plane (↵y), x-y plane (↵z) and the
combined angle (↵t) on a cross-stream plane 11h upstream of the leading edge are shown in
figure 4.39. Owen & Owen [2008] summarise recent NTWC requirements for wind tunnel flow
quality. The NTWC guidelines require flow angles to be less than 0.1  with a spatial variation of less
than 0.01 ft 1. The current wake has a flow angle of 0.5  at the leading edge that is predominately
oriented in the vertical direction. More importantly, the maximum spatial gradient of the flow angle
near the leading edge is about 20 ft 1. This is significantly greater than allowed by the NTWC
standards. However, the spatial variation occurs in a spanwise distance of about 0.5 inches. A
survey of flow quality must resolve a scale smaller than this to detect, possibly large, angle gradients
indicating the presence of streamwise vorticity that will create a substantial streak in the early
laminar layer.
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4.5.3 Location of the Streak Peak Velocities
Figure 4.40 shows the evolution of  umin and  umax for the case4U streaks (see figure 4.18 for
definitions). The magnitude of  umin increases until R ⇡ 1300. The peak moves downstream with
increasing slot mass-flow. The  umax peak is further upstream at R ⇡ 1200. The ratio of  umax
to  umin decreases downstream from R ⇡ 400. The maximum value of the ratio is approximately
0.27. At the end of the CFD domain, it is approximately 0.2. The wall-normal location of  umin
increases, approximately linearly, with R until a value of ⇠ 1.9 ⇤. The wall-normal location of
 umax initially shifts towards the wall until R ⇡ 750 when it increases to nearly 1.37 ⇤ at R = 1500.
The spanwise location of  umax begins farther from the streak centreline for case4U compared to
case2T as would be expected with the wider wake. Like case2T, the boundary layer grows faster
than the streak spreads and by R = 1500 the spanwise distance to  umax is 3.5 ⇤. This distance
appears to be heading to an asymptote further downstream as was found for the case2T streaks
that asymptote to approximately 2 ⇤.
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Figure 4.40: Variation of  umax and  umin for the case4U streaks. a)  umax, equation (4.11), is dashed
grey line.  umin, equation (4.12), is solid black line. b) Solid black line is wall-normal location of  umin.
Dashed grey line is wall-normal location of  umax. c) Ratio of streak maximum to streak minimum velocity
deviation. d) Spanwise location of  umax relative to streak centreline.
The case4U streak structure appears to be di↵erent to case2T. The extended streamwise growth
for the case4U streak relative to the case2T streak can be explained by non-modal growth theory
and the wider wake for case4U. However, at R = 250 the case4U and case2T  umin and  umax
are comparable, but the wall-normal location of  umin is significantly higher for case2T (⇠ 1.65 ⇤
versus ⇠ 1.4 ⇤). The wall-normal movement of  umin with R also shows opposite trends but this
maybe because the case2T streak amplitude is not increasing downstream. Both the case2T and
case4U streaks  umin are significantly larger than  umax, with the maximum value of the ratio
slightly greater for the case2T streak (0.25 vs 0.2). The case2T and case4U streaks also spread
laterally slower than the boundary layer grows.
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4.5.4 Streak Fourier Decomposition
Figure 4.41 plots the Fourier decomposition of the case4U wake at the reference position 11h
upstream of the leading edge. Due to the larger spanwise domain for case4U,   = 2⇡.2 = 31.416m
 1.
For a given k, the case4U wavelength is 2.5 greater than case2T. The majority of the wake is seen
to be composed of the normal velocity component (V ) with a peak at k = 3. The V component is
nearly an order of magnitude larger than the W component, and nearly two orders of magnitude
larger than U . The majority of the wake energy is concentrated at wavenumbers below k = 15. All
the wavelengths of significant strength are significantly larger than the leading edge thickness.
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Figure 4.41: Upstream of the contraction wire (case4U) reference wake. Spanwise FFT of wake, 11h,
upstream of leading edge
Figure 4.42 is the streamwise development of (|Uˆkmax|/
q
Eˆ0
k
ref ), the scaled streamwise velocity
maximum of a mode which can be used to define a receptivity coe cient,
Rce = max
0@ |Uˆkmax|q
Eˆ0
k
ref
1A . (4.24)
The use of
q
Eˆ0
k
ref is e↵ectively the same as |Uˆkref | used for case2T as all of its energy is concentrated
in the streamwise velocity component. A streamwise maximum is observed for modes with k   7
with the maximum value increasing with k. Increasing slot mass-flow shifts the streamwise location
of the maximum downstream slightly. For all slot mass-flows and modes k > 10, the maximum
is seen to shift downstream with increasing k. This trend ceases for k & 20 (not shown) with the
peak remaining at R ⇡ 1250.
The k = 10 mode for case4U is the same wavelength as the k = 4 mode for case2T and the respective
receptivity coe cients are shown in table 4.5. Considering the same slot mass-flow, m˙0.17655, the
case2T streak |Uˆkmax| is observed to peak (RRc) downstream of the case4U streak (RRce). However,
the case4U streak does not show a minimum or modified growth at low R. For m˙0.17655, the case4U
streak receptivity coe cient is 12.4 times larger. For m˙0.215, the di↵erence is reduced to a factor
of 2.7. As a comparison, Schrader et al. [2010] found an approximate factor of 5 for an Ar = 6
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case2T, k = 4 case4U, k = 10
m˙slot Rc RRc Rce RRce
0.16 4.4 1430 32 1120
0.17655 2.5 1400 31 1160
0.215 10.5 1350 28.7 1250
Table 4.5: Mode with spanwise wavelength   = 20mm, receptivity coe cient and location (R) of the
maximum for case2T and case4U streaks.
modified super-ellipse when using steady disturbances that maintain linear amplitudes.
The receptivity results indicate that steady streak growth with attachment on the centreline and
sharp leading edges will be dominated by receptivity to streamwise vorticity. However, modification
of the attachment position can significantly alter this balance such that receptivity to normal
vorticity is a significant factor. If the free-stream has minimal normal vorticity, as is the case for
most wind tunnels at low FST levels, then there will not be a significant issue. At elevated FST
levels, there may be significant normal vorticity of low frequency present to alter results. Receptivity
to spanwise vorticity is also likely to be altered substantially. The modification of the downstream
pressure gradient will also a↵ect disturbance growth, and possibly the transition location. The
receptivity to streamwise vorticity is essentially unaltered by shifting the attachment point. Any
large amplitude streaks present in a low FST environment with a sharp leading edge should be
ascribed to the presence of streamwise vorticity in the free-stream.
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Figure 4.42: Upstream of the contraction wire (case4U) maximum streamwise velocity (|Ukmax|) scaled by
the reference free-stream energy (
q
Eˆ0
k
ref ) for the Fourier modes k = 1 to 15. Every 5th mode is shown
with dashed line. a) m˙0.16, b) m˙0.17655, c) m˙0.215
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4.5.5 Fourier Mode Shapes
Wall-normal Fourier mode shapes are plotted in figures 4.43, 4.44 and 4.45. Considering the Uˆk
profiles at R = 250, all modes apart from k = 20 exhibit a peak amplitude near y/ ⇤ = 1.34. With
increasing streamwise distance, the peak of the k = 1 mode moves away from the wall and peaks
near y/ ⇤ = 2.5. The k = 15 and k = 20 modes show a similar trend. The k = 5 and k = 10 modes
show peaks that move only very slightly with streamwise distance and maintains a profile close to
that of the Optimal and Klebano↵ streak urms.
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Figure 4.43: Wall-normal profile of Uˆk Fourier mode shapes (real component) for the case4U streaks
scaled by
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k
ref . Rows are the same m˙slot. Columns are the same R. Unmarked horizontal grid line is at
y/ ⇤ = 1.34.
The k = 20 mode is visibly inflectional near the wall for R = 500 and R = 1000 while a slightly
inflectional profile can be seen for the k = 15 mode at R = 1000. The Fourier mode profiles for the
case2T streak did not develop inflections (see figure 4.22). However, while individual Fourier modes
are inflectional for the case4U streak, no velocity profile through the streak is inflectional. With
increased streamwise distance and streak strength it seems likely that more Fourier modes would
develop an inflection which would lead to inflectional velocity profiles at some spanwise locations.
The analysis of Goldstein et al. [1992] and Goldstein & Leib [1993] found that a streak created by
streamwise vorticity would develop an inflectional velocity profile while a streak created by normal
vorticity would not.
The Vˆ k Fourier mode shape shows di↵erences to case2T at R = 250. For the case2T slot mass-flows
m˙0.16 and m˙0.17655, the Vˆ k profile near the wall was seen to change sign for all wavelengths. For
case4U at R = 250, only the k = 20 mode shows a sign change. This mode is of negligible amplitude
in the free-stream wake and is probably forced by non-linearity in the layer. For case4U at R = 1000,
the sign change is also seen to develop for the k = 10 mode for all slot mass-flows. The sign reversal
disappears with increasing R for the case2T streak.
The Wˆ k mode shape shows similar trends to the Vˆ k component. At R = 250, unlike the case2T
streak, only the k = 20 mode shows a reversed sign near the wall. Downstream the k = 10 mode
also shows the sign reversal. It could also be due to spanwise scales but, the Wˆ k, k = 15 mode for
the case4U streak, does not show a sign reversal near the wall at R = 250. Yet, the comparable
k = 5 mode for case2T does. Interestingly, for the case4U k = 20 mode the sign reversal is present
for all R and can be seen to develop with R for the k = 15 mode. This trend is opposite to that
observed for case2T.
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Figure 4.44: Wall-normal profile of Vˆ k Fourier mode shapes (real component) for the case4U streaks
scaled by
q
Eˆ0
k
ref . Rows are the same m˙slot. Columns are the same R. Unmarked horizontal grid line is at
y/ ⇤ = 1.34.
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Figure 4.45: Wall-normal profile of Wˆ k Fourier mode shapes (imaginary component) for the case4U
streaks scaled by
q
Eˆ0
k
ref . Rows are the same m˙slot. Columns are the same R. Unmarked horizontal grid
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4.5.6 Cross-stream Planes
Figures 4.46, 4.47 and 4.48 show cross-stream plane contours through the case4U streak. The
U contours reveal the streak is relatively insensitive to m˙slot and growing downstream. The V
component develops a negative component outside the layer on either side of the wake centreline.
The peak V component also decays less rapidly with streamwise distance, creating a relatively
strong region above the layer compared to the case2T wake.
The W component shows the greatest di↵erence relative to the cases2T streak. There is no change
in the crossflow velocity (W ) direction near the wall for the case4U streaks and only a single
maximum value is seen. It is suspected that the di↵erence is due to the initial perturbation causing
the streak, i.e. streamwise vorticity or normal vorticity.
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Figure 4.46: Cross-stream contours of the case4U streaks U scaled by Uedge. Contours are U/Uedge, 20
levels, with min/max range listed above each plot in [ ]. Rows are the same m˙slot. Columns are the same R.
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Figure 4.47: Cross-stream contours of the case4U streaks V scaled by Uedge. Contours are V/Uedge, 20
levels, with min/max range listed above each plot in [ ]. Rows are the same m˙slot. Columns are the same R.
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Figure 4.48: Cross-stream contours of the case4U streaks W scaled by Uedge. Contours are W/Uedge, 20
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4.5.7 Fourier Mode Energy
Figures 4.50 plots the Fourier mode energy for the case4U streaks versus the non-dimensionalised
streamwise coordinate X defined by equation (4.21). The modes k   11 reach X = 1 but are
not seen to have defined peaks in the CFD domain. The mode k = 12 for case4U has a very
similar wavelength to k = 5 for case2T. Unlike the case2T k = 5 mode that peaks near X = 1, the
peak energy for the case4U mode k = 12 will be obtained nearer X = 1.5. This is considerably
downstream of the Optimal streak. Increasing k for the case4U streak shifts the peak even further
downstream but this may be due to non-linear transfer of energy from larger wavelengths.
The case4U energy curves also exhibit a di↵erent growth in the early layer. The slope of the curve
is considerably reduced in the early layer relative to the maximum slopes seen downstream. The
reduced growth was observed for the streak amplitude in figure 4.32.
The initial streamwise vorticity perturbation in the early layer at Re ⇤ = 75 is shown in figure 4.49.
The appearance is very di↵erent to that of case2T and the Optimal streak perturbation of Andersson
et al. [1999]. The streamwise vorticity is increasing, approximately linearly, from a near zero value
in the upper layer to a maximum value on the wall. The deviation from the zero value is seen to
be located lower in the layer for the m˙0.16 slot mass-flow and higher for m˙0.215. This correlates
with the mode energy, streamwise peak position and value shown in figure 4.50. For the m˙0.215 slot
mass-flow, the streamwise peak value decreases in magnitude and moves downstream for a given
wavelength relative to the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow. The m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow streamwise peak
value decreases in magnitude, and moves downstream for a given wavelength relative to the m˙0.16
slot mass-flow.
The initial streamwise vorticity mode-shape can perhaps explain why the energy curves show slow
growth in the early layer. The case2T, m˙0.215 mode energy growth also shows a very slightly
reduced growth rate in the very early layer (see figure 4.29). Its profile of streamwise vorticity in
the early layer also shows a maximum value nearly located on the wall (see figure 4.28).
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Figure 4.49: Streamwise vorticity modes for the case4U streaks in the early layer at Re ⇤ = 75. Top
row of figures in streamwise vorticity (!ˆx) imaginary component. Bottom row is normal vorticity (!y)
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is dimensional (s 1)
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Figure 4.50: Upstream of the contraction wire (case4U) scaled Fourier mode energy versus non-
dimensionalised streamwise distance, equation (4.21), for the Fourier modes k = 1 to 15. Every 5th
mode is shown with dashed line. a) m˙0.16, b) m˙0.17655, c) m˙0.215
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4.6 Summary
The CFD results have reproduced the experimental streaks of Watmu↵ [2006] to good accuracy. The
leading edge attachment point has been identified as a substantial factor a↵ecting streak amplitude
when the streak is created by free-stream normal vorticity (case2T) as it modifies the radius of
curvature at attachment. Shifting the attachment point produced an order of magnitude change in
streak strength, but it did not scale linearly with the radius of curvature at attachment.
The wire upstream of the contraction streaks (case4U) relative to the test-section wire streaks are
an order of magnitude stronger. The creation of the contraction wire streak is explained by the
creation of streamwise vorticity in the contraction from a wake of normal vorticity entering the
contraction. While the Go¨rtler instability was responsible for the growth of streamwise vorticity in
the concave region of the contraction boundary layer, it was shown that stretching and tilting of
normal vorticity entering the contraction was responsible for the streamwise vorticity impinging
the leading edge. The relatively strong cores of streamwise vorticity seem to be similar to those
observed experimentally by Lanspeary [1997]. The large streamwise extent of contraction wire
streak growth was due to the wake containing larger wavelengths relative to the narrow wake of
test-section wire.
The receptivity to streamwise vorticity is shown to be considerably greater than normal vorticity,
which has also been found computationally by Schrader et al. [2010]. The current CFD results
allow the experiment of Watmu↵ [2006] to be viewed as experimental evidence for this. The relative
receptivity can be varied significantly by the leading edge attachment position and the corresponding
bluntness. The results showed the ratio of streamwise receptivity coe cient to normal vorticity
varied between factors of 2.5 and 12.4 for a 20mm wavelength (results include non-linear e↵ects).
Spanwise Fourier decomposition of the streaks revealed mode shapes that exhibit visible di↵erences
for the test-section and contraction wire streaks Vˆ and Wˆ components in the early layer. This
suggests the possibility that a steady streak in the early boundary layer may exhibit di↵ering linear
stability characteristics dependent on its formation mechanism. Measurements of receptivity for
large wavelengths using the streamwise velocity component also showed mode decay in the initial
layer for the test-section wire streak. This was shown to be due to the Uˆ component being stronger
high-up in the layer near the streamwise decaying wake.
Examination of the Fourier mode energy growth allowed comparison with the linear Optimal streak.
For the test-section wire streaks, modes with a spanwise wavelength significantly larger than the
leading edge width showed a streamwise peak near to where the Optimal would peak. Wavelengths
of the order of the leading edge thickness exhibited a peak energy considerably further upstream
of the Optimal which was not attributable to pressure gradients. It did vary substantially with
attachment position. For the wire upstream of the contraction streaks, the streamwise peak of
energy shifted downstream with decreasing wavelength. Examination of the streamwise vorticity
wall-normal profiles in the early boundary layer revealed mode shapes considerably di↵erent to the
Optimal streak perturbation.
Despite the Fourier modes generated by streamwise vorticity (contraction wire) not exhibiting an
energy growth curve similar to the Optimal streak or an initial streamwise vorticity perturbation
similar to the Optimal, the Uˆk mode shapes do, in general, show a similar wall-normal mode shape
to the Optimal (see figure 4.43). However, the Uˆk mode shape does begin to deviate from the
Optimal, with the maximum shifting away from the wall, when the non-dimensionalised streamwise
coordinate X is large. It is suggested that non-linear e↵ects are responsible for the extended
streamwise growth and that when this is dominating, the Uˆk maximum moves away from the wall.
The reduced growth rate in the early layer for the case4U modes and the long linear extent of
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growth beyond X = 1 (measured by both |Uˆk| and Eˆk) agrees with fundamental observations of
the Klebano↵ streak urms growth (see Westin et al. [1994], Fransson et al. [2005a]).
The wire in the test-section streaks also exhibit Uˆk wall-normal profiles, in general, similar to the
Optimal streak but the peak values are slightly higher than y/ ⇤ = 1.34. The two streamwise peaks
of streak amplitude can be explained by the narrow free-stream wake of the test-section wire and
the increased receptivity to normal vorticity of the scale of the leading edge which reaches a peak
value in the early layer. A modified spanwise wake profile, with relatively stronger large wavelength
modes, could produce a streak with a large extent of streamwise growth.
4.7 Discussion
The results presented provide physical, reproducible numbers that contribute to the study of flow
quality issues related to steady free-stream disturbances and test-section boundary layer spanwise
variation. The e cacy of the contraction in turning normal vorticity into streamwise vorticity o↵ers
an interesting simplification in the study of screens and downstream flow non-uniformity. Clearly,
the contraction must be considered a vital component in producing downstream spanwise variation
of the layer, despite increasing uniformity of the free-stream streamwise velocity component. As
a wake disturbance of pure normal vorticity has been shown to produce significant downstream
layer variation, it suggests that the study of how screens a↵ect downstream flow quality can be
modelled by the two-dimensional flow downstream of a zither placed upstream of a contraction.
This will considerably reduce computational costs and provide theoretical simplification. Such an
undertaking will be done in Chapter 5.
Further, the e ciency in converting normal vorticity to streamwise vorticity, (60% at the leading
edge for the current results) and the significantly increased receptivity of the layer to streamwise
vorticity (order of magnitude greater for the sharp leading edge) questions the use of a contraction
in wind tunnel design if spanwise uniformity of the test-section layer is desired. Traditionally,
contractions are associated with the stretching of streamwise vorticity entering the contraction
(greatest on the centreline) hence streamwise vorticity can be expected over the entire tunnel
cross-section if normal and streamwise vorticity is present upstream of the contraction. Any survey
of flow quality in the test-section must be able to measure weak crossflow velocity components
and must be done with a spanwise resolution able to detect the gradients of crossflow velocities.
The current results for a flow velocity of approximately 9.5ms 1 show flow angles less than 0.5  in
the leading edge region and concentrated in a spanwise region of half an inch produced a streak
of substantial strength. A survey of flow quality to detect disturbances that cause Klebano↵
streaks must resolve amplitudes and distances smaller than these. A flow quality study could be
designed using the non-modal growth theory of Andersson et al. [1999] and Luchini [2000] to predict
wavelengths that will peak in a given streamwise domain of interest and the current data, and that
of Schrader et al. [2010], can be used to approximately relate that to a free-stream disturbance
amplitude that must be detected.
Improving spanwise uniformity of the test-section boundary layer (not the free-stream) requires
either reducing the contraction ratio (or lengthening the contraction if separation issues allow) or
minimising the streamwise and normal vorticity entering the contraction. If a given distance is
available to extend a wind tunnel, then that distance is best used upstream of the contraction in
order to increase the distance from the settling chamber screens. It is known that screens of su cient
open-area ratio (& 60%), and high weave uniformity, decrease test-section spanwise variation but the
direct reasons why have not been explained. Assuming screens are needed for turbulence or other
flow quality issues, the possibility of using perpendicular zithers with some some streamwise spacing
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and located upstream of a two-dimensional contraction is suggested as a possible improvement.
The final zither would be oriented with wires perpendicular to the geometrical contraction of the
flow (opposite to the case4U wire). Thus, the dominant vorticity entering the contraction would be
expected to be spanwise oriented, and it would not be tilted and stretched to create streamwise
vorticity in a two-dimensional contraction.
Finally, the results highlight flow attachment position on the leading edge as an important receptivity
issue. Many experiments alter the flow attachment position to reduce the adverse pressure gradient
in the recovery region. Most simulations assume leading edge attachment on the centreline. The
order of magnitude variation in normal vorticity streak strength with di↵ering attachment position,
highlights this as an important issue for any computation that seeks to recreate experimental data
that involves the receptivity of normal vorticity.
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Chapter 5
Zither Wakes and the
Test-section Boundary Layer
Wind tunnel settling screens are used to improve flow quality. Primarily, interest has been in
turbulence reduction (e.g. see Groth & Johansson [1988]), control or manipulation of the turbulence
downstream (e.g. see Tan-Atichat et al. [1982]), or the design of screens to produce a sheared
mean flow (e.g. see Koo & James [1973]). The potential e↵ects on the spanwise variation in the
test-section layer have been noted by many experimentalists but this topic has not been the focus
of a computational study. This is possibly due to computational requirements and the apparent
belief that free-stream turbulence is responsible for the major flow quality issues in the test-section.
Both screen open-area ratio and its quality (non-uniformity) are identified issues that are related to
spanwise variation in the test-section layer, but no measurements have tracked a disturbance in
the layer to its source. The consensus appears to be that jets coalesce downstream of the screen
due to an “instability” formed at low open-area ratios. From this instability, longitudinal vortices
(streamwise vorticity) form, which persist through the contraction to the test-section (Mehta &
Bradshaw [1979]). Beyond the guideline of using screens with an open-area ratio greater than 57%
(Bradshaw [1965]), and the highest quality screen downstream (Watmu↵ [1998]), there is little
other information beyond empiricism that can be used to identify how and why a given screen is
producing poor flow quality.
The work in this Chapter will attempt to provide a link between screens and test-section layer
spanwise variation. To achieve this, CFD will be used to compute the steady, laminar wakes
downstream of zithers of wires with di↵ering open-area ratios and non-uniformity. The work of
Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] will be used to link the flow downstream of zithers with imperfections
and the resultant wakes.
The wakes from the zithers will then be passed through a contraction and onto the leading edge of
a flat-plate located in the test-section with the same configuration as described in Chapter 4. The
contraction will tilt and stretch the normal vorticity of the zither wake into streamwise vorticity.
This is in contrast to the view that streamwise vorticity in the test-section is due to streamwise
vorticity upstream of the contraction. It is anticipated that the wake exiting the contraction will
have a near uniform streamwise velocity component yet produce streaks of noticeable strength.
This is similar to an experiment where Klebano↵ streaks are observed in the layer but not linked to
the free-stream. The streaky layer will be quantified, and BiGlobal/PSE-3D calculations used to
assess the e↵ects on streaky layer, linear stability.
The work of this Chapter is strictly applicable to zithers with steady laminar wakes. However,
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qualitative similarities with observations made from screens will be noted. The concepts explored
will be implied to be valid for screens without direct proof.
5.1 The Results of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer
Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] experimentally studied the flow downstream of screens and zithers.
Their primary motivation was to investigate the wake e↵ects in the stagnation region of a downstream
cylinder. Their work and analysis provides a good starting point to study screens and their e↵ect on
flow quality. Unlike most previous analysis of screen wakes, viscosity is considered in the analysis.
5.1.1 Wake Strength
Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] derive a relation predicting the mean strength of the far, steady
laminar wake from a zither of wires by considering the zither wake as a linear summation of each
individual wire wake. Details of the derivation will be provided in Section 5.2 when the theory is
extended. The mean zither wake strength was predicted as,
p
u2 = 0.2233
q  
Mx0.75
, (5.1)
where,p
u2 is the mean wake strength,
q is the mean source strength of the wires in the zither,
M is the mesh spacing (distance between centre of wires),
   is the non-dimensional standard deviation of the wire positions ( n) (see Section 5.2.2),
x is a non-dimensional streamwise distance given by,
x =
x
M
1
ReM
, (5.2)
ReM is the Reynolds number based on M .
Equation (5.1) is important as it provides a relation between the wake strength and a measure
of zither non-uniformity (  ) (i.e. quality) that could be used to relate wind tunnel screens to
spanwise variation of the test-section layer. Equation (5.1) predicts the wake strength will increase
linearly with increasing mesh non-uniformity (  ). The wake from a perfect zither (   = 0) would
be predicted to have zero strength. This is quite accurate. CFD simulations (not shown), do indeed
reveal the wake of a perfect zither in a perfect uniform flow, to have negligible strength within a
few mesh lengths downstream. However, such a perfect zither (like a perfect screen) is unlikely to
exist physically.
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The e↵ect of open-area ratio on wake strength is incorporated with the mean source strength term
(q). The drag force of an individual, non-lifting body in an infinite flow is related to q by (see
Batchelor [2000]),
D = ⇢U1q, (5.3)
where,
⇢ is the fluid density,
D is the drag force of the body.
The terms drag and source will be used interchangeably.
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Figure 5.1: Perfect zither, wire drag coe cient (Cd = D/0.5⇢U
2
1d) versus open-area ratio ( ). Blue +
markers are CFD solution for Red = 30. Red x markers are CFD solution for Red = 45. Blue line is fit
to Red = 30 data given by, Cd = (43.12  + 7787) /
 
 2   28.72  + 396.4 . Red line is fit to Red = 45 data
given by, Cd = (26.7  + 6972) /
 
 2   24.2  + 319.1 .
With decreasing open-area ratio the drag force on a wire in the zither increases non-linearly as
shown in figure 5.1. The results have been computed with the Ansys Fluent CFD package using a
similar mesh and solver settings as used for later zither studies that will be described in Section 5.3.
The relation between drag coe cient,
Cd =
2D
⇢U21d
, (5.4)
and hence q, and the open-area ratio ( ), is seen to be highly non-linear. The open-area ratio of a
zither is defined as,
  = 1  d
M
, (5.5)
where d is the diameter of the wires in the zither.
The drag is seen to rise rapidly below an open-area ratio of 60% in figure 5.1. The wake strength
equation (5.1) would predict the wake strength to scale directly with this relation. The rapid
increase below   = 60% qualitatively agrees with experimental observations that screens should
have   > 57%. The wake strength predicted by equation (5.1) is also a function of M0.5. The
turbulence downstream of screens of a fixed open-are ratio is found to increase with mesh spacing
(Groth & Johansson [1988]).
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The wake strength equation (5.1) can be re-written as,
p
u2 = 0.11165Cd  U1d
✓
⌫U1
x
◆0.75s d
1    . (5.6)
Using the fitted relations for wire Cd in a zither (see figure 5.1) an open-area ratio to produce the
minimum wake strength can be predicted by finding the minimum of equation (5.6). For Red = 30
and Red = 45, the predicted wake strength will be a minimum for any x and    if the zither
open-area ratio is 80.2% (the open-area ratio for the two Red di↵ers at the 4th significant figure).
This analysis assumes Cd is independent of   .
Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] applied the wake strength equation (5.3) to the wake of screens (see
their figure 6, reproduced in this document as figure 5.2) over a Reynolds number range based on
screen wire diameter (Red) of 30 to 110. The non-uniformity of the screen weave was unknown
and an assumed value based on manufacturer data was used. The value of q was obtained from an
empirical relation to the measured pressure drop. The agreement between 0.1 . x . 1 is generally
good. However, beyond x ⇡ 1 the observed wake is, in general, considerably stronger. This indicates
the wake is now decaying at a rate xa where a >  0.75. The apparent change in wake decay is less
discernible with decreasing open-area ratio. Interestingly, the   = 57% screen is observed to have
the strongest measured wake.
The Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] results do suggest the relations derived for a zither are directly
applicable to, or exhibit the same trends as screens. It also indicates possible validity for a range of
Reynolds numbers, including screens with unsteady wakes.
5.1.2 Spanwise Wavelength of the Wake
Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] derive a relation predicting the dominant spanwise wavelength present
in the far, steady wake from a zither. Details of the derivation will be provided in Section 5.2. The
dominant spanwise wavelength is predicted as,
 
M
=
p
8⇡2x, (5.7)
where   is the spanwise wavelength.
As the flow convects downstream, the wakes of individual wires coalesce, increasing the apparent
wavelength. Directly downstream of the zither the observed wavelength would be M . Thus,
equation (5.7) is not valid close to the zither as it would predict a zero wavelength.
The spanwise wavelength is predicted by equation (5.7) to be independent of M and the zither
geometry (  =
q
8⇡2 x⌫U1 ). This equation is important in relating disturbances in the test-section
layer as it predicts the dominant spanwise wavelength is solely a function of streamwise distance.
For large x, small changes in x will not significantly change the wavelength due to the x0.5 variation.
Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] applied equation (5.3) to the wake of a screen (see their figure 5)
and zither (see their figure 7). The peak wavelength was determined by counting the visible peaks
of a hydrogen bubble visualisation of the wake. The agreement with equation (5.7) was good for
both screens and zithers for 0.1 . x . 1. Beyond this position, the observed wavelength appeared
to become constant.
Klebano↵ streaks are forced by free-stream disturbances, and the observed spanwise spacing of
the streaks is relatively consistent between di↵ering wind tunnels. The wavelength invariance with
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Figure 5.2: Measurements of the wake strength downstream of three di↵erent screens by Bo¨ttcher &
Wedemeyer [1989] (their figure 6). Figure (a) is screen with   = 53%. Figure (b) is screen with   = 57%.
Figure (c) is screen with   = 75%.
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respect to M in equation (5.7) agrees with the observations of Matsubara & Alfredsson [2001]
who found a physically constant Klebano↵ streak spacing with varying grids and perhaps a slight
reduction with an increase in tunnel velocity. It also concurs with the results of Swearingen &
Blackwelder [1987] who found that the spacing of Go¨rtler vortices was una↵ected by changing the
mesh size or position of the final settling chamber screen, but the spacing pattern was dependent
on the individual screen and repeatable.
Equation (5.7) suggests that if di↵ering zithers were placed far upstream of test-section layer at
di↵ering but large distances (i.e. di↵ering screens in di↵ering wind tunnels) and the unit Reynolds
number is similar, then the spanwise wavelength of the wake forcing the Klebano↵ streaks would
be similar. However, equation (5.7) does not take into account the e↵ect of a contraction placed
between the zither and the leading edge.
5.2 Steady Laminar Wake Prediction
Results to be presented will show the far wake decay rate can deviate substantially from equa-
tion (5.1). However, not all zither wakes will deviate. Deviation is more apparent with increasing
variation in each wire’s drag. These trends are in agreement with all experimental observations that
reducing the screen open-area ratio, and reduced screen quality, can produce significant spanwise
variation in the downstream test-section layer. The cause has previously been attributed to an
“instability” (but not as considered in linear stability theory) and the coalescence of jets. While the
coalescence of jets may be physically apparent, it does not provide a quantitative measurement of
the wake nor provide an explanation as to why the downstream test-section layer exhibits increased
spanwise variation. Why do screens of low open-area ratio and poor quality create test-section
layers with greater spanwise variation?
5.2.1 The Wake Governing Equation
The (simplified) governing equation of a far wake is given by the linear, di↵usion equation (Batchelor
[2000], Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] ),
U1
@u
@x
= ⌫
@2u
@2z
, (5.8)
which is valid when the cross-flow velocity component of the wake is considerably smaller than the
streamwise component.
The accuracy of the linear di↵usion equation (5.8) has already been shown in figure 4.12 where the
predicted wake of a single cylinder, equation (4.7), derived from equation (5.8), matches closely
to experimental measurements. The linear di↵usion equation is parabolic in the streamwise (x)
direction . Considering a spanwise (z) periodic domain of width L and using Fourier series in the z
direction, it can be shown the solution to equation (5.8) is,
u (x, z) =
1X
k= 1
ake
2⇡ikz
L exp
✓ 4⇡2k2⌫x
U1L2
◆
, (5.9)
where ak are the unknown Fourier coe cients.
The energy in the wake is given by the square of equation (5.9). A measure of wake strength can
be found by evaluating the spanwise average of energy,
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1
L
ˆ L
0
u (x, z)2 =
" 1X
k= 1
ak exp
✓
2⇡ikz
L
◆
exp
✓ 4⇡2k2⌫x
U1L2
◆#2
. (5.10)
Applying the identity,
1
L
ˆ L
0
exp
✓
2⇡ik1z
L
◆
exp
✓
2⇡ik2z
L
◆
=
8<: 01 , k1 =  k2 , (5.11)
and noting ak = conj (a k) as u is a real-valued function gives the mean wake energy as,
u2 =
1X
k= 1
|ak (k) |2 exp
✓ 8⇡2k2⌫x
U1L2
◆
, (5.12)
where ak has been written ak (k) to emphasise it is a function of k. This function is the energy of
the entire flow, i.e. the mean flow U1 has not been subtracted o↵.
The downstream decay of a given mode k is described by the exponential term in equation (5.9),
decay = exp
✓ 4⇡2k2⌫x
U1L2
◆
. (5.13)
It can be seen that as k increases (wavelength decreases), the decay rate with streamwise distance
x is increased non-linearly.
5.2.2 Summation of Wakes
The wake of a zither (constructed from wires) will be considered as the summation of each individual
wire wake. Unlike Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] that assumes each individual wire to have the
same wake, the following derivation will assume each wire has an individual wake given by an
unknown function, Wn (z   zn), where zn is the spanwise location of the nth wire. Therefore, the
wake of the zither at x = 0 (initial condition) is given as,
u (0, z) =
NX
n=1
Wn (z   zn) , (5.14)
The Fourier coe cients of equation (5.9) are determined by substituting equation (5.14) into
equation (5.9) giving,
ak =
1
L
ˆ L
0
NX
n=1
Wn (z   zn) exp
  2⇡ikz
L
 
dz. (5.15)
Far from the zither the observed wavelengths are large in comparison to the individual wire wakes.
As argued by Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989], the wake function of a wire can be considered as a
point source,
ˆ
Wn (z   zn) = qn  (z   zn) , (5.16)
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where   (z   zn) is the Dirac function and qn is the source strength of the nth wire. The Fourier
coe cients are then,
ak =
1
L
NX
n=1
qn exp
✓ 2⇡ikzn
L
◆
. (5.17)
As defined by Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989], every wire in the zither is perturbed from its perfect
position (Mn), giving the position of the nth wire as,
zn =M (n+  n) , (5.18)
where  n is a non-dimensional, random variable with an assumed zero mean and   ⌧M .
The source strength of each wire is also assumed to vary from the mean source strength of the wire,
qn = q (1 + an) , (5.19)
where,
q is the average source strength,
an is a non-dimensional, random variable with zero mean by definition and an ⌧ q.
Substituting equation (5.18) and (5.19) into equation (5.17) gives the Fourier coe cients as,
ak =
q
L
NX
n=1
(1 + an) exp
✓ 2⇡ikM (n+  n)
L
◆
. (5.20)
As can be seen from equation (5.13), modes of small k will dominate the downstream wake.
This implies k nN is small for the modes of interest in the far wake, and the exponential term in
equation (5.20) can be expanded with the first terms of the exponential power series, ex ⇡ 1 + x.
The substitution L = NM can also be made giving,
ak =
q
NM
NX
n=1
(1 + an)
✓
1  2⇡ik n
N
◆
exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆ 
, (5.21)
and expanding gives,
ak =
q
NM
NX
n=1
exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
+
q
NM
NX
n=1
 2⇡ik n
N
exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
+
q
NM
NX
n=1
an exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
+
q
NM
NX
n=1
 2⇡ikan n
N
exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
. (5.22)
The first term in equation (5.22) is non-zero only when |k| is an integer multiple of N . Modes of
k = N and larger will decay rapidly downstream of the zither and can be neglected. The mode
k = 0 is the constant uniform flow. It can be neglected in an analysis of the wake strength. The
second term and fourth terms are functions of k. For k = 0, these terms will equal zero and have
no e↵ect on the mean flow. The third term is also zero for k = 0 as, by definition, the mean of an
is zero. Removing the uniform flow component gives,
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ak =
q
NM
NX
n=1
 2⇡ik n
N
exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
+
q
NM
NX
n=1
an exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
+
q
NM
NX
n=1
 2⇡ikan n
N
exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
. (5.23)
As the uniform mean has been removed, equation (5.12) now represents the perturbation in wake
amplitude,
 u2 =
1X
k= 1
|ak (k) |2 exp
✓ 8⇡2k2⌫x
U1L2
◆
. (5.24)
When describing the wake without the uniform mean, the summation over k should not include
k = 0. Figure 5.3 provides an overview of the emerging wake downstream of four di↵erent zithers
examples as predicted by equation (5.24). Each zither example has the same q and mean mesh
spacing (M).
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Figure 5.3: Four examples of periodic zithers consisting of 10 wires and the downstream development
of the wakes as predicted by the linear di↵usion equation. The spanwise position of the wires and their
diameters are drawn to scale.
The first zither example has perfect mesh spacing, and at the closest measurement position the
spanwise wake pattern matches the mesh spacing of the zither. Moving downstream, the wake
strength rapidly reduces as only a single mode, k = M , has been excited and this mode decays
rapidly. Physically, the wake pattern from each wire is cancelling.
The second zither example perturbs the wire position with a sinusoidal pattern,  n = a sin
 
2⇡
L z
 
,
such that the standard deviation of  n is some value c. Directly downstream of the zither the wake
pattern is very similar to that of the perfect zither as the mode k =M is still dominant. Further
downstream the wake pattern evolves a sinusoidal variation related to the imposed perturbation on
wire position. Visually, the imposed perturbation on wire position is di cult to distinguish.
The third zither example perturbs the wire positions randomly such that the standard deviation is
the same as for the sinusoidal variation. The wake pattern at the closest measurement position
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is still dominated by a sinusoidal pattern with a wavelength equal to the mesh spacing. However,
unlike the sinusoidal zither, other wavelengths have been excited and there is a slight di↵erence
in the apparent wake pattern. The peak values directly downstream of a wire (and in between
wires) are very similar as each wire source strength is the same. The wake pattern that evolves
downstream is more complicated and apparently random. The apparent wavelength has increased
as small wavelengths decay. The actual wake pattern is not random and is directly linked to the
wire positions. The wake pattern is nearly a perfect sinusoid at the furthest downstream position
as only the k = 1 mode remains with any significant amplitude.
The fourth zither example keeps the wire positions the same as the perfect zither but varies the
wire diameter. This will vary the source strength for each wire. Equations (4.9) and (5.3) have
been used to relate the wire diameter to the source strength. The standard deviation in source
strength  a is the same as    for the previous zither. Again, the wake pattern directly downstream
of the zither is dominated by sinusoidal variation with wavelength M . Larger di↵erences are seen
in the peaks as all wires have di↵ering source strengths. Further downstream the apparent wake
pattern follows a similar trend as the previous zithers with small wavelengths decaying. Comparing
the peak values at x = 0.5 and x = 5 relative to the third zither, it is apparent that the fourth
zither wake is not decaying as rapidly. This limited and artificial result suggests the source strength
of individual wires, not considered by Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989], is important in determining
the downstream wake.
5.2.3 Wakes from Perturbations in Wire Position
A real (constructed) zither is likely to have variation in wire position relative to the perfect zither.
It is likely that the variation in position will be random although large-scale periodic patterns
could be present for some manufacturing processes. This is the analysis presented by Bo¨ttcher &
Wedemeyer [1989]. Assuming that each wire of the zither is identical and neglecting the change
in wire source strength due to an error in position (all an = 0) then the Fourier coe cients of
equation (5.23) are given by,
ak =
q
NM
NX
n=1
 2⇡ik n
N
exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
. (5.25)
Equation (5.25) and (5.2) can be directly substituted into the equation for the wake energy (5.24)
giving,
 u2 =
4⇡2q2
N2M2
1X
k= 1
✓
k
N
◆2
abs
 
NX
n=1
 i n exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆!2
exp
✓ 8⇡2k2x
N2
◆
. (5.26)
The summation over n in equation (5.26) is unique for a given zither, and this summation is carried
out for every mode k (it is a function of k). It has been assumed that  n is a random variable
that is expected to excite all wavelengths relatively equally (Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989]). Thus,
while the summation over n will vary with k, its value will oscillate a relatively small amount about
the mean value. Thus, the n summation for any k can be replaced with the mean value of the
summation with respect to k without a significant loss of accuracy. The mean of the summation is
directly related to the standard deviation of  n (  ) and its mean (µ ),
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mean
0@abs mX
k= m
NX
n=1
 i n exp
✓ 2⇡iKn
N
◆!21A ⌘ 1
2m
⇥abs
 
mX
k= m
NX
n=1
 i n exp
✓ 2⇡iKn
N
◆!2
= N 2  + µ
2
 N. (5.27)
Substituting equation (5.27) into equation (5.26) and truncating the series in k to N modes since
smaller wavelength modes will decay rapidly and not a↵ect the far wake gives,
 u2 =
4⇡2q2
M2
NX
k= N
✓
k
N
◆2  
 2  + µ
2
 
 
exp
✓ 8⇡2k2x
N2
◆
. (5.28)
Considering a zither with an infinite number of wires (N !1) allows the substitution K = kN and
the discrete summation over k is replaced by an integral over K.
u2 =
4⇡2q2 ⇥   2  + µ2  
M2
ˆ +1
 1
K2 exp
  8⇡2K2x  dK (5.29)
By taking the derivative of the term in the integrand, the mode with the largest energy is found as,
K =
1p
8⇡2x
. (5.30)
The corresponding wavelength is then,
 
M
=
p
8⇡2x, (5.31)
as originally derived by Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989].
The integral of equation (5.29) is a known solution found as,
 u2 =
4⇡2q2
 
 2  + µ
2
 
 
M2
⇥ 1
2
r
⇡
(8⇡2x)3
. (5.32)
The average wake strength, non-dimensionalised by U1, is then,
p
 u2
U1
= 0.2233
q
p
( 2  + µ
2
 )
MU1x0.75
. (5.33)
If the mean of  n is zero then the wake strength of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] is recovered,
p
 u2
U1
= 0.2233
q  
MU1x0.75
. (5.34)
This formula predicts the wake strength due to variation in wire position.
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5.2.4 Wakes from Perturbations in Wire Source Strength
Another possibility is that all wires are spaced perfectly, but the individual drag of each wire, hence
source strength, is varying. This could occur if wires had di↵ering diameters, geometry, or the
inflow has spanwise variation. Assuming all the wires to be perfectly positioned (all  n = 0) gives
the Fourier coe cients,
ak =
q
NM
NX
n=1
an exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
. (5.35)
The energy of the zither wake is then found by substituting equation (5.35) and (5.2) into the
equation for wake energy (5.24),
 u2 =
q2
N2M2
1X
k= 1
abs
 
NX
n=1
an exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆!2
exp
✓ 8⇡2k2x
N2
◆
. (5.36)
Again, considering a zither with an infinite number of wires, N ! 1, allows the substitution
K = kN and the discrete sum is replaced by an integral. The random variable an has a zero mean
by definition and it will be assumed that an excites all spanwise wavelengths relatively equally.
This allows the summation over n to be replaced with its mean value, N 2a. Taking the spanwise
mean of the energy gives the measure of the wake strength as,
 u2 =
q2 2a
M2
ˆ +1
 1
exp
  8⇡2K2x  dK. (5.37)
From the integrand, the mode with the largest energy is K = 0, and its relative peak becomes
stronger with increasing x. However, the wake component k = 0 mode has zero energy. As all
modes start with the same energy at the zither, and decay according to equation (5.13), then the
K = 1 mode will have the greatest energy.
The integral of equation (5.37) is a known solution found as,
 u2 =
q2 2a
M2
⇥
r
⇡
8⇡2x
. (5.38)
The average wake strength, non-dimensionalised by U1, is then given by,
p
 u2
U1
= 0.4466
q a
MU1x0.25
. (5.39)
This wake strength formula predicts the wake due to variation in only wire drag force. It is
significantly di↵erent from that derived by Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989], equation (5.34). The
numerical coe cient is twice as large but more important is the change of the x power. The reduced
power (-0.25) will produce a more rapid wake decay for x < 1. However, for x > 1 the wake decay
rate will be reduced. This suggests the possibility that a zither with significant drag variation may
produce a far wake that is considerably stronger.
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5.2.5 General Zither Wake
Finally, a zither with both variation in wire position and source strength is considered. The Fourier
coe cients given by equation (5.22) are substituted into equation (5.24),
 u2 =
q2
N2M2
1X
k= 1
abs
 
NX
n=1
 2⇡ik n
N
exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
+
NX
n=1
an exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆
+
NX
n=1
 2⇡ikan n
N
exp
✓ 2⇡ikn
N
◆!2
exp
  8⇡2k2x  . (5.40)
The ak term can be factored as,
ak =  2⇡ik
N
A (k) +B (k) , (5.41)
where A (k) contains the summations of  n and an n; B (k) contains the an summation. Then,
 u2 =
q2
N2M2
1X
k= 1
✓
4⇡2k2
N2
AA† +BB† +
4⇡k
N
Real
 
AB†
 ◆
exp
  8⇡2k2x  , (5.42)
where † represents complex conjugation.
Again, all ak terms are assumed to be excited relatively equally allowing the summations to be
replaced with their means. The means are given by (noting µa = 0),
AA† = N 2  +Nµ
2
  +N 
2
 a +Nµ 2a, (5.43)
BB† = N 2a, (5.44)
Real (AB†) = Nµ 2a, (5.45)
where,
 2 a =
1
N
PN
n=1 ( nan)
2,
µ 2a =
1
N
PN
n=1  
2
nan.
Substituting the means into equation (5.42), considering an infinite zither and replacing the
summation with an integral gives,
 u2 =
q2
M2
ˆ 1
 1
 
4⇡2K2
 
 2  + µ
2
  +  
2
 a + µ 2a
 
+  2a + 4⇡Kµ 2a
 
exp
  8⇡2K2x  dK. (5.46)
Assuming an ⌧ 1 and  n ⌧ 1 then terms involving their higher products can be neglected to
provide an estimate of the mode with peak energy in the wake as,
K =
q
x  2 2a
 2 
x2
2
p
2⇡x
, (5.47)
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giving a wavelength,
 
M
=
2
p
2⇡xq
x  2 2a
 2 
x2
. (5.48)
Like the previous wake cases, the peak wavelength is independent of M . Unlike the wavelength
formulas for the previous cases, the dominant wavelength is dependent on the zither non-uniformity.
Initially, for small x and  a 6= 0 the wavelength will be larger than equation 5.31. With increasing
x the 2 
2
a
 2 
x2 will dominate and the predicted wave length will asymptote to infinity at x = 1p
2
  
 a
.
Physically, this is the change from the well-defined peak wavelength given by a zither with variation
in wire position, equation 5.31, to the k = 1 mode for a zither with variation in wire drag.
The mean energy of the wake is found as the solution of the integral equation (5.46),
 u2 =
4⇡2q2
 
 2  + µ
2
  +  
2
 a + µ 2a
 
M2
⇥ 1
2
r
⇡
(8⇡2x)3
+
q2 2a
M2
⇥
r
⇡
8⇡2x
, (5.49)
where the integral involving 4⇡Kµ 2a is zero.
The average wake strength, non-dimensionalised by U1, is then,
p
 u2
U1
=
s
0.22332q2 ( 2  + µ
2
  +  
2
 a + µ 2a)
M2U21x
1.5 +
0.44662q2 2a
M2U21x
0.5 . (5.50)
For all an = 0, equation (5.33) is recovered. For all  n = 0, equation (5.39) is recovered. In general,
it is expected that an ⌧ 1 and  n ⌧ 1 so the combined wake strength may be predicted as,
p
 u2
U1
=
0.2233q  
MU1x0.75
s
1 + 4
 2a
 2 
x. (5.51)
Equation (5.51) is the combined wake strength equation, due to variation in both wire position and
wire drag.
5.2.6 Wake Strength and Zither Size
The analysis presented considers the wake from a zither to consist of two components, that due
to variation in wire position, and that due to variation in wire drag. Figure 5.4 demonstrate the
relative e↵ects of these variations for three di↵ering zithers: one with variation only in wire position
(   = 0.05,  a = 0); one with variation only in wire drag (   = 0,  a = 0.05); and one with variation
of both wire position and drag (   =  a = 0.05). The distributions of both the wire position and
drag variation are created to be (nearly) normal as shown in the quantile plots of figure 5.5. They
have the same standard deviation. The Fourier coe cients for the wake calculated at the zither are
shown in figure 5.6.
The previously derived wake strength equations are compared to the results using the linear di↵usion
equation in figure 5.4. There must be a su cient number of wires (i.e. a zither with su cient span)
for the derived wake strength equations to be valid at a given streamwise distance x. A zither of
su cient span will produce su cient wavelengths that have not decayed to a negligible level and
maintaining the accuracy of the mean used in the derivation. For a zither consisting of only 10
wires, the largest wavelength is 10M . This mode will decay to 1% of its original strength by x = 5.8
while the next largest wavelength requires only x = 1.4. This clearly invalidates the assumptions in
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the derived wake decay rates with increasing x. This is visible in figure 5.4 when the computed
wake strength reduces considerably below the predicted strength with increasing x.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between computed wake decay (linear di↵usion equation (5.8)) and wake strength
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In figure 5.4, the wake due to variation in only wire position ( n), equation (5.34), is significantly
di↵erent to that due to variation in only wire drag (an), equation (5.39). For small x, the wake
due to drag variation is considerably weaker due to its x 0.25 dependence relative to the x 0.75
dependence of the wake due to variation in wire position. With increasing x it becomes stronger as
x 0.25 is greater than x 0.75 for x > 1. The point when these two individual wake components will
have equal strength is found as,
xe =
 2 
4 2a
. (5.52)
Figure 5.4 considers both these zithers to have equal standard deviations (   =  a) and the point
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of equal wake strength is seen to occur at x = 0.25.
The wake of a zither with variation in both wire position and drag is given by the combined wake
strength equation (5.51). The far downstream wake predicted by equation (5.51) is always greater
than that predicted by Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989], equation (5.34) if  a 6= 0.
The Fourier coe cients of the wake at the zither for the variation in wire position and variation in
wire drag are shown in figure 5.6. For the variation in wire drag case (an), the Fourier coe cients
values are assumed to spread evenly in the wave spectrum, allowing ak to be replaced with the
function,
akD =
 aq
M
p
N
, (5.53)
as was e↵ectively done in equation (5.36). For the variation in wire position case ( n), the Fourier
coe cients increase linearly with wavenumber, allowing them to be replaced with a linear function,
akP =
2⇡k  q
M
p
N
, (5.54)
as was e↵ectively done in equation (5.28). Considering the decay of each mode, equation (5.13), it
is easy to see how the variation in drag can dominate the far wake as the large wavelength (small
k) modes due to variation of drag can be significantly greater as the Fourier modes do not reduce
with decreasing k. The Fourier coe cients of the zither with both wire position and drag variation
is given by the addition of the Fourier coe cients shown (for small an,  n).
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Figure 5.6: Fourier coe cients calculated at the zither. Blue line is for variation in wire position only,
equation (5.25). Red line is for variation in wire drag only, equation (5.35). Dashed green line is the
approximate function for variation in wire position only, akP defined by equation (5.54). Dashed black line
is the approximate function for variation in wire drag only, akD defined by equation (5.53).
5.2.7 Relative Importance of Wire Position and Drag Variation
The results presented for a zither with variation in both wire position and drag considered the
standard deviation of the variations to be equal. Considering a zither constructed of drawn wire, it
seems likely that the variation in wire position would be greater than wire diameter and its e↵ect
on wire drag. This suggests    will be greater than  a. The relative importance of the variation
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in wire position and variation in drag in determining the wake strength (Rws) can be found by
dividing equation (5.51) by equation (5.34) giving,
Rws =
s
1 + 4
✓
 a
  
◆2
x. (5.55)
Equation (5.55) is plotted in figure 5.7 for varying  a/  . As an illustration, if the standard
deviation of drag is a tenth of standard deviation of wire position, then the downstream wake at
x = 15 will be 26% stronger than for a zither with no variation in wire drag. Doubling the standard
deviation of drag to 0.2 increases the wake strength by 85% at x = 15.
The wake strength of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989], equation (5.34), predicts wake strength to be
a linear function of q and   . The current results also predict the combined wake strength to be a
non-linear function of the ratio  a/  . Assuming all wires in a zither are identical and the uniform
inflow has no variation, then  a can be considered a function of   . When the zither is perfect it
will have no substantial wake. When a wire in the zither is displaced its drag will also be modified.
This e↵ect is likely to be greater for small open-area ratios as the drag force is sensitive to the
open-area ratio (see figure 5.1). This suggests the hypothesis that the increasing spanwise variation
in the wind tunnel, test-section, boundary layer with decreasing screen open-area ratio and poor
quality screens can be due, in-part, to the increasing variation in drag across the screen. Assuming
the mean drag of the wires in the zither is only a function of open-ratio and not non-uniformity in
position, then the downstream wake of the zither for a given Red is predicted as,
p
 u2
U1
=
0.2233q( )  
M( )U1x0.75( )
s
1 + 4
f( ,  )
 2 
x( ), (5.56)
where explicit functions of the open-area ratio have been shown. The change in  a with open-area
ratio and    is unknown and represented by the function f ( ,  ). From the data for a perfect
zither (see figure 5.1), it is seen that q is a dominant factor determining the wake strength. However,
f ( ,  ) could possibly have a strong e↵ect as shown by the relative wake strength, equation (5.55),
further increasing the wake strength downstream.
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Figure 5.7: Relative wake strength (Rws.) versus  a/  .
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5.3 Navier-Stokes (CFD) Study of Steady Laminar Wakes
The predictions of steady, laminar wakes from a zither have been derived based on the assumptions:
• wakes are governed by the linear di↵usion equation,
• wakes can be added linearly,
• the wake from the zither can be consider to emanate from a series of point sources of drag,
• the wake can be decomposed into the e↵ect of wire location variation and wire drag variation.
It has been predicted that the variation in drag (source strength) along the zither will dominate
the far downstream wake and produce stronger wakes compared to a zither with no drag variation.
It is hypothesised that reducing the open-area ratio of a zither with random errors in wire position
will produce a greater variation in wire drag, creating a stronger wake far downstream. This could
lead to greater spanwise variation of the test-section layer.
These assumptions and hypothesis will be tested using Navier-Stokes CFD solutions. Zithers with
di↵ering open-area ratio ( ) and variation in wire position ( n) but composed of identical wires will
be placed in a uniform, steady incompressible flow and the downstream wake evaluated.
5.3.1 CFD Domain and Methods
The Ansys Fluent CFD package is used with the steady, laminar, pressure-based solver. The
SIMPLEC pressure velocity coupling is used with 2nd-order di↵erencing for pressure and 3rd-order
MUSCL di↵erencing for momentum. Solution convergence is judged by the constancy of the far
wake with increasing iteration and convergence of global residual monitors.
An overview of the domain geometry and mesh is shown in figure 5.8. The velocity-inlet boundary
condition is located 317d (80.47mm) upstream of the zither. The downstream outflow boundary
condition is located at 2405d (610.8mm). Periodic boundary conditions are used in the spanwise
direction. The spanwise width of the domain is 960d (243.84mm). The number of wires in the
domain depends on the open-area ratio and is listed in table 5.1.
The mesh is divided into eight streamwise regions with varying mesh resolution in each region
to reduce the total mesh size. As shown previously, the spanwise scale of the zither wake grows
considerably downstream and the fine mesh resolution used near the wires is not required downstream.
Each mesh region is composed of structured quadrilateral control volumes (CV) aligned with the
uniform flow direction. At the boundary of each mesh region, a hanging node is used to halve the
number of CV in the spanwise direction.
A structured mesh is used around each cylinder. Figure 5.8 shows a close up of the mesh around a
single wire in the zither. Quadrilateral CV are used, with 220 CV on the surface of a wire. The
total mesh size is listed in table 5.1.
5.3.2 Zither Geometry
Table 5.1 lists the geometry parameters for all the zithers considered. The zithers are composed of
circular wires arranged in a line perpendicular to the free-stream flow. All wires have a diameter (d)
of 254µm. The spanwise extent (Z) of all zithers is 243.84mm (960d). Four open-areas ( ) are used,
  =40%, 50%, 60%, 66.67%. The open-area ratio, diameter and the mesh spacing of the perfect
zither (uniformly spaced wires) is given by,
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  = 1  d
M
. (5.57)
None of the zithers to be studied have a uniform mesh spacing between adjacent wires. Each wire
(n) is randomly perturbed from its position in the perfect zither by some distance, introducing an
error (✏) in position given by,
✏n =  nM, (5.58)
where  n is the non-dimensional displacement of the nth wire.
The position of the nth wire is then found as,
zn =M (n+  n) . (5.59)
The distribution of  n for each zither has (near) zero mean (µ  u 0) and a given standard deviation
(  ) listed in table 5.1. Figure 5.9 compares the distribution of  n to the standard normal distribution
with a quantile-quantile plot. A perfect normal distribution would appear as a linear function.
The distributions are close to normal except near the tails which is often the case with random
data. It should be noted the  =60% zithers share the same distribution of  n, i.e. the di↵ering
standard deviation is achieved by a simply multiplying the error of each wire by a constant. The
same applies for the   = 66.67% zithers. The   = 50% zithers all have di↵ering distributions.
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A constant    implies a decreasing physical error in wire position with decreasing open-area ratio.
The largest standard deviation in physical units for the zithers studied is 57.1µm, or 22% of the
wire diameter. The smallest is 10µm, or 4% of the wire diameter.
The uniform free-stream is U1 = 1.7ms 1 giving a Red = 29.6 for all zither cases except the
  = 66.67% with    = 0.05 zither that used U1 = 1.9ms 1 .
  % M µm µ  ⇥ 10 6      M µm ReM N wires Mesh CV⇥106
40 423.3 -2.4 0.025 10.6 49.3 576 44.2
50 508.0 -.19 0.025 12.7 59.1 480 35.4
50 508.0 1.5 0.05 25.4 59.1 480 35.4
50 508.0 -1.8 0.075 38.1 59.1 480 35.4
60 635.0 -5.6 0.025 15.9 73.9 384 28.0
60 635.0 -11.1 0.05 31.8 73.9 384 28.0
60 635.0 -16.6 0.075 47.7 73.9 384 28.0
60 635.0 -22.2 0.1 19.0 73.9 384 28.0
66.67 762.0 1.87 0.025 38.1 88.7 320 23.4
66.67 762.0 3.8 0.05 57.1 99.1 320 23.4
Table 5.1: Zither Geometry for CFD study
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of zither wire position distribution ( n) to the standard normal distribution with
quantile-quantile plots. Dashed red-lines are linear function.
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5.3.3 Wake Strength
Figure 5.10 compares the wake strength of the CFD zither simulations with the predicted wake
strength of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989], equation (5.1), which has been rearranged to group all
the CFD data. The strength of the CFD wakes is defined by its standard deviation relative to the
mean uniform, flow,
p
 u2 =
s
1
L
ˆ L
0
(U1   u)2 .dz. (5.60)
The source strength is taken as the average source strength of all wires and is related to the drag
by equation (5.3) giving,
q =
1
⇢U1N
NX
n=1
Dn. (5.61)
The drag of each wire is obtained directly from the CFD solution by the calculation of viscous and
pressure forces acting on each wire.
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Figure 5.10: Zither wake strength scaled with equation (5.1) Dashed black line is x0.75. Coloured lines
are CFD data: Red line is   = 40%; Blue lines are   = 50%; Green lines are   = 60%; Purple lines are
  = 66.67%; Dot markers are    = 0.025; Plus markers are    = 0.05; Circle markers are    = 0.075;
Square marker is    = 0.1.
The relative error between the predicted wake strength due to variation in wire position, equa-
tion (5.1), and the CFD data is shown in figure 5.11 and defined by,
Error =
p
 u2CFD  
p
 u2eqn(5.1)p
 u2eqn(5.1)
. (5.62)
In the region x . 0.1, there is considerable scatter in the CFD data and the fit with equation (5.1)
is very poor as expected.
In the region 0.1 . x . 1, the gradient of the CFD data and equation (5.1) appears to match, but
the absolute value is in error. The fit of equation (5.1) below the CFD data in figure 5.10 indicates
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that equation (5.1) is under predicting the wake strength. The relative error in figure 5.11 shows
an error between 20% to 40% in this region and there is no common trend. For some zither cases,
the error is increasing with streamwise distance while for others it is decreasing, or non-monotonic.
Numerical experiments with the linear di↵usion equation (5.8) equation using 500 wires randomly
perturbed often shows the wake strength oscillating with x as each Fourier mode is not forced
equally (can be seen in figure 5.4). In general, apart from the   = 66.67% zithers the wakes appear
to be decaying with ⇠ x0.75.
Beyond x & 1, the decay of the CFD wakes changes discernibly. Almost all zither cases show the
relative error increasing, but trends are again, not consistent. All the   = 60% zither cases show
the error reaching a maximum at x ⇡ 8 while the   = 50% zithers with    = 0.025 and    = 0.05
show a minimum in this region.
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Figure 5.11: Relative error, equation (5.62), between CFD wake strength and predicted wake strength
using the formula of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989], equation (5.1). Lines and markers as for figure 5.10.
The di↵erence between equation (5.1) and the CFD is substantial and increasing at large x. This
suggests the combined wake equation (5.51) may be more accurate. A comparison between the
CFD data and combined wake strength equation is shown in figure 5.12. The combined wake
equation predicts the wake decay should change from x 0.75 towards x 0.25 as the ratio  a/  
increases. The standard deviation of wire source strength ( a) is obtained from the CFD and used
in equation (5.51). The values are listed in table 5.2. The agreement between the CFD data and
the combined wake equation is poor. Considering the   = 40% zither that has the largest  a, the
combined wake is substantially weaker than the CFD data below x = 1. With further streamwise
development, the combined wake equation significantly over estimates the wake strength. A similar
but less extreme trend is seen for the   = 50% and   = 60% zithers. Only for the   = 66.67%
zithers does the combined wake equation appear to predict the observed change in wake decay rate
downstream, but not the absolute wake strength. A longer CFD domain is required to verify the
far wake does indeed follow the trend of the combined wake equation.
Table 5.2 lists the data used (calculated from the CFD) to predict the zither wake. The assumption
that q is (near) invariant to    is shown to be accurate. The ratio  a/   is also seen to be a
near constant 0.13 for the   = 60% and   = 66.67% zithers when     0.05. This indicates, by
equation (5.56), that the far wake should scale linearly with    for large open-area ratio zithers
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Figure 5.12: CFD Zither wake strength compared to predicted wake strengths. Solid black lines are CFD.
Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker
is    = 0.1. Dashed red line is predicted wake strength using formula of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989],
equation (5.34). Dashed blue lines is predicted wake strength with combined wake equation (5.51).
with minimal variation in wire position. With decreasing open-area ratio, the ratio  a/   is seen
to increase but only substantially for the   = 40% zither. Equation (5.56) would then predict the
wake decay rate to transition from x 0.75 to x 0.25 at smaller x with a reduction in   or increase
in   . The far wake would also be predicted to be substantially stronger but these trends are not
observed in the CFD data.
It can be seen from table 5.2 that the wake strength at a given streamwise distance for the   = 60%
and 66.67% zithers at a given streamwise distance scales approximately linearly with   . However,
the   = 50% zithers show linear scaling only for    = 0.025 and 0.05. The wake strength for
   = 0.075 is significantly greater than a linear scaling would suggest. This is another indication
that the wake strength equation (5.1) of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] does not predict the correct
wake decay for zithers with large non-uniformity that induces variations in drag across the zither.
The experimental data of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] showed a substantial reduction in wake
decay beyond x = 1, qualitatively in accordance with the combined wake decay equation, for the
screens with   = 57% and 75% but not the   = 53% screen. Combined with current CFD results, its
suggests the wake strength equations derived in Section 5.2.5 are not completely valid, particularly
at low open-area ratios.
The hypothesis that large variations in wire drag would be created at lower open-areas appears
true, but the wire drag does not vary as expected, i.e. akD. The error between prediction and the
CFD data suggests the following assumptions are possibly invalid:
• representing the zither as a series of point sources of drag,
• non-linear e↵ects invalidating the use of the linear di↵usion equation,
• the assumed distribution of wire force.
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 %    q ⇥ 10 3 Cd  a  a/  
p
u2/U1%
at x = 10 at x = 2300d
40 0.025 2.427 11.2 0.00724 0.290 0.52 0.27
50 0.025 1.480 6.85 0.00323 0.129 0.21 0.14
50 0.050 1.482 6.87 0.00711 0.142 0.47 0.31
50 0.075 1.486 6.89 0.01353 0.180 0.88 0.61
60 0.025 0.991 4.59 0.00333 0.133 0.14 0.12
60 0.050 0.993 4.60 0.00655 0.131 0.26 0.21
60 0.075 0.996 4.61 0.01007 0.134 0.39 0.32
60 0.100 0.999 4.63 0.01672 0.167 0.53 0.44
66.67 0.025 0.789 3.66 0.00325 0.130 0.11 0.12
66.67 0.050 0.841 3.90 0.00662 0.132 0.17 0.22
Table 5.2: Zither drag force variation
5.3.3.1 Point Sources of Drag
Numerical simulations were performed using the linear di↵usion equation (5.8) and modelling
individual wires as distributed sources (hat function, square pulse). This had no substantial e↵ect
on the calculated wake. Models which split the individual wire force into a viscous and pressure
component, and then apply the pressure component at the wire position and the momentum
component from the centre of the gap between wires, also made no significant di↵erence. This
suggests the point source assumption is not responsible for discrepancies between prediction and
the CFD data.
5.3.3.2 Non-linear E↵ects
Figure 5.13 considers the e↵ect of non-linearity on wake strength using the data of the   = 40%
zither. Spanwise velocity profiles are taken at di↵ering x from the CFD data. A FFT of the
streamwise velocity component is used to create a downstream initial boundary condition for the
linear di↵usion equation (5.8) which is parabolic. Non-linear e↵ects would manifest as the di↵erence
between the predicted wake strength using the downstream initial condition and the CFD data.
Figure 5.13 shows the predicted linear wake strength from the downstream initial condition is
consistently weaker than the CFD data until a boundary condition at x = 2.5 is used. At this
position, the CFD wake strength is of the order of 1%. However, the predicted wake using the
linear di↵usion equation and the Fourier coe cients at the zither (i.e. initial condition at the zither)
calculated with individual wire position and drag data, equation (5.17), provided by CFD data
is seen to undershoot the CFD wake in the region x = 0.1 to x = 6 before showing reasonable
agreement with the CFD in the remainder of the solution domain. This indicates that non-linearity
is not the major error.
Creating a downstream initial condition for the linear di↵usion equation with an FFT of the
streamwise velocity fails when using a profile too close to the zither as pressure has not recovered
into velocity in the CFD solution. Figure 5.15 shows the FFT of all flow quantities with varying x
for the   = 40% zither. For x = 0.13 and x = 0.4, the large wavelength components of pressure
are substantial, i.e. there are large scale spanwise pressure variations. With increasing streamwise
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Figure 5.13: The e↵ect of a downstream initial condition for the   = 40%,    = 0.025 zither. Solid Blue
line- CFD data. Dashed black line- linear di↵usion equation (5.8) using calculated Fourier coe cients,
equation (5.17), at the zither with individual wire position and drag data. Solid green line- equation (5.34).
Dashed Red lines are using linear di↵usion equation at di↵ering starting positions with Fourier coe cients
calculated with a FFT of CFD velocity data at, x = 0.13 square marker, x = 0.4 cross marker, x = 1
triangle marker, x = 2.5 circle marker.
distance, the pressure is recovered into the large wavelength components of the streamwise velocity.
Using a boundary condition downstream of the recovery (about 60M for this case) provides accurate
results.
To confirm that non-linearity of the flow downstream of the zither is not the most significant source
of error, FFTs of velocity profiles downstream of the   = 40% zither are compared with the linear
di↵usion calculation in figure 5.14. The Fourier coe cients for the linear di↵usion are calculated
with equation (5.22) using wire drag and position data and scaled downstream using the linear
decay of an individual mode, equation (5.13). The predicted Fourier coe cient functions due to
variation in wire position (akP , equation (5.25)) and variation in wire drag (akD, equation (5.35))
are also shown. Close to the zither (small x), the small wavelength modes (large k) of the CFD
data are significantly stronger than used in the linear di↵usion solution. The large wavelength
modes (small k ⇡ 5) are seen to be smaller than predicted by equation (5.17). Moving downstream
the small wavelengths decay and the error at small x is of no consequence. The agreement between
the linear di↵usion solution and the CFD data for the large wavelength improves considerably.
This occurs as the pressure is recovered into velocity in the CFD data. The pressure recovery into
velocity can be seen in the FFT of all CFD flow quantities, plotted in figure 5.15.
Figure 5.16 compares the CFD wake strength for all zithers with calculations using the linear
di↵usion equation (5.8). The linear di↵usion solution uses the Fourier coe cients calculated at the
zither by equation (5.23). The linear wakes show reasonable agreement with the CFD data for large
x and are considerably better than that predicted by the wake strength of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer
[1989], equation (5.34), or the combined wake strength equation (5.51). This suggests that the
large wavelength Fourier modes are predicted with reasonable accuracy using equation (5.23).
Non-linearity is not the most significant source of error between the CFD results and the predicted
wake strength formulas.
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Figure 5.14: Streamwise variation of the Fourier coe cients for the   = 40%,    = 0.025 zither.
Streamwise position (x) indicated in plots. Red line is Fourier transform of CFD, streamwise velocity
component. Solid blue line calculated with wire force/position data and equation (5.17). Dashed black line
is predicted Fourier coe cients due to variation in wire force, akD equation (5.35) multiplied by the mode
decay, equation (5.13). Dashed green line is predicted Fourier coe cients due to variation in wire position,
akP equation (5.25) multiplied by the mode decay, equation (5.13).
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Figure 5.15: Pressure recovery for   = 40%,    = 0.025 zither. Fourier coe cients at varying x from
CFD data. Black line is FFT of streamwise velocity component. Red line is FFT of spanwise velocity
component. Blue line is FFT of pressure.
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Figure 5.16: CFD wake strength versus the linear di↵usion equation (5.8) with Fourier coe cients
calculated at the zither by equation (5.23) using individual wire position and drag data taken from the
CFD data. Black lines are CFD; dot marker    = 0.025; plus marker    = 0.05; circle marker    = 0.075;
square marker    = 0.1. Dashed red lines are linear di↵usion equation (no markers for di↵ering   ).
5.3.3.3 Distribution of Wire Force
The variation of the Fourier coe cients with k for the   = 40% zither, calculated at the zither, are
shown in figure 5.17. The Fourier coe cients follow the same trend as predicted by the variation
in wire displacement, akP , only with larger magnitude. The predicted trend of akD is not readily
visibly despite the significant variation in wire drag. It must be concluded that the variation in
drag is not spread across all wavelengths as was assumed during the derivation at equation (5.37).
For the   = 40% zither, the variation in drag appears to be concentrated at smaller wavelengths.
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Figure 5.17: Fourier coe cients at the zither for the   = 40%,    = 0.025 zither. Solid blue line calculated
with wire drag and position data from the CFD and equation (5.17). Solid black line is contribution of
variation in wire drag only calculated with equation (5.35). Dashed black line is predicted Fourier coe cients
due to variation in wire drag, akD defined by equation (5.35). Solid green line is contribution of variation
in wire position only calculated with equation (5.25). Dashed green line is predicted Fourier coe cients
due to variation in wire position, akP defined by equation (5.25).
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Figure 5.18 shows quantile plots of the variation in wire source strength (an) against the variation
in wire position ( n). A normal distribution of non-uniformity ( n) does not produce a normal
distribution of wire source strength variation (an) as open-area ratio decreases and zither non-
uniformity increases. The distribution is skewed to produce larger negative deviations of wire
source strength. This has the e↵ect of raising the standard deviation significantly, and hence the
mean value used to predict Fourier coe cient function, akD. Therefore, the combined wake decay
equation will over predict the e↵ect of drag variation. It is not valid to assume akD is independent
of k.
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of zither wire force variation (an) compared to wire position variation ( n) with
quantile-quantile plots. Dashed red-lines are linear function.
Figure 5.19 shows the corresponding Fourier spectra due to only variation in wire drag, calculated
with equation (5.35) for all zithers. For the   = 60% and 66.76% zithers, the magnitude of the
Fourier coe cients increase from k = 0, peaks at approximately k = 100, before decaying again.
Using the mean value of this distribution will significantly over estimate the e↵ect of wire drag
variation for large wave-lengths at large x. The combined wake equation will over predict the wake
strength at large x.
The   = 50% zithers are shown in figure 5.19. The magnitude of the Fourier coe cients for small k
is seen to increase with   . Provided the Fourier coe cients due to wire position do not increase
as greatly, the wake decay should reduce from x 0.75 at large streamwise distances as the Fourier
coe cients due to an are near constant for small k. This is indeed visible in figure 5.12 that plots
the wake strength but the change in wake decay is not dramatic. The    = 0.075 case shows the
most constant Fourier coe cients at small k so it would be expected that the combined wake
equation should be accurate at large x. At the end of the CFD domain, the CFD wake and the
combined wake equation do match but how well at further x can not be ascertained.
The   = 40% zither Fourier coe cient variation with wavenumber, shown in figure 5.19, exhibits a
double hump with peaks at approximately k = 50 and k = 220. The hump centred about the large
k will significantly increase  a, leading the combined wake equation to considerably overestimate
the wake strength with increasing streamwise distance as was seen in figure 5.12.
The failure of the combined wake equation can be attributed to the assumed distribution of the
Fourier coe cients due to variation in wire source strength (drag), akD. The CFD data indicates a
normal distribution of wire position variation will not produce a normal distribution of wire drag
variation. Approximating the Fourier coe cients due to wire force variation as constant independent
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of k is not valid and leads to over prediction of the wake strength at large x. Equations to predict
wake strength more accurately require a understanding of how the drag of a wire varies with an
error in its position.
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Figure 5.19: Fourier coe cients of zither due to variation in force only (an), calculated with equation (5.35).
Blue line    = 0.025. Red line    = 0.05. Black line    = 0.075. Green line    = 0.1.
5.3.4 Wake Wavelength & Detailed Wake Profiles
Knowledge of the wake strength to predict flow quality in a wind tunnel is important. Also
important is knowledge of the wake spatial variation so that cause and e↵ect can be attributed, and
streak growth in a downstream boundary layer calculated. Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] predicted
the dominant wavelength, equation (5.31), should increase with x0.5 and be independent of the
zither geometry. The combined wake decay predicts the wavelength should be a function of the
variation in wire position and drag, but when  a/   is small then the wake wavelength should also
scale as ⇠ x0.5.
Figure 5.20 shows the two peak Fourier modes present in the CFD wakes, extracted via a FFT of
wake profiles. As  a is small, and as shown previously the e↵ect of drag has been overestimated
for large wavelengths, the CFD wakes are expected to follow equation (5.31). The agreement with
equation (5.31) is good and the wake wavelength does indeed appear to be independent of the
zither geometry.
The accuracy of the linear di↵usion equation in capturing the wake strength decay (see figure 5.16)
suggests the predicted spanwise wake profiles should be accurate. Figures 5.21, 5.22, 5.23 compare
wake profiles at x = 5 for the CFD wakes and those calculated using the linear di↵usion equation
with individual wire position and drag data. With decreasing zither non-uniformity and increasing
open-area ratio, the agreement improves, although the CFD wake minima/maxima are generally
greater in magnitude.
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Figure 5.20: Wavelength of the two peak Fourier modes in the CFD wake extracted with FFT. Dashed
green line is equation (5.31). Blue line and dots are    = 0.025. Red line and crosses are    = 0.05. Green
line and circles are    = 0.075. Pink line and squares are    = 0.1.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of CFD wakes with linear di↵usion equation solution for zithers with    = 0.025.
Spanwise profiles of velocity decrement at x = 5. Red line is CFD solution. Blue line is linear di↵usion
equation using both wire drag and position data.
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of CFD wakes with linear di↵usion equation solution for zithers with    = 0.05.
Spanwise profiles of velocity decrement at x = 5. Red line is CFD solution. Blue line is linear di↵usion
equation using both wire drag and position data.
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of CFD wakes with linear di↵usion equation solution for zithers with    = 0.075.
Spanwise profiles of velocity decrement at x = 5. Red line is CFD solution. Blue line is linear di↵usion
equation using both wire drag and position data.
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5.3.5 The Use of Average Wire Drag
The use of the individual wire drag data from the CFD solutions was shown in figure 5.16 to provide
reasonably accurate wake prediction when using the linear di↵usion equation (5.8). It would be
useful to know if the average wire drag could be used with the individual wire positions, to predict
the wake strength and wake profile. Individual wire positions could be determined with relative
ease in a physical experiment while the determination of the individual wire drag force would be
very di cult.
Figure 5.25 shows a comparison between the wake strength computed using the linear di↵usion
equation (5.8) with the initial condition at the zither calculated using either:
• the individual wire drag and position data from CFD and the Fourier coe cients calculated
by equation (5.17),
• the average wire drag and individual wire position and the Fourier coe cients calculated by
equation (5.25).
Using the average wire drag is seen in figure 5.25 to reduce the computed wake strength for all zithers.
For the larger open-area ratio zithers with smaller variation in wire position (  ), the di↵erence is
small. The di↵erence is solely due to neglecting the wire drag variation. With decreasing open-area
ratio and increasing zither non-uniformity the far downstream wake is significantly stronger when
using the individual wire drag data. This is particularly evident for the   = 40% with    = 0.025
zither and the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither where the far downstream wake decay is observed to
reduce from x 0.75. This result highlights how the increasing variation of drag across the zither
with decreasing open-area ratio and increasing non-uniformity (  ) can create significantly stronger
wakes far downstream.
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Figure 5.24: Comparison of wake strength computed using the linear di↵usion equation and either:
individual wire drag and position data (solid black line); average wire drag and individual wire position
(dashed red line). Markers: dot marker    = 0.025; plus marker    = 0.05; circle marker    = 0.075; square
marker    = 0.1.
Figure 5.25 shows a comparison of the spanwise wake profiles from the CFD solution and those
calculated using the linear di↵usion equation with the average wire drag. The agreement for the
  = 50%, 60% and 66.67% zithers with    = 0.025 is fair with all the minima and maxima captured,
although their magnitudes are significantly under predicted. The agreement for the   = 40% zither
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is not as good. With increasing    the agreement reduces (not shown). There are regions where
the minima/maxima location and amplitude are in significant disagreement, e.g. z/d = 820. Again,
with decreasing open-area ratio and increasing zither non-uniformity the drag variation of the zither
must be considered.
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of CFD wakes with linear di↵usion equation solution using the average wire drag.
Spanwise profiles of velocity decrement at x = 5. Red line is CFD solution. Blue line is linear di↵usion
equation using wire position data and the average drag.
5.3.6 Coalescence of Jets
The coalescence of the jets emanating between wires has been an observed feature of screen flows
with stronger wakes. Experimental visualisation of flow through an array of rods (zither) can be
found in Bradshaw [1965] for a very high Re (reproduced in figure 2.3) and Le Gal et al. [1996] for
steady and unsteady laminar flows (reproduced in figure 5.28).
Figure 5.26 shows contours of the wake streamwise velocity for a limited spanwise sections of the
  = 60% zithers. The   = 60% zithers share the same wire perturbation pattern. The flow pattern
is not seen to change over the    range investigated, but the length of jet regions can be seen to
increase with   . This indicates the wake is stronger.
Figure 5.27 shows contours of the wake streamwise velocity and streamlines for the   = 50% zither
with    = 0.075. The wakes downstream of the cylinders at z/d = 135 appear to be merging
(coalescing) and creating an extended region of low speed flow. This is a contrast to the   = 60%
zithers where the high speed jet regions extended further downstream but do not merge. The jets
either side of the extended low-speed region bend away from the wake. There are similarities with
the experimental visualisations of Le Gal et al. [1996] (figure 5.28) where extended void regions are
observed.
In figure 5.27, streamlines downstream of the zither are bent which indicates the convergence of the
jets (coalescence of jets) emanating from between the wires. This also leaves large wake regions
that are readily apparent in the visualisation by Le Gal et al. [1996]. The coalescence of jets is
a symptom and not a cause of the increased downstream wake strength. It occurs when there is
a large scale variation of pressure across the zither that is not recovered into velocity until some
distance downstream of the zither.
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Figure 5.26: Flow visualisation of the   = 60% zithers between z/d = 100 and 200, approximately 10%
of the zither span. Contours are  u/U%. Left to Right:    = 0.025,    = 0.05,    = 0.075,    = 0.1
Figure 5.27: Flow visualisation of   = 50%    = 0.075 zither, wires between z/d = 120 and 150. Contours
are  u/U%. Black lines are streamlines
Figure 5.28: Experimental flow visualisation through a nominally uniform row of 21 cylinders (zither),
  = 33.3% Red = 110. Flow is left to right. Le Gal et al. [1996], their figure 2c reproduced.
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5.3.7 The E↵ect of Non-uniform Inflow
The CFD results presented failed to produce the decay rate predicted by a variation in wire drag
(x 0.25). This was shown to be due to the distribution of wire drag (source strength) not varying
as expected. The normal distribution of the error in wire positions failed to create relatively strong
large wavelength variations of the wire drag across the zither. However, large wavelength variation
of the wire drag can also be forced by a non-uniform inlet velocity.
A simulation was performed with a random inlet velocity wake upstream of the zither. The random
inlet velocity was constructed by the addition of sinusoids, from k = 1 to 50, each with an amplitude
of 0.002U1 and random phase,
Ur = U1 +
50X
k=1
0.002U1 sin
✓
2⇡k
960
z
d
+ random phase
◆
. (5.63)
The mean strength of the inlet velocity was
p
 u2/U1 = 1% and its profile is shown in figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.29: Random velocity inlet wake constructed from equation (5.63).
The random inlet wake was used with the   = 50% and 60% zithers with   =0.025. The CFD wake
strength from these zithers is shown in figure 5.30. The random inlet velocity has clearly modified
the wake strength from the uniform inlet velocity cases. For small x, there is little discernible
di↵erence. For large x, the wake strength has increased relative to a uniform inlet velocity. The
increased wake strength downstream is more noticeable for the   = 60% zither. At x = 10, the
wake of the   = 60% zither has been increased by 50% while the   = 60% zither wake is only 16%
greater. At the far downstream end of the domain, the wake strength is actually greater than for
the   = 50% zither. The standard deviations of wire source strength ( a) for the   = 50% and
  = 60% zithers is 0.0045 and 0.0058 respectively. As both zithers have the same   , the combined
wake strength equation would predict the   = 60% zither wake to show a greater deviation from
the x 0.75 decay. This is seen in figure 5.30.
The Fourier coe cients calculated at the zither are shown in figure 5.31. The distribution of the
Fourier coe cients among k is similar for both zithers. Unlike the case with uniform inlet velocity,
the Fourier coe cients due to wire drag variation show a maximum at small k (contrast figure 5.19)
which can be directly attributed to the random inlet wake exciting larger wavelength variations of
drag over the zither. Hence, the far wake has greater strength than for the uniform inlet velocity
case. However, while the Fourier coe cients due to drag are more constant with k, they still show
a dependence on k, i.e. they can not be modelled by akD. Clearly, to determine a model of the
Fourier coe cient distribution to wire drag induced by variation in wire position and inlet velocity
variation requires detailed consideration of flow at the zither.
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Figure 5.30: The e↵ect of random velocity inlet wake. Solid Black Line With Dots- CFD Wake For
  = 50%    = 0.025. Solid Red Line With Dots- CFD Wake For   = 60%    = 0.025. Green dashed lines
and blue dashed lines are predicted wake strength using equations (5.34) and (5.39). Black dashed line
with crosses is CFD wake for   = 50%    = 0.025 zither with uniform inlet velocity. Red dashed line with
crosses is CFD wake for   = 60%    = 0.025 zither with uniform inlet velocity.
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Figure 5.31: The e↵ect of random velocity inlet wake of Fourier coe cients calculated at zither. Solid black
line is coe cients calculated with wire position and drag variation, equation (5.23). Solid red line calculated
with only wire position, equation (5.25). Solid blue line calculated with only wire drag, equation (5.35).
Dashed green line is predicted coe cients due to wire position, equation (5.54). Dashed black line is
predicted coe cients due to wire drag, equation (5.53).
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5.4 Summary of Screen Wakes
The linear di↵usion equation with point source models of the wire position and drag has been
shown to produce good predictions of the steady, laminar zither wake when the individual wire
drag and position data is known. Wake strength formulas based on variation of wire position and
drag showed qualitative agreement, but quantitative agreement was poor. This is due to the wake
strength formula of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] failing to account for variation in wire drag and
the combined wake formula incorrectly assuming the distribution of wire drag variation. However,
the prediction of spanwise wavelength was reasonably accurate.
For the small open-area ratio zithers with large non-uniformity, flow visualisation showed what
could be considered as the coalescence of jets. In the region of jet coalescence, large wavelength
variations of pressure have not yet recovered into velocity. The wake further downstream of the
coalescence was still predicted accurately using the linear di↵usion equation with the individual
wire drag and position data. The coalescence of jets is considered to be a symptom and not a cause
of increased wake strength downstream. The increased wake strength is attributed to increasing
variation of drag across the zither that was created in the current simulations by errors in the wire
position.
It was hypothesised that errors in wire position would modify wire drag. The variation in wire drag
would modify the wake decay rate (from x 0.75 towards x 0.25) and produce stronger wakes far
downstream of the zither. The CFD results did show that drag varied across the zither but not as
assumed. Large wavelength variations of drag were over predicted in the derivation. As such, the
new wake decay rate was not clearly observed. However, the linear di↵usion equation using the
individual wire drag and position data was shown to predict the far wake with good accuracy. Using
the linear di↵usion equation with the average wire drag was shown to predict weaker wakes. This
highlighted how drag variation can modify the far wake decay to produce stronger far downstream
wakes with decreasing open-area ratio and increasing zither non-uniformity.
Improved modelling of wire drag variation induced by wire variation should allow the derivation
of wake strength formulas with greater accuracy. However, it was shown that non-uniform inlet
velocity can also be a substantial factor that increases drag variation across the zither and reduces
the far wake decay rate. Open-area ratio also appears to be a significant factor in determining
the drag distribution. This agrees with the data of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] that showed
the higher open-area screen wake decay to be significantly di↵erent from predictions due to wire
position alone.
Screens are likely to produce wakes in better agreement with the combined wake equation as there
is naturally a variation in drag across the screen where wires intersect. Slight variation in wire
intersection location will possibly create large scale variations in drag. As such, any model that
relates the drag distribution in a zither to wire position variation may not be directly applicable to
screens.
The key concept of this Section is to consider the wake of a screen or zither as due to variation in
source position (wire position) and variation in source strength (drag). The analysis shows that
variation in wire position will create relatively stronger large wavenumber Fourier modes (ak is a
linear function of k) and the wake will decay as x 0.75. The variation in drag has the potential to
create larger small wavenumber Fourier modes. If this occurs, then the far downstream wake can be
considerably stronger than predicted by Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989]. If all modes were excited
equally, then ak would be a constant function and the wake would decay as x
 0.25. This did not
occur for the zithers considered. Instead, the variation in drag contributed mainly to higher k modes
which created wakes that decayed close to x 0.75 but were considerably stronger than estimated by
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Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989]. Improved modelling and understanding of how variation in wire
position relates to variation in wire drag would allow the derivation of accurate formulas to predict
the wake from a zither or screen.
The coalescence of jets is not the cause of stronger wakes. It is a symptom of large wavelength
pressure variation across the zither that requires some distance downstream of the zither to recover
the pressure into velocity.
5.5 Zither Wakes Through the Contraction
The ability of a contraction to tilt and stretch normal vorticity into streamwise vorticity was
demonstrated in Chapter 4. From Chapter 4 and literature, it is expected that the contraction will
tilt and stretch the normal vorticity of the zither wakes entering into streamwise vorticity exiting.
The fluid properties, the mean flow velocity and the mean spanwise wavelengths are nearly the
same for all the zither wakes entering the contraction. Hence, the wake exiting the contraction
should scale with wake strength.
The CFD zither wakes from the previous Section are used as an inlet boundary condition to a
contraction. The same 5:1 contraction geometry of Chapter 4 is used, extended in the spanwise
direction to accommodate the width of the zither wakes. The mesh has 500 spanwise CV.
The zither wakes are sampled 50mm (197d) downstream of the zither and used to generate a
contraction inlet boundary condition. The inlet boundary condition is 242mm upstream of the
beginning of the contraction curvature where there is a minimal pressure gradient a↵ect. This
e↵ectively places the zithers 292mm upstream of the contraction inlet. This is the same location as
the single wire of case4U in Chapter 4. The contraction floor uses a no-slip boundary condition
which creates a boundary layer.
Figures 5.32, 5.33, 5.34, and 5.35 show spanwise profiles of the zither wakes streamwise velocity
and normal vorticity entering the contraction. The profiles are measured on the contraction
centreline. Contours of the streamwise vorticity exiting the contraction on a cross-stream plane
100mm downstream of the contraction exit are also shown. The streamwise vorticity exiting has
been scaled by the standard deviation of the normal vorticity entering the contraction ( !y in). On
the downstream plane, the contraction floor is located at y/d = 0. The leading edge to be used in
the next Section is located at a height y = 186d. This is same physical position as for the single
wire upstream of the contraction (case4U) in Chapter 4.
As for the single wire wake of case4U, strong regions of streamwise vorticity are observed near
the contraction floor boundary layer. The pattern of streamwise vorticity spanwise variation is
reasonably consistent with distance above the contraction boundary layer. The magnitude of the
streamwise vorticity reduces to zero at the contraction centreline.
The streamwise vorticity on a spanwise profile at the height of the leading edge is shown in figure 5.36.
The strongest peak of streamwise vorticity is seen for the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither. This peak
value is approximately 50% of the peak value seen for case4U. This could be attributed to di↵ering
wake decay rates. The Gaussian wake decays as x 0.5 (see equation (4.7)) while the zither wakes
are decaying approximately to x 0.75. These decay rates would not be valid in the contraction. It
would be expected that the decay of the Gaussian wake would be slower than the zither wakes at
large x.
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Figure 5.32: Input/output of the contraction for the   = 50% with    = 0.025 zither. a) spanwise profile
is  u/U1 of wake entering contraction. b) spanwise profile of normal vorticity (!y) entering contraction.
c) Contours of streamwise vorticity (!x) scaled by the standard deviation of the wake normal vorticity
entering ( !y in), 100mm downstream of contraction exit.
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Figure 5.33: Input/output of the contraction for the   = 50% with    = 0.05 zither. a) spanwise profile
is  u/U1 of wake entering contraction. b) spanwise profile of normal vorticity (!y) entering contraction.
c) Contours of streamwise vorticity (!x) scaled by the standard deviation of the wake normal vorticity
entering ( !y in), 100mm downstream of contraction exit.
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Figure 5.34: Input/output of the contraction for the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither. a) spanwise profile
is  u/U1 of wake entering contraction. b) spanwise profile of normal vorticity (!y) entering contraction.
c) Contours of streamwise vorticity (!x) scaled by the standard deviation of the wake normal vorticity
entering ( !y in), 100mm downstream of contraction exit.
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Figure 5.35: Input/output of the contraction for the   = 66% with    = 0.05 zither. a) spanwise profile
is  u/U1 of wake entering contraction. b) spanwise profile of normal vorticity (!y) entering contraction.
c) Contours of streamwise vorticity (!x) scaled by the standard deviation of the wake normal vorticity
entering ( !y in), 100mm downstream of contraction exit.
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An FFT on spanwise profiles of streamwise vorticity (!x) exiting the contraction is shown in
figure 5.37. The peak wavelength is seen to be k = 10 to 12 for all cases except for the   = 66.67%
zithers that show peaks to k = 21.
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Figure 5.36: Streamwise vorticity (!x) 100mm downstream of the contraction exit, 47.31mm above
contraction floor. Black line is zither with    = 0.025. Red line is zither with    = 0.05. Blue line is zither
with    = 0.075. Green line is zither with    = 0.01. The leading edge half-width of Section 5.6 (h) has
been used as reference distance. U1 is the velocity after the contraction.
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Figure 5.37: FFT of streamwise vorticity (!x) 100mm downstream of the contraction exit, 47.31mm
above contraction floor. Black line is zither with    = 0.025. Red line is zither with    = 0.05. Blue line is
zither with    = 0.075. Green line is zither with    = 0.01. Vorticity is dimensional (s
 1)
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Table 5.3 lists the zither wakes standard deviation of normal vorticity entering the contraction
( !y in), and the standard deviation of the streamwise vorticity measured on the spanwise profile
after the contraction at the height of the leading edge to be used in the test-section ( !x out).
The ratio varies between 30% and 45%. It increases with decreasing screen open-area ratio and
increasing screen non-uniformity. For a given zither spacing M (x is the same measure), it would
be expected that the ratio is a constant. For the   = 50% zithers, there is a greater than 10%
variation. While non-linearity in the contraction may be partly responsible, the increasing value of
the ratio with increasing wake strength entering suggests it is more likely due to a di↵ering wake
decay through the contraction, i.e. relatively stronger large wavelength components due to variation
in zither drag.
  %      u/U in %  !y in (s
 1)  !x out (s 1)  !x out/ !y in
40 0.025 0.41 3.62 1.57 0.43
50 0.025 0.20 1.90 0.73 0.38
50 0.050 0.46 4.04 1.81 0.45
50 0.075 0.88 7.56 3.28 0.43
60 0.025 0.19 1.78 0.54 0.30
60 0.050 0.37 3.53 1.08 0.31
60 0.075 0.55 5.16 1.75 0.34
60 0.100 0.74 6.72 2.49 0.37
66.67 0.025 0.17 1.65 0.51 0.31
66.67 0.050 0.36 4.03 1.31 0.32
Table 5.3: Ratio of  !x out (profile 100mm downstream of contraction exit, 47mm above contraction floor)
to  !y in for the zither wake through the contraction.
To examine if the zither wakes decay at the same rate through the contraction, the following scaling
is constructed,
 ucont =
p
 u
2
Ulocal
⇥ U0p
 u
2
   
0
, (5.64)
where,p
 u
2
is the standard deviation of the wake on the contraction centreline at a given x position,
Ulocal is the free-stream velocity on the contraction centreline at the given x position,p
 u
2
   
0
is the standard deviation of wake on the contraction centreline at the
start of the contraction curvature,
U0 is the free-stream velocity on the contraction centreline at the start of the contraction
curvature.
Figure 5.38 plots the scaling. The trend of table 5.3 can be clearly seen. Decreasing zither open-area
ratio and increasing non-uniformity creates a relatively stronger wake out of the contraction. This
can be attributed to the large wavelength modes (small k) being relatively larger for these zither
wakes. The trend in figure 5.38 holds across the contraction. An FFT of streamwise vorticity
exiting the contraction (figure 5.37) shows that the large wavelength modes (k < 10) are relatively
stronger for the   = 40% and   = 50% zithers.
Figures 5.39, 5.40 and 5.41 show the velocity components of the wake at the reference position
used in Chapter 4 (11h upstream of the leading edge) for the single steady streak. The peak wake
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Figure 5.38: Scaled wake strength on the contraction centreline,  ucont defined by equation (5.64). The
contraction curvature begins at x/Lc = 0 and ends at x/Lc = 1. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are
  = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus
markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1.
strength of the streamwise velocity component for the strongest zither wake is less than 0.02% of
the free-stream velocity. This is a near immeasurable strength as defined by Watmu↵ [2006]. The v
component of the wake is strongest and reaches nearly 0.5% of the free-stream velocity giving a flow
angle of 0.26 degrees. This value is about 2.5 times larger than recommended by NTWC guidelines
(Owen & Owen [2008]). However, the standard deviation of the v component flow angle is only
0.1  and is a better indicator of what would be measured by a survey of flow quality. It should be
noted that the base-flow undisturbed by the zither wakes has a non-zero mean v component at this
location. It has been subtracted from the results in figure 5.40 as it does not a↵ect the streamwise
vorticity of the wake.
The zither wakes vary on a scale of about 20mm for the current unit Reynolds number (5.87⇥ 105).
A survey of flow quality must resolve a smaller scale to detect the streamwise vorticity present,
which can then be used with receptivity data to predict streak growth.
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Figure 5.39: Spanwise profiles of the streamwise velocity component due to the zither wakes measured
11h upstream of the leading edge at the leading edge height. Black line is zither with    = 0.025. Red line
is zither with    = 0.05. Blue line is zither with    = 0.075. Green line is zither with    = 0.01.
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Figure 5.40: Spanwise profiles of the wall-normal (v) velocity components due to the zither wakes measured
11h upstream of the leading edge at the leading edge height. The v component is the deviation from the
undisturbed base-flow. Black line is zither with    = 0.025. Red line is zither with    = 0.05. Blue line is
zither with    = 0.075. Green line is zither with    = 0.01.
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Figure 5.41: Spanwise profiles of the spanwise (w) velocity components due to the zither wakes measured
11h upstream of the leading edge at the leading edge height. Black line is zither with    = 0.025. Red line
is zither with    = 0.05. Blue line is zither with    = 0.075. Green line is zither with    = 0.01.
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5.6 Test-section Flat-plate Boundary Layer
This Section examines the characteristics of the streaks generated in the test-section boundary layer
by the zither wakes. The same test-section model as Chapter 4 is used, but the roof contour is
modified slightly to allow for the lower velocity in the test-section. The flat-plate is also extended
in the streamwise direction by 1000mm. A slot mass flow m˙0.21 is used for all results in this
Chapter. The mesh in the boundary layer region is highly orthogonal with approximately 40 CV
through the layer and 500 CV in the spanwise direction. The total mesh size is approximately 45
million CV. This is a similar level of refinement as Mesh2 in Chapter 4 that was shown by a grid
refinement study in Section 4.3.2 to accurately calculate the streak strength. The streaky base-flow
in this Chapter will be used for PSE-3D calculations. Appendix A.6 provides PSE results for a
Blasius boundary layer calculated using Fluent, that indicates 40 CV through the boundary layer
is su cient to provide a base-flow with reasonably accuracy for N -factor calculations. Compute
resources do not allow a more refined base-flow. This is acceptable as the PSE-3D results to be
presented in this Chapter are intended to provide qualitative insight into the linear stability of
the streaks generated by the zither wakes (with reasonable quantitative accuracy), and there is no
accurate experimental data to reproduce.
The growth of displacement thickness and streamwise development of shape factor for the two-
dimensional layer is shown in figure 5.42. As for Chapter 4, the edge velocity of the layer and the
streamwise position is used to define the layer. The free-stream velocity over the flat-plate region is
U1 = 8.58ms 1. The layer recovers to near Blasius values by R = 400. The virtual origin is small
and is of no consequence to the results to be presented.
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Figure 5.42: Two-dimensional base-flow. The leading edge curvature ends at R = 345. a) Re ⇤ vs R. b)
shape factor (H) vs R.
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5.6.1 Measures of Streak Strength
Various measures of streak strength have been favoured in literature (displacement thickness,
amplitude, skin friction) with no direct relations provided between the measures. The following
documents the growth of the zither streaks using di↵ering measures.
The streak strength in the layer is shown in figure 5.43. The streak strength is measured by
the maximum and minimum displacement thickness on a given cross-sectional plane, as defined
by equation (4.10). The corresponding streak amplitude is shown in figure 5.44, as defined by
equation (4.13). Both measures show linear growth with x0.5 downstream of an initial receptivity
region until the peak streak strength/amplitude is reached. This is the same as was observed for
the isolated streak in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.43: Streak strength due to the zither wakes.   ⇤ defined by equation (4.10) using the maximum
and minimum values on a cross-stream plane vs R. Coloured lines are CFD data. Red line is   = 40%. Blue
lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025.
Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1.
The ratio of   ⇤ to A is shown in figure 5.45. Beyond R > 400, the ratio is approximately 3.63.
The exceptions are the   = 40% zither and the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither. For these zithers,
the ratio varies between between 3.5 to 3.8 with increasing R.
The   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither is seen to generate the largest streak growth by a substantial
margin. The peak streak strength occurs beyond the streamwise domain (R > 1600). The growth
of the weaker zither streaks can be seen to be slowing towards the end of the streamwise domain.
The   = 40% zither and the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither have the greatest rate of streak growth
at the end of the domain. They also had the smallest wake decay in the contraction (figure 5.38)
due to the relatively stronger large wavelength modes.
The streak growth qualitatively agrees with the compiled Klebano↵ streak growth data of Westin
et al. [1994] (reproduced in figure 2.7) which shows linear growth with x0.5. Only three data-sets
extend beyond R = 1500 with one set showing a peak and then decrease while the other two show a
rapid increase which probably indicates transition. It should be noted that experimental measures
of Klebano↵ streaks are urms and not directly the streak amplitude measured here. The relation
between urms and steady streak growth measures is not clear.
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Figure 5.44: Streak amplitude due to the zither wakes. A defined equation (4.13) using the maximum and
minimum values on a cross-stream plane vs R. Coloured lines are CFD data. Red line is   = 40%. Blue
lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025.
Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1.
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Figure 5.45: Ratio of streak strength (  ⇤) to streak amplitude (A) due to zither wakes. Red line is
  = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are
   = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1.
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The streak strength and amplitude are measures of minimum and maximum deviation from the
two-dimensional layer. The standard deviation on these quantities for steady streaks is likely to
have a closer relation to the experimental measures of unsteady streaks (e.g. urms). The standard
deviation of streak strength and amplitude are shown in figures 5.46 and 5.47. The standard
deviation of streak strength (  delta⇤) at a given streamwise plane is defined by,
  delta⇤ =
q
1
L
´ L
0  
⇤2dz
 ⇤base
, (5.65)
and the standard deviation of streak amplitude ( A) by,
 A =
max
✓q
1
L
´ L
0 (U (y)  Ubase (y))2 .dz
◆
U1
, (5.66)
where the subscript base indicates the two-dimensional layer without streaks.
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Figure 5.46: Standard deviation of streak strength due to zither wakes.   delta⇤ defined by equation (5.65)
vs R. Coloured lines are CFD data. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%.
Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are
   = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1.
The   ⇤ to A ratio is near constant, suggesting the layer profiles have a similar shape. Skin-friction
can provide a measure of streak growth. Figure 5.48 shows the variation in skin friction defined by,
 cf =
 cf
cf
, (5.67)
where,
 cf is the standard deviation of skin friction, defined by
2
⇢U21
r
µ
L
´ L
0
⇣
@U
@y   @U@y
⌘2
.dz,
cf is the mean skin friction, defined by
2µ
⇢U21L
@U
@y ,
@U
@y is the mean wall-normal velocity gradient defined by,
1
L
´ L
0
@U
@y dz.
The variation in skin friction is seen to vary between 1.5% and 18% at R = 1550 for the zithers
simulated, which is an order of magnitude variation. Bradshaw [1965] measured turbulent skin
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Figure 5.47: Standard deviation of streak amplitude due to zither wakes.  A defined by equation (5.66)
vs R. Coloured lines are CFD data. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%.
Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are
   = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1.
friction variation exceeding 10% when screens with   < 57% were installed in the settling chamber
of his tunnel. Only the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither exceeds 10% for the current results. The
ratio of  cf to  A is not constant and varies between 1.65 and 1.9 for the current results.
Based on the magnitude of skin friction variation for the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither, it can be
concluded that the cause of the spanwise skin friction variation in the results of Bradshaw [1965] is
present in the current simulations. Bradshaw [1965] attributed the variation to a spatial “instability”
downstream of the screen leading to the coalescence of jets. The current simulations suggest the
cause can be interpreted as being due to the variation of wire drag and wire position across the
zither.
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Figure 5.48: Standard deviation of skin friction ( cf ) divided by the mean skin-friction (cf ), equation 5.67,
vs R. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%.
Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is
   = 0.1.
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5.6.2 Streak Amplitude Related to the Zither
Ideally, a simple relation can be found to relate streak amplitude to the zither geometry. The
zither wakes upstream of the contraction decay approximately as x 0.75 but the wake strength
formula of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] was shown to be quantitatively in error. Relating streak
growth to a single measure of velocity variation in the wake will fail as streak growth is strongly
dependent on spanwise wavelength. The relation must be made in terms of vorticity and consider
the spectral distribution. However, the current zithers wakes do share a similar spanwise wavelength
as the zither position is constant and the zither wake wavelength formula was found to be accurate
(see figure 5.20). The contraction and leading edge geometry are also identical. Thus, the streak
amplitude can be scaled by the wake strength entering the contraction. If all zither wakes maintain
the same wake decay rate, and the streak growth in the test-section layer is linear with amplitude,
then a measure of streak amplitude scaled by a measure of the zither wake entering the contraction
should collapse to a single curve. Figure 5.49 is a plot of the standard deviation of streak amplitude
scaled by the standard deviation of the zither wake strength entering the contraction,  A  u/U in (see
table 5.3).
The   = 66.67% and   = 60% with    = 0.025 and    = 0.05 zither streak growth is seen if
figure 5.49 to collapse with this scaling. However, the   = 60% zithers with    = 0.075 and    = 0.1
are seen to have an increased scaled streak growth. This is an indication of a stronger wake, due to
a reduced wake decay rate far downstream of the zither, as non-linear e↵ects would be expected
to reduce streak growth in the layer (Zuccher et al. [2006]). A similar trend can be seen for the
  = 50% zithers with increasing    creating a stronger scaled streak.
The scaled streak growth can be seen in figure 5.49 to increase with decreasing   for a given   .
This is highlighted by the   = 40% with    = 0.025 and   = 50% with    = 0.075 zithers that have
nearly identical scaled streak growth. Their scaled streak amplitude is more than double that for
the   = 66.67% with    = 0.05 zither at R = 1500. This indicates that although the dominant
Fourier mode in the wake is of a similar wavelength, the spectral distribution is not. This was
seen in figure 5.37, which shows the spectral distribution of the zither wakes downstream of the
contraction. Lower open-area ratio zithers have relatively stronger large wavelengths that leads
to greater streak growth. Due to the slightly di↵erent zither wake decay rates, a simple relation
between the zither and the streak amplitude cannot be found.
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Figure 5.49: Standard deviation of streak amplitude ( A) scaled by the standard deviation of wake
strength entering contraction (  u/U in). Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are
  = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle
markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1.
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5.6.3 Spanwise Variation of the Test-section Layer
The streaks due to the zither wakes can be seen in figure 5.50 to have a negligible e↵ect on the
spanwise mean displacement thickness which grows at the Blasius rate. No significant change in
the mean flow is consistent with experimental observations of Klebano↵ streaks.
The spanwise variation of displacement thickness is shown with contours in figure 5.52. The spanwise
variation can be large despite the constancy of the mean. For all streaky layers except the   = 40%
zither, the maximum increase in layer thickness is slightly greater than the minimum decrease,
i.e. stronger low speed regions. For the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streaks, the increase is
considerably greater than the decrease. The spanwise pattern of displacement is also seen to be
fairly constant with streamwise distance, i.e. the regions of maximum and minimum layer thickness
remains physically fixed.
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Figure 5.50: Spanwise mean Re ⇤ vs R. Dashed Black line is Blasius growth (1.7208). Red line is
  = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are
   = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1. Red
dashed line is two-dimensional base-flow
The shape factor of the spanwise mean of all velocity profiles is shown in figure 5.51. The shape
factor decreases with increasing streamwise distance relative to the undisturbed two-dimensional
layer. Stronger streaks produce a greater decrease. Westin et al. [1994] reported a decreasing
shape-factor when FST induced Klebano↵ streaks are present. A shape factor of 2.41 at R = 1260
was observed. Only the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither produces a comparable mean shape factor
but it occurs further downstream. The spanwise variation of shape factor is shown in figure 5.53.
Figure 5.54 shows a Fourier decomposition of the streaks in the spanwise direction at a wall height
of y = 1.34 ⇤. The streamwise velocity component at R = 500, 1000 and 1500 is used. Higher k
modes can be seen to decay with increasing R as expected from modal growth theory. The most
interesting observation is the significantly larger k = 6 and k = 10 modes of the   = 50% with
   = 0.075 zither. There is a general trend for low k modes to have increased magnitude with
decreasing   and increasing   . This is due to these zither wakes having correspondingly larger
strength low k modes.
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Figure 5.51: Spanwise mean H vs R. Dashed Black line is two-dimensional base layer. Red line is
  = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are
   = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1. Red
dashed line is two-dimensional base-flow
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Figure 5.52: Plan view (x-z) of displacement thickness variation,  ⇤/ ⇤base. Twenty contour levels. Zither
and contour level min/max levels indicated in [ ] are located in contours. Flow direction is from bottom top.
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Figure 5.53: Plan view (x-z) of shape factor (H) variation. Twenty contour levels. Zither and contour
level min/max levels indicated in [ ] are located in contours. Flow direction is from bottom top.
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Figure 5.54: FFT of streamwise velocity (ms 1) component on spanwise line at y/ ⇤ = 1.34, for R = 500,
1000, 1500. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are
  = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075.
Square marker is    = 0.1.
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5.6.4 Streak Wall-normal Velocity Profiles
The presence of streaks causes a deviation in the velocity profile relative to the undisturbed
two-dimensional base-flow. The deviation is defined by,
 U
Uedge
=
U   Ubase
Uedge
. (5.68)
Kendall [1985] and Kendall [1998] measured all time-averaged velocity profiles to be in decrement
across the entire layer ( U/Uedge<0 ) with the largest decrement occurring at approximately ⌘ = 3.
Westin et al. [1994] observed the time-averaged profiles to be in excess near the wall and decrement
in the outer layer, an “s” shape. The maxima (lower part of “s”) was slightly greater than the minima
(upper part of “s”). This led to a reduction in the measured shape factor downstream, as was found
for the spanwise means of the current zither wake streaks (see figure 5.51). Figure 5.55 plots the
streamwise velocity deviation relative to the undisturbed two-dimensional layer at R = 1350 for the
zither wakes.
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Figure 5.55: Wall-normal profiles of  U/Uedge, defined by equation (5.68), at various spanwise positions
and R = 1350. Red line is the spanwise average.
For the majority of the zither streak flows, the spanwise average shows an excess near the wall and
a larger maximum decrement higher in the layer in agreement with Westin et al. [1994]. However,
for the weakest zither streaks (  = 60% with    = 0.025 and    = 0.05) the velocity is seen to be
in excess across the entire layer. The   = 60% zithers share the same wire perturbation pattern.
With increasing   , the spanwise mean deviation for the   = 60% zithers develops the “s” shape.
This suggests the strength of the streaks is responsible. The peak decrement in the Kendall [1998]
data is 0.02 while the Westin et al. [1994] data is 0.06, reinforcing this suggestion. Why the current
data shows an excess compared to a decrement as measured by Kendall [1985] and Kendall [1998]
is uncertain.
The peak of the excess deviation (lower curve of the “s”) can be seen in figure 5.55 to shift lower
in the layer with increasing amplitude. The opposite occurs for the velocity decrement higher in
the layer (upper curve of the “s”). This behaviour agrees with the simulations by Jacobs & Durbin
[2001] where backwards jets (unsteady streaks) were observed to lift towards the boundary layer
edge prior to breakdown. The PIV of Nolan & Walsh [2012] also observed the peak excess to move
towards the wall while the low-speed streak moves away from the wall.
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5.6.5 Streak Wavelength and Fourier Mode Energy
An FFT is used to decompose the zither streaks as was done for the isolated streak in Section 4.4.7.
The streamwise development of the modal energy is shown in figures 5.56, 5.57, 5.58, 5.59 and 5.60.
The modal energy in the streaks is calculated using equation (4.20) and integrated to a wall-normal
distance of y = 6 ⇤. The reference energy (Eˆ0ref ) is defined by equation (4.17) and sampled 63.5mm
upstream of the leading edge at the same height as the leading edge in Chapter 4.
The streamwise peak of energy is not observed in the streamwise domain for the k = 5 and k = 10
modes. The energy growth in the early layer is reduced relative to the Optimal streak which would
show a linear line in the current scalings. All zither streaks except the   = 50% with    = 0.075
zither show a streamwise energy peak for k = 15 that varies between X = 1 and 1.6 where X is
defined by equation (4.21). The growth of the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither k = 15 mode grows
rapidly beyond X = 1 which indicates non-linear e↵ects. The same trends can be seen for the
k = 20 and k = 25 modes.
The wall-normal modes shapes of Uˆk are shown in figures 5.61, 5.62, 5.63, 5.64, 5.65 and 5.66. The
k = 0 mode has the two-dimensional base-flow subtracted from it. It can be seen for the weaker
zither streaks at R = 500 that this quantity is in decrement across the entire layer as observed by
Kendall [1985]. However, Kendall [1985] measured at R = 980 and this trend does not exist in the
current data at R = 1000.
For k = 5, the maximum of the mode is at y = 1.34 ⇤. This is the same as the “universal” Klebano↵
profile. For k = 10, the mode shapes are similar. For the k = 15 modes, the maximum for some
zither cases appears to be below y = 1.34 ⇤ at R = 500 and shifts away from the wall with increasing
streamwise distance. This is particularly visible for the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streaks,
which also shows a large increase in energy growth downstream. For k = 20 and k = 25, this
trend is visible for all zither wakes. Andersson et al. [2001] observed similar mode shapes for the
non-linear streak generated by the Optimal disturbance.
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Figure 5.56: Scaled mode energy versus non-dimensionalised streamwise distance, equation (4.21), for the
Fourier mode k = 5. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines
are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075.
Square marker is    = 0.1.
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Figure 5.57: Scaled mode energy versus non-dimensionalised streamwise distance, equation (4.21), for the
Fourier modes k = 10. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines
are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075.
Square marker is    = 0.1.
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Figure 5.58: Scaled mode energy versus non-dimensionalised streamwise distance, equation (4.21), for the
Fourier modes k = 15. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines
are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075.
Square marker is    = 0.1.
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Figure 5.59: Scaled mode energy versus non-dimensionalised streamwise distance, equation (4.21), for the
Fourier modes k = 20. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines
are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075.
Square marker is    = 0.1.
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Figure 5.60: Scaled mode energy versus non-dimensionalised streamwise distance, equation 4.21, for the
Fourier modes k = 25. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines
are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075.
Square marker is    = 0.1.
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Figure 5.61: Scaled streamwise velocity mode shape for k = 0, minus the two-dimensional base-flow at
R = 500, 1000, 1500. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines
are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075.
Square marker is    = 0.1.
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Figure 5.62: Scaled streamwise velocity mode shape for k = 5 at R = 500, 1000, 1500. Red line is
  = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are
   = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1.
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Figure 5.63: Scaled streamwise velocity mode shape for k = 10. See figure 5.62 for details.
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Figure 5.64: Scaled streamwise velocity mode shape for k = 15. See figure 5.62 for details.
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Figure 5.65: Scaled streamwise velocity mode shape for k = 15. See figure 5.62 for details.
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Figure 5.66: Scaled streamwise velocity mode shape for k = 25. See figure 5.62 for details.
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5.6.6 Two-dimensional Base-flow Linear Stability
The linear stability of the undisturbed (by streaks) two-dimensional base-flow is shown by N -factor
curves in figure 5.67. The N -factor curves have been computed using linear PSE, equation (3.32),
with the initial condition created from the parallel stability problem (Orr-Sommerfeld equivalent)
using equations (3.42). The growth of the mode is measured with the energy normalisation,
equation (3.37).
The stability equations are di↵erenced with 70 GCL points in the wall-normal direction. The
GCL points are clustered near the wall using a skewed algebraic mapping, equation (3.75), with
ymax = 70mm and ycluster = 15mm in physical dimensions (see Section 3.5 for details).
The CFD base-flow is of su cient accuracy to provide results of at least qualitative accuracy (see
Section A.6) with approximately 40 CV through the layer in the wall-normal direction.
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Figure 5.67: Two-dimensional base-flow N -factor curves calculated using PSE with energy normalisation.
5.6.7 Zither Streak Linear Stability
Streaks and spanwise variation are pervasive in experimental results. While the e↵ect may be
negligible for a given experiment, it cannot be guaranteed. If transition is to be predicted accurately
in di↵ering wind tunnels, then the methodology must be able to predict transition for the current
zither streak base-flows. Watmu↵ [1998] observed that flow quality improvements related to the
tunnel screens shifted the transition location upstream to a distance, 67% of that observed before the
improvements. The results of Cossu & Brandt [2004] would suggest that transition was promoted
in the Watmu↵ [1998] wind tunnel as TS growth was previously damped by the presence of streaks.
Streaks have a secondary instability that becomes unstable at some threshold (bypass transition).
The threshold has been described in terms of a streak amplitude, but this measure does not correlate
for all streaks. Accurate prediction of secondary instability requires a linear stability analysis of the
given base-flow. The zither, streaky base-flows may alter the transition location and mechanism.
The e↵ect of streaks on transition and the application of transition prediction methods designed for
two-dimensional base-flows poses a number of questions including:
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• Do the zither streaks suppress TS and have a secondary instability threshold near an amplitude
of 26% (Andersson et al. [2001])? Or, is the secondary instability threshold significantly lower
as for the steady streaks from the free-stream (steady Squire mode) computed by Vaughan
& Zaki [2011]? Does the secondary instability evolve at a preferred location? Could it be
correlated to turbulent spot formation? Would TS have a preferred breakdown location?
• Do the zither streak base-flows suppress TS near uniformly across the domain or are there
localised regions of di↵ering growth? Does a global growth rate correlate with transition?
• For the eN method to possibly be successful, there must be a dominant mode growth that
correlates to transition. For two-dimensional, incompressible flow, this is the non-oblique TS
wave. What does the BiGlobal eigenvalue spectrum of the streaky base-flow look like? Is
there a dominant mode?
• For streaky base-flows, what resolution is required to resolve the flow in the spanwise direction?
Is the resolution to track a TS mode distorted by the base-flow the same as resolving the
base-flow secondary instability, i.e. must scales smaller than streaks be resolved?
• Previous analysis of streaky base-flows in literature considers a spanwise periodic streak.
When there are many non-identical streaks, are there larger secondary instability modes with
a larger spanwise extent than the periodic streak secondary instability and its sub-harmonic?
Experimental visualisations of streak breakdown would suggest the breakdown occurs on a
single streak. However, the linear stability modes leading to this breakdown may also be
growing away from the streak and provide insight into how streak breakdown propagates
across the flow.
• Typically, inviscid calculations have been used to calculate the streak secondary instability
with the justification that the instability is due to the development of an inflection point.
Truly accurate calculation requires the inclusion of viscosity. The streak secondary instability
should appear in the eigenvalue spectrum. Where does the secondary streak eigenvalue come
from?
The BiGlobal equations and PSE-3D equations are tools that allow some of these questions to
be addressed. Conceptually, they could be used in place of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation or the
two-dimensional PSE equations, with an eN method to predict transition if transition is dominated
by TS growth. This would require a database of streaky base-flow transition results and would
inherit all the limitations and assumptions of the eN method. There is no guarantee that the method
will work as well for a streaky base-flow. The e↵ect of the streaks on TS secondary instability is
also an issue and transition prediction must also account for streak secondary instability.
The work in this Section will only address the linear growth on the streaky base-flow.
5.6.7.1 BiGlobal Resolution of TS and Eigenvalue Spectrum
The streaky base-flow at R = 940 (Re ⇤ = 1615) for the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither is used to
examine spanwise resolution requirements. The streak peak amplitude (A) is 12.5%. The streak
standard deviation of amplitude ( A) is 5.4%. The BiGlobal eigenvalue spectrum is investigated for
a disturbance non-dimensional frequency, F = 65 where,
F =
!⌫
U21
⇥ 106. (5.69)
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The dimensional frequency (!) is 326.8rad/s. For this frequency and position, the two-dimensional
base-flow is unstable (slightly upstream of Branch 2).
The BiGlobal spectrum is calculated using the modes k =  5 to 5. The spatial eigenvalue problem
is solved (↵i < 0 indicates streamwise growth). The streaky base-flow is not symmetric which
prevents using the even/odd assumption to reduce the eigenvalue problem size. The QZ eigenvalue
solver (Matlab eig() function) is used and the results can be seen in figure 5.68. The spectrum is
similar in appearance to that of the two-dimensional Blasius flow. The discrete approximation to
the continuos modes can be seen to the left of the spectrum. The spread of the continuous modes is
due to the wall-normal di↵erencing no longer being able to capture the oscillations of the modes.
Four unstable, discrete eigenvalues can be seen at ↵ ⇤ u 0.3.
The eigenvalue spectrum is resolved more accurately in the region of the unstable eigenvalues
using an increasing number of spanwise modes and the Arnoldi eigenvalue solver (Matlab egis()
function). With the increased resolution, a “curved line” of eigenvalues can be seen in figure 5.68.
The shape of this line is the same as for a plot of TS modes with varying spanwise wavenumber
on a two-dimensional base-flow. The most unstable eigenvalue appears by itself. In the limit of
two-dimensional flow, without providing direct proof, this mode would correspond to the two-
dimensional TS mode. Tracking this mode back towards the leading edge (streak strength decreasing)
produces an eigenmode with minimal spanwise variation and an eigenvalue close to that for the
two-dimensional layer. It will be called the streaky TS mode as done by Cossu & Brandt [2004].
The remaining eigenvalues can be seen to appear in pairs. In the limit of two-dimensional flow they
would be the oblique TS modes. Each pair would converge to the same value as the flow becomes
two-dimensional and the eigenmodes di↵er only in the spanwise propagation direction. They are
split because the streaky zither base-flow is not spanwise symmetric. They will be called the streaky
oblique TS modes.
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Figure 5.68: The e↵ect of spanwise resolution (Fourier modes N to N) on the eigenvalues for the   = 50%,
   = 0.075 zither at Re ⇤ = 1615 (R = 940). Perturbation frequency is F = 65, ! = 326.8 rad/s. Blue
dots, N = 5 and QZ solver. Green + N = 10 and Arnoldi Solver. Magenta square N = 15 and Arnoldi
Solver. Blue circle N = 20 and Arnoldi Solver. Red x N = 25 and Arnoldi Solver.
With increasing resolution, the change in the computed eigenvalues reduces (see figure 5.68). A
greater resolution is required to resolve the streaky oblique modes than the streaky TS mode. The
streaky TS mode eigenvalue (labeled A in figure 5.68) does not change significantly beyond k = 15
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modes. The majority of the streak base-flow energy is in wave-numbers below k = 15, and the
streak spacing is approximately k = 12.
From figure 5.68, the most unstable eigenvalue is clearly the streaky TS mode. This mode would be
expected to “win” the linear growth competition and become the instability leading to transition if
a streak secondary instability does not develop. The eigenvalue spectrum was also examined close
to Branch 2. The streaky oblique modes were still more stable than the streaky TS mode.
The eigenmode of the streaky TS is shown in figure 5.69, along with the base-flow. A resolution
of k = 25 appears to accurately resolve the eigenmode. The eigenmode is visibly distorted by
the streaky base-flow. The urms of the mode is seen to be reduced in regions of elevated layer
thickness. The characteristic “holes” in the TS eigenmode due to the streaks can be seen at various
spanwise locations. The largest reduction in urms is seen to correlate with the largest regions of
layer thickness.
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Figure 5.69: The e↵ect of spanwise resolution (Fourier modes N to N) on streaky TS eigenmode, labelled
A in figure 5.68. Top figure is contours of the base-flow   = 50%,    = 0.075 zither at Re ⇤ = 1615
(R = 940). The streak peak amplitude (A) is 12.5%. The streak standard deviation of amplitude ( A) is
5.4%. Bottom figures are contours of urms of the most unstable eigenvalue for N = 10, 15, 20 and 25. The
disturbance frequency is F = 65, ! = 326.8 rad/s.
The eigenmodes of the streaky oblique TS modes (labelled B and C) are shown in figures 5.70
and 5.71. A spanwise resolution of k =  25 to 25 is used. The regions of increased urms are seen
to be o↵set in the spanwise direction from each other. As for the streaky TS mode, the maxima
of urms are located in the high-speed streak regions. The linear summation of the oblique modes
is shown in figure 5.72. The eigenmodes have been scaled to have the same total energy prior to
addition. For the current zither base-flow, the majority of the regions with elevated urms for the
combined streaky oblique modes is located to the left of z/d = 500. For the streaky TS mode, most
of the elevated regions are to the right of z/d = 500. The maximum spanwise velocity component
of the streaky oblique modes, ⇠ 0.6urms is considerably higher than that for the streaky TS mode
(⇠ 0.4urms, not shown).
The Fourier modes k =  2 to 2 for the streaky TS and oblique streaky TS are plotted in figure 5.73.
The Fourier decomposition clearly shows that the streaky TS mode is dominated by the zero
(spanwise invariant) mode. The decomposition of the streaky oblique modes clearly shows they are
dominated by the k =  1, 1 modes. This decomposition justifies the naming scheme adopted.
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Figure 5.70: Streaky oblique TS mode, labelled B in figure 5.69, calculated using Fourier modes k =  25
to 25. Top is contour of the base-flow,   = 50%,    = 0.075 zither at Re ⇤ = 1615 (R = 940). The
disturbance frequency is F = 65, ! = 326.8 rad/s.
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Figure 5.71: Streaky oblique TS mode, labelled C in figure 5.69, calculated using Fourier modes k =  25
to 25. Top is contour of the base-flow,   = 50%,    = 0.075 zither at Re ⇤ = 1615 (R = 940). The
disturbance frequency is F = 65, ! = 326.8 rad/s.
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Figure 5.72: Linear summation of streaky oblique TS modes, labelled B and C in figure 5.69. The
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Figure 5.73: Wall-normal mode shapes of the streaky disturbances, labelled A, B and C in figure 5.68.
For the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither at Re ⇤ = 1615 (R = 940). The disturbance frequency is F = 65,
! = 326.8 rad/s.
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5.6.7.2 N-Factor Curves
The e↵ect of the zither wakes on the streaky TS growth is evaluated with N -factor curves. The
curves are computed using the PSE-3D equations (3.32). The initial condition is provided by the
BiGlobal spatial stability problem, equation (3.42). No artificial stabilisation (Andersson et al.
[1998]) is required as a PSE streamwise marching step of ⇠ 2/↵r is used. As for the two-dimensional
stability calculations, 70 GCL points are used in the wall-normal direction with the same clustering.
The spanwise direction uses k =  25 to 25 Fourier modes. No assumption of even or odd can be
made for the zither wake base-flows. The Floquet parameter is taken as zero.
Disturbance frequencies F = 30, 45, 65 are computed and the results are shown in figures 5.74, 5.75
and 5.76. The F = 65 disturbance reaches Branch 2 just downstream of R = 1000. The greatest
suppression of the streaky TS is observed for   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither. The decrease in the
maximum N is only 0.1.
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Figure 5.74: N -factor curve for F = 65 for zither streak base-flow. Solid black line- two-dimensional
base-flow. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are
  = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075.
Square marker is    = 0.1.
The F = 45 TS mode reaches Branch 2 just downstream of R = 1300 on the two-dimensional
base-flow. At R = 1300, the standard deviation of streak strength ( A) for the   = 50% with
   = 0.075 zither has reached 7.8%. The greater streamwise extent of TS and streak growth leads to
greater relative suppression. For the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither, the reduction in the maximum
N is 0.65. If transition were to occur due to this frequency at N = 5 on the two-dimensional
base-flow then the predicted position to reach the same mode amplitude on the   = 50% with
   = 0.075 zither streak base-flow would be delayed from R = 1170 to R = 1250. For a wind tunnel
velocity of 8.58ms 1 and air, this corresponds to a shift from x = 2.33m to x = 2.66m; a delay of
15%. For the weaker zither streak flows, the delay would be less than 3.5%.
The F = 30 disturbance maximum N is not observed in the streamwise domain. However, the
suppression of TS growth is seen to be considerable. At R = 1550, the maximum reduction in N is 1.
If transition were to occur due to this frequency at N = 6.5 on the two-dimensional base-flow, then
the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither would delay the position to reach the same mode amplitude
from R = 1470 to R = 1562. For the stated tunnel conditions, this corresponds to x = 3.68m and
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Figure 5.75: N -factor curve for F = 45 for zither streak base-flow. Solid black line- two-dimensional
base-flow. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are   = 66.67%. Dot markers are
   = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075. Square marker is    = 0.1.
x = 4.15m. A delay of nearly 500mm, or 12.6%. For all other zither wakes, the predicted delay is
less than 100mm, a delay of 2.7%.
Watmu↵ [1998] replaced the screens in his wind tunnel and observed a three-fold reduction in
urms in the layer. This indicates significantly weaker streaks. For this intermediate configuration
(further flow quality improvements were made), turbulent bursting was observed to shift upstream
from R u 1500 to R u 1220. For the two-dimensional layer, this corresponds to a reduction in
N -factor from 7.3 (F = 30) to 5.4 (F = 45) (see figure 5.67). If the original tunnel configuration
had streaks similar to that generated by the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither (not a completely
unreasonable expectation as the zither is placed upstream of the contraction and the original screens
were poor quality), then the original N -factor would have been 6 (from figure 5.76). Assuming the
tunnel had no streaks after installing the new screens, an N -factor of 6 would predict transition at
approximately R = 1300 due to F = 42.5 (from figure 5.67). This optimistic analysis over predicts
the extent of laminar flow observed by 360mm (13.5%).
The streak e↵ects on secondary instability may also be important. Liu et al. [2008a] and Liu et al.
[2008b] found that wide streaks ( z = 11.6 ⇤) suppressed TS growth but promoted transition of TS
with F = 120 ( x ⇡ 20 ⇤) due to increased growth rates of the TS secondary instability. Narrow
streaks ( z = 4.6 ⇤) also suppressed TS growth but delayed transition due to decreased secondary
instability growth rates. The wavelength of the TS frequency with the largest growth in the Watmu↵
tunnel at R ⇡ 1500, in the original tunnel configuration, would be approximately  x ⇡ 25 ⇤. The
streak spacing would be approximately 30mm,  z ⇡ 7 ⇤ (estimated from Watmu↵ [1998] figure 3).
The streaks are narrow relative to the TS and would not be expected to promote transition due
to increased TS secondary instability growth. After the installation of new screens, the theory of
Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] would predict no change in streak spacing. At the new transition
location, R ⇡ 1220, the streak spacing is approximately  z ⇡ 8.4 ⇤. The streamwise wavelength of
the TS frequency with the largest growth is approximately  x ⇡ 22 ⇤. The streaks are becoming
wide relative to the TS wavelength and may a↵ect the TS secondary instability growth rates. It
should be noted that the analysis of Liu et al. [2008b] does not consider the spanwise variation of
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Figure 5.76: N -factor curve for F = 30 for zither streak base-flow. Solid black line- two-dimensional
base-flow. Red line is   = 40%. Blue lines are   = 50%. Green lines are   = 60%. Purple lines are
  = 66.67%. Dot markers are    = 0.025. Plus markers are    = 0.05. Circle markers are    = 0.075.
Square marker is    = 0.1.
the TS mode (oblique components).
This analysis above is clearly based on too many assumptions (including eN transition prediction)
to be considered rigorous. However, the experimental result of Watmu↵ [1998] does demonstrate
how sensitive transition can be to flow quality (see also Arnal & Juillen [1978]). The linear
stability calculations performed for the zither wakes demonstrates the TS growth can be modified
substantially. The   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streaks are predicted to delay transition in
excess of 10%. The predicted delay in transition is attributable to random errors in the zither wire
position with a standard deviation of 38.1µm (15% of wire diameter) located nearly 2.3m upstream.
However, the other zither streaks are predicted to delay transition by a few percent. Based on this
result, it can be suggested that spanwise variation of the layer should not exceed approximately
 A = 8% at R = 1500 in-order to minimise the shift in transition. Whether this prediction, based
on spanwise global growth rates, would hold in an experiment needs to be tested.
5.6.8 Streaky TS Eigenmode Development
The N -factor calculations presented are based on a single ↵ for the entire cross-stream plane. This
global value may not correlate well with transition, nor does it indicate how distorted the TS
wave is by the streak. Figures 5.77, 5.78 and 5.79 document the streaky TS eigenmodes for the
  = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streaky base-flow for the frequencies used in the previous N -factor
computation. The contours have been computed with the PSE-3D and provide the reader with a
graphical overview of TS and streak interaction.
The urms is seen to be significantly distorted from that of two-dimensional TS. At lower R with
lower streak strength, the urms is seen to cluster into regions of high and low values with the
maxima/minima located at approximately the same wall height. With increasing R, the peak in the
low-speed streak regions move away from the wall, creating a spanwise zig-zag pattern. Below this
maximum, a visible minimum appears as a “hole” in the eigenvector. A wall-normal profile through
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this region shows an “M” shape. For the current results, the “M” generally has larger magnitude
higher in the layer. This trend is similar to the observations of Fransson et al. [2005a] but they
observed the higher layer peak to decrease with R until a similar value as the lower peak prior to
Branch 2.
The sensitivity of the eigenmode development was investigated by removing the harmonic components
of the initial condition, i.e. leave only the spanwise invariant zeroth mode. The e↵ect on the
imaginary component of the eigenvalue is shown for the F = 30 disturbance in figure 5.80. The
e↵ect is negligible and the downstream eigenmode is unchanged from that when using the full
initial condition. The streaky base-flow is still quite weak at the initial condition position and
the zero-mode dominates the disturbance. Hence the flow tends rapidly to the streaky TS mode.
This is analogous to the TS disturbance evolving from flow distorted by a vibrating ribbon or a
suction/blowing strip.
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Figure 5.77: Eigenmode rms for the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streaky base-flow, F = 65.
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Figure 5.78: Eigenmode rms for the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streaky base-flow, F = 45.
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Figure 5.79: Eigenmode rms for the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streaky base-flow, F = 30.
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Figure 5.80: ↵i vs R for the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streaky base-flow, F = 30. Blue line uses
the full BiGlobal initial condition. Red line uses only the zeroth mode of the initial condition.
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5.6.9 Streak Secondary Instability
An extensive search was made of the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streak base-flow for a streak
secondary instability at R = 1550. The QZ method was used with up to 25 Fourier modes, and the
Arnoldi method was used with up to 45 Fourier modes, over a large disturbance frequency range,
searching the phase velocity region of 0.6 to 0.85. Streak secondary instability is known to occur at
these phase velocities (Andersson et al. [2001]). No secondary instability was detected. The streaky
base-flow is still quite weak and only the results of Vaughan & Zaki [2011] would suggest a streak
secondary instability may be present. However, the spanwise resolution used may not be su cient
to detect streak secondary instability.
5.7 Summary and Discussion of Zither Streaks and the Con-
traction
The aim of this Chapter was to relate streaks in the base-flow to characteristics of the settling
chamber screens. To simplify this, a zither was used to model the screen. The steady, laminar wake
of the zithers was then passed though a contraction. This tilted and stretched the normal vorticity
into streamwise vorticity that created streaks in the test-section boundary layer.
Contractions are widely used in wind tunnel construction. They allow screens to be placed upstream
in slower flow which reduces pressure losses and increases wind tunnel e ciency. They also
reduce the variation of the test-section, streamwise velocity. It is widely known that the mean
streamwise velocity variation will scale with the inverse of the contraction ratio and that the
cross-flow components will increase. What is perhaps less well appreciated is that normal vorticity
entering the contraction will be tilted and stretched into streamwise vorticity and that the weak
streamwise vorticity exiting can introduce significant spanwise variation of the test-section layer. It
has generally been seen as desirable to reduce the variation of the streamwise velocity component
and free-stream urms across the wind tunnel, often leading to large contraction ratios. What has
perhaps been less well appreciated by some, is that the test-section boundary layer is most receptive
to low frequency, streamwise vorticity (Schrader et al. [2010]) and that this vortical disturbance
can undergo considerable algebraic growth in the boundary layer (Andersson et al. [1999], Levin
& Henningson [2003], Luchini [2000]). Designing a wind tunnel to minimise the variation of the
streamwise velocity across the test-section may not be the best idea, particularly if poor quality
screens are used.
The zithers studied produced wake strengths between 0.17% and 0.88% of the free-stream velocity
at the start of the contraction. The wakes all had a similar dominant spanwise wavelength. The
streamwise vorticity exiting the contraction was not a constant ratio of the normal vorticity entering.
At the measurement location, the streamwise vorticity exiting was 30% to 45% of the normal
vorticity entering. This was attributed to increasing zither non-uniformity and reducing zither
open-area ratio creating relatively stronger large spanwise wavelength modes that reduced the wake
decay rate. The variation in streamwise velocity at the leading edge in the test-section was near
immeasurable. The   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither produced the largest wake that exhibited a
peak deviation of only 0.015% of U1. The v component of the wake showed the largest deviation,
approximately 0.5% of U1. This corresponds to a maximum flow angle of 0.26 . However, the
standard deviation of the flow angle at the leading edge was only 0.1 .
Flow angle measurements are only of use for predicting streaks if the angle is sampled at a resolution
adequate to resolve the streamwise vorticity. The theory of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] gives a
good prediction of wake spanwise scale upstream of the contraction. The significantly faster tunnel
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speed downstream of the contraction reduces the di↵usion and the apparent wake scale does not
change rapidly. This theory can be used to design a flow quality survey sampling distance that will
provide an accurate assessment of the streamwise vorticity present. This could be combined with
streamwise vorticity receptivity coe cients to estimate streak growth. The Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer
[1989] theory also gives a good indication as to why Klebano↵ streaks often show similar spacing
between di↵ering experiments. However, the small flow angles and the small sampling distance
required to turn flow angle measurements into vorticity may be challenging in an experiment, even
for a slow tunnel speed of 10ms 1. Measuring the deviation of the streamwise velocity component
upstream of the contraction might be a simpler and more accurate flow quality measurement
provided an allowance can be made for the contraction.
The weak zither wakes generated streaks in the test-section boundary layer with a range of strengths.
The most substantial streaks were from the strongest wake, that of the   = 50% with    = 0.075
zither. The maximum streak amplitude (A) at R = 1500 was approximately 20%. The standard
deviation of streak amplitude ( A) was 9%. The maximum variation in the layer displacement
thickness (  ⇤) was 70%, and the skin friction variation ( cf/cf) was 17%. The skin friction is of
the order measured by Bradshaw [1965] in a turbulent layer and attributed to the coalescence of
jets. This streaky base-flow is also stronger than that of the isolated streak in Chapter 4 despite
the wake upstream of the leading edge being weaker. This is due to the relative energy distribution
(over k) of the wakes.
It should be noted that the flow approaching the zithers in the current simulations was perfectly
uniform. The streaks generated are purely due to zither imperfections. In a wind tunnel, screens
are used to remove imperfections already present in the flow. A perfectly uniform flow approaching
the zither is not a realistic boundary condition. It was shown that a non-uniform flow approaching
the zither could create a significantly stronger far downstream wake as it excites large wavelength
variations of drag across the zither. Thus, it would be possible to create even stronger streaks than
those considered in this Chapter.
All the zither wake streaks show similar characteristics with Klebano↵ streaks. The free-stream
disturbance  U is near immeasurable (Watmu↵ [1998]). Streak growth is reduced at low R
(Fransson et al. [2005b]) but nearly linear with x0.5 till beyond R > 1000 (Westin et al. [1994]).
The wall-normal profiles of the Fourier modes in the streak exhibited a peak at y = 1.34 ⇤ (Westin
et al. [1994], Kendall [1985], Kendall [1998]). However, with increasing R shorter wavelength modes
(increasing k) would show a peak shifting away from the wall and the mode energy would increase
rapidly. Physical profiles showed that the low-speed region of the streak would lift away from the
wall (Jacobs & Durbin [2001]) while the high-speed region would move towards the wall. (Nolan
& Walsh [2012]). The spanwise wavelength of the streaks was a near constant physical distance
(Ovchinnikov et al. [2008]) and dictated by the free-stream (Fransson & Alfredsson [2003]). The
streaks cause the spanwise mean shape factor to decrease with streamwise distance (Westin et al.
[1994]). The mean velocity profile deviation from the base-flow generally develops an “s” shape with
increasing R, in agreement with Westin et al. [1994] but disagreement with Kendall [1985]. The
zither wake streaky flows appear to have all the characteristics of Klebano↵ streaks; apart from the
unsteadiness.
The standard deviation of streak amplitude ( A) relative to the amplitude of the zither wake
entering the contraction (  u/U in) was found not to be a constant even though all the tunnel
geometry and mean flow are identical. The ratio  A/  u/U in varied between approximately 4.5 and
10.5 at R = 1500. The zithers with larger open-area ratios and smaller non-uniformity collapsed
quite closely to 4.5. With decreasing open-area ratio and increasing non-uniformity, this ratio
increased. This is attributed to the zither creating stronger, large wavelength modes due to the
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increasing variation in drag across the zither. The ratio  A/  u/U in will be wind tunnel dependent.
For the tunnel configuration used, reducing the ratio below 4.5 could be achieved by moving the
zither further upstream of the contraction. This will reduce the wake strength at the entry to the
contraction. However, the peak wavelength will be increased. Extending a wind tunnel upstream of
the contraction (increased distance between screens and contraction) will provide a greater benefit
to flow quality compared to the same physical extension downstream of the contraction. This is
due to greater di↵usion of disturbances in the slower flow upstream of the contraction.
For the zithers studied, only the   = 50% with    = 0.075 zither is predicted to have a significant
e↵ect on transition location. The e↵ect was predicted using the PSE-3D equations and computing
the reduction in N -factor. For F = 30, the N -factor growth was reduced by 1 in the streamwise
domain (Branch 2 was not reached). This could a↵ect the predicted transition location by more
than 10%. This predicted shift in transition is due to random errors in the position of the wires
creating the zither. The standard deviation of the errors is only 38.1 µm (15% of wire diameter)
and the zither is located nearly 2.3m upstream. However, the validity of using a spanwise global
growth rate to predict/correlate with transition is untested although a greater than 10% shift in
transition due to streaks seems possible (see Watmu↵ [1998] results). The streaky TS modes shapes
are significantly altered by the presence of the streaks, and this may have significant e↵ects on
TS secondary instability not considered in the current analysis (Liu et al. [2008b]). The weaker
streaks may also significantly a↵ect experiments where the disturbance growing has a low frequency,
streamwise vorticity dependence, e.g. Go¨rtler instability (Swearingen & Blackwelder [1986]).
All the zither streaks studied stabilised TS in the streamwise region examined. This is consistent
with the behaviour of the Optimal streak (Cossu & Brandt [2004], Bagheri & Hanifi [2007], Schlatter
et al. [2011]), steady roughness generated streaks (Fransson et al. [2005a], Fransson et al. [2006],
Shahinfar et al. [2012]), and Klebano↵ streaks (Arnal & Juillen [1978], Boiko et al. [1994], Watmu↵
[1998]). However, it contrasts the results of Vaughan & Zaki [2011] that generated streaks from the
free-stream with a Squire mode and found them to destabilise TS. This suggests the source of the
disturbance that generates the streak is important when determining its a↵ect on TS. Combined
with the aforementioned experimental results, it indicates that Klebano↵ streaks generated from a
screen/grid/zither are stabilising. However, Kendall [1991] has experimentally observed increased
TS wave-packet growth in the presence of Klebano↵ streaks generated from a disturbance upstream
of the contraction. More work is required to explain the anomalous observations.
A BiGlobal analysis of the zither streak base-flow exhibited streaky TS modes (Cossu & Brandt
[2004]) and streaky oblique TS modes. As for the Blasius layer, the eigenvalue spectrum showed the
oblique modes to be less unstable. However, the eigenmodes of the streaky TS and streaky oblique
mode examined did show a distinct di↵erence. The maxima of the urms of the eigenmodes appeared
to be located in di↵ering spanwise regions. The streaky oblique modes had a larger concentration
in the region with the largest streaks, while the streaky TS mode was more concentrated in regions
with weaker streaks.
A more thorough stability analysis could use a non-linear implementation of the PSE-3D (or
non-linear PSE of Bagheri & Hanifi [2007]) to examine initial condition streaky TS amplitude and
the predicted breakdown. However, such an analysis would still be dependent on the unknown
initial TS condition.
A secondary streak instability was not detected for the zither streak base-flows. No secondary
streak instability would be expected based on the amplitude thresholds for the Optimal streak
(Andersson et al. [2001]), but the thresholds of Vaughan & Zaki [2011] for a streak generated from
the free-stream (steady Squire mode) would have predicted a streak secondary instability for the
  = 50% with    = 0.075 zither streaks.
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The current simulations have focused on streaks generated from normal vorticity that is tilted
and stretched into streamwise vorticity in a contraction upstream of the test-section leading edge.
Streamwise vorticity will also be present upstream of the contraction when using a screen and
will be stretched in a contraction. This can be seen in figure 4.33 of Chapter 4 with the changing
distance between material lines indicating the stretching of streamwise vorticity. Stretching would
be a maximum on the tunnel centreline. However, a small CFD simulation of a perfect, single screen
element (four square wires bounding a hole, not shown) revealed the normal vorticity to decay
less rapidly than the streamwise vorticity, leading to orders of magnitude greater normal vorticity
downstream. This suggests, at least for steady laminar flow, that the normal vorticity entering
the contraction is most likely the cause of streamwise vorticity in the test-section. The current
simulations would then be the worst case scenario; normal vorticity through a two-dimensional
contraction on to a flat-plate near the wind tunnel floor. Conversely, the best case scenario for a
wind tunnel using screens and not a zither would be a two-dimensional contraction with the plate
located on the tunnel centreline (expect minimal streamwise vorticity on the centreline) although a
three-dimensional contraction will produce less streamwise vorticity across the entire cross-section
(!x / pcr).
The current analysis of the steady zither wake is readily extended to another spatial dimension. The
major issue would be modelling the drag/source variation of a screen. It might simpler to consider
the holes in the screen as point sources of “thrust”. How this varies with non-uniformities in screen
weave is an open question. However, without having to model an entire screen, it may be possible
to design better screens. Accepting that a manufacturing process will introduce imperfections, it
may be possible to design a screen that minimises drag variation with imperfection. It might also
be possible to design a screen that minimises drag variation due to a non-uniform inflow. Whatever
is done, to eliminate spanwise variation downstream the goal must be to eliminate large wavelength
variations of drag. However, other considerations (how would unsteadiness and turbulence a↵ect
the results? what is the e↵ect on turbulence quantities?), the practicalities of screen construction
and potential benefits of better screen design may be a poorer option than simply extending the
distance between the settling chamber screens and the contraction.
Ultimately, all disturbances in the wind tunnel need to be related to their source if accurate
transition predictions are to be made. The work presented links steady streaks in the test-section
layer to their origin at imperfect zithers (wind tunnel settling screen model) and studies their
predicted a↵ect on transition. The original analysis of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer [1989] provides a
relation between the wake that will generate streaks and an imperfect zither. Including the variation
of drag has been shown to be important. With simple relations such as these, the wind tunnel
designer may be able to better quantify screens and their wakes. Extending this work will hopefully
lead to improved transition prediction and correlation between di↵ering wind tunnels.
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Chapter 6
Steady Streaks
Near the Leading Edge
The role of the leading edge in transition is not completely clear. It is a known receptivity site
tollmien-Schlichting waves (TS) (Goldstein [1983]), but it has not been found to a↵ect Klebano↵
streaks in experiments (Kendall [1998], Watmu↵ [1998]). It is now known that if Klebano↵ streaks
are relatively independent of the leading edge then they have been generated by streamwise vorticity
in the free-stream.
The presence of streaks can alter TS growth. Boiko et al. [1994] experimentally measured reduced
TS growth when the boundary layer was subjected to FST that generated Klebano↵ streaks. The
LES simulations of Schlatter et al. [2011] also showed FST generated streaks suppressed TS growth.
Cossu & Brandt [2002], Cossu & Brandt [2004], Bagheri & Hanifi [2007] and Schlatter et al. [2011]
have found the steady Optimal streak to suppress TS growth and Fransson et al. [2005a], Fransson
et al. [2006], Gu¨ru¨n [2006] and Shahinfar et al. [2012] have observed reduced TS growth with streaks
forced by roughness elements or miniature vortex generators. The results of Chapter 5 also showed
that the steady streaks created from the free-stream by zither wakes suppressed TS growth in the
region examined.
Kendall [1991] had previously made the now anomalous experimental observation that natural TS
growth was increased relative to linear stability theory in the early boundary layer when Klebano↵
streaks were present. Support for this observation can be found in the recent computations of
Vaughan & Zaki [2011] where streaks forced from the free-stream were found to a↵ect TS growth.
Their steady streaks, forced by a single Squire mode (free-stream forcing), would increase TS
growth rates with increasing streak amplitude, up to a streak amplitude of approximately 14%.
The analysis of Goldstein & Wundrow [1995] showed that large spanwise wavelength distortion of
the layer can create near-wall inflection points that increase the growth rate of oblique Rayleigh
instabilities at large Reynolds numbers. Wu & Choudhari [2003] have also shown that large spanwise
wavelength models of Klebano↵ streaks can destabilise TS, but their analysis requires the streaks
to be unsteady.
Small changes in pressure gradient near the leading edge can significantly change the TS neutral
stability location (Klingmann et al. [1993]), and changes in the flow attachment at the leading edge
can dramatically shift the transition location (e.g. Westin et al. [1994]). The LES simulations of FST
impinging a blunt leading edge by Nagarajan et al. [2007] showed di↵ering transition mechanisms
depending on the FST level and the leading edge bluntness. With increasing FST and bluntness,
the mechanism changed from sinuous streak breakdown to wave-packet growth in the high-speed
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streak regions. The analysis of Goldstein & Sescu [2008] suggests that unsteady streaks in a Blasius
layer can remain inflectional in the high-speed region and support inviscid wave-packet growth.
The DNS simulations of Ovchinnikov et al. [2008] with FST and a blunt leading edge also revealed
di↵ering transitions mechanisms depending on the FST level.
6.1 Outline
The aim of this Chapter is to investigate the relationship between the streak creation mechanism
and the e↵ect on the base-flow linear stability near the leading edge. In Chapter 4 it was shown
that free-stream normal vorticity and free-stream streamwise vorticity created streaks with di↵ering
velocity profiles in the early layer. It is hypothesised that these streaks will have di↵ering linear
stability characteristics. The spanwise wavelength of the streak relative to the layer may also
significantly a↵ect the viscous linear stability.
A blunt, super-elliptic leading edge will be used as recent DNS simulations in the literature employ
similar leading edges. The Ansys Fluent CFD solver will be used to compute base-flows near the
leading edge with streaks generated from the free-stream by wakes primarily composed of either
normal vorticity or streamwise vorticity. The linear stability of the streak base-flows will be assessed
using the BiGlobal stability equations (see Chapter 3). The streamwise flow direction is assumed
homogeneous (parallel flow assumption). The parallel flow assumption is known to be quantitatively
inaccurate at low Re (e.g. see Bertolotti [1991]) but still provides qualitatively useful information.
The analysis is conducted by examining and documenting the streak stability characteristics at
di↵ering streamwise positions for normal and streamwise vorticity streaks with di↵ering amplitudes.
The streak width is held constant. Results with di↵ering streak widths are also presented.
6.2 Two-dimensional Base-flow
The two-dimensional base-flow is created by a blunt, super-elliptic leading edge located in a model
of a wind tunnel test-section, the same as in Chapters 4 and 5 except for the leading edge geometry.
The leading edge is defined by equation (6.1) and shown in figure 6.1.
⇣x
a
⌘6
+
⇣y
h
⌘2
= 1, (6.1)
where,
a is the semi-major length (Ar ⇥ h),
h is the semi-minor length, physically 3.81mm,
Ar is the aspect ratio, a/h, equal to 9.
The blunt aspect-ratio is chosen to be similar to that used by Nagarajan et al. [2007] (Ar = 6 and
10) in their recent LES simulations of FST interactions with the leading edge and Ovchinnikov et al.
[2008]. Two slot mass-flows are investigated. For the first slot mass-flow m˙0.17655, the flow attaches
on the leading edge centre line and for the second, m˙0.21, attachment is on the upper side of the
leading edge. The e↵ective boundary layer edge velocity is altered between the two slot mass-flows,
with U = 9.85ms 1 and 9.45ms 1 respectively. This gives a Reynolds number based on the leading
edge length (Rea) of 22,200, and 23,100. This is approximately half that of Nagarajan et al. [2007]
(Rea=50,000) but greater than Ovchinnikov et al. [2008] (Rea=2820). The leading edge radius
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Figure 6.1: Super-ellipse leading edge. Aspect ratio 9
of curvature at attachment is 1.274mm and 1.838mm (0.333h, 0.48h) and comparable to the slot
mass-flow cases m˙0.21 and m˙0.215 investigated in Chapter 4. However, there is now a considerable
adverse pressure gradient in the recovery region.
Figure 6.2 shows the boundary layer parameters with distances scaled by the leading edge semi-major
axis, a. The recovery to a near Blasius boundary layer, indicated by H = 2.59, is seen to occur
by x = 2.25a when the flow attaches to the topside of the leading edge (m˙0.21) with a maximum
shape factor of H = 2.69 obtained in the adverse pressure gradient region. The layer slightly
overshoots the Blasius value which indicates a very slight favourable pressure gradient until x ⇡ 7a.
The m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow does not recover to Blasius until x ⇡ 13a due to a persistent adverse
pressure gradient. Figure 6.3 shows the pressure coe cient. The slight adverse pressure gradient is
due to the mismatch between the test-section tunnel-roof and the boundary layer growth. It was not
eliminated as it was intended to examine the e↵ects of a pressure gradient on the streak downstream.
However, time has prevented these simulations being conducted. A significantly stronger adverse
pressure gradient is experienced in the leading edge region for the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow relative
to the m˙0.21 slot mass-flow. This is indicated by a maximum shape factor of H = 2.98 in figure 6.2.
The boundary layer is comparable to the Nagarajan et al. [2007] results for an Ar = 10 leading
edge which exhibited a peak shape factor of H = 2.9 and recovery to near Blasius by x ⇡ 2.5a,
and an Ar = 6 leading edge with a peak H ⇡ 3.18 and recovery to Blasius also by x ⇡ 2.5a. The
greater di↵erence in pressure gradients for the current slot mass-flows would highlight its a↵ect on
stability over an extended streamwise distance. Such a condition will occur when leading edges are
operated at o↵-design conditions (see Westin et al. [1994]). However, at the time of writing only a
single m˙0.21 slot mass-flow was available, preventing this analysis.
Figure 6.4 is the computed neutral stability curve for the two-dimensional base-flows using parallel,
local stability theory, i.e. Orr-Sommerfeld equivalent, equation (3.53). For the m˙0.21 slot mass-flow,
the layer is observed to be stable in the adverse pressure gradient region due to the low Re. A
neutral stability curve close to that for Blasius is recovered. The very high frequencies have been
stabilised relative to a Blasius layer by the slight favourable pressure gradient. The m˙0.17655 slot
mass-flow with the significantly stronger adverse-pressure gradient leads to instability at very low
Re and extremely high frequencies. Downstream of Re ⇡ 700 the neutral curve is close to that for
the Blasius layer.
6.3 Streak Base-flow Details
The steady streak base-flows are computed using the Ansys Fluent CFD solver in a similar
manner to Chapters 4 and 5. The leading edge is replaced by the blunt super-ellipse described by
equation (6.1). A significantly finer mesh is used to resolve the boundary layer accurately in the
adverse pressure gradient region for linear stability calculations. In the boundary layer region of
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Figure 6.2: Boundary layer parameters for the blunt leading edge. Solid line is for a slot mass-flow
m˙0.17655, Dashed line is for a slot mass-flow m˙0.21.
interest approximately: 110 CV are used through the boundary layer with a 1% growth ratio; 1000
CV in the streamwise direction to x = 5a; and 120 CV in the spanwise direction. All CV in the
boundary layer are nearly perfectly orthogonal. The total test-section mesh size including regions
outside the boundary layer is approximately 60 million CV. Two spanwise domain widths are used,
20mm and 60mm. The contraction mesh geometry is the same as used in Chapters 4 and 5.
The free-stream disturbance is created with a single sinusoidal disturbance of streamwise velocity
across the span of the domain. The domain is periodic in the spanwise direction. The disturbance is
imposed at the test-section mesh inlet, 164mm (4.8a) upstream of the leading edge, when creating
a streak from normal vorticity. To create a streak from streamwise vorticity, the disturbance is
imposed 150mm upstream of the 5:1 two-dimensional contraction. A no-slip wall contraction is
used. The wake exiting the contraction is then used as an inlet condition to the test-section mesh.
The initial sinusoidal disturbance is described by,
 U =  A⇥ U cos
✓
2⇡
Z
z
◆
, (6.2)
where,
A sets the disturbance amplitude,
U is the local free-stream velocity,
Z is the spanwise width of the domain.
Table 6.1 lists the parameters of the disturbances used in this Chapter. Large amplitude disturbances
are used to generate large amplitude streaks in the early boundary layer. As such, the non-linearity in
the free-stream modifies the disturbance from a sinusoid. The exact details of the wake approaching
the leading edge are not of interest to the questions to be addressed in this Chapter.
The Fluent, steady, pressure-based, coupled solver is used with 3rd-order MUSCL di↵erencing for
momentum terms and PRESTO di↵erencing for pressure terms. Spatial gradients are evaluated
with the least-squares method. The Courant number is generally reduced to approximately 60 and
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Figure 6.3: Pressure coe cient (Cp) for the blunt leading edge. Solid line is for a slot mass-flow m˙0.17655,
Dashed line is for a slot mass-flow m˙0.21.
Normal Vorticity Streaks Streamwise Vorticity Streaks
Name Z (mm) A Name Z (mm) A
NORM2% 20 0.02 STREAM5% 20 0.05
NORM5% 20 0.05 STREAM10% 20 0.10
NORM10% 20 0.10 STREAM20% 20 0.20
NORM15% 20 0.15 STREAM30% 20 0.30
NORM5%W 60 0.05 STREAM1%W 60 0.01
NORM15%W 60 0.15 STREAM5%W 60 0.05
Table 6.1: Parameters of the sinusoidal free-stream disturbance creating the streaks.
the momentum and pressure relaxation reduced to 0.45 and 0.55 respectively to achieve convergence.
A steady, converged solution is judged by the constancy (to 5 significant figures) of point monitors
of velocity at four streamwise stations along the layer and global continuity residuals reducing 8
orders of magnitude.
6.4 Base-flow and BiGlobal Mesh Resolution
The adequacy of the streak base-flows for BiGlobal linear stability calculations, and the BiGlobal
linear stability mesh requirements is assessed in table 6.2. The spatial BiGlobal problem is solved.
The NORM10% base-flow at the streamwise position x = 2a is used. The Fluent calculated base-flow
is interpolated onto the BiGlobal stability mesh with linear interpolation and then an FFT is used
in the spanwise direction as the BiGlobal stability code is implemented spectrally in the spanwise
direction. The BiGlobal mesh has: Ny GCL points in the wall-normal direction; half the points
clustered below ycluster; the free-stream boundary condition imposed at ymax; and the Fourier
modes [ k . . . k] in the spanwise direction (see Section 3.5 for numerical details).
Table 6.2 documents the most unstable eigenvalue, computed using the Arnoldi eigenvalue solver,
for an even disturbance with a frequency of ! = 1750 rad/s and a Floquet parameter of zero. Both
the U and W component of the base-flows are used in the BiGlobal stability calculations. Using
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Figure 6.4: Neutral Stability Envelope for the two-dimensional, blunt leading edge base-flow. Inner
envelope is for m˙0.21. Outer envelope is for m˙0.17655.
Ny = 80 GCL points, k = 20 Fourier modes with ycluster = 2 99 and ymax = 10 99 ( 99 is the
two-dimensional layer, 99% thickness) changes the eigenvalue by 0.11% relative to a solution with
double the resolution and the boundary condition at twice the wall-normal distance. Increasing
the number of Fourier modes also makes no substantial di↵erence. This BiGlobal mesh resolution
(Ny = 80, ycluster = 2 99, ymax = 10 99, k = 20) will be used in subsequent calculations in this
Chapter unless noted otherwise.
The base-flow mesh resolution is also assessed using a Fluent solution calculated on a mesh with half
the resolution. From table 6.2 it is seen that the reduced resolution base-flow changes the calculated
eigenvalue by 1.2%. The full base-flow mesh resolution is used for all base-flow calculations in this
Chapter. The BiGlobal mesh and Fluent base-flow mesh resolution should provide eigenvalues with
at least qualitative accuracy.
Ny ycluster/ 99 ymax/ 99 k ↵ ⇤
⇣
↵refi   ↵i
⌘
/↵refi %
‡ 160 4 20 20 0.280140  0.002453i 0.00
80 2 5 20 0.279960  0.002430i 0.97
80 2 10 5 0.279541  0.001955i 20.3
80 2 10 10 0.280154  0.002438i 0.61
80 2 10 15 0.280141  0.002456i -0.13
† 80 2 10 20 0.280141  0.002456i -0.11
80 2 10 25 0.280141  0.002456i -0.11
⇤ 80 2 10 20 0.280104  0.002424i 1.20
Table 6.2: The e↵ect of BiGlobal mesh resolution and base-flow mesh resolution on eigenvalue accuracy.
† indicates the BiGlobal mesh resolution to be used in subsequent calculations in this Chapter. ‡ is the
reference eigenvalue, ↵refi . ⇤ is the eigenvalue calculated from the base-flow calculated on a Fluent mesh
with half the resolution.
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6.5 Streaks–20mm Wide
Figure 6.5 plots the streak amplitude, equation (4.13), for the 20mm wide streaks with a slot
mass-flow of m˙0.17655 generated by either free-stream normal vorticity or free-stream streamwise
vorticity. Large amplitude streaks are generated in the early layer (largest A > 40% at x = 2a).
The largest amplitude streaks show a maximum amplitude in the streamwise domain and no longer
grow monotonically downstream of x & 5a. The upstream shift of the maximum streak amplitude
is due to non-linearity (Andersson et al. [2001], Zuccher et al. [2006]).
The vorticity in the wake generating the streaks, measured on a spanwise profile at a reference
position 63mm upstream of the leading edge, is shown in figure 6.6. The normal vorticity wakes
maintain a profile close to sinusoidal while the strongest streamwise vorticity wake can be seen to
have a profile slightly distorted from a sinusoid.
The spanwise variation of the layer thickness and the shape factor for the streak base-flows in
shown in figure 6.7 for di↵ering streamwise positions. Both the displacement thickness ( ⇤) and
momentum thickness (✓) are elevated from the two-dimensional value in the low-speed region of the
streaks. By these measures, the streamwise vorticity streaks appear to be wider. Both the strongest
normal vorticity streak (NORM15%) and strongest streamwise vorticity streak (STREAM30%) are
seen to have significantly di↵erent spanwise variations of layer thickness at x = 1a and 2a. The
measures of layer thickness begin to decrease on the layer centreline. However, the trend in the
shape factor is consistent with the weaker streak cases.
It should be noted that the CFD and BiGlobal stability calculations were performed on a spanwise
domain spanning z = [0, 20] mm. Reporting of results has been shifted to a domain of z = [ 10, 10]
mm, placing the centre of the streak (low-speed region) at z = 0 mm.
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Figure 6.5: Streak amplitude (A) defined by equation (4.13). Solid lines are for test-section wake
(NORM2%, NORM5%, NORM10%, NORM15%). Dashed lines are for contraction wake (STREAM5%,
STREAM10%, STREAM20%, STREAM30%). Streak width 20mm, m˙0.17655.
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Figure 6.6: Vorticity in wake at reference position, 20mm wide. a) Normal vorticity wakes, red- NORM2%,
green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10%, light blue- NORM15% b) Streamwise vorticity wakes. red-
STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, light blue- STREAM20%, dark blue- STREAM30%
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Figure 6.7: Spanwise variation of the boundary layer due to the 20mm streaks, m˙0.17655, at di↵ering
streamwise positions. Rows of plots are the same streamwise position. Columns are the same quantity.
Normal vorticity streaks use solid lines: red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10%, light
blue- NORM15%. Streamwise vorticity streaks use dashed line: red- STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%,
light blue- STREAM20%, dark blue- STREAM30%
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6.5.1 Streak Comparison at x = 0.5a
The base-flow and the BiGlobal eigenvalues and eigenvectors are documented at the streamwise
position x = 0.5a in-order to examine the influence of the streaks on the boundary layer linear
stability. The wall-normal inflection point due to the adverse pressure gradient and its movement
due to the streaks is correlated with the linear stability characteristics.
6.5.1.1 Base-flow
Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 show contours of the streak base-flows at x = 0.5a. From the U contours,
it can be seen that the streak created by streamwise vorticity is visibly wider high in the layer. The
same observation was also made by Vaughan & Zaki [2011] when comparing a streak generated by
a Squire mode with the Optimal streak. For all streak strengths, the W component of the normal
vorticity streaks is seen to be reversed near the wall. The reversed W near the wall for the normal
vorticity streaks is similar to the observations made in Chapter 4 for the isolated streak. Only for
the strongest streak strengths does the streamwise vorticity streak develop a region of reversed flow
near the wall on the streak centreline.
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Figure 6.8: Streak contours of U/Uedge at x = 0.5a, Re ⇤ = 239 (m˙0.17655, 20mm wide). Contour
min/max levels shown in square brackets [ ], (30 levels). a) NORM2% b) NORM5% c) NORM10% d)
NORM15% e) STREAM5% f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
6.5.1.2 Eigenvalues at x = 0.5a
Both the base-flow U and W velocity components are used in the BiGlobal stability calculations,
and are subsequently used in all stability calculations. The BiGlobal mesh resolution is discussed in
Section 6.4. All calculations solve the spatial BiGlobal problem. A negative ↵i value indicates the
mode is growing in the downstream direction.
The two-dimensional layer is viscously unstable at this low Re due to the adverse-pressure gradient.
The streaks e↵ect on the linear stability is shown in figure 6.11. For a given disturbance frequency, a
discrete branch of eigenvalues is seen with similar shape to the branch formed for a two-dimensional
boundary layer with disturbances of di↵ering spanwise numbers (particularly the STREAM5%
streak) although the relative position of some eigenvalues is substantially altered (particularly
with increased streak amplitude). Both even and odd modes are shown for a Floquet parameter
of zero (see Section 3.2). For the smaller streak strengths, the odd and even mode eigenvalues
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Figure 6.9: Streak contours of V/Uedge at x = 0.5a, Re ⇤ = 239 (m˙0.17655, 20mm wide). Contour min/max
levels shown in square brackets [ ], 30 levels. a) NORM2% b) NORM5% c) NORM10% d) NORM15% e)
STREAM5% f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
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Figure 6.10: Streak contours of W/Uedge at x = 0.5a, Re ⇤ = 239 (m˙0.17655, 20mm wide). Contour
min/max levels shown in square brackets [ ], 30 levels. Zero contour level shown with black line. a)
NORM2% b) NORM5% c) NORM10% d) NORM15% e) STREAM5% f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20%
h) STREAM30%.
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are very similar. The most unstable mode is seen to be the even mode that in the limit of a
two-dimensional base-flow would become the TS mode with no spanwise wavenumber. It has no
odd mode counterpart.
With increasing streak amplitude the most unstable even and odd eigenvalues are seen in figure 6.11
to spread apart. In general, an even mode is always seen to be the most unstable for a given
frequency. The exception is the STREAM30% streak at higher disturbance frequencies. The
envelopes of the maximum eigenvalues are shown in figure 6.12. From this figure, it can be clearly
seen that the normal vorticity streaks modify the linear stability of the layer di↵erently to the
streamwise vorticity streaks. For the NORM2% and NORM5% streaks, the instability of the
low frequency disturbances is slightly increased. Increasing streak strength further (NORM10%
and NORM15%) then suppresses the instability relative to the two-dimensional layer. For higher
disturbances frequencies (F > 1300), all normal vorticity streaks promote instability. The most
unstable frequency shifts from F u 1100 for the two-dimensional flow to F u 1400 for the NORM15%
streak. The growth rate of the most unstable mode is less than for the two-dimensional layer. The
phase velocity of the most unstable mode is also increased relative to the two-dimensional TS mode,
up to cr = 0.55U1.
For the streamwise vorticity streaks at high disturbance frequencies, the most unstable eigenvalue
is either slightly stabilised, or destabilised, relative to the two-dimensional TS mode. However,
at lower frequencies (F < 1200) the growth rate of the most unstable eigenvalue is significantly
increased with increasing streak strength, up to a factor of 3 for the current streak base-flows. For
the STREAM30% streak, the most unstable frequency reduces to F u 800. The phase velocity of
the most unstable mode is barely altered by the streamwise vorticity streaks.
In the early layer, normal and streamwise vorticity streaks alter the linear stability of the layer
di↵erently.
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Figure 6.11: Discrete eigenvalues for the streak base-flows (m˙ = 0.17655, 20mm width) at x = 0.5a.
Colours group the same frequency. Even modes: plus marker. Odd modes circle marker. Except for ! = 3000
rad/s that uses cross and square markers, respectively. Frequency increases from left to right: ! = 1500
rad/s (F =245), incremented by 500 rad/s to ! = 11000 rad/s (F =1800). a) NORM2% b) NORM5% c)
NORM10% d) NORM15% e) STREAM5% f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
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Figure 6.12: The most unstable eigenvalue envelope at x = 0.5a a) Most unstable eigenvalue for the
NORM streaks. Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is NORM2%, Green line is
NORM5%. Dark blue line is NORM10%. Light blue line is NORM15%. b) Phase velocity of most unstable
mode for normal vorticity streaks (cr) of the most unstable eigenvalue for the NORM cases. c) Most
unstable eigenvalue for the STREAM streaks. Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is
STREAM5%, Green line is STREAM10%. Dark blue line is STREAM20%. Light blue line is STREAM30%.
d) Phase velocity (cr) of the most unstable eigenvalue for the STREAM streaks.
6.5.1.3 Eigenvectors at x = 0.5a
Unlike previously reported eigenvectors for steady streak base-flows, the current streaks exhibit a
wide variety of eigenvector mode shapes that di↵er for normal and streamwise vorticity streaks,
and disturbance frequency. In figure 6.11, selected eigenvalues are labelled from A to I. The
root-mean-square (rms) of the corresponding eigenvectors are shown in figures 6.13 to 6.21.
Modes A and B correspond to odd and even modes. Both modes urms are concentrated in the low-
speed region of the streak, although mode A has two distinct urms maxima. The wrms component
of mode A is greater than the urms component, while for mode B the wrms component is weaker.
Considering mode B, it can be seen in figure 6.11 that with increasing streak amplitude (mode not
labelled for di↵ering streak amplitudes but it can be identified by colour and branch shape) that ↵r
increases which indicates a reducing phase velocity. For the NORM10% streak, its growth rate is
seen to be reduced and for the NORM15% streak it is nearly stable. Mode A is less a↵ected by
increasing streak strength.
The modes labelled C, D and E in figure 6.11 are all even modes on the NORM10% base-flow
with the same frequency. The structure of the eigenmodes is very di↵erent. The Mode C urms
component is concentrated away from the low speed region of the streak with the maximum located
on the extremities (high-speed region) of the streak. The vrms component maximum is also located
on the extremities. The wrms component is slightly stronger than the urms component with the
peaks located further away from the streak centreline and lower in the layer relative to modes D
and E. Mode D has two distinct urms component peaks, both located near the streak centreline.
The peak is also higher in the layer relative to mode C and again is slightly smaller than the wrms
component. The mode E urms component is clustered near the streak centreline, while the vrms
component has a single maximum on the streak centreline, and the wrms component is located
closer to the streak centreline than mode D.
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For the NORM2% streak, modes C, D and E are unstable, with mode D being the most unstable
(again unlabelled). Mode E has a similar mode shape to Mode B, and with increasing streak
strength, it is seen to become stable with a reduction in phase velocity. Mode D has a similar mode
shape to mode A but is even. As for mode E, it is stabilised and its phase velocity reduced with
increasing streak strength. Mode C is characteristic of the modes destabilised by increasing normal
streak strength at high frequencies. Mode C is seen to become more unstable with increasing streak
strength. Its phase velocity also increases with increasing streak strength.
The modes labelled F and G, and H and I in figure 6.11 have the same disturbance frequency and
are eigenmodes on the streamwise vorticity generated streak, STREAM20%. Modes F and I have
similar mode shapes with the urms component maximum located on the streak centreline. However,
the mode I urms maximum is located lower in the layer. In the limit of two-dimensional flow (no
streak), modes F and G would be the TS mode with no spanwise wave component. They are related
to modes B and E. Mode I is stabilised by increasing streamwise vorticity streak strength while
mode F is made more unstable.
Modes G and H are related to mode D for the normal vorticity streak. Both modes have urms
maxima near the extremities of the streak with the mode H located lower in the layer. The wrms
component maxima are also located towards the streak extremities, with the mode G maxima
located further away from the streak centreline. Second, smaller maxima can be seen developing
near the streak edge for mode I. Both modes G and H have reduced instability with increasing
streak strength.
The eigenvectors examined demonstrate the dependence on whether the streak was generated
from normal or streamwise vorticity and the disturbance frequency. For the normal vorticity
streak base-flows in the early layer, the general shape of the most unstable eigenmode is frequency
dependent. Increasing frequency shifts the concentration of the most unstable eigenmode towards
the streak extremities. Modes predominantly concentrated on the streak centreline are suppressed.
Increasing streak strength also shifts the most unstable mode to higher frequencies. It can be
generalised that normal vorticity streaks promote the growth of high frequency disturbances away
from the streak centreline (e.g. mode C). Streamwise vorticity streaks have the opposite behaviour,
promoting the growth of low-frequency disturbances concentrated on the streak centreline.
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Figure 6.13: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled A in figure 6.11. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an odd function (urms and vrms are out of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.14: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled B in figure 6.11. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.15: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled C in figure 6.11. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.16: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled D in figure 6.11. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.17: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled E in figure 6.11. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.18: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled F in figure 6.11. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.19: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled G in figure 6.11. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.20: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled H in figure 6.11. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.21: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled I in figure 6.11. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour lev ls fr m 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-fl w U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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6.5.1.4 The E↵ect of Base-flow Fourier Modes on Stability at x = 0.5a
The normal and streamwise vorticity streaks in the leading edge region are seen to either stabilise
or destabilise depending on the disturbance frequency. Figure 6.22 shows the two-dimensional
base-flow velocity profile at x = 0.5a. The velocity profile is inflectional due to the adverse pressure
gradient and the inflection point is marked. It could be expected that the wall-normal inflection
point would dominate the stability characteristics of the layer with weak to moderate amplitude
streaks. The streaks would alter the stability of the layer by shifting the inflection location. Also
shown is the zeroth mode deviation (Uˆk=0diff ), i.e. the deviation of the spanwise mean of the streak
base-flows from the two-dimensional layer, defined by,
Uˆk=0diff = Uˆ
k=0   U2D, (6.3)
where,
Uˆk=0 is the zeroth mode of the base-flow spanwise Fourier decomposition, equation (4.15), and
equivalent to the spanwise mean of the streak base-flow,
U2D is the two-dimensional base-flow (no streak present). In the limit of no streak Uˆk=0 = U2D.
The streamwise vorticity streaks are seen in figure 6.22 to have a Uˆk=0diff profile, shaped like an
“s”, that creates a very slight excess velocity (positive value) low in the boundary layer below the
marked inflection point. A stronger region of decrement (negative) is seen well above the inflection
point. The normal vorticity generated streaks show an excess through the entire layer with the
maximum located above the marked inflection point.
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Figure 6.22: a)Two dimensional velocity profile at x = 0.5a with the inflection point marked by a cross.
b) Deviation between two-dimensional velocity profile and spanwise mean of streak base-flows Uˆk=0diff . Solid
lines: red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. Dashed lines: red-
STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30%
The spanwise mean profiles of the streak base-flows (Uˆk=0) are shown in figure 6.23 along with
the first three Fourier modes of the streak base-flow, k = 0 to 3 (only k   0 modes shown). The
maximum of the first Fourier mode (Uˆk=1) is seen to be located above the inflection point of
the two-dimensional layer for all streaks. The maximum of the first Fourier mode for the normal
vorticity streaks is located higher in the layer relative to the streamwise vorticity streaks.
The e↵ect of the di↵ering Uˆk=0diff profiles for the normal and streamwise vorticity streaks is examined
in figure 6.24. Figure 6.24 a) shows the linear stability of the normal vorticity streaks using only the
spanwise mean (Uˆk=0, which includes Uˆk=0diff ) of the streak base-flow, i.e. no higher Fourier modes
of the base-flow are used. It can be seen that the modification to the two-dimensional mean flow by
the normal vorticity streak suppresses low-frequency modes and destabilises the higher frequency
modes. This was observed in figure 6.12 for the BiGlobal stability calculations using all the Fourier
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Figure 6.23: Fourier modes of the streak base-flow at x = 0.5a. Solid lines: red- NORM2%, green-
NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. Dashed lines: red- STREAM5%, green-
STREAM10%, dark blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30% a) zeroth mode (spanwise mean)
of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=0). b) first Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=1). c) second Fourier mode of
streak base-flow (Uˆk=2). c) third Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=3).
modes of the base-flow. The e↵ect of the spanwise mean flow modification is to promote this trend.
Increasing normal vorticity streak strength promotes modes higher frequency modes with higher
phase velocities.
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Figure 6.24: Linear stability calculated with limited base-flow modes at x = 0.5a. a) Only Uˆk=0
mode for normal vorticity streaks. b) Uˆk=0 and Uˆk=[ 1, 1] modes for normal vorticity streaks. c) Uˆk=0,
Uˆk=[ 1, 1] and Wˆ k=[ 1, 1] modes for normal vorticity streaks. red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark
blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. c) Only Uˆk=0 mode for streamwise vorticity streaks. b) Uˆk=0
and Uˆk=[ 1, 1] modes for streamwise vorticity streaks. c) Uˆk=0, Uˆk=[ 1, 1] and Wˆ k=[ 1, 1] modes for
streamwise vorticity streaks. red- STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark blue- STREAM20% light blue-
STREAM30%.
Figure 6.24 d) considers the e↵ect of the streamwise vorticity streaks on the linear stability using
only the spanwise mean (Uˆk=0). With increasing streak strength, the layer becomes more stable
for all frequencies. The stability characteristics of the mean flow are not in agreement with the
previous BiGlobal stability calculations in figure 6.12 using all the Fourier modes of the base-flow.
The modification of the mean flow by the streamwise vorticity streak increases velocity near the wall
below the marked inflection and reduces it above (the Uˆk=0diff profile). This “reduces” the inflection.
The e↵ect on the linear stability using the base-flow Uˆk=0 and Uˆk=[ 1,1] modes for the normal
vorticity streaks is shown in figure 6.24 b). The addition of the first Fourier mode significantly
increases the instability of the high frequency disturbances for the normal vorticity streaks, but the
qualitative trend is the same as using only the Uˆk=0 mode. The inclusion of the Wˆ k=[ 1,1] modes
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in the stability calculation for the normal vorticity streaks is shown in figure 6.24 c). The inclusion
of the Wˆ k=[ 1,1] components has no qualitative e↵ect.
Figure 6.24 e) shows the linear stability calculations using the base-flow Uˆk=0 and Uˆk=[ 1,1] modes
for the streamwise vorticity streaks. The inclusion of the Uˆk=[ 1,1] modes significantly alters the
qualitative stability characteristics compared to the calculation using only the Uˆk=0 mode. The
instability of low frequency disturbances is significantly increased. This is the same qualitative
trend observed in figure 6.12 when all Fourier modes of the base-flow were used. Figure 6.24 f)
shows that including the Wˆ k=[ 1,1] components has no qualitative e↵ect.
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Figure 6.25: Movement of the wall-normal inflection point (cross marker) at x = 0.5a due to the Uˆk=0
and Uˆk=[ 1, 1] base-flow Fourier modes a) normal vorticity streaks on edge of streak (high-speed region) b)
normal vorticity streaks on streak centreline (low-speed region). red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark
blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. c) streamwise vorticity streaks on edge of streak (high-speed
region) d) streamwise vorticity streaks on streak centreline (low-speed region). red- STREAM5%, green-
STREAM10%, dark blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30%.
The di↵ering stability characteristics of the streak base-flows correlates with the di↵ering movement
of the wall-normal inflection point that dominates stability characteristics. Figure 6.25 plots the
inflection point position on the edge of the streak (high-speed region with reduced layer thickness)
and the centre of the streak (low-speed region with elevated layer thickness). Only the Uˆk=0 and
Uˆk=[ 1,1] modes are used as they capture the qualitative e↵ects. Increasing the strength of the
normal vorticity streak is seen to move the inflection on the edge towards the wall and to a higher
velocity. On the centreline, the inflection moves away from the wall and to a lower velocity. The
location of the inflection point in higher velocity regions explains the increased phase-speed of the
unstable high frequency disturbances. The lower wall-normal position on the streak edge matches
with the unstable mode C in figure 6.15 that shows an eigenvector concentrated lower in the layer.
For the streamwise vorticity streaks, the wall-normal inflection point on the edge of the streak moves
towards the wall and a lower velocity. On the streak centreline, the inflection moves a considerable
distance away from the wall and to a higher velocity. The significant shift away from the wall with
increasing streak strength correlates with the significantly more unstable disturbance created. The
unstable mode F in figure 6.18 can be seen to be concentrated on the streak centreline, high in the
layer.
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6.5.2 Streak Comparison at x = 1a
A similar analysis to that performed at x = 0.5a is conducted. Unstable modes with a phase velocity
equal to the free-stream velocity are found.
6.5.2.1 Base-flow at x = 1a
Contours of the streak base-flow Ucomponents are shown in figure 6.26. The U contours are similar
to those at x = 0.5a except for the strongest amplitude streaks. The cross-sectional contours of the
streamwise velocity component for the NORM15% and STREAM30% streaks are seen to develop
an “m” shape. The appearance of the “m” shape corresponds with the displacement thickness no
longer occurring on the streak centreline (low-speed region). The maximum 99% thickness and
momentum thickness are still located on the streak centreline. A spanwise velocity profile through
the lower boundary layer would reveal the streamwise velocity minimum to occur away from the
streak centreline. This is similar to the linear-symmetric streak regime described by Kogan et al.
[2001]. Similar contours can be seen in the computations of Wundrow & Goldstein [2001].
The streak W component is shown in figure 6.27. The region of reversed W component near the
wall for the normal vorticity streaks is also greatly reduced. It no longer spans the streak width
and is confined to the streak centreline.
The Fourier modes of the base-flow are shown in figures 6.28 and 6.29. Similar trends for the
modification of the layer spanwise mean and the relative location of the Uˆk=1 Fourier mode maxima
are observed as for x = 0.5a. However, the maximum of the Uˆk=1 Fourier mode has moved towards
the wall. edge δ
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Figure 6.26: Streak contours of U/Uedge at x = 1a, Re ⇤ = 329 (m˙0.17655, 20mm wide). Contour min/max
levels shown in [ ], 30 levels. a) NORM2% b) NORM5% c) NORM10% d) NORM15% e) STREAM5%
f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%. The NORM15% and STREAM30% streaks exhibit
an “m” shape in the lower half of the layer (yellow to blue contours) that corresponds with the maximum
displacement thickness no longer occurring on the streak centreline.
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W/Uedge,X = 1, Reδ∗ = 329.0292
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Figure 6.27: Streak contours of W/Uedge at x = 1a, Re ⇤ = 329 (m˙0.17655, 20mm wide). Contour
min/max levels shown in [ ], 30 levels. Zero contour level shown with black line. a) NORM2% b) NORM5%
c) NORM10% d) NORM15% e) STREAM5% f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
6.5.2.2 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors at x = 1a
The eigenvalue spectrum and envelope of the most unstable modes are shown in figures 6.30 and 6.31
with a Floquet parameter of 0. Stability calculations with a Floquet parameter of 0.5 were also
computed but found to be more stable (not shown). The NORM15% normal vorticity streak now
creates high frequency instabilities with a greater growth rate than the most unstable mode of
the two-dimensional layer. For F = 600, increasing the normal vorticity streak amplitude initially
suppresses the most unstable mode until the NORM15% streak which significantly increases the
instability. From figure 6.30 it can be seen that the most unstable mode changes from even to odd,
but there is little change in the disturbance phase-speed.
Increasing the amplitude of the streamwise vorticity streaks (STREAM2% and STREAM5%)
has almost no e↵ect on low frequency disturbances but it does increase the instability of higher
frequencies slightly. The STREAM20% streak significantly increases the growth of low frequencies,
similar to the observation at x = 0.5a. The STREAM30% streak increases instability across all
frequencies as for the NORM15% streak. For some frequencies, the most unstable mode is odd but
there is little change in disturbance phase-speed.
The modes labelled K and J in figure 6.30 correspond to the downstream development of the modes
A and B in figure 6.11 at x = 0.5a. The modes K and J appear very similar, unlike A and B.
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Figure 6.28: a) Two dimensional velocity profile at x = 1a with the inflection point marked by a cross. b)
Deviation between two-dimensional velocity profile and spanwise mean of streak base-flows Uˆk=0diff . Solid
lines: red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. Dashed lines: red-
STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30%
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Figure 6.29: Fourier modes of the streak base-flow at x = 1a. Solid lines: red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%,
dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. Dashed lines: red- STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark
blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30% a) zeroth mode (spanwise mean) of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=0).
b) first Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=1). c) second Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=2). c)
third Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=3).
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Figure 6.30: Discrete eigenvalues for the streak base-flows (m˙ = 0.17655, 20mm width) at x = 1a. Colours
group the same frequency. Even modes plus marker. Odd modes circle marker. Except for ! = 2000
rad/s that uses cross and square markers, respectively. Frequency increases from left to right: ! = 1000
rad/s (F =164), incremented by 500 rad/s to ! = 8000 rad/s (F =1309). a) NORM2% b) NORM5% c)
NORM10% d) NORM15% e) STREAM5% f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
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Figure 6.31: The most unstable eigenvalue envelope at x = 1a. a) Most unstable eigenvalue for the
NORM streaks. Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is NORM2%, Green line is
NORM5%. Dark blue line is NORM10%. Light blue line is NORM15%. b) Phase velocity (cr) of the most
unstable eigenvalue for the NORM cases. c) Most unstable eigenvalue for the STREAM streaks. Dashed
line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is STREAM5%, Green line is STREAM10%. Dark
blue line is STREAM20%. Light blue line is STREAM30%. d) Phase velocity (cr) of the most unstable
eigenvalue for the STREAM streaks.
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Figure 6.32: Eigenvector for eigenvalue labelled J in figure 6.30. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an odd function (urms and vrms are out of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.33: Eigenvector for eigenvalue labelled K in figure 6.30. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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6.5.2.3 Modes with a Free-stream Phase-speed
Unstable odd modes with a phase-speed equal to the free-stream velocity are also present at lower
disturbance frequencies for the normal vorticity streak, NORM15%. These modes were not included
in the envelope of most unstable modes (figure 6.29). Figure 6.34 presents a sample of these
eigenvalues calculated using the QZ method. The approximation of the continuous spectrum is also
shown and is seen to be spread over a range of streamwise wavenumbers. This is because there is
a spanwise variation of the free-stream velocity due to the wake. The free-stream phase velocity
modes are sensitive to the free-stream boundary condition. The boundary conditions used in this
calculation (see Section 3.4) do not correctly describe a mode with variation in the free-stream.
However, while moving the free-stream boundary condition a↵ects the value of the eigenvalue, an
unstable mode still remains. Despite the inappropriate boundary condition, it is likely these modes
do exist.
The eigenvector of the free-stream velocity mode, labelled L in figure 6.34, is shown in figure 6.35.
The majority of the eigenvector concentrates on the thin tip of the streak centreline indicating it is
due to the large spanwise shear of the flow. However, there is a significant urms component lower in
the layer but still higher up than the previous modes examined, K (figure 6.33) and J (figure 6.32).
Kendall [1998] summarised observations of disturbances in the layer withTS frequencies, moving at
the free-stream speed, generated in packets, laterally narrow with little spread, and a peak urms
higher in the layer than a Klebano↵ streak profile (⌘ u 3 to 4.5,  ⇤ u 1.7 to 2.6). It is possible
these disturbances are an instability of a “thin streak tip” generated by a passing wake and similar
to mode L, which is laterally confined and exhibits a peak urms at y/ ⇤ near 3.2. The free-stream
modes for this streak and streamwise position have a slightly lower frequency than the unstable TS.
However, for other streak base-flows at di↵ering streamwise positions the free-stream mode unstable
frequency range overlaps with the TS frequency range. The calculated growth for mode L suggests
it would grow more rapidly than observed by Kendall [1998]. However, it might be possible for a
similar free-stream mode to have near neutral stability.
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Figure 6.34: Unstable odd modes with free-stream velocity phase-speed for the streak NORM15%
(m˙ = 0.17655, 20mm width), at x = 1a. Colours are used to group the same frequency disturbances.
Frequency increases from left to right. Frequencies are ! = 500, 1000, 2000, 3000 rad/s (F = 82, 164, 327,
491)
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Figure 6.35: Eigenvector for eigenvalue labelled L in figure 6.34. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an odd function (urms and vrms are out of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
6.5.3 Streak Comparison at x = 2a
The analysis of eigenmodes at x = 2a shows the weaker normal and streamwise vorticity streak
base-flows are beginning to have a similar e↵ect on the layer linear stability. This correlates with a
similar movement of the wall-normal inflection point due to the streaks.
6.5.3.1 Base-flow at x = 2a
Contours of the 20mm streak base-flows at x = 2a are shown in figure 6.36 and 6.37. The zeroth
mode deviation from the two-dimensional layer and the Fourier mode decomposition are shown in
figures 6.38 and 6.39. There is little qualitative di↵erence to x = 1a, apart from the larger layer
variation. The Uˆk=0 mode maximum is still seen to be higher in the layer for the normal vorticity
streaks. edge δ
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Figure 6.36: Streak contours of U/Uedge at x = 2a, Re ⇤ = 419 (m˙0.17655, 20mm wide). Contour min/max
levels shown in [ ], 30 levels. a) NORM2% b) NORM5% c) NORM10% d) NORM15% e) STREAM5% f)
STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
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Figure 6.37: Streak contours of W/Uedge at x = 2a, Re ⇤ = 419 (m˙0.17655, 20mm wide). Contour
min/max levels shown in [ ], 30 levels. Zero contour level shown with black line. a) NORM2% b) NORM5%
c) NORM10% d) NORM15% e) STREAM5% f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
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Figure 6.38: a) Two dimensional velocity profile at x = 2a with inflection point marked by cross. b)
Deviation between two-dimensional velocity profile and spanwise mean of streak base-flows, Uˆk=0diff . Solid
lines: red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. Dashed lines: red-
STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30%
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Figure 6.39: Fourier modes of streak base-flow at x = 2a. Solid lines: red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%,
dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. Dashed lines: red- STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark
blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30% a) zeroth mode (spanwise mean) of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=0).
b) first Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=1). c) second Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=2). c)
third Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=3).
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6.5.3.2 Eigenvalues at x = 2a
The eigenvalues at x = 2a are shown in figure 6.40 and the envelope of the most unstable eigenvalues
in figure 6.41. Only modes with a Floquet parameter of 0 are shown as they are more unstable than
0.5. Detuned modes have not been checked. Unstable, odd free-stream modes with a phase-speed
equal to the free-stream speed are also present for the stronger normal vorticity streaks, but not
shown. Eigvals,X = 2, Reδ = 419.6498
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Figure 6.40: Discrete eigenvalues for the streak base-flows (m˙ = 0.17655, 20mm width) at x = 2a. Colours
group the same frequency. Even modes: plus marker. Odd modes circle marker. Except for ! = 1000 rad/s
that uses cross and square markers, respectively. Frequency increases from left to right: ! = 500 rad/s
(F =82), incremented by 125 rad/s to ! = 3750 rad/s (F =613). a) NORM2% b) NORM5% c) NORM10%
d) NORM15% e) STREAM5% f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
The normal vorticity streaks are observed to initially suppress high frequency disturbances with
increasing streak strength (NORM2% and NORM5%) before increasing it (NORM10% and
NORM15%). This di↵ers from the behaviour at x = 0.5a and x = 1a. Examining the eigen-
values, it can be seen that the increasing streak strength is suppressing the most unstable even
mode while promoting the instability of the odd mode. The odd modes become more unstable at
higher frequencies, and the envelope of the most unstable disturbance becomes double humped for
the NORM10%.
The streamwise vorticity streaks STREAM5%, STREAM10% and STREAM20% suppress across all
disturbance frequencies. Only the strongest streak (STREAM30%) significantly increases instability.
The phase velocity of the most unstable disturbance is increased substantially by the STREAM30%
streak. A double hump in the eigenvalue envelope is also apparent. It can be seen in figure 6.40 that
with increasing streamwise vorticity streak strength up to STREAM20% that the even eigenvalues
are suppressed as for the normal vorticity streaks. The odd modes are also destabilised but they do
not become unstable. Only for the STREAM30% streak do the odd modes become unstable, and for
some frequencies they are the most unstable mode. Both the NORM15% and STREAM30% streaks
show substantially di↵erent eigenvalue spectrums due to the significant change in the base-flow
structure.
Both the normal and streamwise vorticity streaks at lower amplitudes now appear to have a
similar qualitative e↵ect on the layer linear stability. The wall-normal inflection point of the
two-dimensional profile can be seen in figure 6.38 to be located below the maximum excess of
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Figure 6.41: The most unstable eigenvalue at x = 2a a) Most unstable eigenvalue for the NORM streaks.
Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is NORM2%, Green line is NORM5%. Dark blue
line is NORM10%. Light blue line is NORM15%. b) Phase velocity (cr) of the most unstable eigenvalue for
the NORM cases. c) Most unstable eigenvalue for the STREAM streaks. Dashed line is two-dimensional
layer (no streak). Red line is STREAM5%, Green line is STREAM10%. Dark blue line is STREAM20%.
Light blue line is STREAM30%. d) Phase velocity (cr) of the most unstable eigenvalue for the STREAM
streaks.
Uˆk=0diff for both the normal and streamwise vorticity streaks. At x = 0.5a, the maximum excess of
the streamwise vorticity streak was located below the inflection point. A plot of the wall-normal
inflection point movement on the streak centreline and extremity (figure 6.42) now shows the same
trend with increasing streak strength for the normal and streamwise vorticity streaks. Only for the
NORM15% and STREAM30% streaks does the inflection point on the streak centreline movement
di↵er substantially. It moves to a significantly lower velocity for the NORM15% streak.
The NORM10% and STREAM20% streaks have similar amplitudes at x = 2a, A = 23% and
A = 25%, respectively. Despite being slightly weaker, the normal vorticity streak creates unstable
odd modes while the streamwise vorticity streak does not. It is likely that spanwise shear is
destabilising these modes and the wider streamwise vorticity streaks do not yet produce enough
spanwise shear.
6.5.3.3 Eigenvectors at x = 2a
The eigenvectors of the labeled eigenvalues in figure 6.41 are shown in figures 6.43 to 6.46. The
most unstable even modes for the NORM10% and STREAM20% streaks are labelled M and O
in figure 6.40 and their eigenvectors are shown in figures 6.43 and 6.45. The eigenvector of M is
seen to be concentrated nearer to the centreline of the streak than mode O which has four distinct
urms maxima. Two of the maxima are located well away from the streak centreline. The normal
vorticity streaks appear narrower than the streamwise vorticity streak and presumably the greater
spanwise shear is beginning to dominate the stability behaviour.
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Figure 6.42: Movement of wall-normal inflection point (cross marker) at x = 2a due to Uˆk=0 and
Uˆk=[ 1, 1] base-flow Fourier modes a) normal vorticity streaks on edge of streak (high-speed region) b)
normal vorticity streaks on streak centreline (low-speed region). red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark
blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. c) streamwise vorticity streaks on edge of streak (high-speed
region) d) streamwise vorticity streaks on streak centreline (low-speed region). red- STREAM5%, green-
STREAM10%, dark blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30%.
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Figure 6.43: Eigenvector for the eigenvalu labelled M in figure 6.40. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.44: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled N in figure 6.40. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an odd function (urms and vrms are out of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.45: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled O in figure 6.40. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.46: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled P in figure 6.40. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an odd function (urms and vrms are out of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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6.5.4 Streak Comparison at x = 5a
The BiGlobal stability calculations at x = 5a now show the moderate strength normal and
streamwise vorticity streaks to stabilise the layer. However, for the strongest streaks (NORM15%
and STREAM30%) unstable secondary instability modes are present. The zeroth mode deviation
of the weaker normal vorticity streaks is also significantly di↵erent from upstream streamwise
positions.
6.5.4.1 Base-flow at x = 5a
The base-flows for the 20mm streaks at x = 5a are shown in figure 6.47. The “m” shape of
the strongest normal vorticity streak is less prominent than at x = 2a. However, the strongest
streamwise vorticity streak has a very prominent “m” shape. The second strongest streamwise
vorticity streak (STREAM20%) is also developing the “m” shape.
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Figure 6.47: Streak contours of U/Uedge at x = 5a, Re ⇤ = 616 (m˙0.17655, 20mm wide). Contour min/max
levels shown in [ ], 30 levels. a) NORM2% b) NORM5% c) NORM10% d) NORM15% e) STREAM5% f)
STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
The zeroth mode deviation from the two-dimensional layer and the Fourier mode decomposition
are shown in figures 6.49 and 6.50. The zeroth mode deviation of the weakest two, normal vorticity
streaks (NORM2% and NORM5%), have developed an “s” shape like the streamwise vorticity
streaks. This suggests the non-linear growth of a streak will produce an “s” shaped zeroth mean
deviation, but the presence of a wake above the layer (and generating the streak) can delay this.
For the normal vorticity streak exhibiting the “s” shape, the maximum of the “s” (lower peak) is
significantly larger than the magnitude of the “s” minimum higher in the layer. The opposite occurs
for the streamwise vorticity streaks. However, as the NORM2% and NORM5% streaks now have
an “s” shape it is expected these streaks will have a similar influence on the layer stability as the
streamwise vorticity streaks.
Figure 6.50 plots the Fourier mode decomposition of the streak. The wall-normal position of the first
Fourier mode maximum is still seen to be slightly higher for the normal vorticity streaks relative to
the streamwise vorticity streaks. However, the maxima of the Uˆk=1 mode has moved closer to the
wall and below y = 1.3 ⇤ for the largest amplitude normal vorticity streak (NORM15%) and the
two largest amplitude streamwise vorticity streaks (STREAM20% and STREAM30%).
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Figure 6.48: Streak contours of W/Uedge at x = 5a, Re ⇤ = 616 (m˙0.17655, 20mm wide). Contour
min/max levels shown in [ ], 30 levels. Zero contour level shown with black line. a) NORM2% b) NORM5%
c) NORM10% d) NORM15% e) STREAM5% f) STREAM10% g) STREAM20% h) STREAM30%.
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Figure 6.49: a) Two dimensional velocity profile at x = 5a with inflection point marked by cross. b)
Deviation between two-dimensional velocity profile and spanwise mean of streak base-flows Uˆk=0. Solid
lines: red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. Dashed lines: red-
STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30%
6.5.4.2 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors at x = 5a
Only the weakest streaks, NORM2% and STREAM5% with amplitudes of 9% and 11% respectively,
have unstable modes that can be related to the two-dimensional layer TS. The eigenvalues are
shown in figure 6.51 and can be seen to be very similar for both streaks. The envelope of the
most unstable modes and phase velocities are shown in figure 6.52. Both streaks are suppressing
relative to the two-dimensional layer over the entire frequency range with the STREAM5% showing
slightly greater suppression. The STREAM5% streak amplitude is slightly greater than NORM2%
(11% vs 9%). The phase velocity of the most unstable modes is slightly reduced relative to the
two-dimensional layer by both streaks.
The eigenvectors of the labelled eigenvalues in figure 6.51 are shown in figures 6.53 to 6.56. The
eigenvectors for both streaks now have a similar appearance. However, the appearance of the
eigenvector changes with disturbance frequency. At lower frequencies, the eigenvector is concentrated
near the streak centreline. With increasing frequency, the urms concentrates toward the streak
edges while the wrms increases relative to the urms and moves towards the streak centreline.
The results indicate that at a su cient distance downstream of the leading edge, moderate amplitude
normal and streamwise vorticity streaks, influence the linear stability of the layer in a qualitatively
similar manner.
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Figure 6.50: Fourier modes of the streak base-flow at x = 5a. Solid lines: red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%,
dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. Dashed lines: red- STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark
blue- STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30% a) zeroth mode (spanwise mean) of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=0).
b) first Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=1). c) second Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=2). c)
third Fourier mode of streak base-flow (Uˆk=3).
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Figure 6.51: Discrete eigenvalues for the streak base-flows (m˙ = 0.17655, 20mm width) at x = 5a. Colours
group the same frequency. Even modes: plus marker. Odd modes circle marker. Except for ! = 1000 rad/s
that uses cross and square markers, respectively. Frequency increases from left to right: ! = 500 rad/s
(F =82), incremented by 125 rad/s to 125 rad/s to ! = 1750 rad/s (F =286). a) NORM2% b) STREAM5%
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Figure 6.52: The most unstable eigenvalue envelope at x = 5a a) Most unstable eigenvalue for the NORM
streaks. Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is NORM2% b) Phase velocity (cr) of
the most unstable eigenvalue for the NORM cases. c) Most unstable eigenvalue for the STREAM streaks.
Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is STREAM5% d) Phase velocity (cr) of the
most unstable eigenvalue for the STREAM streaks.
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Figure 6.53: Eigenvector for eigenvalue labelled Q in figure 6.51. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.54: Eigenvector for eigenvalue labelled R in figure 6.51. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.55: Eigenvector for eigenvalue labelled S in figure 6.51. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.56: Eigenvector for eigenvalue labelled T in figure 6.51. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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6.5.4.3 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors for the Secondary Instability Modes at x = 5a
The NORM5%, NORM10%, STREAM10% and STREAM20% streaks have no unstable modes
(even or odd, Floquet parameter of zero and 0.5 checked) except for the NORM10% streak that has
odd modes with a phase velocity equal to the free-stream velocity (not shown). The NORM10%
and STREAM20% streaks have amplitudes of A = 33% and 35%. This is significantly greater than
the reported thresholds for the secondary instability of the Optimal streak (26% by Andersson
et al. [2001]) or a streak from a Squire mode (15% by Vaughan & Zaki [2011]) growing on a Blasius
layer. However, the current streaks are significantly wider relative to the layer thickness. They have
a non-dimensional spanwise wavenumber of   ⇤ = 0.3 at x = 5a. The streak of Andersson et al.
[2001]1 had a spanwise wavenumber of   ⇤ = 1.09 while the streak of Vaughan & Zaki [2011]2 was
  ⇤ = 1.2. The width of the streak relative to the boundary layer is an important factor (see Asai
et al. [2002]). However, the discrepancy between the Andersson et al. [2001] and Vaughan & Zaki
[2011] results suggest another significant factor. The computations of Vaughan & Zaki [2011] were
performed very close to the location of the streak peak amplitude while Andersson et al. [2001]
performed the stability calculations well downstream of the amplitude peak.Eigvals,X = 5, Reδ∗ = 615.9738
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Figure 6.57: Secondary instability eigenvalues for the streak base-flows (m˙ = 0.17655, 20mm width) at
x = 5a. Colours group the same frequency. Even modes: plus marker. Odd modes circle marker. Except
for ! = 1000 rad/s that uses cross and square markers, respectively. Frequency increases from left to
right: ! = 1000 rad/s (F =164), incremented by 250 rad/s to ! = 6000 rad/s (F =981). a) NORM15% b)
STREAM30%
The strongest streaks, NORM15% and STREAM30%, have amplitudes of 38% and 39% and
eigenvalues that can be identified as streak secondary instabilities due to their phase velocity,
significantly larger range of unstable frequencies than TS, and greater growth rates than TS. The
secondary instability eigenvectors are plotted in figure 6.57 and the phase velocity are shown in
figure 6.58. The most unstable modes have a Floquet parameter of zero (only zero shown) for both
these streaks unlike the Optimal streak of Andersson et al. [2001] that reported the most unstable
secondary instability was odd with a Floquet parameter of 0.5.
For the NORM15% streak, the most unstable modes are odd. The phase velocity is high, approxim-
ately 90% of the free-stream velocity and near constant with disturbance frequency. The eigenmode
for one frequency is shown in figure 6.59. The eigenvector is concentrated on the either side of the
streak tip in the low speed region. The eigenvector is confined to the layer (streak) which di↵ers
from the free-stream modes which continue into the wake above the streak (e.g. mode L at x = 1a).
Figure 6.60 shows the eigenvalue spectrum for the NORM15% streak with a disturbance frequency
of ! = 3000 rad/s that is calculated using the QZ method with 14 Fourier modes. The free-stream
mode and the secondary instability mode can be distinguished. The secondary instability phase
velocity is slightly slower than the wake region above the layer (indicated by the spread of the
continuous mode approximation). The secondary instability mode has significantly larger growth
rates with increasing disturbance frequency although the upper frequency bound on the instability
has not been determined in the figure.
The most unstable modes for the STREAM30% streak are even although odd modes are also
1Streak stability calculated at x = 2, where    = 0.45 at x = 1. Thus, the streak wavenumber is
p
2⇥0.45⇥1.7208
2Streak width reported as approximately 1.8 99 at the location of stability analysis
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Figure 6.58: The most unstable eigenvalue envelope at x = 5a a) Most unstable eigenvalue for the NORM
streaks. Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is NORM15% b) Phase velocity (cr) of
the most unstable eigenvalue for the NORM cases. c) Most unstable eigenvalue for the STREAM streaks.
Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is STREAM30% d) Phase velocity (cr) of the
most unstable eigenvalue for the STREAM streaks.
unstable. The phase velocity is significantly slower than the NORM15% streak, varying between
60% and 72% of the free-stream velocity. The growth rates are also significantly greater than for
the NORM15% streak. The eigenvectors of the most unstable odd and even modes are shown
in figures 6.61 and 6.62. The eigenvectors are also concentrated on either side of the streak tip.
However, the wall-normal distance to the urms maxima is lower (y = 3.1 ⇤ for mode V and y = 2.7 ⇤
for mode W) relative to the NORM15% streak (y = 4.5 ⇤ for mode U) which corresponds with the
reduced phase velocities.
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Figure 6.59: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled U in figure 6.57. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an odd function (urms and vrms are out of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.60: Eigenvalues calculated using the QZ method for NORM15% at x = 5a.
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Figure 6.61: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled V in figure 6.57. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an odd function (urms and vrms are out of phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.62: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled W in figure 6.57. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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6.6 Streaks–60mm Wide
A limited set of wider streak base-flows (60mm) were computed to investigate the possible e↵ect of
streak width on the layer stability. A slot mass-flow of m˙0.17655 is maintained.
6.6.1 Streak Amplitude
The amplitude of the 60mm wide normal vorticity and streamwise vorticity streaks are shown
in figure 6.63. The same slot mass-flow is maintained as for the 20mm streaks, m˙0.17655. The
streamwise streak growth is monotonic with a smaller streamwise gradient than the 20mm streaks.
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Figure 6.63: Streak amplitude defined by equation (4.13). Solid lines are for normal vorticity
wake (NORM5%W NORM15%W). Dashed lines are for streamwise vorticity wake (STREAM1%W,
STREAM5%W). Streak width 60mm, m˙0.17655.
The vorticity in the wake generating the streaks is shown on a reference line 63mm upstream
of the leading edge in figure 6.64. The test-section wakes of normal vorticity (NORM5%W and
NORM15%W) are near sinusoidal at the reference line. The STREAM1%W wake is also sinusoidal.
However, the STREAM5%W wake has a large deviation in the middle region of the wake. This
deviation is due to the relatively strong cores of streamwise vorticity generated by a wake passing
through a contraction with a no-slip wall (see Section 4.5.2 in Chapter 4). These cores did not
extend to the leading edge height in Chapter 4. This result indicates that the core position is a
function of disturbance wavelength and amplitude. The non-sinusoidal wake of the STREAM5%W
wake will modify the streak. However, the streak will still contain larger spanwise wavelengths than
the 20mm streaks.
6.6.2 Streak Comparison at x = 2a
Unlike the 20mm streaks of moderate amplitude that exhibit similar e↵ects on the linear stability
for both normal and streamwise vorticity, the wider 60mm streaks maintain di↵ering influences
depending on their generation mechanism.
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Figure 6.64: Wake, 60mm wide, vorticity at reference position 63mm upstream of leading edge. a)
Spanwise profile of normal vorticity wakes. red- NORM5%W, green- NORM15%W. b) Spanwise profile of
streamwise vorticity wakes. red- STREAM1%W, green- STREAM5%W c) Contours of streamwise vorticity
on cross stream plane, 63mm upstream of the leading edge for STREAM5%W. Leading edge location is
marked by black dashed line.
6.6.2.1 Base-flow at x = 2a
Figure 6.65 shows contours of the streak at x = 2a. The STREAM1%W streak is nearly indiscernible
and the STREAM5%W streak can be seen to have a distinct thickening near the centreline and
much smaller thickening at z ⇡ ±20 ⇤, presumably due to the wake profile.
The zeroth mode deviation (Uˆk=0diff ) from the two-dimensional layer and the Fourier mode decompos-
ition are shown in figures 6.66 and 6.67. The normal vorticity streak Uˆk=0diff maxima are located near
y = 1.5 ⇤ which is higher than for the 20mm normal vorticity streaks at x = 2a. The STREAM1%W
streak has not yet developed an “s” shape but the STREAM5%W has. The first Fourier mode
(Uˆk=1) of the normal vorticity streaks has a maxima near y = 1.8 ⇤ which is again further from the
wall than for the 20mm normal vorticity streaks.edge δ
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Figure 6.65: Streak contours of U/Uedge at x = 2a, Re ⇤ = 419 (m˙0.17655, 60mm wide). Contour min/max
levels shown in [ ], 30 levels. a) NORM5%W b) NORM15%w c) STREAM1%W d) STREAM5%W
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Figure 6.66: a) Two dimensional velocity profile at x = 2a with inflection point marked by cross. b)
Deviation between two-dimensional velocity profile and spanwise mean of the 60mm streak base-flows
Uˆk=0 . Solid lines: red- NORM5%W, green- NORM15%W. Dashed lines: red- STREAM1%W, green-
STREAM5%W
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Figure 6.67: Fourier modes of the 60mm streak base-flows at x = 2a. Solid lines: red- NORM5%W,
green- NORM15%W. Dashed lines: red- STREAM1%W, green- STREAM5%W. a) zeroth mode (spanwise
mean) of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=0). b) 1st Fourier mode of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=1). c) 2nd Fourier mode
of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=2). c) 3rd Fourier mode of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=3).
6.6.2.2 Eigenvalues at x = 2a
The discrete eigenvalues for the 60mm wide streak base-flows at x = 2a are shown in figure 6.68
for a Floquet parameter of zero. Only even modes are plotted as they are more unstable. The
envelope and phase-speed of the most unstable modes are shown in figure 6.69. The trends are
similar to the 20mm streaks at x = 1a but not x = 2a. Increasing strength of the normal vorticity
streak promotes higher disturbances frequencies but the most unstable mode is still found for the
two-dimensional layer. The phase-speed of the high frequency modes made unstable by the streak
are greater than for the two-dimensional TS. However, the phase-speeds of the lower frequency
modes is reduced. The streamwise vorticity streak promotes the growth of low frequency modes
with a phase-speed very close to that of the two-dimensional layer. The most unstable mode has a
greater growth rate than the two-dimensional layer.Eigvals,X = 2, Reδ∗ = 419.6498
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Figure 6.68: Discrete even eigenvalues for the streak base-flows (m˙ = 0.17655, 60mm width) at x = 2a.
Colours group the same frequency. Even modes: plus marker. Except for ! = 1000 rad/s that uses cross
marker. Frequency increases from left to right: ! = 1000 rad/s (F =164), incremented by 250 rad/s to
! = 3500 rad/s (F =573). a) NORM5%W b) NORM15%W c) STREAM1%W d) STREAM5%W
6.6.2.3 Eigenvectors at x = 2a
The eigenvectors of the labelled eigenvalues in figure 6.68 are shown in figures 6.70 to 6.77. The
60mm wide normal vorticity streaks show similar behaviour to the 20mm streaks with the urms of
the eigenvector shifting away from the streak centreline with increasing disturbance frequency.
The STREAM1%W streak has a small amplitude. The lower frequency disturbance labelled EW in
figure 6.68 in the limit of two-dimensional flow (no streak) corresponds to oblique TS modes with a
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Figure 6.69: The most unstable eigenvalue envelope at x = 2a a) Most unstable eigenvalue for the 60mm
wide NORM streaks (m˙ = 0.17655, 60mm width). Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red
line is NORM5%W, Green line is NORM15%W. b) Phase velocity (cr) of the most unstable eigenvalue for
the normal vorticity streaks. c) Most unstable eigenvalue for the 60mm wide streamwise vorticity streaks.
Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is STREAM1%W, STREAM5%W. d) Phase
velocity (cr) of the most unstable eigenvalue for the streamwise vorticity streaks.
spanwise wavelength equal to the span of the domain. This is confirmed by its eigenvector shown
in figure 6.74 which strongly resembles the urms produced by two oblique TS modes with opposite
spanwise wavenumbers interacting. The maximum urms of mode EW is on the streak centreline.
The destabilisation of oblique modes by the weak streak qualitatively agrees with the analysis of
Goldstein & Wundrow [1995] that predicts inviscid oblique Raleigh modes. However, the viscous
BiGlobal problem shows the mode to be more stable than two-dimensional TS for the current streak
at the given Re. With increasing frequency, the urms of the most unstable eigenvector moves to
the edge (high-speed) region of the streak (see mode FW in figure 6.75).
The STREAM5%W streak has similar eigenvectors as the STREAM1%W streak. However, the
lower frequency mode labelled GW is seen to have its urms concentrated on the streak centre. As
for the 20mm streamwise vorticity streaks at earlier streamwise positions, this mode is significantly
more unstable than the two-dimensional TS. If the streak amplitude were decreased, this mode
would become EW (neglecting the sightly di↵erent streak profile due to the vorticity cores). The
labelled mode HW shows with increasing disturbance frequency the urms of the eigenvector again
shifts towards the edge of the streak. It has a very similar appearance to the normal vorticity streak
mode DW.
Despite similar trends in the eigenvector contours with frequency and streak strength for the normal
and streamwise vorticity streaks, the eigenvalue branches in figure 6.69 indicate they are di↵erent,
i.e. if the streak amplitude were to decrease to zero, then modes FW and HW would trace back to
the TS mode, while modes DW and BW would appear to trace back to an oblique TS mode with a
spanwise wavelength equal to one third of the domain. Examining the energy spectra of the modes
BW and DW (not shown) does indeed reveal the largest amount of energy to be concentrated in
the mode with a wavelength equal to one third of the domain while modes FW and HW have the
most energy in the zeroth mode. The most obvious di↵erence discernible in the eigenvectors is the
significantly larger wrms component for the BW and DW modes.
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Figure 6.70: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled AW in figure 6.68. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.71: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled BW in figure 6.68. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.72: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled CW in figure 6.68. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-fl w U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.73: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled DW in figure 6.68. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mod is an even function (urms and vrms re in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.74: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled EW in figure 6.68. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.75: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled FW in figure 6.68. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour lev ls from 0 to 1, 30 levels. treak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.76: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled GW in figure 6.68. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 to 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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Figure 6.77: Eigenvector for the eigenvalue labelled HW in figure 6.68. Contours of rms, scaled by the
max (urms, vrms, wrms). Contour levels from 0 o 1, 30 levels. Streak base-flow U/Uedge shown with dashed
black line (10 contour levels). This mode is an even function (urms and vrms are in phase wrt z/ 
⇤ = 0).
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6.6.3 Streak Comparison at x = 5a
Unlike the 20mm wide streaks, di↵erences between the 60mm wide normal and streamwise vorticity
streaks persists to x = 5a. The normal vorticity streaks are no longer found to destabilise higher
frequencies.
6.6.3.1 Base-flow at x = 5a
The 60mm wide streak base-flows at x = 5a are shown in figure 6.78 and are similar in appearance
to x = 2a. The zeroth mode deviation and Fourier modes are shown in figures 6.79 and 6.80. The
zeroth mode deviation is similar to x = 2a. The normal vorticity, first Fourier mode maximum has
moved closer to the wall, y = 1.6 ⇤. For the 20mm streaks, the maximum had already recovered to
near y = 1.3 ⇤ and the zeroth mode deviation of the weaker normal vorticity streaks has developed
an “s” profile by x = 5a.
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Figure 6.78: Streak contours of U/Uedge at x = 5a, Re ⇤ = 419 (m˙0.17655, 60mm wide). Contour min/max
levels shown in [ ], 30 levels. a) NORM5%W b) NORM15%w c) STREAM1%W d) STREAM5%W
U/Uedge,X = 5, Reδ∗ = 615.9738
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Figure 6.79: a) Two dimensional velocity profile at x = 5a with inflection point marked by cross.
b) Deviation between two-dimensional velocity profile and spanwise mean of 60mm streak base-flows
Uˆk=0. Solid lines: red- NORM5%W, green- NORM15%W. Dashed lines: red- STREAM1%W, green-
STREAM5%W
6.6.3.2 Eigenvalues at x = 5a
The eigenvalues for the 60mm wide streaks are shown in figure 6.81 and the envelope in figure 6.82.
Increasing the strength of the normal vorticity streaks is seen to shift the most unstable disturbance
to lower frequencies, as opposed to higher frequencies earlier in the layer. The envelope of the most
unstable modes is translating while contracting, indicating that previously stable low frequencies
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U/Uedge,X = 5WIDE,Reδ∗ = 615.9738
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Figure 6.80: Fourier modes of streak base-flow (m˙ = 0.17655, 60mm width) at x = 5a. Solid lines: red-
NORM5%W, green- NORM15%W. Dashed lines: red- STREAM1%W, green- STREAM5%W a) zeroth
mode (spanwise mean) of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=0). b) 1st Fourier mode of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=1). c)
2nd Fourier mode of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=2). c) 3rd Fourier mode of streaky base-flows (Uˆk=3).
are destabilised. The most unstable mode is more stable than the most unstable mode of the
two-dimensional layer. The phase-speed of the most unstable mode is altered by the normal vorticity
streaks. With increasing strength of the normal vorticity streak, and reducing disturbance frequency,
the phase-speed is reduced. This di↵ers from the stability behaviour earlier in the layer where the
phase velocity was increased.
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Figure 6.81: Discrete eigenvalues for the streak base-flows (m˙ = 0.17655, 60mm width) at x = 5a. Colours
group the same frequency. Even modes: plus marker. Odd modes circle marker. Except for ! = 1000
rad/s that uses cross and square markers, respectively. Frequency increases from left to right: ! = 750
rad/s (F =123), incremented by 25 rad/s to ! = 1800 rad/s (F =294). a) NORM5%W b) NORM15%W
c) STREAM1%W d) STREAM5%W. Note, odd eigenvalues from ! = 1325 to 1500 rad/s are missing in
figure a)
The STREAM1%W streak is again observed to have little e↵ect on stability across the entire
frequency range. The most unstable mode for the STREAM5%W streak has a lower growth rate
than the most unstable two-dimensional mode. Like the normal vorticity streaks, previously stable
frequencies are now destabilised. The envelope of the most unstable modes can be seen to have
three distinct regions. For lower frequencies, the most unstable mode is even and the urms of
the eigenmode (not shown) is concentrated on the streak centreline. At intermediate frequencies,
the most unstable mode is odd, while at higher frequencies the most unstable mode is even with
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the urms concentrated on the extremities of the streak (not shown). Despite the most unstable
eigenmode changing, the phase velocity di↵ers little from the two-dimensional layer. The di↵ering
regions of the envelope with di↵ering most unstable modes is likely due to the spanwise streak profile
which is altered substantially by the smaller spanwise wavelength cores of free-stream vorticity.
Eigvals, X = 5, Reδ∗ = 615.9738
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Figure 6.82: The most unstable eigenvalue envelope at x = 5a a) Most unstable eigenvalue for the wide
NORM streaks (m˙ = 0.17655, 60mm width). Dashed line is two-dimensional layer (no streak). Red line is
NORM5%W, Green line is NORM15%W. b) Phase velocity (cr) of the most unstable eigenvalue for the wide
NORM cases. c) Most unstable eigenvalue for the wide STREAM streaks. Dashed line is two-dimensional
layer (no streak). Red line is STREAM1%W. Green line is STREAM5%W. d) Phase velocity (cr) of the
most unstable eigenvalue for the wide STREAM streaks.
The 20mm wide streaks at x = 5a, were stabilising with increasing streak amplitude to streaky
TS modes for all frequencies. Only for the strongest streaks (NORM15% and STREAM30%) were
secondary instabilities detected. The stabilising/destabilising e↵ect of the 60mm wide streaks,
depending on frequency, indicates that the wider the streak, the further downstream of the leading
edge it can alter the layer stability in a manner dependent on its generation mechanism, i.e. normal
or streamwise vorticity. It also shows that streaks from the free-stream can have very di↵erent
influences on the layer stability than just the known e↵ects of the Optimal streak.
6.7 The E↵ect of Flow Attachment Position
Modifying the flow attachment position on the leading edge by changing the slot mass-flow to m˙0.21
alters the pressure gradient (see figure 6.3) and the receptivity of normal vorticity. To provide
an initial assessment of flow attachment position e↵ects, a single base-flow was calculated using
the 20mm wide normal vorticity wake, NORM10%, and a slot mass-flow of m˙0.21. For this slot
mass-flow, the two-dimensional layer is stable in the leading edge region as there is a significantly
reduced adverse pressure gradient. The NORM10% streak with a slot mass-flow of m˙0.21 does not
create any unstable modes in the region examined up to x = 2a (not shown). However, the streak
is visibly narrower when compared to the streak with a slot mass-flow of m˙0.17655. This can be seen
in figure 6.83 which compares the streaks generated by the NORM10% wake at x = 5a for the slot
mass-flows m˙0.17655 and m˙0.21. The streak amplitude for the m˙0.17655 slot mass-flow is 33% while
for the m˙0.21 slot mass-flow it is 36%. The di↵erence in pressure gradient at x = 5a (see figure 6.3) is
very small although the layer shape factor exhibits a larger di↵erence (see figure 6.2). The m˙0.17655
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streaks has no unstable mode at this streamwise position, apart from free-stream velocity modes.
The m˙0.21 streak has unstable odd secondary instability modes as shown in figure 6.84. Modes with
a Floquet parameter of zero are more unstable than 0.5 (not shown). The phase velocity of the
unstable modes is approximately 0.85U , which is consistent with reported secondary instability
phase velocities for the Optimal streak (c = 0.8U , Andersson et al. [2001]), and a streak generated
via a Squire mode (c = 0.75U , Vaughan & Zaki [2011]).U/Uedge,X = 5
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Figure 6.83: The e↵ect of slot mass-flow (m˙) on streak contours (20mm wide) of U/Uedge at x = 5a,
Re ⇤ = 419. Contour min/max levels shown in [ ], 30 levels. a) m˙0.17655 b) m˙0.21
This limited result highlights the sensitivity of the layer stability to streak streamwise development.
A streak and its e↵ect on the layer stability can not be defined by a single measure of streak
amplitude. Eigvals,X = 5, Reδ∗ = 615.9738
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Figure 6.84: The secondary instability eigenvalues for the 20mm wide streak, NORM10%, with a slot
mass-flow of m˙0.21, at x = 5a a) Discrete odd secondary instability modes for ! = 2000 rad/s (F = 327)
incremented by ! = 250 rad/s to ! = 9000 rad/s (F = 1472) b) The envelope of the two-dimensional TS
modes (dashed black line) and the secondary instability (red line). c) Phase velocity (cr) of the TS mode
(dashed black line) and secondary instability modes (red line)
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6.8 Discussion
The two-dimensional base-flow for the blunt super-elliptic leading edge with attachment on the
centreline (m˙0.17655) used in this Chapter was unstable at very low Reynolds numbers. This was due
to the large adverse pressure gradient. The peak Cp was smaller than the simulations of Nagarajan
et al. [2007] but similar to Ovchinnikov et al. [2008]. The Nagarajan et al. [2007] simulations did
not show recovery to a Blasius layer until x u 2a and high-frequency wave-packet growth leading
to breakdown was observed upstream of this position for the blunter leading edge with higher FST
levels. The current results for the two-dimensional layer indicate the layer can be viscously unstable
to very high frequency TS disturbances (F ⇡ 1000) near the leading edge. The streamwise extent
of linear growth for the high frequency TS is short. TS would not be expected to lead to transition
unless starting with a large amplitude. A blunt leading edge and high FST level could create this
scenario. Nagarajan et al. [2007] ruled out TS as the cause of the wave-packets, but the discussion
to come will indicate how the modification of TS due to streaks fits their observations. TS should be
considered as a path to transition or a contributing factor near blunt leading edges at elevated FST
levels when an adverse pressure gradient is present. However, the layer is unlikely to be spanwise
uniform under such conditions and BiGlobal/PSE-3D computations should be used.
The influence of streaks on the layer stability depends on its source in the free-stream, e.g. normal
or streamwise vorticity, width, amplitude. From the results presented in this Chapter, the source
can be considered as a↵ecting three characteristics of the steady streak which determines if it will
stabilise or destabilise the layer:
1. the wall-normal profile of the zeroth mode deviation from the two-dimensional base-flow
(Uˆk=0diff ),
2. the width relative to the layer (can be modelled by the first Fourier mode of the streak,
Uˆk=[ 1,1]),
3. the relative amplitude of the zeroth mode deviation to the streak width (first Fourier mode).
These three characteristics of a given streak can change with the free-stream source, streamwise
distance (streak development), and streak amplitude at a given streamwise position; altering the
streak e↵ect on the layer linear stability.
Considerations for transition near the leading edge
The wall-normal profile of the zeroth mode deviation can be significantly di↵erent in the early layer.
The steady 20mm wide streaks generated from the free-stream with either streamwise vorticity, or
normal vorticity wrapping around the leading edge, showed di↵ering linear stability characteristics.
Fourier decomposition in the spanwise direction revealed significantly di↵erent zero mean deviation
profiles (Uˆk=0diff ): an “s” shape for streamwise vorticity streaks; a velocity increment across the
entire layer for the normal vorticity streaks (see figure 6.28 for an example). The maximum of
the first Fourier mode of the base-flow (mode with the appearance of a Klebano↵ profile) also
showed the normal vorticity streak to have a maximum relatively higher in the layer. Increasing
the strength of the normal vorticity streak at x = 0.5a increased the instability of higher frequency
disturbances and increased their phase-speed. However, for the streak amplitudes considered, the
two-dimensional layer still had the most unstable mode. The most unstable disturbances in the
presence of the normal vorticity streaks were even functions with the eigenvector urms concentrated
in the high-speed region of the streak. The wrms component of the eigenvector was also greater than
the urms component. The streamwise vorticity streaks at the same streamwise position (x = 0.5a)
promoted the growth of lower frequency disturbances with little change in their phase-speed. The
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largest growth rates were significantly greater than for the two-dimensional layer. The mode shape
of the most unstable modes were even and concentrated on the streak centreline. These results
show that the receptivity to steady normal or streamwise vorticity in the early layer creates streaks
with di↵ering linear stability characteristics. This is a clear example of the di↵erent free-stream
disturbance sources (normal versus streamwise vorticity) producing di↵erent stability behaviour
due to a di↵ering wall-normal profile of the zeroth mode deviation.
While not directly equivalent to the current results, Nagarajan et al. [2007] observed wave-packets
with the w component growing in the high-speed region of the streak near a blunt leading edge
subjected to elevated FST levels. Transition, defined by a skin-friction minimum, occurred towards
the end of the adverse pressure gradient region. The wave-packet origin was traced back to normal
vorticity wrapping around the leading edge. Due to the high phase-speed (cr ⇡ 0.6) it was concluded
that TS was not responsible. Their attempts to model the transition scenario using a pair of
Taylor vortices impinging the leading edge failed to produce breakdown. Goldstein & Sescu [2008]
have since proposed that the growth of wave-packets in the high-speed layer region observed by
Nagarajan et al. [2007] is due to inflectional velocity profiles left behind from an unsteady streak.
The model of Goldstein & Sescu [2008] used unsteady normal vorticity wrapping around the leading
edge to produce a streak.
The current results show that a steady streak from normal vorticity wrapping around the leading
edge can produce similar behaviour to that observed by Nagarajan et al. [2007]. Just as individual
TS modes cannot be discerned in a bu↵eted boundary layer, the BiGlobal modes would not be
“visible” and certainly do not resemble a wave-packet. However, BiGlobal modes indicate what
frequencies would be favoured to grow and in what spatial regions this is likely. The e↵ect of
the normal vorticity streak was to promote disturbance growth in the high-speed streak region,
predominately the w component. The destabilising of higher frequencies was shown to be due to
the modification of the base-flow, spanwise mean due to the zeroth mode deviation (Uˆk=0diff ), and the
concentration in the high-speed region was due primarily to the first Fourier mode (Uˆk=1). Even
for the smallest normal vorticity amplitude streak at x = 0.5a (A = 3%), the eigenmode of the
most unstable high frequency disturbance concentrates in the high-speed region of the streak. The
phase-speed of the most unstable mode is also increased considerably at high frequencies by the
normal vorticity streak (cr u 0.55), the lower bound of the range found by Nagarajan et al. [2007]
(0.55  cr  0.65). The eigenmode is also concentrated in the lower layer like the wave-packets of
Nagarajan et al. [2007]. Thus, the wave-packets of Nagarajan et al. [2007] could be viewed as the
distortion of TS (oblique TS) by streaks created from normal vorticity. The obvious question is then
why did Nagarajan et al. [2007] not observe wave-packets from streamwise vorticity disturbances?
It can be speculated that streaks in the leading edge region are likely to be created by normal
vorticity when a blunt leading edge is used in a high FST environment with scales of the order
of the leading edge thickness. The spanwise scale of the Nagarajan et al. [2007] simulations was
smaller (span approximately leading edge thickness) and the Re greater than the 20mm wide steady
streak simulations in this Chapter. As shown in Chapter 4, normal vorticity with wavelengths of
the order of the leading edge thickness has the largest growth in the early layer and presumably
greater than small wavelength streamwise vorticity. Hence, it can be speculated that the creation of
streaks due to streamwise vorticity, which have greater instability growth rates at lower frequencies,
was not favoured in any of the Nagarajan et al. [2007] simulations.
The question also arises as to why the simulations of Ovchinnikov et al. [2008] using a blunt leading
edge and higher FST levels than Nagarajan et al. [2007] observed di↵ering transition scenarios.
Ovchinnikov et al. [2008] observed wave-packets to be induced by a strong spanwise oriented
disturbances near the leading edge. Wave-packet growth and transition was assessed by Ovchinnikov
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et al. [2008] to be prior to, and not associated with streaks in the layer. The spanwise scales in the
Ovchinnikov et al. [2008] simulation were considerably larger relative to the leading edge thickness,
and the Re was an order of magnitude smaller. The results of this Chapter do not immediately
appear to provide insight into the observations of Ovchinnikov et al. [2008].
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Figure 6.85: The e↵ect of spanwise wavelength on the most unstable even eigenvalue at x = 1a. BiGlobal
computations using only the base-flow Fourier modes Uˆk=[ 1,0,1] and five Fourier modes (k = 0 . . . 5) for
the even disturbance. For a) and f) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 5mm (10.5 ⇤). For b) and g) the Uˆk=[ 1,1]
wavelength is 10mm (21 ⇤). For c) and h) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 20mm (42 ⇤). For d) and i) the
Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 40mm (84 ⇤). For e) and j) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 80mm (168 ⇤). Line
colours: for a) to e) red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%.
Black Dashed is two-dimensional layer; for f) to j) red- STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark blue-
STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30%.
However, figure 6.85 indirectly explores one e↵ect of Re that may provide a partial explanation.
Decreasing Re for a given streak width will decrease the ratio of streak width to the boundary layer
thickness. Hence the streak will be narrower relative to the boundary layer thickness. The zeroth
(Uˆk=0) and first Fourier modes (Uˆk=[ 1,1]) of the 20mm streak base-flows at x = 1a are used as a
model base-flow for BiGlobal computations to assess this e↵ect. The spanwise wavelength of the
first mode can be modified (wavenumber changed) to assess the qualitative e↵ect of streak width
on the layer stability. It can be seen in figure 6.85 c and f that a wavelength of 20mm produces an
eigenvalue envelope with the same qualitative trends when using all base-flow Fourier modes (see
figure 6.31) for both the normal and streamwise vorticity streaks. Reducing the first mode spanwise
wavelength (half, quarter) creates a narrower model streak that drastically alters the linear stability
characteristics. Increasing streak amplitude now leads to a more stable layer at all frequencies for
both the normal and streamwise vorticity streaks. Increasing the first mode wavelength (double,
quadruple) is seen to make the layer unstable over all frequencies with qualitative trends similar to
the 20mm wavelength, i.e. streamwise vorticity destabilises lower frequencies. Similar to the findings
of Goldstein & Wundrow [1995], this suggests very wide streaks relative to the boundary layer can
destabilise the layer. This is an example of streak width relative to the layer thickness a↵ecting
stability. It is speculated that the order of magnitude lower Re of the Ovchinnikov et al. [2008]
simulations (e↵ectively narrower streaks) may explain the observed di↵erences in the transition
process relative to the Nagarajan et al. [2007] simulations.
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Considerations for transition downstream of the leading edge
With streamwise distance, the physical width of a streak is generally observed to be (near) constant,
meaning its width is decreasing relative to the layer thickness. The e↵ect of streak width was
shown by the di↵erences between the 20mm and 60mm streak base-flows. At x = 2a, both the
normal and streamwise vorticity 20mm streaks with lower amplitudes stabilised the layer. Only at
larger streak amplitudes when the wall-normal inflection point shifted markedly were the streaks
significantly destabilising. At x = 5a, the only substantial di↵erence between the 20mm wide normal
and streamwise vorticity streaks was their secondary instability. Both normal and streamwise
vorticity streaks were stabilising up to the secondary instability. However, the 60mm streaks at
x = 2a exhibited di↵ering stability characteristics at low amplitudes and destabilised the layer for
some frequencies. Di↵erences were still observed at x = 5a. Thus, streaks from the free-stream
can destabilise the layer while they are relatively wide and stabilise it downstream when they are
relatively narrow. This is due to both the streak width relative to the layer thickness, and the
relative strength of the zeroth mode deviation to the higher Fourier modes of the streak base-flow.
The exact details of what frequencies are a↵ected is dependent on the zeroth mode deviation
wall-normal profile.
Di↵ering e↵ects on TS growth due to streaks have been reported in literature. The experiment of
Kendall [1991] observed increased natural TS growth rates at R = 500 in the presence of Klebano↵
streaks and Vaughan & Zaki [2011] found that a steady streak created from a Squire mode was
destabilising for small to moderate streak amplitudes at R = 360. All other studies, including
Chapter 5, have found steady streaks to stabilise TS. The current results show that streaks generated
from the free-stream may both destabilise and stabilise TS in an adverse pressure gradient. The
results of Vaughan & Zaki [2011] indicate this statement is valid for zero pressure gradients, and is
presumably valid for favourable pressure gradients. The three streak characteristics identified as
a↵ecting the layer stability can be used to explain these observations.
Wide streaks relative to the layer thickness could be used to explain the observations of Kendall
[1991]. However, the variation of the spanwise mean base-flow (Uˆk=0diff ), or time mean in the case of
unsteady experimental data with non-stationary Klebano↵ streaks, must be considered. Kendall
[1985] observed Uˆk=0diff to be in decrement through the entire boundary layer. Kendall [1998] repeated
this measurement and found the same result. Presumably, this is also valid for the data of Kendall
[1991] which used the same wind tunnel with similar means of elevating the FST. Kendall [1985]
fitted a function to Uˆk=0diff and summarised an unpublished linear stability analysis (by L.M Mack)
that found Uˆk=0diff to slightly stabilise the layer. This has been checked and is true. However,
Kendall [1985] cautions that the linear stability results are not significant as they are very sensitive
to gradients of the velocity profile. Despite the uncertainty, it seems likely that large spanwise
wavelength variation of the layer would be responsible for the observation of increased TS growth
by Kendall [1991]. The anomaly is how the Uˆk=0diff profile was created.
The majority of observations have shown streaks to produce a Uˆk=0diff profile with an “s” shape
(Westin et al. [1994], Andersson et al. [2001], Vaughan & Zaki [2011], Chapter 5, current Chapter
for streamwise vorticity streaks) that stabilises TS (see figure 6.24). The normal vorticity streaks
produce a Uˆk=0diff increment across the layer that can tend to an “s” shape for low amplitude streaks
far enough downstream of the leading edge (see figure 6.49). A two-dimensional linear stability
analysis shows the “s” shape to stabilise the layer (see figure 6.24 d). Only weak streamwise vorticity
streaks have been seen to produce a very weak negative Uˆk=0diff through the layer (see Section 5.6.4
and the STREAM1%W streak) which has a negligible e↵ect on stability, substantially less than
Kendall [1985] observed. A more likely explanation is that the layer of Kendall [1991] had significant
spanwise variation of the time mean. Thus, measurements could have been taken in a region where
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the time mean is a low-speed streak region which would provide a negative Uˆk=0diff through the layer
(see figure 5.55 for velocity profiles deviations across the layer due to the zither streaks. There are
regions with either all increment or decrement on spanwise location).
Kendall [1991] raised the FST level in his wind tunnel by placing tubes parallel to the leading edge
and upstream of the three-dimensional contraction. This is essentially perpendicular to the zither
arrangement of Chapter 5. The wake of these tubes will create streamwise vorticity when passing
through the three-dimensional contraction that varies considerably across the test-section plate.
This could create a layer with large wavelength spanwise variation. Thus, while the layer may
have been near two-dimensional prior to elevating the FST, it is speculated that the generation
mechanism of the FST may have introduced a considerable spanwise variation.
A zeroth mode deviation profile with an “s” shape does not guarantee increased layer stability. This
can be seen in the results of Vaughan & Zaki [2011] where streaks of the same spanwise wavelength,
but narrow relative to the layer (compared to the streaks in this Chapter), destabilised TS with
increasing streak amplitude until a threshold was reached. The relative strength of the “s” to the
first Fourier mode of the streak was shown to be a non-linear function of streak amplitude. This
indicates the relative strength of the “s” to the higher Fourier modes of the streak is important.
Figure 6.86 plots Uˆk=0diff and Uˆ
k=1 scaled by their maximum values at x = 5a for the 20mm wide
streaks. The wall-normal profile of the Uˆk=1 Fourier mode for both the normal and streamwise
vorticity streaks is similar to the linear Optimal streak of Andersson et al. [1999] and Luchini [2000].
With increasing streak amplitude the maximum moves slightly closer to the wall and deviates from
the Optimal profile higher in the layer. As previously discussed, the Uˆk=0diff has an “s” shape for the
streamwise vorticity streaks and can develop an “s” shape for the weaker normal vorticity streaks.
However, while the wall-normal location of the “s” shape maximum appears to be invariant to
streak amplitude, the ratio of the profiles maximum to minimum decreases with increasing streak
amplitude. The “s” shape is not self-similar. As the zeroth mode deviation is due to non-linear
streak growth, its shape and amplitude is likely to vary with the free-stream disturbance that
created the streak and the streaks growth history. From figure 6.87 it can be seen the maximum of
Uˆk=0diff increases more rapidly than the Uˆ
k=1 mode with increasing streak strength. It may then be
expected that increasing streak strength would stabilise TS. However, Vaughan & Zaki [2011] also
found Uˆk=0diff to grow more rapidly than the first Fourier mode yet initially destabilise TS.
Figure 6.88 plots the most unstable even mode calculated using a model streak consisting of only
the Uˆk=0 (Uˆk=0 = U2D + Uˆk=0diff ) and Uˆ
k=1 Fourier modes of the streak base-flow. Again, the
wavelength of the Uˆk=1 Fourier mode is modified to examine the e↵ect of streak width. Considering
the streamwise vorticity streaks with a width of 20mm, only the STREAM5% streak is unstable
(as was found when using all base-flow modes in figure 6.52). Making the streak narrower is
seen in figure 6.88 to destabilise the streak base-flows slightly, but it is still more stable than the
two-dimensional layer. Making the streak wider is seen to destabilise TS. With increasing streak
strength, the TS becomes more unstable except for the strongest streak (STREAM30%) that is
still completely stable to TS (the envelope does not appear in the plot range). This could be
attributed to the increased amplitude and changing profile of Uˆk=0diff “overcoming” the wider Uˆ
k=1
mode (i.e. the relative amplitude of the zeroth mode deviation to the streak width) and/or the
non-self similar profile of Uˆk=1 with streak amplitude. For a given streak width, the qualitative
behaviour of the streamwise vorticity streaks in figure 6.88 is consistent with the results of Vaughan
& Zaki [2011]. The normal vorticity streaks also have similar behaviour except for the NORM15%
model streak that has a significantly di↵erent Uˆk=0diff profile.
Figure 6.89 performs the same analysis presented in figure 6.88. However, to highlight the importance
of the ratio between Uˆk=0diff and Uˆ
k=1, the zeroth mode deviation amplitude used in the BiGlobal
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Figure 6.86: Scaled Uˆk=0diff and Uˆ
k=1 of streak the base-flow at x = 5a (20mm, m˙0.17655). For a) and b)
red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%. a) is scaled Uˆk=0diff . b) is
scaled Uˆk=1. For c) and d) red- STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark blue- STREAM20% light blue-
STREAM30%. c) is scaled Uˆk=0diff . d) is scaled Uˆ
k=1.
calculation is halved, i.e. Uˆk=0 = U2D + 0.5Uˆk=0diff . For all streak widths, the flow is now more
unstable than when using the full value of Uˆk=0diff in figure 6.88. Removing the Uˆ
k=0
diff component
completely (not shown) destabilises TS for all streak amplitudes, with increasing TS growth rates
with increasing streak (Uˆk=1) amplitude. Vaughan & Zaki [2011] also found that removing the
Uˆk=0diff increased TS instability with increasing streak strength.
The ratio Uˆk=1/Uˆk=0diff , combined with the knowledge of streak width may provide an approximate
measure to assess the streak e↵ect on TS. At x = 5a (Re ⇤ = 616), the two-dimensional layer is
close to Blasius and the narrowest model streak has a width of 5.5 ⇤. When using the full value of
Uˆk=0diff (figure 6.88) both the narrowest normal and streamwise vorticity streaks base-flows become
stable to TS for some value of Uˆk=1/Uˆk=0diff < 3. When using the half value of Uˆ
k=0
diff (figure 6.89)
the narrowest streamwise vorticity streak has become stable for Uˆk=1/Uˆk=0diff = 2 (unstable for
Uˆk=1/Uˆk=0diff = 4.2). However, the narrowest normal vorticity streak has not become stable for
Uˆk=1/Uˆk=0diff = 1.6 although Uˆ
k=0
diff does not have the “s” shape. The stability results of Vaughan &
Zaki [2011] were performed for similar conditions at R = 360 (Re ⇤ = 619) in a Blasius layer with a
streak width of 5.14 ⇤. Their streak stabilises TS when Uˆk=1/Uˆk=0diff is approximately 3.4, which is
a reasonable (but may be fortuitous) agreement with the model used here.
However, for all the model streaks used, the ratio of Uˆk=1/Uˆk=0diff decreases with increasing streak
amplitude. It can be seen for the wider streaks in figure 6.88 that use Uˆk=0diff , and all streaks in
figure 6.89 that use 0.5Uˆk=0diff , that a decrease in Uˆ
k=1/Uˆk=0diff does not always imply an increase in
TS instability. This may be due to the non-self-similar profile of the Uˆk=0diff component (as previously
noted, see figure 6.86) while the Uˆk=1 is close to self-similar (at least for moderate amplitudes).
Any simple model to predict streak e↵ects on TS is likely to su↵er some inaccuracy due to the
non-linear growth of streaks. The Uˆk=0diff component is due purely to non-linear e↵ects. It is
substantially a↵ected by the streak amplitude and initial condition, i.e. the free-stream disturbance
source. This was found for the current streak base-flows where Uˆk=0diff di↵ers substantially depending
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Figure 6.87: Scaling of Uˆk=1 and Uˆk=0diff relative to the streak amplitude (A) at x = 5a (20mm, m˙0.17655).
Colours as for figure 6.86 a) The ratio of the Uˆk=1 maximum to the Uˆk=0diff maximum, versus for the Uˆ
k=0
diff
maximum for NORM streaks. b) The maximum of Uˆk=0diff versus the streak amplitude (A) for NORM streaks.
c) The ratio of the Uˆk=1 maximum to the Uˆk=0diff maximum, versus for the Uˆ
k=0
diff maximum for STREAM
streaks. d) The maximum of Uˆk=0diff versus the streak amplitude (A) for STREAM streaks.
of whether the streak is created from streamwise or normal vorticity. The streaks used in this
Chapter are unique in that they are generated by a (near) single wavelength. If a spectrum of
shorter wavelengths were included in the wake (e.g. a Gaussian profile), then the modification to
the zeroth mode deviation in the early layer may create a streak that always stabilises TS (smaller
wavelengths grow earlier from non-modal growth theory). If streaks in a wind tunnel are due to
screens/grids located either upstream or downstream of the contraction, then there is a possibility
that a wide range of experiments will have a similar streak width and Uˆk=0diff growth that might
allow correlations between experiments.
The simple streak models used here do show that the streak e↵ect on TS is dependent on:
• the wall-normal profile of the zeroth mode deviation,
• the streak width relative to the boundary layer thickness,
• the relative amplitude of the zeroth mode deviation to the streak width (first Fourier mode).
The wall-normal profile of the zeroth mode deviation generally stabilises TS. Increasing streak
width (first Fourier mode) while keeping the zeroth mode deviation unchanged will destabilise TS.
Increasing the amplitude of the zeroth mode deviation relative to the streak width (first Fourier
mode) will stabilise TS. The net e↵ect of these three streak characteristics is complicated. The
CFD results demonstrate that a streak may destabilise TS in the early layer and then stabilise TS
further downstream. The streak stabilises as it becomes narrower relative to the boundary layer
thickness and the zeroth mode deviation amplitude increases relative to the higher Fourier modes.
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Figure 6.88: The e↵ect of spanwise wavelength on the most unstable even eigenvalue at x = 5a. BiGlobal
computations using only the base-flow Fourier modes Uˆk=[ 1,0,1] and five Fourier modes (k = 0 . . . 5) for
the even disturbance. For a) and f) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 5mm (5.5 ⇤). For b) and g) the Uˆk=[ 1,1]
wavelength is 10mm (11 ⇤). For c) and h) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 20mm (21.9 ⇤). For d) and i) the
Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 40mm (43.8 ⇤). For e) and j) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 80mm (87.6 ⇤). Line
colours: for a) to e) red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%.
Black Dashed is two-dimensional layer; for f) to j) red- STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark blue-
STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30%.
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Figure 6.89: The e↵ect of spanwise wavelength and halving the maximum of Uˆk=0diff on the most unstable
even eigenvalue at x = 5a. BiGlobal computations using a base-flow composed of the Fourier modes
Uˆk=[ 1,1] and Uˆk=0 = U2D + 0.5Uˆk=0diff . The BiGlobal disturbance uses five Fourier modes (k = 0 . . . 5)
and the disturbance is even. For a) and f) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 5mm (5.5 ⇤). For b) and g) the
Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 10mm (11 ⇤). For c) and h) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 20mm (21.9 ⇤). For d) and
i) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 40mm (43.8 ⇤). For e) and j) the Uˆk=[ 1,1] wavelength is 80mm (87.6 ⇤).
Line colours: for a) to e) red- NORM2%, green- NORM5%, dark blue- NORM10% light blue- NORM15%.
Black Dashed is two-dimensional layer; for f) to j) red- STREAM5%, green- STREAM10%, dark blue-
STREAM20% light blue- STREAM30%.
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6.9 Summary
Steady streaks, generated by either free-stream normal or streamwise vorticity have been shown to
have di↵ering linear stability characteristics near the leading edge in an adverse pressure gradient
using a BiGlobal stability analysis. The streaks generated by normal vorticity favoured the growth of
high frequency disturbances while the streaks generated by streamwise vorticity favoured the growth
of lower frequency disturbances. The e↵ect of the normal vorticity streaks on TS instability was
qualitatively similar with the DNS results of Nagarajan et al. [2007]. For a given streak amplitude,
the streamwise vorticity streaks would generate the most unstable disturbances. Qualitatively,
the di↵erent linear stability characteristics could be attributed to the e↵ect of the streak on the
spanwise mean of the flow and the first Fourier mode of the streak. Both normal and streamwise
vorticity streaks could increase the layer instability near the leading edge. Further downstream, the
streaks were seen to, in general, stabilise the layer. However, the distance required is dependent on
the streak width. Wider streaks relative to the layer thickness required larger streamwise distances.
For a given free-stream disturbance wavelength, the normal vorticity streak appeared to be narrower
than the streamwise vorticity streak when viewing contours of velocity. For some normal vorticity
streaks, unstable modes were found that travelled with the free-stream velocity but had eigenmode
components in the streak and not just the free-stream. These modes were di↵erent from, and
occurred at a lower streak amplitude, than the streak secondary instability.
Streak secondary instability modes were identified with streak amplitudes (> 33%) in excess of
that reported for other steady streaks in literature for both the normal and streamwise vorticity
streaks. This was attributed to the streaks being very wide relative to the layer (reduced spanwise
shear). Forcing the flow to attach on the leading edge topside also produced a narrower streak for
a given free-stream normal vorticity disturbance that promoted streak secondary instability at a
given streamwise position. These results indicate that a simple measure of streak amplitude cannot
be correlated to the secondary instability of all streaks.
Streak width was also assessed to be important when determining how a streak will a↵ect TS
growth. This was achieved by considering streak models using only the spanwise mean of the streak
base-flow and the first Fourier mode. In general, making a streak wider would make TS more
unstable. However, the simple streak models show TS instability to depend on the following streak
characteristics, the wall-normal profile of the zeroth mode deviation, the streak width relative
to the boundary layer thickness, and the relative amplitude of the zeroth mode deviation to the
streak width. These characteristics are dependent on the free-stream source that created the
streak and the non-linear growth of the streak. It is possible to have TS initially destabilised by
increasing streak amplitude before suppressing at higher streak amplitudes (as found by Vaughan
& Zaki [2011]), or only stabilise with increasing streak amplitude (e.g. the Optimal streak), or only
destabilise with increasing streak amplitude (e.g. streamwise vorticity streak at x = 0.5a). The
streak interaction with TS will also change downstream. It is expected the streak will become less
destabilising/more stable as it becomes narrower relative to the layer thickness and the zeroth mode
deviation amplitude increases relative to the higher Fourier modes of the streak base-flow. The CFD
results using the complete streak base-flow (not models with limited Fourier mode) demonstrated
that a streak may destabilise TS in the early layer and then stabilise TS further downstream.
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Chapter 7
Summary of Key Findings
More than 30 years ago, Morkovin [1979] highlighted issues of spanwise variation in wind tunnel
experiments and called for the link to wind tunnel settling chamber screens be established. This
thesis has sought to achieve this goal. To the author’s knowledge, this work is the first detailed
computational attempt to link spanwise variation of the laminar boundary layer (streaks) to wind
tunnel settling chamber screens. This has been achieved by only considering steady laminar flows
and modelling the screen as a zither of wires.
This thesis contributions to four key areas that link the origin of free-stream vortical disturbances
to spanwise variation and the e↵ects of spanwise variation in the boundary layer:
• the e↵ects of free-stream vorticity in the layer (spanwise variation, transition),
• the process by which vorticity enters the layer (receptivity),
• the process by which vorticity gets to the layer (flow upstream of the test-section, contractions),
• the process by which vorticity is generated in the free-stream (settling chamber screens).
The following summarises the contributions:
• The e↵ects of free-stream vorticity in the layer (spanwise variation, transition)
In Chapter 5 streaks were created computationally from a zither placed upstream of the
contraction, a realistic physical disturbance that can be reproduced experimentally. The
streaks were identified as having the characteristics of experimentally observed Klebano↵
streaks except they are steady. As such, they should provide an accurate representation of
Klebano↵ streaks in the transition process. The PSE-3D stability calculations showed all the
zither streaks to be stabilising to TS waves. The strongest zither streak case is predicted to
significantly delay transition by more than 10%. The suppression of TS waves is in agreement
with the studies of the Optimal streak and TS waves by Cossu & Brandt [2004], Bagheri &
Hanifi [2007] and Schlatter et al. [2011]. However, Kendall [1991] and Vaughan & Zaki [2011]
have found streaks to destabilise TS waves.
In Chapter 6 BiGlobal stability calculations found that streaks in the region of the leading
edge, and generated from the free-stream, could destabilise TS waves. The two-dimensional
base-flow was unstable in this region due to a large adverse pressure gradient. The streak
generation mechanism, either free-stream normal or streamwise vorticity, was found to alter
the linear stability characteristics di↵erently. This correlated with the movement of the
wall-normal inflection point. Further downstream in a reduced adverse pressure gradient the
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streaks were found to stabilise TS waves. However, generating similar but wider streaks were
found to destabilise TS further downstream of the leading edge. A simple model using the
modification of the base-flow spanwise mean induced by the streak, and the first Fourier
mode of the streak, was used to investigate streak interaction with TS wave instability. The
model indicates that relatively wide streaks can increase TS wave growth rates. However, the
shape and relative strength of the mean flow modification (zeroth mode deviation) is also
important and is found to stabilise the layer. These characteristics of the streak compete to
either stabilise or destabilise TS. It is possible to have TS initially destabilised by increasing
streak amplitude before suppressing at higher streak amplitudes (as found by Vaughan &
Zaki [2011]), or only stabilise with increasing streak amplitude (e.g. the Optimal streak), or
only destabilise with increasing streak amplitude (e.g. streamwise vorticity streak at x = 0.5a
in Chapter 6). This is because the modification of the spanwise mean scales non-linearly
with streak amplitude. The mean flow modification is due to the non-linear growth of the
streak. Combined with the di↵erences between normal vorticity and streamwise vorticity
generated streaks near the leading edge, it conclusively shows that the history of streak
development and its source is important when assessing stability e↵ects. These results show
that criteria such as streak amplitude alone cannot predict streak and TS wave interaction.
Due to the non-linear development of a given streak, definitive criteria to predict if a streak
will stabilise or destabilise TS probably does not exist. The amplitude at which a streak
secondary instability eventuated was also substantially higher than previous studies. Streak
secondary instability cannot be predicted by streak amplitude alone.
• The process by which vorticity enters the layer (receptivity)
The CFD results of Chapter 4 allow the experimental results of Watmu↵ [2006] to be interpreted
as a receptivity experiment that demonstrates the layer is generally more receptive to steady
streamwise vorticity than normal vorticity. However, the receptivity of normal vorticity was
shown to be sensitive to the flow attachment position on the leading edge. The changing
attachment position e↵ectively alters the leading edge bluntness. The receptivity was not
a linear function of bluntness when the change in bluntness is achieved by modifying the
attachment position. The relative insensitivity of the streamwise vorticity to the attachment
position was also shown.
Attachment position is an important issue. Many experiments alter the flow attachment
position to reduce the adverse pressure gradient in the recovery region. Most simulations
assume leading edge attachment on the centreline. The order of magnitude variation in
normal vorticity streak strength with di↵ering attachment position, highlights this as an
important issue for any computation that seeks to recreate experimental data that involves
the receptivity of normal vorticity.
The co-validation between the CFD data in this thesis and the experiment of Watmu↵ [2006]
provides physical, reproducible numbers that contribute to the study of flow quality issues
related to steady free-stream disturbances and test-section boundary layer. The CFD results
have highlighted the importance of accurately modelling the flow attachment position if
simulations are to match experiment.
• The process by which vorticity gets to the layer (flow upstream of the test-
section)
Chapter 4 identified the strongest streaks of the Watmu↵ [2006] experiment were due to
streamwise vorticity. The streamwise vorticity is generated when a wake of normal vorticity
passes through a contraction. This mechanism is not a new finding. However, it does not
appear to have been previously linked with wind tunnel screens (or other disturbances upstream
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of the contraction) which generate normal vorticity. Increasingly strong wakes upstream
(normal vorticity), and increasing contraction ratios, will generate increased streamwise
vorticity in the test-section. This streamwise vorticity will create spanwise variation (streaks)
in the test-section boundary layer. The contraction should be considered an intrinsic part of
the mechanism that generates spanwise variation in the test-section boundary layer and be
considered in any analysis.
The generation of streamwise vorticity in the contraction was shown to be due to tilting and
stretching, and the Go¨rtler instability. Removing the Go¨rtler instability computationally
with a slip-wall boundary removed the relatively strong cores of streamwise vorticity that
exited the contraction away from the contraction wall. The results in Chapter 6 indicate
the distance of these cores from the contraction wall is a function of spanwise wavelength
and wake strength entering the contraction. The remaining streamwise vorticity outside the
strong cores is due only to tilting and stretching of normal vorticity entering the contraction.
Chapter 4 provided data, co-validated with the Watmu↵ [2006] experiment, that links streak
development with quantified, streamwise vorticity in the free-stream that originates from a
physically reproducible generation mechanism. Chapter 5 provides further CFD data for the
wakes of zithers and the streamwise vorticity created when passing through a contraction.
The zither wake strength equation of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer was tested with the CFD data
upstream of the contraction and found to be quantitatively in error. This was attributed to
the variation of drag (source strength) across the zither. Despite the quantitative failing, it
qualitatively captured the wake strength behaviour and its dependence on zither open-area
ratio and random errors in zither wire position. However, there was evidence that the far wake
decay rate was altered from the predicted x 0.75 dependence. New wake strength formulas
were derived: the wake strength due to a normal distribution of wire drag and no error in
wire position; the combined wake strength equation (5.51) due to variation in wire drag and
position. However, these formulas were found to be in greater error with the CFD data. This
was shown to be due to an incorrect assumption about how drag varies across the zither.
Substantial changes in the zither wake decay were achieved with a non-uniform inlet velocity
approaching the zither. This non-uniform velocity profile created large wave-length variations
in drag across the zither which substantially reduced the wake decay rate far downstream of
the zither.
Despite the di culties deriving a general wake strength equation, use of the linear di↵usion
equation (5.8) was found to provide reasonably accurate predictions of wake strength when
individual wire position and drag data was known. With a better understanding of how drag
varies with variation in wire position, simple wake strength formulas could be derived that
would allow the wake from an imperfect zither to be predicted. The spanwise wavelength of
the zither wake was also found to be in good agreement with the prediction of Bo¨ttcher &
Wedemeyer, equation (5.31). This equation predicts the wake wavelength to be independent
of the zither geometry. This suggests why Klebano↵ streak spacing is relatively consistent in
di↵ering experiments.
• The process by which vorticity is generated in the free-stream (screens)
Chapter 5 explored the creation of wake disturbances from a zither. The analysis extended the
work of Bo¨ttcher & Wedemeyer that considered random variations in wire position to include
variations in wire drag (source strength). Accurate prediction of wake strength requires
knowledge of the wire drag force. An analysis, assuming a variation of wire drag force, showed
that the far wake of a zither could be significantly stronger downstream due to a decreased
wake decay rate if there is a large wavelength variation of drag across the zither. Inducing a
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variation of drag across the zither due to a random, normal distribution in wire position error
failed to create strong, large wavelength variations of drag across the zither relative to smaller
wavelengths. As such, the wake decay modification was small and the strength over predicted
by the new combined wake strength formula. However, it was shown that large wavelength
variation of inflow to the zither would create large wavelength variation in drag and produce
considerably stronger wakes downstream.
Flow visualisation behind a zither with low open-area ratio and large non-uniformity in wire
position revealed a flow pattern that can be considered as the coalescence of jets. However,
the apparent coalescence of jets was immaterial to the prediction of the far zither wake
strength. The coalescence of jets is due to large spanwise wavelength pressure requiring some
distance downstream of the zither to recover into velocity. It is a symptom and not a cause.
Accurate knowledge of the zither wire position and wire drag can be used to generate an
initial condition to the linear di↵usion equation that can predict the far downstream steady
laminar wake to good accuracy.
Experimentalists have long known that low open-area ratio and poor quality screens can lead to
large spanwise variation in the test-section boundary layer. The work in this thesis has demonstrated
this remarkable phenomena computationally with the assumption of steady laminar flow. Random
error in the zither wire position with a standard deviation of only 38.1 µm (15% of wire diameter)
produced streaks in the test-section boundary layer, located nearly 2.3 m downstream of the zither,
with amplitudes in excess of 20%. Relatively simple relations (zither wake strength and wavelength
equations) and CFD simulations have related a given zither with streaks in the test-section layer.
The ability of a zither (screen) to influence the spanwise variation in the test-section has been
ascribed to variations in wire position and wire drag, generating a wake of normal vorticity that
is tilted and stretched into streamwise vorticity in a contraction. The coalescence of jets is not
required to describe why low open-area ratio and poor quality screens produce large spanwise
variation of the test-section layer. The influence of steady streaks from the free-stream on the
boundary layer stability has been shown to be complex. They can both destabilise and stabilise
depending on the wall-normal profile of the mean-flow modification induced by the streak, the
streak width relative to the boundary layer thickness, and the relative amplitude of the mean-flow
modification due to the streak. These characteristics are dependent on the free-stream source that
created the streak and the non-linear growth of the streak.
Morkovin [1979] called for the di cult characterisation of screens and their e↵ects on the test-section
layer to be made. This thesis provides a starting point by considering the steady laminar flow from
a zither modelling a screen. It likely that a screen can be considered as the summation of many
individual wakes. It may then be possible to accurately predict the streaks in a given wind tunnel
boundary layer (or the time mean using an unsteady formulation of the linear di↵usion or less
approximate equation). This would then allow for the influence of streaks to be considered in, or
removed from, eN transition calculations and hopefully improve transition correlations. The most
di cult undertaking will likely be characterising the variation in drag across an imperfect screen.
The di↵ering wake decay rates derived may also provide some insight into the decay of turbulence
from grids with low open-area ratios.
Based on the findings in this thesis, accurate transition prediction in a given wind tunnel still seems
an elusive goal. However, the work in this thesis contributes to a growing body of literature that is
explaining how streaks (spanwise variation) in the boundary layer develop and a↵ect transition. By
documenting, and hopefully elucidating, many of the key issues relating streaks to screens, and
streak e↵ects on TS, it is hoped that future engineers can extend the work of this thesis and remove,
control, or allow for, spanwise variation in their transition studies.
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Appendix A
Linear Stability Verification Cases
The following are example calculations using the linear stability Matlab functions developed in this
thesis. They have not been substantially modified from documentation prepared by the author that
accompanies them. As such, the text makes reference to individual Matlab functions in differing
font and discusses their use in a stability analysis. However, the Matlab code for the functions
is not provided with the thesis. The main stability functions are BiGlobal_Stability.m and
PSE3D_Solver.m. BiGlobal_Stability.m performs linear stability analysis on a velocity profile
(Orr-Sommerfeld) or velocity plane (BiGlobal). PSE3D_Solver.m performs PSE computations by
marching a profile along a line-path (PSE-2D), or marching a plane along a line-path (PSE-3D).
All other Matlab function and script references perform ancillary functions such as creating meshes,
viewing results, etc. . .
The examples include linear stability analysis for various analytical base-flows with comparison to
published results. A discussion about using the Ansys Fluent CFD solver to produce base-flows,
suitable for linear stability analysis, is also provided.
A.1 Plane Poiseuille–Temporal
The purpose of this test case is to verify that the BiGlobal_Stability.m code calculates correct
temporal eigenvalues on a Cartesian mesh for a two-dimensional base-flow, with comparison to
published data.
A.1.1 Base-flow
Plane Poiseuille flow is a simple analytical solution to the Navier-Stokes equations that involves a
quadratic velocity profile between two stationary walls, as shown in figure A.1.
U (y) = 1  (y   1)2 , V = 0,W = 0. (A.1)
The flow is a parallel flow implying no wall-normal (V ) component.
A.1.2 Disturbance
The modal solution of the linear stability problem in the form of q = qˆ (y) ei(↵x+n z !t), where
qˆ (y) are the unknown eigenvectors and ! are the unknown eigenvalues. The modes must satisfy
the no-slip velocity boundary conditions at the wall,
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Figure A.1: Plain Poiseuille Base-flow
u (0) = u (2) = v (0) = v (2) = w (0) = w (2) = 0. (A.2)
Pressure boundary conditions are not required as a staggered grid is used. A positive imaginary
component of ! implies the mode is growing in time. Temporal eigenvalues are often reported in
terms of phase-speed, c = !↵ and the following result adopt this convention except when ↵ = 0 and
the phase-speed is undefined. The base-flow is di↵erenced on the GCL points (see Section 3.5),
mapped to the y = [0, 2] domain linearly. See Section 3.5.3 for details of mapping.
A.1.3 Results
Figures A.2 to A.5 show the result of executing the script test_plain_poiseuille_temporal.m,
which calls BiGlobal_Stability.m, for a Reynolds number of 2000 and various combinations of
streamwise and spanwise wavenumber. Results are compared to the published results of Schmid
& Henningson [2001]. There are more calculated eigenvalues than that of Schmid & Henningson
[2001] as they have truncated the published data. Table A.1 shows the e↵ect of increasing mesh
resolution on a calculated eigenvalue. Agreement to the 8 decimal place with Schmid & Henningson
[2001] is obtained with 40 GCL points. Table A.2 shows the excellent agreement for all published
eigenvalues. The results indicate BiGlobal_Stability.m is correctly calculating two-dimensional,
temporal, eigenvalue problems on Cartesian geometries.
N GCL points cr ci
10 0.966235453170934 -0.030093664873893
20 0.968376882158647 -0.039745817808484
40 0.968377280059094 -0.039747747177589
80 0.968377280059087 -0.039747747177590
Table A.1: The e↵ect of Mesh Resolution on selected eigenvalue computed by BiGlobal_Stability.m
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Figure A.2: Plane Poiseuille flow eigenvalues, ↵ = 1, n  = 0, Re = 2000, 80 CGL points
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Figure A.3: Plane Poiseuille flow eigenvalues, ↵ = 0.5, n  = 1, Re = 2000, 80 GCL points
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Figure A.4: Plane Poiseuille flow eigenvalues, ↵ = 0.25, n  = 2, Re = 2000, 80 GCL points
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Figure A.5: Plane Poiseuille flow eigenvalues, ↵ = 0, n  = 2, Re = 2000, 80 GCL points
cr cr ci ci
Schmid & Henningson [2001] BiGlobal Stability.m Schmid & Henningson [2001] BiGlobal Stability.m
0.563295370000000 0.563295366459672 -0.085485140000000 -0.085485142578466
0.837960790000000 0.837960792662666 -0.140100660000000 -0.140100663739118
0.844929590000000 0.844929586009719 -0.149652170000000 -0.149652167799689
0.587177550000000 0.587177550800824 -0.152892510000000 -0.152892509291593
0.727388330000000 0.727388325689979 -0.227533940000000 -0.227533941776147
0.733338620000000 0.733338621909110 -0.289177200000000 -0.289177195114194
0.635485290000000 0.635485293358001 -0.366255330000000 -0.366255331438140
0.622595130000000 0.622595127302649 -0.415609430000000 -0.415609431905070
0.646722150000000 0.646722154118375 -0.449882390000000 -0.449882387962132
0.662658860000000 0.662658863681003 -0.564915180000000 -0.564915178223080
0.968377280000000 0.968377280059087 -0.039747750000000 -0.039747747177590
0.905134280000000 0.905134277418649 -0.102994260000000 -0.102994259055452
0.841907280000000 0.841907279893746 -0.166293120000000 -0.166293123388748
0.390614400000000 0.390614394771722 -0.214522900000000 -0.214522900130922
0.390612960000000 0.390612959742169 -0.214527880000000 -0.214527883700621
0.778241420000000 0.778241420660564 -0.230187020000000 -0.230187023338357
0.705710290000000 0.705710291376649 -0.292461610000000 -0.292461607906683
0.653050160000000 0.653050161131323 -0.316730710000000 -0.316730705844323
0.656886840000000 0.656886838522137 -0.358666350000000 -0.358666345284031
0.672692500000000 0.672692500687142 -0.460269680000000 -0.460269680255014
Table A.2: Eigenvalues computed by BiGlobal_Stability.m and comparison with Schmid & Henningson
[2001].
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The purpose of this test case is to explore the e↵ect of GCL node mapping and free-stream
boundary condition, for a wall-bounded flow. The spectrum of eigenvalues for a wall-bounded flow
is also discussed briefly, so the user has an understanding of the results presented to them by the
BiGlobal_Stability.m.
A.2.1 Base-flow
Blasius flow (laminar, zero pressure gradient, flat-plate) is a classical flow for study. The Blasius
profile is a self-similar solution of the NS, given by the Blasius equation,
f⌘⌘⌘ + 0.5f.f⌘⌘ = 0, (A.3)
where,
f (⌘) is the Blasius solution as a function of the variable ⌘,
⌘ = y
q
U1
x⌫ is the variable in the wall-normal direction.
A boundary layer length-scale can also be defined as   =
q
x⌫
U1 , and displacement thickness
 ⇤ = 1.7208
q
x⌫
U1 .
The solution of equation (A.3) is provided by a function that looks up pre-computed solutions that
are then provided to BiGlobal_Stability.m.
A.2.2 Disturbance
The assumption of parallel flow is made. The streamwise development of the Blasius layer Ux is
considered negligibly small. This requires the wall-normal component (V ) must be zero (by continuity
and the no-slip condition), although this is not true for the physical flow, especially at lower Re.
The modal solution of the local linear stability problem is in the form of, q = qˆ (y) ei(↵x+n z !t),
where qˆ (y) are the unknown eigenvectors, and ! are the unknown eigenvalues. The modes must
satisfy the no-slip velocity boundary condition at the wall and asymptote to zero at an infinite
distance from the wall.
u (0) = v (0) = w (0) , u (1) = v (1) = w (1) = 0. (A.4)
Practically, accurate numerical solutions for the discrete eigenvalues can be found by imposing the
free-stream condition at some large, finite distance. The e↵ect of this imposition can be assessed by
modifying this distance and monitoring the e↵ect (if any noticeable) on the eigenvalue solution.
Unlike Plane Poiseuille flow, the Blasius velocity profile exhibits deviation from the free-stream
value only in a narrow region near the wall. Modifying the mapping of GCL points to resolve this
region improves the accuracy of the eigenvalue solution for a given number of GCL points.
A.2.3 Results
Fixing the far free-stream condition, ymax at 50 , figures A.6 to A.8 show the e↵ect of increasing
the number of GCL points. A linear mapping is used.
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Figure A.6: Eigenvalue spectrum, Blasius boundary layer, ↵ = 0.5, n  = 1, Re = 800, 50 GCL points,
ymax = 50 
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Figure A.7: Eigenvalue spectrum, Blasius boundary layer, ↵ = 0.5, n  = 1, Re = 800, 100 GCL points,
ymax = 50 
The BiGlobal_Stability.m solves the BiGlobal stability eigenvalue problem using the Matlab
eig() function (QZ method) by default. This function calls a global eigenvalue solver. For an
N ⇥ N matrix system, it will return N eigenvalues of the discrete representation of the linear
stability equations. Using only 50 GCL points and a linear mapping does not capture any of
the reported discrete eigenvalues of Schmid & Henningson [2001]. The eigenvalues of Schmid &
Henningson [2001] are classified as either modes of the OS equation or modes of the SQ equation.
BiGlobal_Stability.m does not directly make the distinction as it is solving both the OS and SQ
equations simultaneously.
Greater resolution is required to capture the reported eigenvalues. Increasing to 100 GCL points
(figure A.7) captures most of the reported discrete eigenvalues. Increasing to 300 GCL points
(figure A.8) captures all reported discrete eigenvalues.
The curved line formed by the computed eigenvalues starting from c = 1 + 0i in all figures is a
discrete approximation to the continuous eigenvalue spectrum. For a single wall-bounded, shear
flow, the eigenvalues can be considered as either discrete or continuous (see Grosch & Salwen [1978],
Mack [1976], Schmid & Henningson [2001]). The discrete representation of the continuous spectrum
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Figure A.8: Eigenvalue spectrum, Blasius boundary layer, ↵ = 0.5, n  = 1, Re = 800, 300 GCL points,
ymax = 50 
curves to the left and becomes sparse as the number of GCL points used can no longer resolve the
oscillations of the continuous modes in the free-stream.
Increasing the GCL points improves the resolution of the continuous spectrum and reveals discrete
eigenvalues previously obscured or unresolved. The Tollmien-Schlichting wave is a member of the
discrete family and is the eigenvalue that will cross the imaginary axis and exhibit exponential
growth for a given Re. This is the eigenvalue that needs to be identified and tracked in the eN
method. All other discrete modes will remain stable for Blasius flow.
Figures A.9 and A.10 show the e↵ect of imposing the free-stream boundary condition at reduced
distances. For ymax = 5 , the computed eigenvalues are significantly e↵ected. Moving the free-
stream boundary to ymax = 15  produces eigenvalues to graphical accuracy for this case.
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Figure A.9: Eigenvalue spectrum, Blasius boundary layer, ↵ = 0.5, n  = 1, Re = 800, 100 GCL points,
ymax = 5 
There is no need to resolve all the discrete eigenvalues to produce a starting eigenvector for the PSE.
Resolving all the eigenvalues can require a large number of GCL points, which will then be used in
the PSE analysis and slow it down. To further minimise the number of GCL points used, a skewed
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Figure A.10: Eigenvalue spectrum, Blasius boundary layer, ↵ = 0.5, n  = 1, Re = 800, 100 GCL points,
ymax = 15 
algebraic mapping, equation (3.75), can be used to cluster points in the boundary layer region. This
will resolve the eigenvalue of interest (the TS wave) with minimal GCL points. Figure A.11 utilises
an algebraic map with half the GCL points clustered below ycluster = 15 , and with the free-stream
at ymax = 50 . The e↵ect of the clustering allows the most unstable eigenvalue to be captured
to graphical accuracy using only 50 GCL points. It should be noted that the algebraic mapping
can also be used to map the free-stream boundary condition to infinity if desired. Mapping can
introduce errors if too extreme, or the mapping function is not smooth.
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Figure A.11: Eigenvalue spectrum, Blasius boundary layer, ↵ = 0.5, n  = 1, Re = 800, 50 GCL points,
ymax = 50 , ycluster = 15 
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The purpose of this test case is to verify the BiGlobal_Stability.m code calculates correct,
temporal eigenvalues on an axisymmetric mesh for a two-dimensional base-flow, by comparison
with published data.
A.3.1 Base-flow
Poiseuille pipe flow is an axisymmetric, parallel, quadratic velocity profile similar to plain Poiseuille
flow described by the equation,
U (y) = 0.25Px
 
1  y2  , V (y) = 0, W (y) = 0, (A.5)
where Px is the pressure gradient driving the flow and U flows in the streamwise direction along
the axis of symmetry.
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Figure A.12: Poiseuille Pipe flow profile with symmetry at y = 0
For the test case, Px = 4, and the domain of y is truncated to y = [0, 1] as shown in figure A.12. The
flow is a parallel flow implying no radial (V ) component. There is also no swirl (W ) component.
A.3.2 Disturbance
The modal solution of the linear stability problem is in the form,
q = qˆ (y) exp (i (↵x+ n z   !t)) , (A.6)
where qˆ (y) are the unknown eigenvectors and ! are the unknown eigenvalues. The azimuthal
position, ✓ in standard axisymmetric notation, is represented by z and y represents r, the radius.
n  can only take integer values for axisymmetric flow. The modes must satisfy the no-slip velocity
boundary conditions at the wall of the pipe (y = ±1), but at the centre of the pipe (y = 0) the
boundary condition depends on n  (Khorrami et al. [1989], Khorrami [1991]).
For all n ,
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u (±1) = v (±1) = w (±1) . (A.7)
For n  = 0,
uy (0) = 0, v (0) = w (0) = 0. (A.8)
For |n | = 1,
u (0) = 0, vy (0) = 0, wy (0) = 0. (A.9)
For |n | > 1,
u (0) = v (0) = w (0) = 0. (A.10)
Pressure boundary conditions are not required when using a staggered grid.
A.3.3 Results
Figures A.13 to A.16 compare the results of BiGlobal_Stability.m with the published eigenvalues
of Schmid & Henningson [2001]. Agreement between eigenvalues is greater than 5 significant figures
indicating for all cases indicating the BiGlobal_Stability.m code and the boundary conditions
have been implemented correctly for axisymmetric flow.
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Figure A.13: Eigenvalue spectrum, Poiseuille Pipe flow, ↵ = 1, n  = 0, Re = 2000
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Figure A.14: Eigenvalue spectrum, Poiseuille Pipe flow, ↵ = 0.5, n  = 1, Re = 2000
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Figure A.15: Eigenvalue spectrum, Poiseuille Pipe flow, ↵ = 0.25, n  = 2, Re = 2000
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Figure A.16: Eigenvalue spectrum, Poiseuille Pipe flow, ↵ = 0, n  = 1, Re = 2000
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A.4 Trailing Line Vortex
The purpose of this test case is to demonstrate BiGlobal_Stability.m calculates correct eigenvalues
on an axisymmetric mesh for a flow with an azimuthal component.
A.4.1 Base-flow
The trailing line vortex (q-vortex) is a parallel approximation to the Batchelor Vortex given by,
U (r) = a  s exp   r2  , V = 0, W (r) = s
r
 
1  exp   r2   , (A.11)
where s is the swirl parameter, and a is the free-stream velocity. The free-stream velocity will be
set to zero without a↵ecting results (Mayer & Powell [1992]).
A.4.2 Disturbance
The modal solution of the linear stability problem is q = qˆ (y) ei(↵x+n z !t) where qˆ (y) and ! are
the unknown eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The azimuthal position, ✓ in standard axisymmetric
notation, is represented by z and y represents r, the radius. n  can only take integer values for
axisymmetric flow. The boundary conditions are the same as for Pipe Posiseuille flow in Section A.3.
A.4.3 Results
This flow case has been studied extensively by Mayer & Powell [1992]. Table A.3 compares the most
unstable temporal eigenvalues computed to Mayer & Powell [1992] for an axisymmetric disturbance.
A linear mapping has been used with ymax = 50 and 150 GCL points. Good agreement is observed.
Table A.4 compares to Mayer & Powell [1992] for the first anti-symmetric mode. Again, good
agreement is observed but for increasing Re, more GCL points are required.
Re
!r !i
Mayer & Powell [1992] BiGlobal_Stability.m Mayer & Powell [1992] BiGlobal_Stability.m
103 -1.7417059E-02 -1.7417025E-02 8.1409640E-04 8.1411015E-04
104 -1.6407170E-02 -1.6407129E-02 1.8469080E-04 1.8465649E-04
105 -1.6382486E-02 -1.6382484E-02 1.8833750E-05 1.8828291E-05
106 -1.6382232E-02 -1.6382230E-02 1.8837580E-06 1.8831556E-06
107 -1.6382230E-02 -1.6382228E-02 1.8837630E-07 1.8827029E-07
Table A.3: BiGlobal_Stability.m and Mayer & Powell [1992] eigenvalues for, n  = 0, s = 1, ↵ = 0.5
Re
GCL !r !i
Points Mayer & Powell [1992] BiGlobal_Stability.m Mayer & Powell [1992] BiGlobal_Stability.m
102 150 1.72799400E-02 1.72788002E-02 8.99606700E-03 8.99972322E-03
103 150 2.34621410E-02 2.34622066E-02 9.79043600E-04 9.79678737E-04
104 200 2.34532660E-02 2.34532887E-02 9.19227800E-05 9.19700035E-05
105 400 2.34537880E-02 2.34537808E-02 8.64850000E-06 8.61514440E-06
Table A.4: BiGlobal_Stability.m and Mayer & Powell [1992]eigenvalues for, n  = 1, s = 0.4, ↵ = 0.3
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A.5 Blasius Flow–Spatial–Analytical Base-flow
The purpose of this test case is to demonstrate the BiGlobal_Stability.m and PSE3D_Solver.m
can be used to calculate the growth curves used in the eN method.
A.5.1 Single Frequency PSE Test
The Blasius profile has been defined in a previous test case by equation (A.3). Choosing a
non-dimensional frequency of F = 60 to compare against unpublished data of Bertolotti where,
F =
!⌫
U2
⇥ 106 = 2⇡f⌫
U2
⇥ 106 (A.12)
The initial condition is generated by BiGlobal_Stability.m at R = 400 with U = 1, ⌫ = 1/400,
with the eigenvalue spectrum shown in figure A.17. An algebraic mapping with ymax = 250 and half
the 150 GCL points clustered below y = 25 is used. Note the continuous spectrum has no unstable
modes and for the well resolved modes, ↵r = 0.024, giving a phase velocity of
60E 6⇥12⇥400
0.024 = 1, as
expected for continuous modes that move with the free-stream. The TS mode will have a phase
velocity significantly less than 1, implying ↵r > 0.024. The possible TS mode is identified as the
least stable mode with ↵r > 0.024, and the mode shape is examined in figure A.18. The mode shape
has the classical TS profile with the mode decaying to negligible values well before ymax = 250.
This mode with the same y-grid will be used as the initial condition for the PSE. The y-grid should
provide su cient resolution with a large enough ymax for the downstream growth of the Blasius
layer.
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Figure A.17: Eigenvalue spectrum for the Blasius boundary layer, R = 400, F = 60, computed by
BiGlobal_Stability.m
The PSE mesh, stabilisation options (see Section 3.2.3) options and normalisation choice (see
Section 3.2.1) are can be modified by the user. Figure A.19 shows the e↵ects on the PSE solution
by changing these options. Unless indicated, the normalisation used is umax. The vertical axis
is the non-dimensional imaginary component of the wavenumber, ↵  where   =
p
x⌫
U . For this
particular case, there is minimal di↵erence between using 1st-order/2nd-order di↵erencing or using
a coarse/fine streamwise mesh. The stabilisation parameter (see Section 3.2.3) is also seen to not
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Figure A.18: TS Eigenmode, for the Blasius boundary layer, R = 400, F = 60, computed by BiG-
lobal_Stability.m
a↵ect the solution, apart from allowing reduced x-spacing. Attempting to compute with 180 x-nodes
(Nx = 180), all streamwise derivatives with 2nd-order, and no stabilisation, leads to numerical
instability (not shown) characterised by wild oscillations of ↵. If this occurs, the PSE code may
terminate early due to the matrix system becoming ill-conditioned and unsolvable.
Apart from initial transients, the agreement with the PSE data provided by Dr. Bertolotti (provided
to Dr. Jon Watmu↵, August 1999) which used umax as the normalisation, is good and indicates
the PSE code is implemented correctly. The use of the energy normalisation indicates a greater
growth rate, particularly at lower Re. As discussed by Herbert [1997], the choice of normalisation
e↵ects the computed growth rate even though the disturbance is the same. The energy in a TS
wave grows faster than the maximum streamwise amplitude of the wave, but at increasing Re the
di↵erence between computed growth rates becomes minimal.
The integral of the curve in figure A.19 from branch 1 (where ↵i goes from positive to negative)
to branch 2 (where ↵i goes from negative to positive) provides the logarithmic growth for this
particular TS frequency.
A.5.2 N-Factor Envelope
Plotting the growth curves for many disturbance frequencies provides an envelope of curves that
is then used in the eN method. Oblique TS modes (  6= 0) do not need to be considered when
constructing an N -factor envelope for the Blasius layer, as Squires transform can be used to show
that for any given Re, the mode with maximum growth rate has   = 0 (Schmid & Henningson
[2001]).
Traditionally, local linear stability theory (Orr-Sommerfeld) has been used to compute figure A.19
for integration. The PSE will compute di↵erent curves to local linear stability for any flow when
the streamwise development and non-local e↵ects become significant. For the Blasius boundary
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Figure A.19: PSE Comparison with data of Dr. Bertolotti, computed by PSE3D_Solver.m. Spatial growth
rate (↵i ) versus R for F = 60.
layer, the di↵erence between linear stability theory and the PSE is minimal. Figure A.20 is an
assembly of growth curves computed for the Blasius layer using the PSE with a normalisation of
umax. To achieve an N -factor of 9 requires the transition location to be at R u 1800. This compares
favourably with that reported by Cebeci [2004] R u 1790 using the Orr-Sommerfeld equation.
Establishing a Blasius layer in a wind tunnel facility and measuring the transition location would
then allow the establishment of an N -factor for that facility via figure A.20. For example, if
transition was measured at R = 1795, then the N -factor would be 9. A prediction of transition
location on di↵ering, but similar geometries (such as aerofoils) in that facility can be made by
computing the N -factor envelope for the new geometry and using the established N -factor from the
Blasius case. However, predictions of cross-flow transition would not be valid with this N -factor.
Measurements of transition on the new geometry can be used to provide an N -factor for other more
similar geometries (e.g. thin aerofoil for thin aerofoil) during future testing in that facility with
possibly greater prediction accuracy.
It must be stressed that the N -factor for a given facility is valid only for that facility due to the
extreme sensitivity of the transition process to many parameters. Prediction of transition for the
body in real operating conditions can only be done by evaluating an N -factor when the body is
subjected to the operating conditions (e.g. flight test). It must also be stressed the N -factor method
is only of use when the transition process is dominated by the linear growth of disturbances, e.g.
TS waves for two-dimensional flows.
A.5.3 Issues Computing the N-factor Envelope
Computing an envelope of growth curves for a given base-flow requires the consideration of three
di culties:
1. Increasing minimum step-size requirement with decreasing frequency for the PSE,
2. Wall-normal growth of the base-flow with streamwise distance and the resolution of the y
mesh and ymax location,
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Figure A.20: Blasius boundary layer N -Factor Envelope computed with PSE3D_Solver.m. The umax
normalisation is used.
3. Starting point for PSE computations.
1. Minimum Streamwise Step size
The minimum streamwise step size for the PSE creates an issue when computing the envelope of
growth curves as the streamwise wavenumber (hence minimum step size) will vary greatly with
di↵ering frequency. This can lead to numerical instability as discussed in Section 3.2.3. This can be
overcome using the following options with PSE3D_Solver.m:
• skip to every nth streamwise mesh position,
• drop the px term in the x-momentum equation,
• use 2nd-order or higher di↵erencing in the streamwise direction except for the px term in the
x-momentum equation which uses 1st-order di↵erencing,
• use the stabilising method of Andersson et al. [1998].
Removing streamwise points (i.e. skip every second x-position) can be used to produce a base-
flow suitable for a given disturbance frequency. The mesh points skipped to meet the step size
requirement can be estimated by the user with, dx > 1↵r with ↵r provided by the initial condition.
However, ↵r does not remain constant with x for a given frequency. For Blasius flow, ↵r generally
decreases between Branch 1and 2 so that a PSE computation that was stable initially may become
unstable. Choosing a dx with some safety-factor, combined with the stabilisation options, can
overcome this problem. Limited computations (i.e. one frequency) can be performed with various
combinations of stabilisation parameter, dropping the px term, varying x resolution, to assess their
a↵ect with the given base-flow and their suitability to stabilise computations.
2. Wall-normal Mesh Resolution with Boundary Layer Growth
Over the length of the base-flow, the boundary layer may grow considerably in the wall-normal
direction. In the case of Blasius, from R = 300 to 2100 the layer thickens by a factor of 7.
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PSE3D_Solver.m uses a fixed y-mesh. A mesh adequate at R = 300 may have ymax to close to the
wall at R = 2100. A y-mesh with su cient resolution in the layer at R = 2100 may be to coarse at
R = 2100. Chebyshev polynomials with skewed algebraic mapping can provide a compromised mesh
suitable at both ends while still using a moderate number of GCL points. The Blasius N -factor
envelope computed in figure A.20 utilised 120 GCL points with half clustered below 40 300 and
ymax = 400 300 where the subscript 300 means evaluated at R = 300. The y mesh can be checked
by limited local stability computations (using BiGlobal_Stability.m) at R = 300 and 2100 to
ensure the mesh provides satisfactory resolution.
3. Starting Position for PSE Computations
The PSE for a given frequency must be started upstream of Branch 1 if the ↵i calculated are to be
used to create an N -factor envelope. Determination of this location can not been known beforehand.
Limited computations with local stability for various frequencies and x-positions can be used to
establish a suitable location upstream of Branch 1 for the frequencies to be computed with the PSE.
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A.6 Blasius–Spatial–Fluent Base-flow
This test case is to verify the process of calculating a base-flow with the Ansys Fluent CFD package
and then utilising that base-flow in a PSE computation. The Blasius layer is chosen as it has an
analytical solution for validation. Basic mesh resolution and solver settings required to create a
base-flow with Fluent suitable for linear stability analysis will be established.
A.6.1 Base-flow
For this test case, Fluent will produce the Blasius base-flow. Inaccuracies in the boundary
conditions specified, di↵erencing used, and mesh resolution will a↵ect the accuracy of the base-flow
and subsequently the PSE stability analysis. The following di↵erencing and solver settings are used
in Fluent:
• Steady, Laminar flow,
• Double Precision,
• 2nd-order for Pressure,
• 3rd Order MUSCL for Momentum,
• Green-Gauss Node Based for Gradients,
• Pressure Based Coupled Solver,
• Default Courant Number of 200, Momentum relaxation reduced to 0.5, default pressure
relaxation of 0.75.
The fluid is specified with:
• density of 1 kg m 3,
• viscosity of 1/Re = 1/400 kg s 1m 1.
The free-stream velocity is 1. The boundary conditions and mesh used in Fluent are summarised in
figure A.21. The inlet velocity is pre-calculated from the analytical Blasius solution at R = 400
and specified as an inlet velocity profile. The far condition is specified as a slip-wall. To produce
a zero-pressure gradient, the far boundary condition slip-wall distance increases based on the
theoretical boundary layer displacement thickness growth. The outflow boundary condition is the
default Fluent outflow condition. Meshes with varying number of control volumes in the layer
region are used. The control volumes have no growth rate in the wall-normal direction through the
layer region (i.e. constant node spacing). Outside the layer, a wall-normal growth rate is allowed to
reduce mesh size. Three adaptions are performed, increasing the number of control volumes in the
layer (y  7 ) in the wall-normal direction (Ncv), is varied between 10 and 80.
A.6.2 Base-flow Interpolation
The base-flow is imported into Matlab by exporting the Fluent solution as a CGNS file. The flow is
interpolated onto a PSE mesh using cubic interpolation.
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Figure A.21: Blasius test case. Fluent mesh and boundary condition setup. Ncv is the number of control
volumes below y = 7 .
A.6.3 Disturbance
The base-flow has been chosen to cover the region of growth for a TS mode with F = 60, as used in
the previous test case. However, in this case the energy normalisation is used (see Section 3.2.1).
A.6.4 Test Case Results
The e↵ect of Fluent mesh resolution on stability calculation can be assessed from figures A.22 and A.23.
Utilising 40 control volumes in the layer produces a growth curve with approximately 2% accuracy.
The 40 volume case has a maximum velocity deviation from Blasius < 0.04%. Increasing to 80 con-
trol volumes produces a solution nearly indistinguishable from the analytical solution. Figure A.24
shows the computed velocity profiles and the deviation from Blasius. An under-resolved mesh leads
to a thickening of the profile near the wall, producing a profile that is more stable. The Fluent base
case has a very slight adverse pressure gradient which causes the very slight di↵erence in velocity
profile for the case using 80 volumes when compared to the analytical solution. However, the a↵ect
on stability calculations is negligible. The 10 control volume case has a maximum velocity deviation
of approximately 0.4% and the maximum N -factor is only 75% of the true value. The results
indicate Fluent can produce a base-flow of su cient accuracy for stability calculations. However,
the Reynolds number is low, and the F = 60 mode achieves an N -factor of approximately 4, well
below that normally associated with transition.
A.6.5 High Reynolds Number
To ensure there are no substantial Reynolds number e↵ects, a similar test is conducted starting
at R = 10000, far beyond any feasible, experimental, laminar region. The same Fluent boundary
conditions and di↵erencing is used.
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Figure A.22: The e↵ect of Fluent mesh resolution on PSE stability calculations, F = 60.
A.6.6 Achieving Fluent Convergence at High Reynolds Numbers
and in Adverse Pressure Gradients
At high Re and/or in adverse pressure gradients, computing a steady laminar flow can be di cult.
The following guidelines are o↵ered to achieve a steady laminar solution when convergence is not
achieved with the default Fluent solver settings:
1. Use the pressure based coupled solver.
2. The first step in an attempt to achieve convergence is to lower the Courant number. It may
be necessary to reduce to as low as 1 initially (default value is 200), compute till continuity
residual drops approximately 1 to 2 orders of magnitude, and then double the Courant number.
This process can be repeated till a maximum Courant number is found for the given case.
Solutions should be saved before changing the Courant number as divergence of the multi-grid
solver, leading to Fluent crashing, is often experienced when changing this setting. If the
Courant number is too high, plots of pressure on the boundary layer wall can exhibit wild
oscillations. With a su ciently reduced Courant number, this curve should begin to smooth,
beginning at the upstream point as the disturbances causing the oscillations are “convected”
downstream. Setting too high a Courant number will again produce the disturbances upstream.
While the disturbances are convected away, the global residuals may appear “stuck”, i.e. near
constant value.
3. Reducing the relaxation parameters will also aid the stability of the solution. The momentum
relaxation should always be reduced to approximately 0.5. The option to use relaxation with
higher order terms can also be used.
4. It has also been found necessary when convergence can not be obtained to modify the multi-
grid solver settings. The BCGSTAB (bi-conjugate gradient stabilisation) combined with a
V-cycle has been found to aid convergence. If convergence is still di cult, extra relaxation
sweeps can be used.
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Figure A.23: The e↵ect of Fluent mesh resolution, F = 60, N -factor curve
5. Stopping a computation and restarting with a di↵ering number of parallel threads may lead
to divergence of the multi-grid solver and crash Fluent.
6. Running a job in serial (1 CPU) is less likely to experience divergence of the multi-grid solver.
The above guidelines do not change the di↵erencing used by Fluent and should not be expected to
introduce artificial viscosity. They are not changing the matrix system representing the flow but
are altering the iterative methods used to solve the matrix system.
Figures A.25 and A.26 show the results using Fluent at high Re. The final Courant number is
10, with momentum and pressure relaxation values of 0.4 and 0.425 respectively. The BCGSTAB
option has been used with the V-cycle and the pre/post sweeps relaxation sweeps increased. Again
the error is seen to be small when using 40 control volumes in the layer and negligible when using
80. However, using 80 control volumes with only 1st-order upwind di↵erencing for momentum is
seen to produce a solution with less accuracy than 20 control volumes and higher-order di↵erencing.
The di↵erence in velocity profiles is shown in figure A.27. This demonstrates how artificial viscosity
produced by low order methods (or RANS models) may significantly alter stability calculations.
The e↵ect, or lack of e↵ect, of the solver settings to aid convergence is also confirmed.
A.6.7 Fluent Base-flow Requirements
The single frequency growth curves presented in this test case have demonstrated Fluent can be
used to calculate the base-flow. Based on the current results, the following guidelines for a Fluent
base-flow solution (or any CFD tool in general) to be of su cient accuracy for stability analysis are
provided:
1. The Fluent base-flow is specified and calculated correctly, accurately, and is converged
su ciently,
2. The Fluent base-flow can be interpolated accurately to a PSE/BiGlobal mesh,
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Figure A.24: The e↵ect of Fluent mesh resolution, Blasius profile at R = 1.41⇥ 103,
3. Calculation of base-flow derivatives, particularly in the wall-normal direction, are accurate
and free of kinks, numerical artefacts,
4. There must be no e↵ects due to turbulence models in the region where stability calculations
are to be applied,
5. The Fluent base-flow should be steady,
6. Warnings relate to exporting Fluent data.
1. Base-flow correct, accurate, and converged
To meet the first requirement requires adequate resolution of the boundary layer region. Insu cient
mesh or 1st-order di↵erencing will introduce artificial viscosity and provide an inaccurate base-flow.
Higher order pressure and momentum di↵erencing must be used, in conjunction with orthogonal,
quadrilateral control volumes in the boundary layer region. Extreme control volume aspect ratios
(>100) may be used to reduce mesh size. For the Blasius boundary layer, the minimum TS
wavelength of interest to an N -factor analysis is an order of magnitude larger than the layer
thickness. A mesh with 100 control volumes through the layer and aspect ratio of 100 will still
have more than 10 streamwise volumes to represent the base-flow per TS wavelength. When using
large aspect ratios the Fluent method for the construction of spatial gradients should be changed
to Green-Gauss-Node based from the default least-squares setting. Far downstream of a region of
interest to stability analysis the mesh resolution may be coarsened.
The boundary conditions specified can also lead to the incorrect calculation of the boundary layer
but this must be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
Convergence should be judged, not only by the global residuals, but by local point monitors.
Convergence of the global continuity residual to 1⇥ 10 8 is generally su cient to ensure the flow in
converged. However, point monitors in the layer should also be monitored at multiple streamwise
locations to ensure the velocity has converged to a steady, constant value. The error in the velocity
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Figure A.25: The e↵ect of Fluent mesh resolution on the PSE, F = 0.47
profile should be less than 0.04% to give a result with reasonable engineering accuracy. For flows
with no analytical solution, this must be assessed by mesh refinement studies.
2. Base-flow can be interpolated accurately to a PSE/BiGlobal mesh
The second requirement is not expected to be too onerous as the low order of Fluent should
necessitate su cient resolution for cubic interpolation to another grid to be su ciently accurate.
However, if only linear interpolation is to be used, then this requirement may be more restrictive
than the first. It can be assessed as having no substantial a↵ect when stability calculations performed
on refined meshes do not change.
3. Calculations of base-flow derivatives are accurate
The third requirement is related to the first. The PSE/BiGlobal equations require the first derivatives
of the base-flow. Taking the derivative of a quantity will amplify any imperfections or errors. A
base-flow may appear to be smooth and accurate but taking the derivative may reveal anomalies
that can a↵ect the stability analysis. The flow derivatives provided by Fluent to the user are only
1st-order accurate, do not treat boundary conditions correctly, and should not be used. Instead,
the PSE3D_Stability.m and BiGlobal_Stability.m functions can use built-in di↵erentiation
matrices to provide a more accurate derivative. The calculation of base-flow derivatives can be
assessed as accurate when stability calculations performed on refined meshes do not change.
4. No e↵ects due to turbulence models
The fourth requirement is only of concern if, to produce the base-flow, RANS models are used in
the simulation. The regions where stability calculations are to be performed must be free of RANS
e↵ects, which increase the e↵ective viscosity. An initial assessment can be performed by checking
the turbulent/laminar viscosity ratio is very small in regions where stability calculations are to be
performed. The only true way to assess the a↵ect of RANS is to turn RANS models o↵ and then
compare. It is recommended that any Fluent solutions used for stability calculations do not use
RANS at all to avoid this issue.
5. Base-flow is steady
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Figure A.26: The e↵ect of Fluent mesh resolution, F = 0.47, N -factor curve
The fifth requirement is because the eN method is based on steady flows. Stability calculations on
unsteady flows are possible but not of interest as we are considering the growth of disturbances on
steady laminar base-flows. Computing a steady laminar base-flow with the NS at high Re and/or
in adverse pressure gradients is di cult but achievable. The steady laminar base-flow computation
must extend to at least, and preferably beyond, any experimentally observed transition region. The
unsteady Fluent solver may be used to produce a steady base-flow given su cient time-steps, but
the current results have used the steady solver. Point monitors should be used to ensure a steady
base-flow has been achieved whether using the steady or unsteady solver. Fluent settings to achieve
a converged solution have been suggested in Section A.6.6.
6. Warnings related to exporting Fluent data
Exporting data from Fluent is fraught with di culties. Using profiles (not xy-plots) to export will
give data in the cell centres (Fluent is a cell-centred solver). The user must then code in their
own software the treatment of boundary conditions, i.e. walls, symmetry and periodicity. This is
because the cell centres do not lie on the boundaries. Despite this limitation, it may provide the
best accuracy.
When using Fluent in parallel, the data for each cell will only be written once if exporting a profile.
If other export options are used (e.g. tecplot, cgns, csv), by default Fluent will write nodal values.
This presents three possible issues. The first is the low order interpolation to the nodes. This is
perhaps the smallest issue as Fluent is a low order solver. The second is Fluent post-processing does
not respect symmetry or periodic boundary conditions. It will take the closest cell-centre values,
interpolate linearly to the boundary node and ignore any symmetry or periodicity requirements.
The third issue is that Fluent will write multiple values for nodal data where parallel regions of the
mesh intersect. This maybe an issue for some interpolation schemes. This issue can be avoided
by not exporting while running Fluent in parallel. However, this can considerably slow down the
export of data for large simulations.
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Figure A.27: The e↵ect of Fluent di↵erencing on the Blasius velocity profile
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Figure A.28: The e↵ect of Fluent di↵erencing, Uy profile
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A.7 Couette Flow with Streak Model–BiGlobal–Temporal
The purpose of this test case is to demonstrate BiGlobal_Stability.m calculates correct eigenvalues
on a flow with spanwise variation. Few results exist in the literature that provide stability results
on an analytically defined base-flow with spanwise variation. Reddy et al. [1998] studied the role
of streaks in the transition process of Couette flow. They defined a simple analytical model of a
streak on Couette base-flow to study the a↵ect of mean shear and streak strength. This will be
used as the test case.
A.7.1 Base-flow
The model streak on Couette flow is defined by,
U (y) = Sy +A exp ( i z) +A exp (i z) , V = 0, W = 0, (A.13)
where,
S is a constant that defines the mean shear,
A is a constant that defines the streak strength,
  is the spanwise wavenumber of the streak.
The base-flow is defined on the domain, y = [0 . . . 2], and is periodic in the z-direction. The
streamwise velocity component, U , is an even function in the z-direction. Setting A to zero reduces
the flow to Couette flow, with the shear defined by S.
A.7.2 Disturbance
The modal solution of the linear stability problem is sought in the form of,
q =
NX
n= N
qˆ (y, z) exp (i (↵x+ n z   !t)) , (A.14)
where qˆ (y, z) are the unknown eigenvectors and ! are the unknown eigenvalues. Seeking only the
sinuous perturbation (u, v, p are odd, w is even in the z-direction) allows the reduction of the system
of equations to solve. The modes must satisfy the no-slip velocity boundary conditions,
u (0) = u (2) = v (0) = v (2) = w (0) = w (2) = 0. (A.15)
A.7.3 Results
Reddy et al. [1998] compute the most unstable eigenvalue and present results for varying A and
S at Re = 500 with ↵ = 1,   = 2. The results are presented as a contour plot (see Reddy et al.
[1998] their Figure 12). They employ the same numerical di↵erencing as BiGlobal_Stability.m,
Chebyshev in the y-direction, and Fourier in the z, but the actual resolution used is undefined.
Other results in their paper use 33 or 50 GCL points, and an increasing number of Fourier terms,
until the eigenvalue changes less than 5%. Figure A.29 compares the results of Reddy et al. [1998]
with those calculated using BiGlobal_Stability.m, where increasing Fourier terms are used until
the change in eigenvalues is less than 1E-5. The agreement is good considering the A, S values
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used in their contour plots is undefined. The current results use 11 values for each variable. The
increasing number of GCL points is found to have little a↵ect. The largest deviation is in the region
A = 0.11, S = 0.1, and may be due to the choice of A, S values used to produce the contour, and
the more rapid change in the eigenvalue in this region.
The results indicate that BiGlobal_Stability.m is correctly building and solving the BiGlobal
stability equations. The calculated, most unstable eigenvalues are provided in table A.5.
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Figure A.29: Contour of the imaginary component of the most unstable, sinuous, eigenvalue (!i)
for Couette streak model base flow, Re = 500, ↵ = 1,   = 2. Coloured regions computed with BiG-
lobal_Stability.m using 33 GCL points. Dashed grey line uses 50 GCL points. Solid black lines are the
contour levels of Reddy et al. [1998] (digitised from their figure 12).
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Table A.5: Calculated temporal eigenvalue (!) using BiGlobal_Stability.m for the model of a streak
on Couette flow used by Reddy et al. [1998]
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